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SYNOPSIS 
Accurate costing information is required to support decision making in 
modern manufacturing enterprises in order to compete in a global market. It is widely 
accepted that costing information may be supplied by using distributed costing 
systems based on a number of emerging cost accounting philosophies. However, the 
full benefits of incorporating these costing systems have yet to be realised because of 
difficulties in accessing distributed information and limitations in current practices in 
the design and building of costing systems. These limitations include difficulty in 
integrat ing costing with manufacturing systems, a lack of flexibility and an inability to 
adapt to change. 
The thesis focuses on the derivation of a methodology to enable the realisation 
of a new generation of integrated and distributed costing systems which overcomes the 
above limitations. (A schematic representation outlining the issues around which the 
research work is structured is shown overleaf). The research examines two broad 
fields; cost accounting (indicated by part [a]) and advanced manUffiCtUring technology 
(shown by part [b]). Examination of current practice in the design and operation of 
costing systems in manufacturing industry (shown by part [c]) led to the identification 
of life-cycle requirements (embracing the design, build, operation and change phases) 
of a new generation of distributed costing systems. 
Structured design and analysis methodologies, computer communication, 
information management mechanisms and integration methods (including the use of 
an integrating infrastructure) were incorporated to assist the design, build and operate 
phases of the life-cycle (shown by part [d]). A novel feature of the work involves 
designing mechanisms which enable cost models created at the design phase to be 
formally associated with the operation phase. The life-cycle methodology was 
demonstrated by designing and building a proof-of-concept prototype activity-based 
costing software system (shown by part [e]) which was implemented in a case-study 
(shown by part [f]). The case-study demonstrates the benefits of the methodology by 
showing how results of cost analysis may be utilised by other distributed applications 
on a run-time basis (shown by part [g]). The thesis Concludes that distributed costing 
systems of the future, based on appropriate costing philosophy, must be designed and 
built as integrated components of manufacturing systems. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"The contemporary economic environment demands excellence from 
corporate management accounting systems. With vigorous global competition, rapid 
progress in product and process technology and wide fluctuations in currency rates 
and raw material process, an organisation's management accounting system must 
provide timely and accurate information to facilitate efforts to control costs, to 
measure and improve productivity, and to devise improved production processes. The 
management accounting system must also report accurate product costs so that 
pricing decisions, introduction of new products, abandonment of obsolete products 
and response to rival products can be made with the best possible information on 
product resource demands. " 
[Relevance Lost - The Rise and Fall of Management Accounting by Johnson 
Kaplan 871 
The above statement underscores the widely held notion that the provision of 
cost information for assisting manufacturing decision-making in modem 
manufacturing enterprises is an important field of research. However, current 
conjecture mainly centres on the appropriateness of the underlying accounting 
philosophies. Conversely, this thesis does notfocus on deriving a more "'correct" cost 
accounting philosophy, rather it reports on a study aimed at deriving a methodology 
which promotes the realisation of a new generation of integrated costing systems 
supporting the various accounting philosophies which are needed to facilitate 
management decision-making in computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) systems. 
More specifically, the thesis is aimed at exploiting technology-based means of 
supporting the creation and operation of costing systems (which can be based on 
prevailing and emerging cost accounting philosophies) capable of generating such 
information within advanced manufacturing systems; the main axiom being that they 
are best employed as integral components of such systems. 
I 
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A prerequisite of the thesis is therefore an interdisciplinary blend of 
knowledge requiring a good understanding of background concepts and available 
insight into current practice in the areas of cost management, structured design of 
software applications and manufacturing systems integration. 
Thus Chapter 2 provides a literature review of cost management issues 
affecting manufacturing industry. In this chapter, global competition is established to 
be the underlying reason behind the seeking of continuous improvement in all aspects 
of manufacturing industry leading to the need for effecting constant change. The 
chapter draws on the findings of the changing role and behaviour of manufacturing 
costs due to the incorporation of advanced technology. This includes the inability of 
conventional costing systems to provide necessary cost information which is due to a 
combination of limitations of costing philosophy and enabling technology. A review is 
made of several emerging costing philosophies whose cost information could provide 
support to management decision-making in the new manufacturing em. 
The chapter concludes by establishing the requirements of a new generation 
costing systems including the need to design integrated costing systems which are 
capable of sharing common data with other manufacturing applications and of 
supplying cost information on an on-line basis. 
Chapter 3 reviews contemporary forrns of costing software application which 
are typically employed in providing cost information in manufacturing enterprises. A 
survey is made of reported literature on their uses in industry. Key aspects of their 
features and a classification of their types are also included. The various types of 
software-based media currently adopted by software system builders for the 
implementation of these costing applications, their key features, advantages and 
limitations, together with some key issues in their building and implementation as part 
of integrated applications in CIM systems are compared and contrasted. 
Chapter 4 reviews contemporary practices in manufacturing featuring the 
central role of computer-supported information-driven manufacturing systems. 
Contributory factors of global competition and the rapid advances in computer 
technology are established as the key reasons underlying the rapid evolution of 
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manufacturing technology. The need for a commonfocus towards achieving enterprise 
objectives through a globally available information resource is established as a key 
reasonfor computer-supported integration of manufacturing systems. 
The chapter reviews five salient issues related to emerging manufacturing 
integration practice. These are: 
the requirement for integration architectures, 
ongoing standardisation initiatives in computer communication 
the role of information representation and management. 
the need for integration infrastructures which facilitate integration processes 
the provision of tools for the structured analysis and design of manufacturing 
systems 
Requirements for successful implementation of next generation costing 
systems, which also feature more generally in computer-based information driven 
manufacturing systems, are referenced in identifying a methodology. This 
methodology aims to provide life-cycle support, consisting of structured design and 
implementation phases embracing supporting models, tools and design methodologies 
and implementation mechanisms, which will enable the creation of a new generation 
of highly configurable product costing systems that can be flexibly integrated within 
advanced manufacturing environments. 
Chapter 5 describes initial empirical research conducted by the author to 
understand the integration problems faced in circumstances where costing applications 
require access to fragmented and distributed information in a number of database 
systems. This was carried out through an implementation of a costing application, 
linked in a bespoke manner to a pair of relational databases in order to assess the 
general suitability of the integration mechanism. The work enabled a first stage 
specification of generic project objectives to be developed for inter-application 
communication and information-sharing suitable for developing cost applications 
which can be integrated into CIM systems. 
Supporting work carried out and reported in this chapter includes a brief 
review of sources of manufacturing information and their present means and forms of 
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transfer. The growing importance of Structured Query Language (SQL) in its various 
forms was established as a crucial tool in relational database management, data 
manipulation and information access. The implementation enabled the author to assess 
embedded forms of SQL and its overall suitability in meeting the integration 
requirements. 
Chapter 6 proposes how a reduction in integration complexity in CIM 
systems, which include cost application integration, can be achieved by providing 
infrastructural facilities through use of an integration platform known as CIM- 
BIOSYS (CIM - Building Integrated Open SYStems). Here, the cost application 
described in the previous chapter was linked to remotely located databases in a highly 
flexible manner, this via the CIM-BIOSYS software-base-d integration platform. By 
comparing the two separate implementations reported on in Chapters 5 and 6, two 
different integration practices which could be used for cost application integration are 
also compared. The first practice yields a relatively inflexible "pair-wise" or "hard" 
integrated solution and the second, a more flexible or "soft" integrated solution, which 
could positively support system change and enhancement. 
Significant opportunities presented by common availability of tools which 
support integration are identified, highlighting the advantages they provide in 
facilitating the analysis, design and implementation of distributed costing applications 
within integrated manufacturing systems. The work carried out in this chapter enabled 
the author to propose the use of an integration platform as a means of enabling the 
implementation and execution of a new generation of highly configurable, extendable 
and integratable costing applications systems which will ultimately allow a more 
competitive market advantage to be realised. 
The chapter also defines elements of a generic framework for integration 
conceived by the author in conjunction with other researchers at the Manufacturing 
Systems Integration (MSI) Research Institute at Loughborough University of 
Technology. Here four stages of system design and construction are involved in 
developing a typical cost application so that it functions as a CIM-BIOSYS 
conformant'software process. Through his work, the author is also able to report his 
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assessment of CIM-BIOSYS. Finally the chapter reviews and considers other 
integration enabling solutions of this type. 
Chapter 7 addresses a major problem in realising the integration of cost 
applications in CIM systems, namely one of enabling harmonisation of overall 
enterprise functions, with particular reference to cost relationships across various 
sections of an enterprise. The role, flow and forms of information representation is 
therefore of central concern here and it is concluded that these functions must be 
supported by a commonly derived pool of information which is consistent, relevant 
and timely. This chapter describes how modelling tools were conceived and usedfor 
such a purpose. Also use of the tools is evaluated in enabling the structured planning, 
design, building and analysis of models of cost structures within manufacturing 
systems. Specific reference is made to the provision of mechanisms for representing 
the functions and information to operate such models in a systematic and integrated 
manner. 
A modelling method is employed that describes the functional description of a 
manufacturing system. This is based on a "top-down" decomposition approach which 
defines a functional hierarchy. A supporting tool for defining associated information 
entities and their interrelationships is used in specifying and designing the information 
requirements. A template infon-nation model is proposed based on a particular cost 
accounting philosophy, Activity-based Costing (ABC) in this case. Here the instance 
of a cost application which contains information about the particular configuration of 
cost structure could then be implemented and executed upon the integration platform. 
The process is supported by the information resources defined by the information 
model. The chapter reports on specific and general findings which emerged from the 
integrated modelling approach adopted. Also emerging toolsets with enhanced 
functionality which may further extend this methodology are discussed. 
Chapter 8 proposes an integrated life-cycle framework which can be used to 
structure and support the realisation of a new generation of costing systems. Based on 
work reported in the preceding chapters, a proof-of-concept prototype costing 
software implementation, which is referred to as a Model-based Flexibly integrated 
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Activity-based Costing (MFI-ABC) system, was designed and implemented which 
partially demonstrates how flexible integration mechanisms, systems modelling 
toolsets and emerging costing philosophies can meet the requirements of advanced 
accounting environments and support such systems in an integrated manner over the 
varlousphases of their life-cycle. The chapter illustrates the use of. 
0 top-down decomposition of an accounting philosophy and manufacturing 
functions related to a cost accounting scenario, thereby providing structure to 
cost models. 
13 mechanisms which facilitate and simplify the design and implementation of 
cost application software. 
(7) mechanisms which link design and implementation phases of cost models 
The proof-of-concept implementation demonstrates an improvement to 
contemporary practice by incorporating the design activity phase with the 
implementation phase of ABC cost model structures. Mechanisms which handle 
various information formats and others which allow the translation of a model 
description in the design phase into a cost model structure for use in the operation 
phase are described in this chapter. The key features and operating characteristics of 
the MFI-ABC prototype main costing application program are also described. The 
costing application uses the services of the integrating infrastructure to establish 
interaction and information- sh ari ng with other software applications and system 
resources, such as relational database systems. The chapter describes how a dramatic 
reduction in integration complexity can be achieved through the use of the project's 
methods and framework, thus enabling cost information to be treated as part of a 
globally available pool of timely and accurate information. 
Chapter 9 reports on a proof-of-concept demonstration system which utilises 
the MFI-ABC prototype costing software and project methods to show how the 
requirements of a set of costing scenarios can be met based on real production data 
obtained from a local company. Here the MFI-ABC prototype costing software 
functions as an integrated component of a typical CIM system which in total consists 
of several manufacturing applications which are heterogeneous in nature and operate 
in a distributed fashion. The chapter describes these applications and also 
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demonstrates use of the integration infrastructure in assisting the MFI-ABC software 
to accomplish application interaction and information access, thereby enabling case of 
operation and lending support to the handling of change in environments of this class. 
Ile chapter also demonstrates the incorporation of a software application, 
which provides a significant improvement in the visual presentation of production 
results generated by the demonstration system which can be used to enhance the 
quality of manufacturing management decision-making. An ABC scenario was 
enacted to demonstrate use of the model-based ABC methods in decomposing cost 
behaviour patterns of products and in highlighting aspects of their dynamic behaviour 
due to run-time changes. The chapter also shows how setting-up, configuration 
changes and run-time processing of cost information is performed by the costing 
software application in accordance with ABC theory. Included are reports of run-time 
results and their interpretation. 
Benefits of adopting the methodology may be classified under the following 
sub-headings: 
0 Benefits from adopting the integration mechanisms 
" Benefits from adopting the MFI-ABC Prototype Costing Software 
" Benefits extended by using the cost information 
An evaluation of the proof-of-concept implementation is carried out, including 
an assessment of the limitations of the methodology, together with those of the 
modelling tools used. Possible improve ments to the methodology are also suggested. 
Finally, Chapter 10 draws out concluding remarks which sumnlarise the 
major elements of the work carried out in this thesis. Major contributions to 
knowledge are listed in relation to the main themes of the thesis, highlighting areas 
where these contributions have managed to satisfy the criteria identified in preceding 
chapters. Suggestions for further research areas, as a result of the work carried out, are 
also identified, as are major unresolved issues which may inhibit a widespread 
adoption of the thesis methods. 
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THE CHANGING ROLE OF COST 
INFORMATION IN MANUFACTURING 
2.1 Introduction 
Great changes to manufacturing industry due to technological advances, 
market requirements, global competition and innovations in management techniques 
and thinking during this century are outlined in this chapter. These have led to the need 
to formulate new sets of cost performance measures. 
Accounting literature reviews indicate an increasingly important information 
requirement, which is the reporting of cost information relevant to manufacturing 
management. The failure of contemporary cost accounting systems to provide this as 
required has led to the development of various new costingi philosophies some of 
which are briefly outlined. 
This chapter also seeks to clearly establish the changing role of cost-based 
decision-support tools within the new manufacturing environment and the need for 
their design and implementation as part of integrated system-wide structured 
applications. 
2.2 Manufacturing and Accounting for Costs 
Manufacturing2 is a vital source of wealth in every industrialised nation 
(Rembold, Nnaji and Storr 93). The importance of manufacturing in terrns of 
contributing towards wealth creation and increased standard of living within nations 
may be reflected in the fact that approximately 80% of all world trade consists of 
manufactured goods (IMF Yearbook 92). Businesses that manufacture products do so 
1. Costing is defined as "the process of determining the cost of doing something, e. g. the cost of 
manufacturing an article, rendering a service or performing a function. The article manufactured, service 
rendered, or function performed is known as the object of costing ... objects of costing are always activities" (S taubus 7 1) 
2. The term manufacturing in this thesis is taken to mean the organisation of activities devoted to the 
transformation of raw materials into marketable goods (Hitorni 90). 
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in order to make a profit (Goldratt 86). Although some writers (Baumal 59) (Galbraith 
69) (Marris 67) question whether profit-seeking constitutes the only motive in 
business, it is fair to say that profit has proved to be a strong incentive ever since man 
learned to engage in trade and commerce. Systems that record and account financial 
transactions in order to calculate all the incoming and outgoing expenditures are 
therefore a natural requirement for businesses in order to conduct their daily affairs. 
Accounting3 systems have been practised in early civilisations for thousands of 
years (Arnold and Hope 83). Around 500 years ago, Fra Luca Pacioli, a Venetian 
monk, in his epic work, the Summa de Arithmetica, Geometrica, Proportion et 
proportionalita, described the basics of a well functioning double-entry book-keeping 
system in a chapter called "Particularis de Computis et Scripturis". This 500 year old 
treatise remains the standard system for keeping accounts for professionals to this day 
(Weis and Tinnius 91). Contemporary accounting systems are built around this system 
for costing and cost reporting purposes. 
Current methods of assigning costs in manufacturing spring from two sources 
that took form around the beginning of the 20th century. One was the work on 
scientific management techniques by such men as Frederick Taylor who pioneered the 
use of cost standards. The second was the widespread adoption of absorption costing 
by public accountants and the simultaneous abandonment of direct costing (Crease and 
Moore 90). 
2.2.1 General Functions of Costing Systems 
The "flow of cost" is recognized as one of the three basic flows in 
manufacturing in addition to the flow of materials and flow of information (Hitomi 
90). 'ne use of costing information serves three functions (Drury 92) (Angelow 92). 
The functions support; 
0 inventory evaluation 
3. Accounting is defined as "the process of identifying. measuring and communicating economic information 
to permit informed judgements and decisions by users of the information" (American Accounting 
Association 66). 
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C3 operational control 
Cl product cost measurement 
Sectors like manufacturing, banking, retailing, services, etc. maintain systems 
of cost for stock (inventory evaluation) reports. These are standard sets of information 
on financial performances which are legally binding and satisfy Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP) (Dhavale 86) or Statements of Accepted Accounting 
Practices (SAAP) (Piper 88). They are required for external auditing purposes as well 
as for enabling comparisons to be made across a spectrum of enterprises using a 
standard and consistent yardstick. 
Cost for operational control purposes are usually context-specific depending on 
the degree of specificity and are usually for internal purposes, for example preparing a 
report for decision-making in order to justify an investment for new machinery or 
purchasing software application. Costs for product cost measurements take the form of 
maintaining standard costing data and comparing with actual costs for variance 
analysis purposes. 
Provision of product cost information is one of the main purposes of a cost 
accounting system (Drury 89). The provision of 'accurate product costing 
information' will allow many strategic decisions to be made, for example product 
introduction, product mix, product discontinuity, make-or-buy cases, market pricing 
and target costing, contract bidding and comparison with competition whereas an 
inability to do so will undermine all those decisions (Cooper and Kaplan 87). 
2.2.2 Elements of Product Costs 
Conventional cost accounting decomposes product costs into 3 main categories 
(Drury 92). These are: 
Cl direct labour 
0 materials 
C3 overheads. 
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Direct labour and materials are regarded as being variable with respect to 
volume of production and they are apportioned accordingly. Overhead costs, on the 
other hand, are regarded as fixed in relation to product volume and are not directly 
attributable to them so some suitable allocation base has to be found. There are various 
bases which are non-nally chosen for example, direct labour costs, direct material 
costs, prime cost, direct labour hour rate and machine hour rate. Although labour hours 
are commonly used as the allocation base, some companies use various combinations 
within a list for charging overhead costs to products (Drury and Dugdale 93). 
Such product costing methods are essentially simplistic in their assumptions 
and increasingly, their use for management control purposes is being questioned in the 
context of advanced manufacturing technology (Currie 91). 
2.3 Advanced Manufacturing Technology-Changes and Impact 
to Costing Systems 
2.3.1 Competition as a Driver for Change 
Contemporary manufacturing industries are most characterised. by competition 
and the need to respond to change (Turney 92). Competition on a global scale coupled 
with customer-driven demands for improved quali ty, variety, ever smaller batch sizes, 
higher performance, shorter lead-times to market and at times, lower costs has had a 
major impact on most manufacturing oTganisations (Shaharoun, Hodgson and Weston 
93). Companies have had to strive to attain manufacturing excellence and the status of 
world-class manufacturing in order to remain in business (Schonberger 88). A study of 
more than 200 British companies, for instance, stated that only 2% of UK factories 
could be considered as world-class and that the failure of many UK companies to 
attain the status of world-class is attributed mainly to their inability to implement 
change (IBM/ London Business School Report 93). 
In order to keep pace with foreign competition, companies must seek 
continual improvement in all aspects of their operations (Hall, Johnson and Turney 90) 
(Woods 89). A basic requirement is to produce the best product at the lowest price 
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(McNair et al. 87). Cost is depicted as one point of a tetrahedron of important product 
attributes, the other points being quality, time and flexibility to emphasise the inter- 
relationship between these attributes (Chryssoulouris 92) (see Figure 2.1). 
2.1 Manutactunnq'16tranec[ron (Unrvssoulouris 
Flexibility 
Manufacturing Attributes 
1) Cost 
2) Flexibility 
3) Quality 
4) Time Time 
Quality 
2.3.2 Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
To cope with these new requirements, companies have had to embrace the 
latest in advanced manufacturing technologies (AMT), such as robotics, automated 
guided vehicles (AGVs) computer-aided design (CAD), computer-aided manufacture 
(CAM), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and accompanying software systems. 
Their application have revolutionised the manufacturing shopfloor (Berliner et al. 88). 
Accompanying these technological advances have been equally dramatic 
changes in manufacturing management philosophies and practices. The adoption of 
just-in-time (JIT) (Cobb 92), materials requirement planning (MRPI/MRPII) (Krinsky 
and Miltenburg 91), total quality management (TQM), optimised production 
technology (OPT) (Waldron and Galloway 92), Kaizen (continuous improvement), 
design for assembly (DFA) (Burbidge 88) and Concurrent Engineerine (Sullivan and 
Malik 93) etc. has lead to a reshaping of the tasks and priorities of operational 
managers. For instance, although the carrying of stocks as well as work-in-progress is 
traditionally regarded as essential in order to decouple demand from supply and 
4. Concurrent Engineering is defined as "a systematic approach to integrated, concurrent design of products 
and their related processes, including manufacturing and supporL 71iis approach is intended to cause the 
developers, from the outset, to consider all elements of the product life-cycle from conception through 
disposal, including quality, cost, schedule and user requirements" (Institute of Defence Analysis, 1988) 
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prevent undesirable stockouts, JIT considers inventory or making to stock as non- 
value added elements which have to be reduced (McIlhattan 87). 
Similarly, although conventional quality control theory regarded defects as 
tolerable within certain limits, JIFFmanagement theory calls for total quality control 
which aims to eliminate wastage and improve quality in all areas of the organisation in 
order to reduce costs and iinprove the products and services (Cocker 89). Output has to 
be synchronised with demand and this means obtaining the total co-operation of the 
workforce. An important contribution of JIT philosophy is the quest for continuous 
improvement which results in increased productivity, better quality, less scrap, lower 
work-in-progress, less raw materials, fewer finished goods in inventory, improved 
teamwork, higher worker motivation, saved space and increased worker and 
equipment efficiency (Cobb 91) (Ranky 90). 
2.3.3 Major Trends in Adapting to Changes 
, 
Howell (Howell and Soucy 87) mention 6 major trends evidenced as US 
manufacturers tried to adapt to these changes. Ilese are: a) high quality b) lower 
inventory c) flexible flow lines d) automation e) flexible line organisation f) effective 
use of information. 
They note that high quality is important because poor quality is a significant 
cost driver resulting in increased rework costs, delays, wastage and cause these 
companies to lose out to competitors offering higher quality products. Lower 
inventories are needed to offset the capital costs of the new investments and result in 
reducing space requirements, material handling, tax and insurance costs. 
Flexible flow line processes for manufacture, obtained by adopting cellular 
methods of manufacturing, are required to reduce throughput times. Ile use of 
automation and hence a reduced labour content can result in obtaining higher quality, 
productivity and reduced material handling problems. Flexible line organisations are 
being adopted because product design, development, manufacturing and other 
activities for any single product must cut across traditional organisational boundaries 
in order to be effective. Advanced manufacturing environments are also characterised 
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by tighter linkages across organisational units, internally and externally (NValdner 92). 
This means that it is necessary to try to attain a closer integration of manufacturing 
functions resulting in the notion underlying CIM. Finally, effective use of information 
has become important, as the adoption of integrated systems, offering flexible, real 
time transfer of information along computer based communications network can result 
in more informed and timely decisions and actions and can allow a decentralisation of 
activities, ultimately moving towards the notion of virtual manufacturing enterprises. 
2.3.4 Changes in Cost Behaviour Patterns 
Such changes also resulted in the following trends within manufacturing with 
regard to costs. 
As industry adopted automation, direct labour content, which together with 
direct materials used to form a significant percentage of the total costs of 
manufacture began to shrink (BPICS/BIM Survey 1985) (Raffish 91) (see 
Figure 2.2). Conversely, indirect labour in the areas of research and design, 
manufacturing control, purchasing and material control increased. 'Me costs of 
computer technology costs, and particularly software costs, rose sharply 
(particularly where their use is on enterprise-wide basis) and often added to the 
rising costs of overheads. The cost of machine depreciation (including plant 
and equipment costs) also increased because of the large amount of capital 
needed for factory automation. Typically such costs had to be recovered within 
the product life-cycle. The common practice of apportioning these overheads 
on a shrinking direct labour hour content may lead to a situation where the 
overhead rates are as high as 1000% (Bellis-Jones 93) (Kammlade 89). This 
discourages managers from using or investing in new manufacturing 
equipment to avoid being penalised with high overheads (Hall, Johnson and 
Turney 92). 
Increase in complexity of production processes enabled an increasingly diverse 
product mix to be produced in flexible volumes. Although it suited marketing 
needs, the tracing of overheads to products in product costing became more 
diffiCUIL 
0 Competition also meant that product life-cycle periods ix from conception, 
design, production, marketing and product change also begin to shrink as 
companies tried to reduce time-to-market periods. Cost recovery of 
investments has become a major issue (Kolli et al. 92) (Lavelle and Liggett 92) 
(Boelzing and Schulz 89). 
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Figure2.2 Decline in Direct Labour Cost Content (Kattish 91) 
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2.4 Is Conventional Costing Information No Longer Adequate? 
A broad body of thought has expressed criticisms that existing costing systems 
are no longer adequately responding to the needs of the changing manufacturing 
environment (Turney 92) (Bonsack 90) (Johnson et al. 87) (Plossl 87) (Brimson 86) 
(Kaplan 83). 
It is believed that rapid changes in manufacturing practices have not been 
followed by a corresponding change in contemporary management accounting 
practices (Coad 90). Evidence quoted from research findings has been used to support 
the contention that contemporary management accounting practices have tended to lag 
behind manufacturing management practices (Coopers and Lybrand Report 88). 
Cost information reported by conventional costing systems is 
considered to be no longer "accurate" or "relevant" but even "misleading" within the 
new manufacturing environment (Kaplan 84) (Kaplan and Cooper 87) (Brunton 88). It 
is also claimed that it fails to justify investments in manufacturing (CIMA Report 87) 
and inhibits efforts to improve manufacturing productivity (Goldratt 83) (McNair et. 
al. 87). 
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Others who hold views contrary to this opinion contend that it is the mis- 
application of existing costing principles that are the cause and that manufacturing 
managers need to be trained how to apply them in the right manner (Primrose 90). A 
sponsored CIMA study carried out in 1988 by Bhimani and Bromwich examined the 
claims made by the proponents of the new accounting theories. The report covered 
studies made in Japan, USA and the UK, and contended that there was no evidence of 
a significant increase in profitability achieved by companies who adopted the new 
accounting innovations. It concluded that "the evidence and arguments advanced by 
advocates of wholesale changes in management accounting are not sufficient yet to 
justify the wholesale revision of management accounting". The report however did 
encourage managers and accountants to experiment with these new approaches. 
Comparisons with accounting practice in Japan and Korea also showed that 
Japanese firms still use contemporary methods of overhead allocation for product 
costing (Kim and Song 90) (Hirombto 88). These findings for example, have been 
quoted to support the view that the main issue should not focus on the use of costing 
systems for cost control but more as a behavioural tool to motivate employees 
(Yoshikawa et al. 89) (Morgan et al. 89). 
2.4.1 Limitations of Contemporary Costing Systems 
Johnson (Johnson et al. 87), for example, classifies the weaknesses of 
conventional management accounting systems (MAS) into three categories: 
Firstly, it is claimed that current management accounting systems do not 
provide relevant information to help operating managers to reduce costs and 
improve productivity 
Secondly, these systems do not accurately measure the costs associated with 
manufacturing, marketing and distributing the individual products. The 
information generated by conventional systems tended to obscure the 
underlying behaviour of costs related to each product 
Thirdly, the predominance of periodic financial reports such as profit and loss 
accounts and balance sheets (for external reporting purposes), forces managers 
to take a short term view of profitability, at the expense of long term viability. 
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2.4.2 Consequences of Inaccurate Information in Manufacturing 
Management Decision-Making 
The possible consequences of distortion of information to manufacturing 
management provided by existing costing systems have been widely discussed 
(Brimson 93), (Johansson 90): 
by removing direct labour, in the short term, managers may report favourable 
variance from standard costs. Subsequently, the reallocation of overheads o%'er 
the shrinking direct labour hours will mean a rise in the new overhead labour 
hour rate in the long term 
where overhead machine hour rates are high, especially for newly purchased 
machines, manufacturing managers may refrain from using them and instead 
continue to use direct labour in order to get favourable variance from costs. 
This would mean losing out in terms of all the tangible and intangible benefits 
of the machines they have just acquired 
C3 using machine and labour utilisation rates as control measures actually 
encourages manufacturing managers to make to stock which increases 
unnecessary inventory contrary to the objectives of JIT. Pursuing unnecessary 
long batch runs to build up volumes also results in increased defect rates, 
delaying preventive maintenance and reduced throughput times 
13 the distortions in product costs are caused in manufacturing situations where 
overhead costs have to be allocated to a wide variety of products using labour 
hours as the allocation base. Ilese situations arise when the consumption of 
overhead costs by products are not in proportion to their labour hours 
consumed. Many activities classified as overheads, for instance set-ups, sales 
order processing, inspections, scheduling and progressing, are not directly 
related to volume of production; many of these costs are incurred regardless of 
volume 
high volume products (high labour hour contents) tend to absorb excessively 
high overheads and thus are over-costed; whilst low volume products (low 
labour hour contents) tend to absorb less overheads and are under-costed. 
Cross-subsidisation, a situation where one product effectively subsidises 
another product is a common phenomenon in high variety product situations 
(Cooper and Kaplan 87) 
in certain situations, decisions could be made to discontinue products that are 
actually profitable and instead maintain ones which are not (Hall, Johnson and 
Tumey 90). 
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2.4.3 The Case for Adopting New Performance Measures 
A consequence of adopting advanced manufacturing technologies and process 
modifications is that companies have to make complementary changes in their 
performance measurement systems (McNair et al. 87). Traditionally, performance 
measurements have been financially orientated with an emphasis on short term results. 
intangible and traditionally non cost-related measures like quality, inventory 
performance, productivity, flexibility/innovation, on-time deliveries have become 
relevant information for management control in addition to product costs (Johnson and 
Kaplan 87) (Maskell 89). 
In advocating a philosophy of total cost management for example, Ostrenga 
(Ostrenga 90) suggests that the new approach in performance measurements should 
"represent a mix of financial and non-financial operating measures consistent with the 
level of business responsibility. This structure will provide more meaningful 
information and a proactive support of the management of resources". Besides 
extolling the need for manufacturing managers to understand that costs are not merely 
incurred but that they are caused, he also maintains that "at the process level, managers 
should only see and be held accountable for controllable costs". The "mix" of 
performance measures as Ostrenga defines it, should also be consistent with the 
overall objectives of the organisation. Their 'fit' with ones at the same level must also 
correspond to the 'fit' with those below and above their hierarchical levels. 
Keegan (Keegan, Eiler and Anania 89) proposes a hierarchical distribution of 
performance measures appropriate to the operating levels (see Figure 2.3). The 
required new performance measures are related with their locations in a logical 
manner. To support the achievement of these measures, Keegan (op. cit. ) also propose 
a framework of mutually complementary cost and non-cost performance measures that 
will support the achievement of the organisational hierarchy (see Figure 2.4). 
Keegan's framework emphasises the greater granularity and shorter time frame 
required of information at the lower ends of the hierarchical levels. This framework 
however merely provides a view of the required measures at their information levels 
without specifying how and what the mechanisms or time frames which are required. 
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This framework indicates a strong interlinking and complementary role between all 
the identified measures. 
2.3 Hierarchical Performance Measures (Keegan et al. 89) 
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Division * Target costs 0 
* Product design objectives t: ý2 
Product quality objectives 
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*Product/ Process technology 
" Component quality 
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schedul production Cells * Minimise scrap 
* Process quality improvement 
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2.4.4 The Need for a Closer Link between Cost Accounting and 
Manufacturing 
There is a need for a more integrated link between traditional cost accountants 
and manufacturing managers which is a result of the high cost, high risk and shorter 
product life-cycle approach within new manufacturing environments (Johansson 90). 
This is illustrated by Figure 2.5. Many manufacturing decisions which impact on costs 
are being made within a shorter time frame than is provided for by the traditional 
periodic accounting statements. The new "interface" which is required should enable 
manufacturing decisions to be made using timely and accurate cost information so that 
it is possible to "make production decisions as business decisions" (Drucker 91). 
2.4.5 A Case for Implementing More than One Cost System 
It is a widely held view that in order to completely supply all relevant cost 
information, more than one costing system will have to be employed (Rodgers, 
Comstock and Pritz 93) (Drury 92) (Kaplan 88). Arguably, this is because their 
application is to fulfil different needs and must therefore be tailored to address the 
crucial issues for which they are designed to do. For example, the valuing of inventory 
in product costing to satisfy legal requirements must obviously be maintained. 
However a different costing system which also deals with product costing as a 
decision aid tool can still be designed. This costing need not include the valuing of 
stock because it has no relevance to making manufacturing management day-to-day 
decisions. Instead, non-financial measures could be used, for example reject rates and 
so on. This system would then assume a role as a decision-support tool for 
management. In proposing what he considered to be the basic elements of a world 
class cost management system, Nelleman (Nelleman 89) proposes using various 
costing techniques in order to generate information for three main cost reporting 
purposes as illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 Elements of World Class Cost Management System (Nelleman 89) 
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To summarise, the adoption of advanced manufacturing technologies has 
required a shift in management's emphasis in information for process and operational 
control and that these required new measures should consist of both cost and non-cost 
measures that are related to each other within an integrated environment. An important 
feature of this changing need is the use of suitable methods of providing cost-based 
decision-support tools which can assist manufacturing management. 
2.5 A Review of Several Emerging Costing Methodologies 
This section reviews various emerging costing philosophies which are 
considered suitable to be used as the basis for designing suitable decision-support tools 
for manufacturing management. The common denominator in their approach is in the 
issue of addressing manufacturing overheads. Some philosophies have been widely 
embraced, implemented and discussed by accountants and manufacturing managers 
alike (reflected in the number of references in the literature reviewed), whilst others 
are less well reported. Salient features of each costing methodologies are presented 
together with an appraisal of their potential where possible. 
2.5.1 Activity-based Costing (ABC) 
Kaplan and Cooper are primarily accredited with developing Activity-based 
Costing (ABC). CAM-1, the US-based consortium of large manufacturing companies, 
consulting groups and universities in studying next generation cost management 
systems adopted ABC as part of the new approaches for managing costs in advanced 
manufacturing technology (CAM-1,1989). 
This approach differs fundamentally from conventional cost systems in the use 
of a wide range of second stage allocation bases. Conventional measures use single 
measures in overhead allocation. In reality, single measures are rarely sufficient as 
they fail to adequately represent proportionate changes in the system. In ABC, the 
conventional bases of direct labour, machine hours and material costs are used in 
conjunction with bases such as setup times, number of orders and number of deliveries 
to the customers (Cooper 89). Thus ABC attempts to model the build-up of costs and 
the parameters that contribute to it and to use those relevant parameters in the 
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allocation bases. This enables a more representative and accurate allocation of 
overheads to be obtained, one that will add to visibility more proportionately in 
response to change within the system (Brimson 93). 
The identification of allocation bases is not done arbitrarily; instead study is 
made to identify the elements of the mechanism either events, circumstances or 
conditions that incurs/causes cost; which are termed cost-drivers (Sharman 90) (see 
Figure 2.7). Activities are the focal point of Activity-based Costing. Most support 
costs (non-material costs) do not vary directly with labour volume but vary with 
product diversity and operation complexity. Thus many existing products costs do not 
accurately represent the true consumption of resources needed to produce them. In this 
respect, ABC can provide information which can highlight areas requiring action and 
improvements by management, rather than just a factual reporting of past events as is 
currently the case for conventional costing systems. ABC is said to be particularly 
suitable in discrete-part manufacturing environment where product variety is high 
(Turney 92). 
A. Benefits of the ABC Costing Approach 
Proponents of ABC believe that ABC systems can provide accurate figures for 
long term product costing. 'Me nofion of fixed and variable costs are ignored allowing 
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greater freedom to apportion overhead costs. This is important as overhead costs are 
continually growing as a percentage of total factory cost. 
Companies that use ABC systems reportedly found out that product cost 
figures using ABC analysis indicated that only about 75% of the products being 
manufactured actually generated profits for these companies. The other 25% are loss 
makers (Cooper and Kaplan 87b). Conventional accounting systems fail to show this 
fact and instead purport to show that all Products actually generate profits. Clearly, if 
the ABC costing system is employed, it will have far reaching consequences in terms 
of product planning strategies, product mix decisions, marketing strategies as well as 
for component make or buy decisions. A survey showing classification of the usage of 
ABC techniques in operational decision-making situations practised by many ABC 
users are shown in Figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.8 A BC Decision Matrix (ABC Technologies 9' 
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B. Critiques of ABC costing 
Several authors Kingcott (Kingcott 91), Ferrara (Ferrara 90), Piper (Piper and 
Walley 91) and Bromwich (Bromwich and Bhimani 89) have expressed reservations 
about the validity of some of the assumptions contained in the ABC method of product 
costing. Critiques of ABC merely regard it as a more elaborate form of absorption 
costing. Many overheads simply do not have identifiable activity drivers as suitable 
allocation bases and that in some cases, the decisions that cause these overheads to 
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exist have already been taken in the past. Piper (Piper and Walley 90) (Piper 9 1) 
questions the assumptions that ABC can calculate "an accurate product cost" because 
of the use of subjective bases when assigning cost drivers as allocation bases. Kingcott 
(Kingcott 91) concurred in this aspect. 
C. Potential of ABC 
The concept of activities as the drivers of costs has also generated several 
management concepts such as total activity management advocated by Ostrenga 
(Ostrenga 90), activity accounting etc. which are variations of the same concept. Innes 
and Mitchell (Innes and Mitchell 91), in a survey of almost 200 companies carried out 
in 1990 in the UK, concluded that ABC had "triggered a widespread interest to 
practising management accountants. " 50% of those interviewed were considering 
implementing it. The feedback from actual implementers of ABC was predominantly 
positive. Iley expected considerable improvements in the quality of cost information, 
particularly for product costing and cost control. Bailey (Bailey 91) in a similar survey 
on ten UK companies reported improvements in cost awareness in departments and 
interactions between finance and production as a result of implementing ABC. Six of 
the companies reported greater accuracy in product costing and were making changes 
in their product pricing strategies. Seven of the companies were already operating 
bespoke ABC systems running on PCs. 
Murphy and Braund (Murphy and Braund 90) from a survey of 263 UK 
respondents reported that 26% of respondents had already implemented ABC and that 
75% intended to implement ABC within the next five years. ABC applications in the 
above surveys were used as decision-support tools for manufacturing management, 
complementing already existing cost systems. To date several stand-alone ABC 
applications, based on Lotus 123 spreadsheet-type fonnat are already in the market 
and their low cost encourages their usage within industry. These findings support the 
view that despite its 'academic shortcomings', ABC is poised to become a major 
decision-support tool as new and advanced technology are introduced in 
manufacturing industry. 
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in closing the review about ABC, it is to be remembered that the 
implementation success of ABC is conditional, amongst others, on the recognition that 
"ABC is not a panacea for all the product-cost accounting ills or shortcomings in 
manufacturing (Raffish 91) and that "any ABC system will have some limitations" and 
that "ABC is not a complete general purpose system which will meet all cost 
information needs" (Innes and Mitchell 93). 
Target Costing (Genka Kikaku) 
Target costing is a cost management technique that is widely practised in 
Japanese companies (Hiromoto 88). It is not new since it has almost a 30 year history 
and more than 80% of major Japanese companies in assembly-type industries have 
adopted it (Sakurai 91). Major Japanese car manufacturers like Toyota (Lee 94) 
and Daihatsu (Monden and Lee 93) have employed target costing to sustain levels of 
existing cost for new products and then reduced costs to expected levels according to 
their strategic plans. Target costing reflects the strong market orientation in Japanese 
practices in establishing their product prices (Yoshikawa et al. 89). Details of the 
technique are however only just beginning to emerge within western literature on cost 
management techniques (Freedman 94) (Morgan 93) (Polakoff 92). 
Target costing aims at reducing the life-cycle costs of new products whilst 
ensuring quality, reliability, and other consumer requirements, by examining all 
possible ideas for cost reduction at the product planning, research and development, 
and the prototyping phases of production (Kato 93). In target costing, most of the cost 
reduction efforts are carried out at the planning and design stages of the product life- 
cycle through the use of functional analysis techniques (Gagner and Discenza 93) 
(Worthy 91). The methodology of target costing is carried out in three phases; 
Product planning and design stage 
171 Setting of target costings 
.0 Attaining and controlling target costs. 
In the first stage, market surveys are carried out to determine customer 
requirements and potential growth areas for new products. Results of market surveys 
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are translated into target costs from estimates of competitive market process (Morgan 
et al. 89). The second stage involves setting target costs for the products. These target 
costs are usually well below currently achievable costs, which are based on standard 
technologies and processes. This requires very close linkages between all aspects of 
the organisation. Target manufacturing costs are set based on the difference between 
target selling price and target profit. The structure of target costing is shown in 
Figure 2.9. 
'igure 2.9 Structure of Target Costs 
Target Cost (Allowable Cost) =Expected Sales Price -Target Profit 
The target costs are split up over the various departments of the organisations. 
An allowable cost target is also set as a first stage objective. Managers then set 
benchmarks to measure incremental progress towards meeting the allowable cost 
target. Once the allowable cost is met, it is then tightened by a monthly cost reduction 
rate. All value engineering and cost-reduction efforts are then concentrated to ensure 
that the target costs are ultimately reached (see Figure 2.10). 
Figure 2.10 The Use of Target Costing in Relation to a Product Life-cycle 
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The main advantage of target costing is that it is forward looking rather than 
backward looking, unlike all other costing systems. Although historical data is used as 
a guide, target costs are not dictated by it, but in line with the philosophy of continuous 
improvement, reductions of costs in every aspect of manufacturing are the objective. 
Target costing does not concentrate on the problem of allocating overheads or use 
standard costing for management. Instead it uses actual product costs and allowable 
costs as management control variables (Ferrara 90). 
The Consortium of Advanced Manufacturing International CAM (1) a mainly 
US-based group of academic and industrial collaborators looking into advanced 
manufacturing technology cost management systems, is reported to be moving away 
from ABC towards target costing as the next potential cost management system for US 
companies. Kato (Kato 93) contends that target costing is not just a cost reduction 
technique or even a form of costing; it is a part of a comprehensive strategic profit 
management system. 
2.5.3 Throughput Accounting (TPA) 
Throughput accounting (TPA) is a costing methodology which addresses the 
issues of achieving shorter throughput times, lower set-up and lower batch sizes 
through the use of flexible automation and orientates its approach based on these 
factors. 
A. Basic Principles of TPA 
TPA bases its entire philosophy on the following principles: 
0 Profit is a function of manufacturing response time. Due-date performances are 
improved when shorter leadtimes can be achieved leading to reduction of costs 
which improve profitability 
0 Throughput accounting regards high levels of inventory as indicative of poor 
response time and should be reduced proportionately (ideally) to zero as in the 
case for JIT methods 
13 The determinant factor in the scheduling of work in the most profitable manner 
does not lie in the balancing of capacities (which encourages making to stock) 
but is governed by the biggest lin-&ing constraint placed upon it in terms of the 
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plant's smallest capacity resource. The maximum throughput therefore is 
affected by the factory's biggest limiting resource (the bottleneck) and 
therefore only the utilization of the limiting resource need be carefully 
controlled for the purpose of determining profitability during the evaluation 
period. This implies (and indeed is proven in practice) that throughput 
accounting theory does allow a machine or a process to lie idle if it is not a 
limiting process. Non-bottleneck process utilisation rates are therefore deemed 
irrelevant and that to keep such machines or processes running is to generate 
more work-in-progress which only adds to inventory and running costs 
L-3 The limiting resource (bottleneck) changes as the product mix changes i. e. it 
varies from one set of conditions to another 
Output should not be the prime measure of performance; rather in throughput 
accounting, it is the throughput or sales revenue that is regarded as the prime 
measure. This implies that low profit margin products which bring in money 
quicker (rapid turnover with short lead-times, less work-in-progress and 
meeting the due-dates) are more desirable to manufacture than products with 
high profit margins but longer leadtimes. 
The long term objective of management should be to maximise throughput 
through the focal point or increase its capacity. Factors that contribute to the limiting 
of resources need to be eliminated by engineering efforts at product design or process 
levels. 
B. Measures of Performance of TPA 
Unlike conventional accounting procedures, TPA excludes the valuation of 
inventory from profit measures and instead uses what is termed as the primary 
measure which is based upon two aspects: 
Throughput, which is defined as the sales revenue that the business has earned 
less the value of the direct materials in those sales 
The total factory cost (TFC) which is defined as the total costs incurred during 
the period excluding the material cost. 
primary measure= 'Mroughput / Total Factory Cost 
C. Product Costing utilizing Throughput Accounting 
Approach 
In this approach, costs are treated in the following manner. 
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Manufacturing systems are regarded as an integrated whole and their operating 
costs are in the short-to-medium term largely predetermined. Rather than 
separating costs into direct and indirect costs and dealing with them as if they 
behaved independently of each other (as currently practised in current cost 
accounting practice), TPA regards the entire cost -of operating the factory, 
excluding the material costs, as fixed and assigns it as the total factory cost (see 
Figure 2.11, part A). Whether or not a product is actually being manufactured, 
a manufacturing system consumes these costs at a unifonn rate (see 
Figure 2.11, part B) 
13 It does away with the concept of contribution towards overheads as a measure 
of relative product profitability. Rather, it regards the rate at which a product 
earns money (termed the throughput rate) as the prime measure of relative 
product profitability. 
Figure 2.11 Throughput Accounting Measures 
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D. Potential of TPA 
In a survey of 263 UK companies, Murphy (Mur-phy and Braund 91) found out 
that 27% of companies had implemented TPA and that 59% intended to implement it 
within the next five years. A throughput accounting software package has been 
developed by Waldron Associates (UK) based on the principles of Optimised 
Production Technology (OPT) (Goldratt 86). Unlike ABC, the algorithm for utilising 
TPA based on the OPT methodology is held in software which is commercially 
classified and this may explain its comparatively limited industrial application. None 
the less, companies that have utilised it have reported improvements in increased sales 
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and reductions in both inventories and due dates. (Black 93) (Krepchin 90) (Spencer 
91). 
A comparison between ABC and TPA in terms of their relevancy in short term 
and long term production scheduling decision making is given in an article by Bakke 
(Bakke and Hellberg 91). I'lie three main conclusions are; 
ABC provides the necessary information for long term product mix decisions 
since it exposes the underlying cost structures 
Cl TPA improves short term product mix decisions in situations where capacity 
restraints exists 
C3 traditional variable costing should be used where no restrictions exists. 
2.5.4 Cost Estimation Models 
Besides these main costing philosophies, various forms of cost estimation 
models have been suggested and implemented for various uses. These applications are 
often derived from one of the costing theories mentioned above. Their use is usually 
very specific in nature to fulfil a particular need rather than an overall approach. Their 
use usually considers a specific portion of the manufacturing organisation and attempts 
to model that portion in cost terms. Hence, they will be described as either cost 
estimation models or simply cost models. This section reviews two examples which 
have been reported in the literature. 
A. Dhavale's Cost Model 
Dhavale's model (see Figure 2.12) was developed specifically for product 
costing within manufacturing cells containing several numerical control (NQ 
machines (Dhavale 90). The focus of his model was in allocating the overheads to 
products. Acknowledging the shrinking component of labour costs, Dhavale did not 
use labour costs as the allocation base. Instead, he classified labour costs as part of the 
overheads. Each NC machine was considered as an overhead cost pool. Dhavale 
proposed that the product cost should consist of only two main components: 
C3 direct costs of materials 
Cl transformation costs. 
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The transformation costs were further sub-divided into three main components 
capital expenditures 
operating expenses 
service department expenses. 
Each of the NC machines is allocated a computed rate called the application 
rate. Based on the processing times that each product spends on each machine, the 
transformation costs are then calculated. The manufacturing cost of the product is the 
sum of the direct cost of the material and the transforination costs. Dhavale claims that 
his model complies with the requirements of the GAAP and hence the product costs 
calculated by his model could be used for external reporting purposes. 
Capi tal Expendi tures Service 
Oepartme 
Ex enses . . p 
" NC Machine Centre Costs Administrative 
" Central Computer & Accessories Technical Support 
" Automatic Material Handling System 
" Tools, Fixtures. Pallets. 
" Inspection & Assembly Equipment 
n ses 
* Heating 
* Electricity 
* Water & other Utilities 
* Custodial Services 
* Building Depreciation 
* Personnel Costs 
* Other Costs 
B. Son's Cost Model 
Son's cost model attempted to take into account various intangible factors 
which arguably, are said to have added to the total costs of manufacture of a product in 
advanced manufacturing systems (Son 87). As quality and flexibility are now key 
elements of manufacturing excellence but as yet are not being taken into account due 
to their indeterminate relationship with cost, cost information by contemporary 
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systems is said to be unable to show the effects of improvements in those areas. 
Conversely, Son (Son and Park 87) also argues that the present costing systems are not 
able to show the costs of not perfon-ning the improvements. 
The approach taken by Son is to classify all possible costs into two main 
categories, the first he defined as relatively well-structured costs (RWSQ and the 
second as relatively ill-structured costs (RISC). All costs which are clearly 
identifiable, for instance all costs specified by Dhavale will be categorised under 
RWSC. Other costs which are physically not quantifiable but which add to 
manufacturing costs for example, idle time, are defined and classified under the second 
category. '17he full classification of his model is given in Figure 2.13 
igure z. ij bon's uost mocei. 
Material 
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Under Son's classification, it is required to use various ways and means to 
estimate the cost effects of each of these relatively ill-structured costs and aggregate 
them together with the RWSC to obtain the total costs of manufacture. By classifying 
these costs and estimating their cost impacts, a picture of the costs of the whole 
manufacturing process can be obtained for a more 'holistic' picture of product cost. 
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The main criticism levelled against Son's model is that the criteria for 
estimating the intangible factors of production and later attaching cost rates to them, 
may be subject to various interpretations. 
2.6 Implications for New Generation Costing systems 
2.6.1 On-line Implementations of New Generation Cost-based 
Decision-support Systems 
The literature review has indicated a preponderance of opinion favouring 
manufacturing managers of advanced manufacturing plants being provided with more 
relevant cost information for their planning and control purposes. Timeliness was also 
quoted as a crucial requirement (Kaplan 83). The use of computer technology as a 
means of generating and providing the required information is therefore highly 
desirable. 
Kaplan (Kaplan 88) was amongst the first to propose that the new trends in 
distributed computing be used to develop decentralised systems for operational control 
and product costing. The advantages of on-line cost-based decision-support tools are 
that not only can they provide information to their direct users but other potential users 
can also have access to them. Hence, other internal applications like process planning 
and design for manufacture (DFM) can use the same consistent set of data for their 
purposes (Shaharoun, Hodgson and Weston 93). 
Howell (Howell 88) proposed that effective use of information arising from 
new information technology (IT) could be obtained if cost information for both 
internal operating control as well as financial or external reporting purposes be 
generated from the same source, i. e. a unified database of the information systems of 
the organisation on a real time basis. Ostrenga (Ostrenga 90) called for off-line costing 
systems and models to be developed to meet present needs. Mosconi (Mosconi 89) 
called for cost accounting systems to be able to draw from the same data as 
manufacturing within a unified data base. However, he pointed out important 
differences between cost accountants and manufacturing management reporting needs 
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in terms of the format, frequency and volume of cost information which must be taken 
into account when designing such systems. 
Vlaev (VIaev 90) proposed a model that could accumulate costs at the lowest 
possible level in the factory floor (i. e part/operation level) and be able to perform real- 
time cost monitoring. On a similar note, Sutton (Sutton 91), Tatikonda (Tatikonda and 
Tatikonda 90) and Johnson (Johnson and Kaplan 87) suggested designing integrated 
cost systems which can perform cost tracking of products as they are made and 
perform cost auditing and problem reporting as and when problems occur 
Responsibility for and control of these costs are also recommended to be under the 
control of manufacturing managers (Woods 89) (Drucker 91) (Ostrenga 90). French 
(French 91) favoured integrating new forms of costing systems with existing ones. 
Referring to cost information presentation, Clemens (Clemens 91) stressed that 
integration and simplification of information processing is just as important as 
automating the manufacturing process. 
Most of the literature reviewed in terms of whether new generation cost 
systems should either be implemented as on-line or off-line applications tended to 
favour the former. Jeans (Jeans and Morrow 89) called for the development of ABC 
costing systems which could be linked to MRPII systems or bespoke database 
systems. Romano (Romano 90) also called for ABC costing systems to be eventually 
integrated into main-frame systems. In discussing their own experiences in developing 
and implementing CIM strategies in their company, Bennett (Bennett et aL 91) 
stressed the importance of developing automated accounting systems as part of the 
entire process. 
2.7 Guidelines for Developing Next Generation Costing 
Systems 
A framework is therefore required for an integrated approach for designing 
advanced systems for management accounting and costing in an advanced 
manufacturing environment. McNair (McNair and Mosconi 87) suggested eight 
criteria. They are: 
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0 Rapid feedback 
C3 Sensitivity to profit contribution of various activities and products 
" Flexibility and migratory measurements 
" Holistic product costing and control measures 
" Identification, measurement, and elimination of non-value-added costs 
" Focus on variance reduction in areas such as quality, cycle time and product 
complexity (e. g total number of parts) 
" Reclassification of costs based on assignability and value-adding 
characteristics 
13 Enhanced traceability of costs to specific products and processes to decrease 
allocations and their distortions. 
The abovementioned approach can enable enterprises to design performance 
measurements with respect to controlling enterprise activities in order to be able to 
monitor changes in markets, establish and evaluate progress towards business 
objectives, assure attainment of performance targets at the plant levels and serve as 
performance indicators in the manufacturing process itself. This approach is in essence 
an on-line approach. A four year investigation into infon-nation technology (IT) and 
the role of the management accountant by King (King et al. 91) advocated a systems 
integration approach to developing costing systems. This study noted that progress in 
this area, at least for the companies under their investigation, was very limited. 
New methodologies of designing applications based on emerging costing 
philosophies which can provide on-line costing information have yet to reach a stage 
of maturity and widespread acceptance. Most reported work deals with giant multi- 
national and multi-divisional corporations with sufficient financial resources and 
management teams to implement them. Small and medium size companies have yet to 
pursue this path on an extensive scale. 
Although many different ideas have been put forward about what cost 
information manufacturing management may require, and the expected advantages 
which may accrue should these approaches be adopted, ways and means must be 
found by which the technological barriers to these new approaches can be overcome in 
a satisfactory manner. 
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2.8 Conclusions 
The literature review has examined the impact of adopting advanced 
manufacturing technology within the whole structure of the manufacturing 
organisation. Cost information is increasingly required by operational managers to 
examine the financial impact of their decisions. Other information needs include the 
provision of non-financial measures. Various forms of product costing philosophies 
and costing systems have been suggested. 
Regardless of the controversy as to which costing philosophies and systems are 
deemed as appropriate, there is a broad agreement amongst accountants and managers 
that implementation should take advantage of the latest developments in IT. 
Considerable advantage would be attained when all applications can share from the 
same data sources in an integrated manner. This is not as yet commonplace due to the 
physical difficulties involved and a lack of understanding of the issues surrounding 
their implementation. Current versions of these new forms of costing systems have 
therefore tended to be mainly off-line implementations. A major requirement has 
therefore arisen to seek ways and means of enabling the design and construction of 
such costing systems, which can act as decision-support systems to be implemented on 
an on-line basis in order to meet with the changing needs of the new manufacturing 
environment. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The changing role of cost information in manufacturing was reviewed in 
Chapter 2. This chapter reviews contemporary practice in building computer-based 
costing software systems which provide such costing information with specific 
reference to their application within manufacturing industry. This is considered 
essential in order to lay the basis for understanding the status of current approaches, 
their model features and application areas. Discussions are made on issues which 
might constrain the effective development of costing applications that meet the 
requirements of advanced manufacturing technology. 
The chapter contains: 
"A brief description of the use of computer-supported systems for modelling the 
financial operations of enterprises leading to their present status today 
"A review of some application areas in which these systems have been used 
"A review of key features in the design, building, implementing and changing of 
such systems 
C3 A specification of requirements for supporting the development of next 
generation cost-based decision support models. 
3.2 Corporate decision-making, Financial Management and Use 
of Costing Models 
3.2.1 The Need to Model Costs at the Corporate Level 
At the corporate level of enterprises, many decisions, both on a short term and 
long term basis, require precise information about cost information (Drury 92). This 
can be achieved by building models of the economic structure of the enterprise based 
on appropriate accounting philosophies, which could supply this information and also 
give predictions on the cost implications of intended decisions. The use of computer- 
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based models' simulating the financial operations of an enterprise, which are more 
2, ý popularly known as "financial planning models , were first proposed in order to 
provide corporate management with a comprehensive tool to relate financial planning 
decisions with other aspects of the enterprise (Grinyer and Wooler 78) (Shaharoun 83). 
Such models may typically deal with product introduction, allowing top level 
management to make decisions over a range of alternative strategies in terms of 
product mix, advertising, discounting and production costs by viewing the impact of 
these decisions on overall costs. Ile selection of the most appropriate strategy will be 
decided after considering a series of "what-if" analyses. Prior to the use of computers, 
this was performed by pen and paper in an iterative manner and therefore was time 
consuming in nature, particularly as the scope and complexity of the model of the 
enterprise is increased (Sherwood 83). The use of computer-based planning models as 
a "top-down" analysis tool improved the speed and quality of decision-making by 
broadening both the scope and depth of analysis as well as enabling the exploration of 
more alternatives within the same time frame. 
Initially, most corporate modelling was carried out by multi-national 
corporations who built huge company models but these practices rapidly declined due 
to: 
C3 The high costs incurred in hiring staff, training, developing and maintaining 
equipment 
C3 The long model building lead times required to complete them. For instance, 
the Sun-Oil corporate model reportedly took 23 man-years to develop and 
implement3 (Wooler 78) 
It is more common nowadays for companies to develop models of parts of their 
enterprises or "distributed models" (Bhaskar 78) for the following reasons; 
1. The term "model" in this thesis is taken to mean an abstraction of a system representing its significant 
components and relationships between these components. 
2. A Financial Planning model is a model of a system representing its significant components and 
relationships between these components, which is expressed in financial terms. 
3. It was reported that by the time the model was completed, the company had amalgamated with another 
company thus rendering void most of the model's original assumptions. 
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C3 Distributed costing models tend to provide more meaningful data to users 
(Schlosser 89). 
Individual sections of the enterprise benefit from the benefits offered by a 
greater degree of control, ease of modelling and subsequent change which can 
be obtained by localised modelling as opposed to one that is more centrally 
based. 
Advances in personal computer (PC) technology that offered increased 
functionality allowing rapid building of models of parts of the enterprises. 
These distributed models could be considered to be "building blocks" of 
costing systems that attempt to solve parts of the overall costing problems of a 
manufacturing enterprise in a "bottom-up manner". 
3.2.2 Definitions of Computer-based Models for Costing 
Many terms are used in the literature to describe the computer-based models 
and the software-based costing systems which manipulate these models. 
These models are described either as 
0 "corporate planning models" or" corporate models" 
0 "financial planning models" or "financial models" 
0 "cost models" or "costing models" 
0 cccost estimating models". 
The use of these terms is also directly associated with the nature of the models 
and their scope. For example, the scope of corporate models is enterprise-wide whilst 
the others cov er a smaller domain, are more foýcused and have a higher level of 
resolution (Grinyer 78) (McGlade et al. 87) (Sherwood 83). Distinctions have also 
been made based on the use of these models. For instance, according to Grinyer, the 
term "financial model" is used to describe models which are used purely for financial 
planning in certain areas (see Figure3.1) whereas models mainly for production, 
marketing, decision-making etc. are called non-financial planning models (Grinyer 
78). Cost estimating models generally refer to computer-based models that estimate 
the costs of manufacturing products given a set of constraints. 
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Figure 3.1 Application Areas of Costing Models (Bryant 87) 
1. Financial forecasting 2. Construction scheduling 
3. Pro Forma financial statements 4. Tax planning 
5. Capital budgeting 6. Energy requirements 
7. Market decision-making 8. Labour contract negotiation 
9. Lease versus Acquisition 
decisions 
10. Foreign currency analysis 
11. Production scheduling 12. Utilities: 
13. New venture evaluation a) Load forecasting 
2. Manpower planning c) Rate cases 
4. Profit planning e) Generation Planning 
6. Sales forecasting g) Investment analysis 
Likewise, the names of the software programmes designed to build and 
manipulate these models will respectively be associated with the model. For example, 
a corporate planning package is the term used to describe a software system that can be 
used to build and operate corporate planning models. The distinctions between these 
tenns although appropriate within the context of their usage are not appropriate for the 
purpose of this thesis. 'Mis is because their usage obscures their underlying inherent 
similarities in terms of their design, implementation and operation, the common 
themes of which are the subject of this thesis. The author therefore will use a more 
generic terminology when referring to these applications. As all these applications 
basically deal with the activity of costing and modelling, the author will use the term 
"costing software applications" to refer to the different categories of costing 
applications and will use the term "costing models" when referring to any of the 
models which are created and manipulated by these costing applications. The term 
costing software applications will thus refer to any piece of computer programme 
which is designed to process information related to costs in accordance to some pre- 
defined costing routine. 
3.3 Survey of Software Costing Applications in Manufacturing 
Several sections of literature on the use of costing applications for creating 
models in manufacturing applications are reported in this section. The actual literature 
is fairly extensive, and for obvious reasons only a selection of these are included. 
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3.3.1 Application Areas 
The reported works are classed under the following categories. 
Product Costing 
March (March and Kaplan 87) reported on the building of an Activity-based 
Costing model within the John Deere Component Works (JDCW). The model 
developed on PC based Lotus 1-2-3 aimed to draw an alternative product cost profile 
for the components to assist accurate product pricing and bidding purposes. Zhuang 
(Zhuang and Bums 92) used PC based Quattro for developing an ABC cost model for 
costing nonstandard route manufacturing environment. Dhavale (Dhavale 90) 
proposed a modified version of a cost model capable of costing products in flexible 
manufacturing cells that could meet accounting standards. 
B. Financial Planning 
Wilkinson (Wilkinson 84) proposed the design of financial planning models 
which can take advantage of emerging concepts of distributed computing networks. In 
his proposal, the results from distributed models throughout the enterprise can be 
consolidated into a format for presentation to higher level management using 
distributed computing networks concepts. 
Design for Assembly /Manufacture 
Boothroyd (Boothroyd 88) reported on a Design for Assembly (DFA) cost 
model that could be used to estimate costs of parts during the design stage prior to 
manufacture. Dewhurst (Dewhurst 88) reported a similar work this time on the 
estimation of moulded parts during the design stage. Ong (Ong et al. 92), Heng (Heng 
et al. 92) and Dieffenbach (Dieffenbach 90) also proposed similar cost models for 
DFA. Allen (Allen and Swift 90) used computer-aided design generated product 
drawings in conjunction with material/process combinations to predict product costs in 
the design stage. 
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D. Manufacturing Planning and Control 
Gardner (Gardner 74) developed a combined sales and production model on a 
personal computer for balancing sales forecasts and production capacity in a plastics 
factory. Wright (Wright 85) proposed a manufacturing planning model encompassing 
bill-of-material for scheduling which will allow the costs of alternative schedules to be 
compared. Kom (Kom 84) proposed the "bottom- up" creation of a financial model 
that will take the data from an MRP package, convert into cost terms and also allow 
costing of alternatives to be performed. Vlaev (Vlaev 90) proposed a shop-floor cost 
model that can generate real time cost information for selective evaluation of 
manufacturing cost analysis. 
E. Cost Simulation in Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
Alberti (Alberti 88) used a PC based version of SIMAN to model the efficiency 
of a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) by using simulation techniques 
incorporating costs as an index of performance. 
R Other applications 
ijay ijay 1) propose an approach using H -cycle product costing that 
estimated total product costs from research and development (R&D), manufacturing, 
usage, repair and replace as a tool for assisting decision-making in concurrent 
engineering. Darazsdi (Damzsdi 85) reported on the building of an integrated 
company-wide model to estimate profits due to change. Eilon (Eilon 84) proposed a 
cost model that could be used for productivity measurement. Narchal (Narchal 88) 
developed a simulation model for corporate planning for studying the impact of 
strategic decisions on corporate objectives in a steel plant. 
Figure 3.2 is a summary of the costing applications mentioned above in terms 
of their objectives, scope and application areas. 
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Figure 3.2 Survey of Typical Costing Applications in Manufacturing 
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3.3.2 Points Regarding the Different Applications 
Discussions about the review as below, centres on several points relevant to the 
theme of this thesis: 
" The foregoing review indicates a proliferation of diverse applications which do 
not easily fit into standard classes or conform to any generic application 
specification. The objectives, scope and depth covered by each application 
vary to some considerable degree 
" From being a tool used mainly by accountants in a "top-down" manner, the 
current trend is for manufacturing managers and engineers to develop 
distributed "bottom-up" applications based on the modelling methodology 
" Individually, each application offers significant potential benefits if 
implemented as suggested. Design of these applications appears to gravitate 
around their individual paradigms of how their own specific functionality can 
best contribute towards achieving enterprise objectives. These applications 
arguably, would bring local benefits to the domains in which they are put to 
use. What is uncertain however, is the degree of benefit which could be derived 
by adopting and implementing a number of these applications in conjunction 
with each other. Modelling synergy and the effects of adopting and 
implementing a combination of these models within a manufacturing system 
(and considerations of their potentially conflicting objectives and modes of 
operation upon the total system) are issues which do not seem to be given due 
prominence. An important prerequisite would require some coordinating 
mechanisms to ensure that the local benefits of each application can be 
aggregated and alternatively, local conflicts be resolved in order to achieve the 
overall enterprise objectives 
The review has also indicated that the design of the applications seem to be 
geared towards local implementation, in the sense that individual costing 
applications use costing routines as well as use computer systems that are best 
suited for the local purposes within their operating environment. If these stand- 
alone costing applications are required to be integrated in order to achieve 
synergy, the role of commonly shared information would be central in order to 
minimise data duplication, verification, delays and increase co-ordination. The 
variety and type of software languages and computer systems which have been 
used in the implementation of these costing applications would pose problems 
when effort is made to get these separate applications to exchange information 
with each other. Integration of the applications do not appear to figure strongly 
in the minds of their designers. 
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3.4 Main Classifications of Models 
The nature of models used for costing purposes may be classified into three 
types; 
Deterministic 
0 Probabilistic 
13 Optimisation. 
3.4.1 Key Features of Types of Models 
Figure 3.3 summarises several features of the three modelling types, which the 
author considers relevant when considering choice of a particular modelling method. 
In the opinion of the author, it would appear from the summary that it is the situational 
needs and modelling objectives that would recommend one modelling approach over 
the others. Area of greatest applicability is one of the most important criteria within 
the listed summary. Certain situations may indicate the preference of a particular 
method that would yield more benefits over that accorded by others. For example, 
where all the required data is available and can be considered to be stable within the 
life-cycle of the costing analysis, a deterministic model is the most appropriate choice. 
Given circumstances where the only available estimates of data fall within bands 
consisting of ranges of values, a probabilistic model is preferable. 
Figure 3.3 Comparisons of Features between the Model Types 
Modelling methods Deterministic Probabilistic Optimization 
Area of greatest 
applicability 
Highly predictable 
situation 
Involving Uncertainty/ 
risk 
Select best 
choice 
Model Complexity Least Complex Moderately Complexity Most Complex 
Model build time Short Considerable Considerable 
Data output Single Result Range of results Single Result 
Computing run Single run Multiple runs Multiple runs 
Data requirements 
- 
Least Extensive Most Extensive Moderate 
[ýý 
of use 
1 Easiest Difficult Difficult 
Deterministic models are however, the most frequently used form of models 
(Grinyer 78) (Fougionne 83). The reasons are: 
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C) their inherent simplicity of use for managers 
0 low imposition on computing time 
the perceived quick need to focus attention very quickly on a problem and be 
able to separate the essence of the problem from unnecessary (and often 
confusing) detail (Mepharn 88) 
0 the users own preference to be allowed to experiment with variables in order to 
come up with solutions (op. cit. ). 
It would appear that the popularity of deterministic models make them an 
appropriate starting point to begin development of a costing application. An added 
gain is that the basic framework of a deterministic model is flexible and allows its 
subsequent modification into optimisation and probabilistic models. NVith further 
practice and experience of modelling, understanding of the interactions between 
system parameters and validation, improved forms of cost models modelling particular 
scenarios could be progressively refined and implemented. 
3.5 Means of Developing Software Costing applications 
Although a wide variety of proprietary software costing packages and medium 
of implementation exists on the market today, these software implementation medium 
may be broadly categorised into the following cl. asses. 
3.5.1 Spreadsheets 
Software costing applications may be developed "in-house" very rapidly Le 
company personnel may develop their own programmes using commonly available 
general purpose spreadsheet packages. Also a series of planning alternatives could be 
displayed side-by side which facilitates comparison. Changes could be made to any 
single parameter within these alternatives prior to execution. These general purpose 
spreadsheet packages also contain some costing functions which can be used for 
costing analysis. Examples of these spreadsheet packages are SUPERCALC 5, 
SYMPHONY, EXCEL and LOTUS 1-2-3. 
3.5.2 Bespoke Spreadsheets 
These are commercially available cost applications which are based upon a 
general purpose spreadsheet package. Specially written macros containing financial 
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and forecasting routines are available to assist the analysis and interpretation of the 
results. Data and model logic are intricatelY combined. 
3.5.3 Bespoke Spreadsheets Combined with Data Base 
These are spreadsheet-like packages which separate data from model logic 
allowing separate manipulation of any part of the model. This allows multiple runs 
using selected data stored on separate files using the same model logic. 
3.5.4 Bespoke Advanced Financial Modelling Languages 
These are packages using high level programming languages which are 
specially designed for financial modelling uses. English-like syntax assists the user in 
operating the packages. These software packages are command-driven with predefined 
accounting routines built-in to generate the required information. The degree of 
customisation is extremely high. 
3.5.5 Bespoke Combined Resource Applications Softwares 
These software packages are usually a comprehensive suite of programmes 
based upon a common data resource. They are mainly PC based applications. The 
functionality of these applications include other applications like order entry, although 
a costing module is usually provided as part of such a suite. The costing module 
contains all the relevant costing routines for common usage. 
3.5.6 Applications Based on General Programming Languages 
These are intermediate and low level general purpose languages like Fortran, 
Pascal, C and C++ that can be used to develop costing software applications. Creating 
models using such languages is more ponderous because their basic features are less 
user-friendly than advanced cost modelling languages but they offer powerful features 
and facilities in terms of inter-process communication and data access and transfer. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison between different Software Application Mediums 
Ty - of l Standard Spreadsheet Bespoke Advanced Combined General 
twarc so Spreadsheet with bespoke Spreadsheets Cost Resource Programming 
implementation (eg. Lotus I- Costing with database Modelling Software Language 
2-3) Functions Language 
Model build short short short very short very short long 
time 
Source of Data own ON%M own own shared shared 
Data interspersed interspersed interspersed se aratel Y Y separate file separate files 
relationship with model with model with model d but h but tightly 
with model logic logic logic tightly coupled 
coupkd 
Data import file import file impoct file import file import file import file irnporV 
from other (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) real time 
applications 
Data transfer file export file export file export file export file export file exporv 
to other (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) (fixed format) relating 
applications 
Graphics Good Good Good Good Good None (need 
Facilities interfacing) 
Method of manual manual manual manual manual system 
verifying data 
integrity 
Degree of data high high high high low low 
duplication 
Intended users stand-alone stand-alone stand-alone stand-alone stand-alone stand-alone/ 
corporate 
Configurability low low limited lintited limited high 
Modelling rapid rapid rapid rapid dependanton depcnd! nton 
capability ssing in 
oads 
Degree of high high high high high low to average 
customisation 
Hardware PCIWKS PC PC PC PC PC/WKS/. %IF 
Integr3bility low low low low low good 
with other 
applications 
Handling poor poor limited lirniEed limited good 
usage 
deviation from 
original model functionality 
Ease of model low I low I good I good I good I good I 
maintenance 
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As shown in Figure 3.4, the author has summarised several main comparisons 
which could be made about creating and operating costing applications based upon the 
various types of software implementation s4. These comparisons are not prescriptive in 
the sense that they aim to highlight a particular implementation as being superior to 
others or vice-versa. Rather, they attempt to summarise key elements that are 
associated with the choice of a software application medium and how these compare 
with others. 
3.6 Key Issues and Trends Likely to Impact on Life-cycle 
Support of Costing Software Applications 
Drury (Drury et al. 93) carried out a survey of management accounting 
practices in UK manufacturing. He noted significant changes towards: 
0 Fully integrated MRPII, accounting and sales order processing 
C) New computerised systems with on-line integrated accounting down to 
department level and further computerisation of product costing 
0 Greater use of spreadsheet models. 
These trends indicate: 
13 a gradual integration of enterprise operations by the adoption of integrated 
software and on-line information systems using a common base of information 
13 change towards improvements in information processing suggesting that 
information processing is assuming a key role in transforming the way the 
enterprise is being run 
0 the growing use of costing models as a decision support tool in the AMT era. 
3.6.1 Appropriateness of Costing Solutions 
The review of emerging accounting philosophies carried out in Chapter 2 have 
revealed several costing philosophies which could be used as a basis for building 
costing systems based on certain needs and conditions. The review of industrial 
applications (see Section 3.3.2) also revealed the diverse costing systems being 
4. The comparisons comprised part of the author's earlier work (Shabaroun. 83). 
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developed and implemented in industry using various combinations of software 
medium, costing philosophy, model type, these choices being dependant on situational 
factors. This gives rise to the paradigm that it is perhaps not the "optimal" costing 
solution that is fundamentally the issue. The "optimal" solution (if it is at all possible 
to define it as such) is only so in so far as it might adequately supply the correct 
information requirements which are needed to manage and control the situation at that 
particular moment in time. It is conceivable therefore that several costing based 
systems could be concurrently designed and implemented (in distributed manner) in 
order to meet the varied needs of different parts of a manufacturing enterprise. 
This approach would be potentially attractive to typical engineering and 
manufacturing line managers as they regard cost information and costing applications 
in a utilitarian manner and that they use the cost information, in conjunction with other 
manufacturing information, as a guide to achieve operational aims. 
Hence, one of the requirements for the methodology of providing life-cycle 
support for advanced costing systems is that it must be able to accommodate many 
types of cost accounting philosophies in order to create costing systems which are 
CI close approximations" to the ideal solutions. The approach which can assist building 
many solutions which corresponds to the changing needs of the enterprise may be of 
greater value compared to an approach which only prescribes and allows costing 
systems to be built based on only one single cost accounting philosophy. 
3.6.2 Design and Build Issues 
A. Scope and System Complexity 
The required degree of resolution of a breakdown of costs, the width of the 
modelling scenario, the size of the system to be modelled, the extent of information 
requirements and type of costing philosophy adopted will affect the level of effort 
needed to design and build systems which are suitable. 711iis will also influence the 
choice of the implementation medium adopted. Limited scope solutions may suffice 
for particular purposes. However, as the scope of systems to be modelled grows and as 
the complexities increases, additional design tools, analysis and implementation 
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mechanisms would be required to assist the system builder to handle the greater degree 
of system complexity involved. 
B. Growth of Distributed Costing Applications 
Even as organisations integrate their business functions, the role of distributed 
cost modelling is growing. I'lie advantages offered by distributed costing modelling 
over corporate planning systems and models has been explained in Section 3.2.1. 
Their role are expected to flourish even as Database Management Information Systems 
(DMIS) continue to take over all data handling within enterprises (McGlade et al. 87). 
on one hand, models and the costing applications used to build and operate them will 
be made more user-friendly (op. cit. ) and from the experiences gained in industrial 
practice, will be designed to be as simple as possible (Scapens 85). The use of personal 
computer based software costing applications which operate costing models 
possessing increased user functionality and specificity will continue to increase. On 
the other hand, redistribution of responsibility with respect to the control of costs as 
advocated by Ostrenga (Ostrenga 86), for example, through the use of these computer 
applications will also grow. 
There appears to be two trends i. e. one, for increased user-friendliness through 
distributed costing modelling and secondly, for support of increased integration 
through usage of more common hardware and software systems. This is viewed in the 
context of currently available software for implementation. These two trends can be 
conflicting because the more user-friendly and bespoke a costing application is made 
to suit the user (especially by the use of proprietary software on personal computers), 
generally speaking the more difficult it becomes to ensure that the software system is 
able to be integrated with other application software in other computer systems. On the 
other hand, the use of general purpose languages for developing costing applications 
to operate costing models may ease the issues of integration with other software 
systems but often incurs the penalty of achieving reduced levels of user-friendliness 
and functionality or higher overheads in programming time. A matrix chart to 
illustrate the two requirements is shown by the author, (see Figure 3.5). Emerging 
Computer-aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools represent a means whereby both 
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of the two requirements may be merged. A life-cycle support methodology for creating 
new generation costing applications may well include system-building CASE tools. 
Raure, 3.5 User-friendliness versus Inteembilitv Matrix. 
User (Micro-F CS, 
Friendliness EasyABC) (Booch. lpsys) 
........... high o" ... PO C ......... It ... CASE - 
TOOLS 
ka. ... B 
(LA)tus 1-2-3 C : D*ýýýýýýýýý. '*'ýýýýýýýýý*ýýýýýý* Supercalc 4) 
Spreadsheets (C' C++, 
Pascal, 
Fortran) 
low 
low high 
0. 
Integrability With Other Systems 
Examples in brackets represents typical software/ languages 
3.6.3 Information Issues 
A. Differences between Cost-based Information and 
Manufacturing-based Information 
The need for new cost-based deci sion- support methods, based on new ways of 
allocating overheads for advanced manufacturing environment which has 
preoccupied accountants, can now be directly associated with the integration issues of 
manufacturing. Dilts (Dilts and Grabski 90) have characterised important differences 
between the requirements of cost-based information and manufacturing based 
information, a summary of which are listed below: 
Cl Accounting data is transaction-orientated and can be aggregated and classified 
according to the Chart of Accounts Model, i. e. according to the costing 
hierarchy and VA)e of costs. Manufacturing data cannot be classified in this 
way 
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Manufacturing considerations focus on non-cost related data like leadtimes, 
quality, product mix etc. Costing applications focus on cost. 'Me focus on cost 
must not obscure importance of the manufacturing data 
Accounting information is primarily reportive in nature i. e. feedback systems 
with longer operating time frames. Manufacturing data is preventive and 
generally operates on a real-time basis 
Accounting data requires highly controlled external structures (for e. g 
auditors) to verify cost information. Manufacturing data does not have (or need 
to have) external structures and accountants generally are reluctant to 
intermingle cost information with data that does not have similar external 
verification procedures 
Manufacturing functions are dynamically more responsive to changes. A 
number of crucial cost information contained in cost accounting software 
applications is less prone to changes, as any major change requires board level 
approval and may take many years to implement. 
Distributed Information 
Although distributed costing applications have many advantages over 
monolithic corporate costing applications, the use of emerging cost accounting 
philosophies necessitates the use of information which may be distributed across the 
enterprise. This information, however, may be stored in different proprietary 
information systems, held in different information schemata and in different data 
formats. It may also be controlled by various operating systems and their human 
operators. Ile resolution of the issues featuring access to distributed information is 
therefore likely to feature strongly in the building and operation of such systems. 
Volume of Data Transfer 
Costing applications that manipulate modets, which are based on the latest 
accounting philosophies typically require far more extensive information for operation 
than do conventional costing applications. The model objectives are on achieving 
decomposition of cost which can trace causal factors of costs to the micro-levels of 
details. The volume of transfer of data is likely to be of a higher magnitude thereby 
requiring a reliable method for high volume data transfer ensuring that the information 
is timely and free from any errors. 
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Contemporary software costing applications typically require human 
intervention in the preparation of information prior to being processed. These involves 
data manipulation, verification, duplication, simpliflcation and may result in 
lengthy pre-modelling preparations. The problem becomes magnified when cost 
information requirements are required to operate in highly dynamic situations. New 
generation costing applications would require means by which the human intervention 
could be minimised in order to allow for computer-supported integration of 
manufacturing systems. 
3.6.4 Implementation Issues 
A. Heterogeneity 
A manufacturing enterprise consists of a number of separate interacting 
manufacturing applications which are typically purchased from a number of 
proprietary vendors. The information which is required by new generation costing 
applications may be stored in any of these applications. Integration mechanisms would 
be required in order to a]-low the software costing application to access the required 
data electronically from the heterogeneous infonnation sources within the enterprise. 
B. Managing Change 
Change is a business requirement as a means of achieving continuous 
improvement. Costing applications are required to supply relevant information to the 
needs of decision-making within the enterprise: -These needs may change and grow 
over time. The costing applications themselves may require to be modified, updated or 
replaced as do the systems supplying information to these costing applications. Means 
must be incorporated to allow the process of change to be managed with the minimum 
of disturbances within the manufacturing system. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
This chapter had identified several trends which can be surnmarised under the 
following headings. 
I Trends In The Use of Costing Applications 
0 Costing applications have evolved from an origin of being based on a 
monolithic "top-down" modelling approach used mainly by accountants to 
advise board-level decision-making into that consisting of distributed "bottom- 
up" manufacturing orientated tools developed and used by engineers and 
manufacturing managers 
" The growing use of costing applications is reflected in the diverse applications 
reported in the literature. The proliferation of uses does not enable a rigid 
prescriptive approach to the building of costing applications, rather a broad 
design and building framework is seen as a more feasible and likely to be more 
acceptable approach 
" The key issue in costing applications is basically that of providing means of 
supporting the building of "appropriate" and "approximate" costing solutions 
rather than in building "accounting-perfect" solutions 
" Manufacturing applications are rapidly being integrated within their host 
manufacturing environments based on the sharing of information. 
Paradoxically, in practice, costing applications are increasingly implemented 
as distributed, locally targeted and standalone applications 
Coordinating mechanisms are required to ensure that the local benefits of each 
application can be aggregated to achieve overall enterprise benefits. 
2. Building and Design Issues 
Costing applications can be built based on many different types of model. 
These types offer several advantages that may suit particular application areas 
Many different software application development media are currently 
available. Application mediums that may be easy to use for developing costing 
applications may prove to be more difficult to integrate with other 
manufacturing applications. 
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Information Issues 
The design of costing applications must take cognisance of the differences 
between the nature of costing information and manufacturing based 
information 
The functionality of new generation costing applications requires information 
which is fragmented and distributed throughout the enterprise. Issues Of 
communication between these applications are of growing importanýe. 
Implementation Issues 
The costing applications require to be integrated within a heterogeneous 
environment 
Means must be found in order to manage the introduction, modification and 
replacement of the integrated systems. 
An implication of this review is that a methodology for life-cycle support for 
building costing applications must be able to accommodate different accounting 
viewpoints. Greater benefits could be achieved by concentrating on the enabling 
means of designing and creating these costing applications, of building adequate 
functionality into them, of enabling means of adequate information support and 
integration within the scenario of an ever changing information technology supported 
manufacturing environment. Conceptual design, build and implementation methods 
for new generation of cost-based decision support systems must also incorporate a 
"dynamic essence", i. e. the ability to cope or change with respect to time. 
This will require the provision of a set of generic rules and design frameworks 
for these applications, based on the newly emerging costing theories. This would be 
assisted by the adoption of significant infon-nation technology advances in computer 
hardware platforms, information modelling languages and methods, computer 
networking and information transmission mechanisms coupled with emerging fourth 
generation system building tools which could provide opportunities for application-led 
rather than technologically constrained product realisation. These computer-based 
mechanisms are discussed in the following chapter. 
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4.1 Introduction 
A requirement for the successful implementation of new generation costing 
systems identified in Chapters 2 and 3 is for the need for these costing systems to be 
able to share information with other applications through computer-supported means 
within the manufacturing systems. Contemporary practice and emerging 
manufacturing methodologies have placed a more central role for the use of computer- 
based information-driven systems. The support or where appropriate even replacing of 
man by computers, in performing routine tasks provides an opportunity to increase 
efficiencies, reduced leadtimes and lower costs. Current practices and solutions 
however, have not proved to be adequate in fully realising these opportunities. In 
addition, important technological, economic and sociological considerations need due 
attention prior to implementation of information driven manufacturing systems in 
order to avoid failure. The chapter: 
0 reviews the development of computer-based applications in manufacturing 
leading to a need for their integration 
surveys contemporary understanding of the complexity and solutions to the 
integration problem 
examines emerging mechanisms which will support the integration of these 
applications in terms of standards, modelling tools and information 
management technology. 
Ile understanding of such considerations will help to advance the design of 
new generation cost-based applications through the appropriate adoption of computer 
integrated manufacturing (CIM) methods and systems. 
4.2 Development of Computer-based Applications in 
Manufacturing 
Manufacturing industry is undergoing a technological revolution in terms of 
computer-supported manufacturing systems. Many new engineering areas have been 
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developed and evolved by both the increased use of computers, engineering and 
manufacturing concepts such as mechatronics (Williamson and Deasley 94) which 
considers close associations between electronics, mechanics and automatic control. 
Today, the use of. computers has resulted in the creation of information-driven 
manufacturing systems which no longer need to rely solely upon manual labour and 
skills but rather more upon knowledge of the manufacturing process whether this 
knowledge resides within humans (managers, shop-floor workers etc. ) or devices 
(databases, device drivers etc. ) or a combination of both. 
Two main drivers of change have combined to make this trend inevitable: 
The fierce global competition facing manufacturing businesses coupled with 
increasing customer-led demands for improved quality, variety', lower batch 
sizes (approaching one), shorter lead-times and reduced product life cycle 
(Tumey 92) 
Exploitable opportunities offered by stepwise advances in computer 
technology2 in terms of the achievement of greater processing speed at lower 
costs, greater memory, reduced size and other capabilities, all of which could 
be utilised to expand the boundaries constraining present-day design and 
implementation of manufacturing applications (Davis 77) (Wheeler 90) 
(Martin 93). 
Computers have increased productivity by gradually taking over many 
repetitive human tasks within associated stages of the manufacturing cycle such as 
design, engineering, process planning, scheduling and shop-floor production, logistics 
(kitting, dispatching, inspection, material handling) and also business related stages 
which run in parallel such as procurement, order processing, distribution, finance, 
payroll etc. (Graefe 93). El-Hadj (EI-Hadj 92) in his book entitled "Techno-shift: 
Meeting `17he Challenge Of Technological Change" noted that the major trend today is 
"... to design and control devices of transformation that are organised by information 
and regulated either by humans or automatically". With reference to "the technological 
1. ICL carries out nearly 4500 changes to its product ranges each year to respond to customer demand and 
for improving quality (Anon 89). 
2. Porter asserts that technological innovation is the single most important source for major change in 
market share amongst competitors and also the most frequent cause for the demise of entrenched 
dominant firms (Porter 85). 
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revolution in processes regarding the integration of information technologies into 
production systems, the new era of information automation and the electronic 
production revolution", he further adds that ". the primary characteristics of these new 
systems occurs on two levels: automation and computer integration" (op. cit. ). 
4.3 Challenges, Opportunities and Shortcomings in Exploiting 
the Benefits of Computer Technology 
4.3.1 Need For a Competitive Market Edge 
World class manufacturing excellence in order to overcome competition poses 
a real challenge (Schonberger 88). Quality has assumed paramount importance (Millar 
93). Average product life-cycles over the last 20 years have declined from between 7- 
10 years to 1-3 years (Sterner 91). Costing information has increased in its added value 
as a resource to manufacturing enterprise (Kaplan 88) (Drury 92). 
Responsiveness to rapidly changing market situations means requiring 
flexibility having an implicit capability to offer increased product variety and part 
accessories, varying batch sizes and delivery times. 
4.3.2 Inability in Realising The Full Benefits of Using Computers 
It is generally accepted, however, that the full benefits of using computers in 
manufacturing have yet to bear fruit as evidenced by world-wide research and 
development in the area and as well as based on the reported experiences of failures by 
industrial users (Scheer and Hars 89) (Weston 93) (House 90) (Harris 90) (Boaden 87) 
(Weston et al. 88) (Ingersoll Engineers 85) (Bessant 90). Ile reasons include: 
0 the adoption of piecemeal solutions which do not fully satisfy the need to 
support active management of change in the future (Kosanke 92) 
13 the existence of a highly fragmented market of manufacturing solutions and the 
concentration by application developers in creating specifically targeted niche- 
area solutions instead of integrated and total solutions. 
Consequently this has resulted in the building of proprietary 3solutions across a 
broad spectrum of computer languages, hardware systems, computer operating 
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systems and application scope to suit varying customer needs and preferences without 
reference to systems in other areas or to any communication standards (Boaden and 
Dale 89). 
Real factory environments are characterised by heterogeneous computer 
systems and diverse application software which are distributed in nature and are 
required to share data (Lorin 93). Manufacturing enterprises, on one hand, could 
decide to use systems from one single vendor to maintain ease of data sharing. This 
approach restricts choice and prevents them from buying the best and most cost 
effective products available on the market. The benefit of purchasing the best and most 
cost effective systems from a number of vendors is counterweighed by the 
considerable cost of achieving communication between numerous proprietary systems 
especially where networks are required to be set up to link these distributed systems 
(Withnell 90). Unfortunately, the common practice in industry has been to acquire 
disparate systems from various vendors and attempt to interconnect them 
electronically and it is these efforts that have contributed greatly to the costs and have 
led to a reduction in flexibility. 
4.3.3 The Need For Computer-Integrated Manufacturing 
Applications 
Scholz-Reiter (Scholz-Reiter 92) maintains that even a continuous upgrading 
of the systems to keep up with the rapidly advancing state-of-the art of information 
technologies will bring about only a marginal growth of efficiency and nor will it 
attain enterprise optimal solution unless these efforts are directed towards a 
comprehensive perspective. The solution was to seek the integration of these 
manufacturing applications in order to achieve enterprise synerg . 
It is now widely accepted that the integration of information and the activities 
within the production cycle, that is from product development, manufacturing, 
delivery to customer and ending with service and maintenance, or computer integrated 
3. Proprietary: Belonging to, or under the control of, a private organisation and usually based on a unique 
mix of design architecture, information architecture and philosophy (and mode) of operation. 
4. The combined action of two or more entities which have a greater total effect than the sum of their 
individual effects (Longman Modem English Dictionary). 
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Manufacturing5 (CIM) is a desirable corporate objective (Groover 87) (Bertain and 
Hale 87) (Alting 88) (Bilgerg and Larsen 88) (Koenig 90) (Weatherall 92). CIM as a 
philosophy, has become the goal of many enterprises and for many, it represents an 
opportunity to revise, simplify and rationalise their entire operations so as to fit with 
the total business strategy based on CIM. 
The generally agreed manner of its implementation is that it should be a 
comprehensive philosophy, starting from board-level down to shop-floor (top-down) 
fashion and implemented from the bottom-up, in support of clear business goals 
(Ranky 86) (Hughes 88) (Burbidge 87) (Kusiak 88) (Hunt 89) (Koenig 90) (Weatherall 
92). 
4.3.4 Future Growth in CIM Systems 
Strong commercial interest lie behind the implementation of manufacturing 
application solutions in CAD, CAM, FMS and CIM. The worldwide CIM 
market is has gown from $53.8 billion in 1988 to $81.3 billion in 1992 (Gupta 
and Somers 93). The North American CIM market has gown from $17.8 
billion in 1987 to $24.4 billion in 1992. The UK manufacturing industry 
planned to spend around f-1.5 billion on computer-based manufacturing 
applications in 1993 alone (Computers in The UK Manufacturing Survey 
1992). The availability of wide ranging sets of software and hardware solutions 
emerging from vendors to fill the market will present customers with 
opportunities to select those that fit their immediate and future needs. 
As technology is changing so rapidly in response to changing market demands 
there is a requirement for existing investment in manufacturing systems to be 
protected when new technologies continue to be added onto existing ones 
without the need for wholesale upheaval. Ile perceived need to integrate 
legacy systems6 with newly installed state-of-the-art systems as a means of 
achieving manufacturing enterprise integration have given rise to a 
requirement for a CIM architecture which consists of open7 systems which will 
S. A term generally ascribed to Joseph Harrington who wrote a book with the same name in 1970. 
6. Legacy systems are systems which have been in existence within the manufacturing system; their dated 
design usually offers limited scope integration opportunities for data sharing and functional 
interaction. 
7. By open is meant the ability for different proprietary applications (which conform to internationally 
agreed standards) to interoperate with each other and exchange information without being constrained 
to the use of computer specialised interfaces and without significant conversion costs (Weston 93) 
(Crocker 92) (Hugo 91). 
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embody constructs of three attributes (Gray 91) i. e. portabilitY8, scalability9 
and interoperabilitylo. 
4.4 Complexity, Integration Specifications and Contemporary 
Integration Solutions 
4.4.1 Manufacturing Enterprises as Complex Systems 
Modem manufacturing enterprises are highly complex systems consisting of 
an intimate mixture of men, material, processes, activities, management functions and 
information systems all of which are structured to meet a set of common and 
integrated objectives. Compounding this difficulty is the fact that achieving CEM 
entails physical and logical integration of manufacturing functions which require 
rationalisation, simplification and re-organisation (Smith and Tranfield 89) (Weston 
93) (Dilworth 93). 
4.4.2 Decomposition of Manufacturing Functions 
Most modem manufacturing enterprises organise their operations according to 
well-established groups of generic functions" which interact 12 with each other. 
Various models of these manufacturing functions have been proposed (Hitomi 90) 
(CIRP 84) (Rembold, Nnaji and Storr 93) (Burbidge 87). Burbidge for example 
classifies these into eight main groups (see layer A, Figure 4.1). These functional 
groupings are supported by the information resources13 (see layer B, Figure 4.1) and 
the process/product flOW14 (see layer C, Figure 4.1) layers of the enterprise. 
8. Portability is the ability for the same application software package to run on a variety of computer 
systems, even if these are from multi-vendors. 
9. Scalability is the ability of the same application software package to run with acceptable performance 
on computers of varying sizes from personal systems mini-computers and possibly on corporate 
mainfraines computers. 
10. Interoperabiliry is the ability of a mixed vendor network to distributed tasks and software across a 
distributed network. 
11. A generic function is an abstraction of the processes, which may appear differently in various 
manufacturing industries but actually have the same types of inputs and outputs (Smith 80). In this 
thesis, manufacturing functions exist at a higher level compared to manufacturing processes. 
12. 'Me term functional interaction refers to the conceptual relationships between generic functions which 
have to be carried out within the organisation (for example between product design and engineering) in 
order to complete the manufacture of the products. T'he-se functions are usually defined, aggregated and 
implemented on divisional lines of authority. 
13. The information resources refer to the information which is stored within the enterprise (whether on 
tape, paper, disk or human knowledge) and all means of arranging and representing this information in 
a systematic manner. 
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Traditionally each manufacturing function is carried out in isolation from 
every other manufacturing function with little coordination in a manner which has 
been described as an "over the wall approach" (Vail 88) (Boothroyd 88). Information 
is merely transferred into and out of the systems that perform these functions. Current 
computer software applications are designed to support each of these functions and 
their interactions. For example, applications exist to support production planning and 
control, stock and inventory control, purchasing, product design and financial 
management systems. More comprehensive manufacturing management systems 
based on philosophies such as materials requirements planning (MRP), manufacturing 
resource planning (MRP H), just-in-time (JIT) and Optimised Production Technology 
(OPI) have emerged, been implemented and these are well documented in the 
literature, for example Dilworth (Dilworth 93). Functions do not all lie at the same 
hierarchical level15, may be sequenced in a certain order of precedence, and may 
involve different degrees and levels of technical and organisational issues (Rembold, 
Nnaji and Storr 93) (Hitomi 90). 
A. Integration between Manufacturing Systems 
Current research efforts focus on the integration of manufacturing functions 
between functions on the same hierarchical level of the enterprise (horizontal 
integration) as well as between those that lie on different hierarchical16 levels (vertical 
integration) (Weston 93) (see Figure 4.2). In order to design management control 
systems that can effectively manage these functions for instance in the field of 
production planning and control, various models of structured hierarchical control 
architectures of such functions have been proposed, for example the Advanced 
Factory Management Systems (AFMS) of CAM-I (CAM-I 84) and the Automated 
Manufacturing Facility (AMF) (Albus, Barbera and Fitzerald 84)(Maclean 85). 
14. Ile process/product flow refers to the sequence of operations, material flow, resources etc. which are 
needed to support and perform all the process of transformation from raw materials to completed 
products. The interaction between materials, processes, manual labour and other variables 
(controllable or otherwise) define both the static and dynamic behaviour of the system. 
15. For example integrating MRP with shop-floor and cell controllers which are arranged in hierarchical 
manner (Karmarkar and Kekre 89). 
16. Research also focuses on decomposing control functions in a hierarchical fashion see the AMF 
ihitiative as well as other efforts. 
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An example of horizontal integration is computer-aided process planning 
(CAPP) where the linking of CAD to CAM is carried out to enable design data to be 
used directly to select the best route or process plan for manufacturing a particular 
product or to use design data for automatically generating part programs for machining 
instructions. An example of the need to achieve vertical integration involves 
manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) (Dillworth 93) (Mackey 91). The lack of a 
finite scheduling capability in MRP 11 (Harrison 91) and the lack of a real time shop- 
floor data capture for updating stock levels has led vendors to produce bespoke links 
between MRP packages and other applications17 such as bar code readers and finite 
capacity scheduling packages for improved shop-floor control. 
Recent manufacturing philosophies and techniques which require extremely 
close linkages between manufacturing functions include design for assembly (DFA) 
(Boothroyd 88) and design for manufacturability (DFM) and total quality management 
(TQM), concurrent engineering18 (CE) (Reimann and Huq 93) (Cullinane and Meyer 
90) (Hyeon, Parsei and Sullivan 93), enterprise integration (EI), shared manufacturing 
(Bidanda and Dharwadkar 93) and agile manufacturing. They also call for logical 
integration both horizontally and vertically as part of the overall enterprise strategies 
dictates the nature, hierarchical arrangements, sequencing, event times and life-cycles 
of the functional interaction layer. 
17. Largotim, an MRPH system vendor, claims that its MRPII application may be linked onto Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) networks at extra cost (Farish 93). 
18. Concurrent Engineering is an approach in which the simultaneous design of product and all its related 
processes in a manufacturing system are taken into consideration, ensuring a required matching of the 
product's structural with functional requirements and the associated manufacturing implications 
(Hyeon. Parsei and Sullivan 93). 
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Figure 4.2 Dimensions of Integration Initiatives 
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Enterprise models which capture the generic functions of manufacturing 
enterprises and their interactions and allow particular specifications to be selected, 
designed, implemented and executed have been investigated for example CIM-OSA19 
(see Figure 4.6). Research into model-driven CIM systems has been carried out in 
order that the entire life-cycle of products within CIM systems can be conceived 
through the use of high level models in order to build and design applications, which 
after validation, can be executed automatically (Aguiar and Weston 93b). 
19. CIM-OSA - Computer Integrated Manufacturing - Open Systems Architecture 
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B. Information Resources and Flow 
Information integration is at the heart of CIM (DTI Report 92) (Koenig 90). 
Information resources support manufacturing functions by providing, storing and 
managing data which are required. The flow of information, cost and materials must 
work effectively in close-cooperation for efficient and economical manufacturing 
(1-1itorni 90). In typical manufacturing environments, data is usually fragmented, in 
various formats and generally not easily accessible. Not only is choice of technology 
important here but also carefully designed information resource management systems 
which support functional interactions in line with enterprise objectives. Previous 
attempts to establish computer supported information systems mean merely 
computerised manual methods of data usage leading to the existence of "islands of 
information" which proved to be very difficult to integrate and access externally 
(Weston 88). Current efforts are aimed at achieving information integration through 
shared data across distributed and heterogeneous databases by means of standardised 
languages for data manipulation like Structured Query Language (SQL), networking 
systems and consistent representation of data which is controlled by particular models 
of data; for example the use of product data models as in the STEP initiative (Clements 
93). 
Material/Process 
Material and process2o relates to the sequencing of operations2l and flow 
arrangements of the physical resources needed for manufacture (tools, machines, 
shop-floor controllers, materials, labour, jigs and fixtures etc. ). Modelling tools are 
used very frequently for the analysis of process behaviour (simulation and emulation) 
and rationalisation for improvement in productivity (group technology, factory layout, 
tool management, material handling, time and method study). 
20. A process is defined as a systematic sequence of operations to produce a specified result (CIRP 84). 
For example, a machining process on a part upon a machine will involve setting up the machine, 
performing the machining operations on the part and later taking the part off the machine (setting 
down). 
21. An operation is defined as a defined action (or activity) Le. the act of obtaining a result from one or two 
more elements (CIRP 84). For example, a drilling operation on a part involves application of the drill 
to a part which is held in a vice. 
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4.4.3 Major Problems in Implementing CIM 
Although the concept of integrating computer-based machines to improve the 
efficiency of manufacturing systems is widely accepted, what is not generally agreed 
upon is what this integration means in practice and how this can be achieved (Vkston 
et. al. 88) (Das 92). Despite high levels of investment, there are few successful wide- 
scale integrated systems within manufacturing enterprises (BIM 86) (Weston 92) 
(Kohler and Schmierl 90). Key problems within the design and implementation of 
CIM systems can be classified as follows-, 
Complexity 
As the scope of CIM systems has increased, the complexity of the integration 
problem has grown dramatically (Waldner 92). System components from a spectrum 
of types and source of manufacture require a variety of styles of interaction and 
. 
information exchange. An approximate square law increase in complexity can be 
expected with the increase in number of subsystems to be integrated (Zhang 92a) 
(Coutts 92). 
B. Separation of Integration Issues 
Integration issues are seldom recognised, as distinct from their associated 
industrial process issues. CIM solutions which do not incorporate a clear separation 
between integation and particular process problems are very difficult to modify in line 
with inevitable required change (Weston 91). 
Tools 
Research and experience to-date has indicated that top-down analysis and 
design, driven by the business requirements of an enterprise, is required to provide a 
structured framework for CIM implementation (Kosanke 91) (Young 91) (Wiendahl 
92). However the methodologies required are immature, particularly in relation to 
dealing with the practical constraints of CIM system implementation (Weston 91). 
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Standards are still emerging, drawn up by various standardising bodies and are 
insufficiently complementary, detailed nor stable to encourage their widespread use 
(Weston 
4.4.4 Contemporary Methods of Integrating Manufacturing 
Systems 
Contemporary methods of integrating manufacturing systems fall into the 
following two categories (Weston 92) (Coutts 92): 
Off-the-shelf or "Turrikey" systems; 
0 Bespoke Integrated Manufacturing Systems. 
These two types of systems are defined in the following subsections. 
Turnkey Systems 
These systems are particular solutions to well-defined situations, and very 
often support the view that CIM comprises a CAD to CAM link. Typically, vendors of 
manufacturing applications will provide system solutions which support their own 
products. Off-the-sbelf systems are highly targeted, of narrow scope and limited 
flexibility. Integration problems occur when the user wants to incorporate 
manufacturing applications from a range of vendors whose products are not 
compatible with the user's existing system. 
B. Bespoke Integrated Manufacturing Systems 
These systems are tailored to specific requirements. They encompass both the 
limited scope systems typical of those implemented in the early and mid 1980's built 
around multi-vendor CAD to CAM links, interfacing "islands of automation" 
(Edwards 93), and more recent implementations based on information integration 
through common database facilities (Ralston 87). These systems can offer greater 
benefit than turnkey systems since they incorporate multi-vendor building elements, 
but they have considerable drawbacks. They are expensive, due to the high level of 
implementation-specific systems engineering and they have long implementation lead- 
times. The bespoke nature of the software within the implementations can also 
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prohibit full achievement of the original required functionality and inhibit required 
modification and evolution of the system (Weston 92) (Zhang 92) (Coutts 92). 
The primary limitation of the above integrated systems is that all knowledge of 
integration issues is hard-coded within these systems (Lim 92) (Kaur et al. 89) and 
contributes to their inability to adapt to required change (see Figure 4.3). Both are 
commonly described as "hard integrated" systems (Coutts 92). 
4.3 ContemDorarv Method of IntuTratina ADDlications 
(Application Functionality, Software, Hardware and data is 
self-contained and closely-coupled) 
Bespoke Link 
(requiring knowledge of 
functionality, software, 
hardware and data location 
Data 
Application A 
"hard integration" 
I 
Application B 
4.4.5 Initiatives Aimed at Creating CIM Integrating 
Infrastructures (IIS) 
Most major CIM initiatives centre around IT based approaches to achieve 
integration. The same kind of layered architecture which is usual in data 
communications (for example Open Systems Interconnection OSI) has been adopted 
for CIM. An ideal solution for CIM environments would be for clearly defined 
interfaces between the layers so that any change on one layer can be made without 
affecting the others. 
Although the notion of a layered CIM architecture has been widely discussed 
(Appleton 85) (Thomson and Graefe 89) (Ang 89) (Savage 87) and its need clearly 
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identified (Edwards 93) (Zhang 92a), actual research work to demonstrate proof-of- 
concepts are few and far between. Edwards (Edwards 93) has argued for the need of 
manufacturing integrating infrastructures (11S) to support manufacturing systems 
integration. This argument stems from an earlier methodology of analysis by Weston 
(Weston 93). Weston's approach complements Burbidge's generic functions of 
manufacturing (Burbidge 87) in that the manufacturing integrating infrastructure 
approach provides an environment in which these generic functions can be integrated. 
This can be more clearly illustrated in the conceptual model shown in Figure 4.4. 
Figure 4.4 Decomposition of UM Integration Problem 
Manufacturing System 
CORPORATE STRATEGY COST 
Integrating En ironment 
Fl, IS & DC 
SuPPO\rt ServiceS- 
Applidation AI Application B 
Application C 
Applications integrated through processes of 
integration environment or infrastructure 1. Fl- functional interaction 
purpose: to structure, manage and control 2. IS-information sharing 
the integration processes 3. DC-Distributed communication 
which accomplish integration (Source 
Weston 93) 
If Application A is the intended cost application and applications B and C are 
to be integrated, the methodology proposes that the integration task be resolved into 3 
main processes which are; 
0 functional interaction 
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These processes are regulated by the integrating environment which provides 
structure and support for the integration effort. The functional interaction process 
concerns aspects of the general behaviour and logical structure of the entities within 
the manufacturing system. Of interest here are the physical activities, logical 
relationships and sequencing, time-varying beh aviour, hierarchical structure and 
information required to execute tasks and functions within the system. 
C3 Mechanisms which realise information sharing, need to deal with the manner, 
rules and procedures regarding the storage, data access and manipulation of 
shared information required to maintain the system 
Data communication mechanisms deal with connectivity issues, Le data links 
and formats 
Interaction processes are required to ensure approximate interoperation of 
applications, for example via appropriate interchange of synchronisation and 
sequencing information to ensure that they functionally interact. Generally 
speaking, all the three of these integration processes do not need to be realised 
by electronic means. For example, integration in manufacturing environments 
is very commonly achieved by humans transferring and manipulating 
commands and data. However, increasingly commonly a combination of 
electronic and human means are used to achieve interacdon22 (Weston 93). 
The methodology allows a systematic approach to deal with the integration 
issues by allowing a separation to be made of conceptual issues from physical 
implementation means and methods which had detracted system builders and 
integrators in the past (Weston 93) (DTI Report 92). 
By separating the issues, a framework for integration is maintained, but it is 
flexible enough to allow the putting together of different solutions from a variety of 
alternatives (within each layer or perspective of the problem) to suit individual 
requirements rather than be constrained to creating a customised, point solution. The 
22. In cost modelling, requests are made not only to databases or files. Interrogation of human operators 
needing referral to information stored an diskette, tape, estimates or interpretation are common 
practice. 
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purpose is to enable the creation of flexible or "soft" integrated systems which can 
positively support change (Edwards 93). 
4.4.6 CIM-BIOSYS as a Proof-of-concept Implementation 
An example of a CIM integration architecture has been conceived and used in 
many applications by researchers of the Manufacturing Systems Integration (MSI) 
Research Institute at Loughborough University. The work of the MSI group with 
industrial collaborators resulted in a software infrastructural tool which is called CIM- 
BIOSYS, an acronym for CIM - Building Integrated Open SYStems (see Figure 4.5). 
CIM-BIOSYS is a software based open23 systems integration platform that seeks to 
reduce and simplify the integration tasks and degree of knowledge that is required to 
achieve contemporary integration efforts. 
The most important underlying principle of the CIM-BIOSYS toolset is that it 
provides a set of integration services which underpin functional interaction, 
information sharing and interaction processes between software applications. Thereby 
CIM-BIOSYS supports the runtime operation of the applications. These operations are 
managed by the integrating infrastructure which flexibly maps the software of these 
processes onto a set of distributed resources available to the system (such as a set of 
databases). Thus the integrating infrastructure provides and maintains a set of 
integration services, infon-nation about application associations and organisations 
(who interacts with who), locations of applications, various communication protocols, 
views of information specific to each a pplication, and relations of these views with 
respect to global data. 
Any applications, plugged into the CIM-BIOSYS integration infrastructure 
can, via the services, access data from other applications, without recourse to having to 
have detailed knowledge of those applications; these tasks being taken care of by the 
integrating infrastructure itself. 
23. By "open" is meant the ability for different proprietary applications to interoperate with each other and 
exchange information without being constrained to the use of computer specialised interfaces (Weston 
93) (Crocker 92). 
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The approach allows application software to be treated and executed in a 
manner which is essentially independent of the hardware on which it runs and of the 
properties of the other software applications in the system. Hence in this context, 
manufacturing functions which embody software applications are viewed as processes 
which perform some part of system-wide manufacturing operations, i. e. as part of a 
distributed, yet integrated system. The device drivers hide and cater for the diversity in 
functionality and implementation details of system resources by transformation to 
CIM-BIOSYS structures and vice versa. Examples of system resources include shop 
floor machines, proprietary databases, MRP packages, human operators etc. CIM- 
BIOSYS has been designed to be built on standards (for example TCP/IP, RS232, 
SQQ and accommodate the usage of applications using de facto and de jure standards 
for example EXPRESS, ESTELLE, MOTEF etc. 
Figure 4.5 Manufacturing Applications built on CIM-BIOSYS 
Product Manufacturing Quality & Costing 
Introduction Control Systems Systems 
Systems 
Cell Control 
MRP 
Parts Killing 
Scheduler 
Work In 
Progress C Monitor 
M 
nf ig I 
Data Information Application Communication B 
Management Management Management I 
0 
Administration Engineering S 
Y 
S 
(source: Hodgson et al. 91) 
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C. Other Integrating Infrastructures 
In concluding the discussions about CIM-BIOSYS, it is important to point to 
other initiatives aimed at producing integrating infrastructures (Scheers 90) (Hars 88). 
Commercially available integration platforms include Plantworks and DAE from IBM 
and BaseStar from DEC (Foley 90). A review reported in 1991 in the Manufacturing 
Applications Source book from Advanced Manufacturing research considered seven 
vendor products and concluded that the majority of these packages are still largely 
proprietary and support little heterogeneity. The main reason seems to be the lack of an 
internationally recognised. standard operating infrastructure, sufficiently well defined, 
to build systems for a variety of application areas (Weston 93). 
D. CIM-OSA - An Open Systems Architecture for CIM 
The AMICE Consortium of 19 European Companies conceived CIM-OSA as 
an open systems reference architecture24 (RA) for the design of Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing Systems (Ranky 90) in 1984. CIM-OSA provides a complete 
description of the enterprise throughout its life-cycle, from a "top-down" modelling 
approach (Kosanke 92) (Aguiar and Weston 93c) (see Figure 4.6). This is then stored 
on and manipulated by the information technology base of the enterprise. CIM-OSA 
provides an Information Technology-based Integrating Infrastructure (IIS) which 
provides portability of computer applications, enables system wide exchange and 
supports multi-vendors hardware and software (Hou and Trauboth 93). 
24. Reference architectures are definitions of rules and structures which serve as guide lines during the 
design of an Integrated Manufacturing Enterprise (IME) (Aguiar and Weston 93c). 
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The Open Systems Architecture (OSA) consists of an Enterprise Model and 
an Implementation Model. The Enterprise Model consists of the business environment 
and the Implementation model consists of the physical environment. CIM-OSA takes 
into account many of the modelling concepts developed earlier such as functional and 
information decomposition in SADT25 (Ross 77), entity-relationship model (Chen 
76), the three schema approach from ANSI/SPARC and OSI MAP/TOP data 
communications and computer networks (Jorysz and Vemadat 90). 
Key requirements to emerge as part of the work of the CIM-OSA AMICE 
consortium is the need for computer supported reference architectures (RA) in order to 
derive reference models26 (RM) of various parts of manufacturing enterprises (Hars et 
al. 93). RMs can be regarded as standards and they are required as they provide the 
basis for deriving particular models (or custornised models) which can be referenced 
when implementing enterprise integration (Kruse et al. 93). A comprehensive 
25. SADT - Structured Analysis and Design Techniques 
26. A reference model, by means of a certain modelling language, represents a formal description of a part 
(or whole), or type of, an organisation (Aguiar and Weston 93b). 
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summary of various software tools which could serve as part of the framework of the 
RAs needed in particular CIM-OSA applications, is contained in a paper by Aguiar 
(Aguiar and Weston 93c). 
Work on deriving reference models in particular manufacturing domains have 
been reported although their use has not been widespread (Scheer 90) (Kruse ct al. 93). 
Apparently, RMs dealing with costing and financial accounting have yet to be 
designed although these arguably would rank amongst the most important ones for an 
enterprise and the author believes that such RMs will be needed in order to complete 
the lists of RMs necessary to widely implement a reference architecture such as CfM- 
OSA. Despite the interest, few software modelling tools exists to support system 
design and this area is receiving particular interest (Aguiar and Weston 94a). 
4.5 An Assessment of the Role of Standards in Supporting 
Integration 
_ 
The term "standard" covers a whole spectrum of issues and devices, including 
end-to-end computer connectivity (languages, protocols, operating systems etc. ), 
information management (data manipulation, product models) and the modelling tools 
and methodologies which are used (Ben-nar 93) (Bale 87). Standards have been 
proposed for the exchange of messages between end-users within CIM to achieve the 
desired level of integration between management, design, costing, manufacturing and 
other offices as well as the shop-floor. These standards have been drawn up by various 
standard bodies such as National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in 
America and by the Corporation for Open Systems (COS) in the European front under 
the ESPRIT/CNMA. projects (Appleton 85) (Weston 90) (Withnell 90). These include 
the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) seven-layer model upon which MAP/TOP 
standards for end-to-end computer connectivity (Pimentel 90) (Scholz-Reiter 92) 
(Hales 87). Modelling tools and languages dealing with enterprise behaviour, 
functions and resources such as information have found widespread use and have also 
evolved into standards (such as IDEFO, IDEFIX, EXPRESS, E-R). (These will be 
dealt with in the next section) 
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'Mree major benefits of adopting industry-wide standards have been identified 
(Hale 87) Le; 
C] general lowering of costs due to wide-scale adoption of standards by vendors - 
0 increased user options when sourcing systems and equipment 
0 simplification of tasks such as systems development and integration. 
However, major problems still remain particularly in the area of computer 
inter-connectivity. Major vendors of products rarely adopt these standards completely, 
preferring to use them merely as guide lines for their own proprietary computer 
interconnect standards. The full adoption by these vendors of OSI standards will be 
undertaken only if clear evidence exists of potential increases in sales and if the 
process is easily completed. Another factor may be due to a lack of stability in terms of 
specification. Yet a further reason could be financia, 27 self-preservation (Bray 93). 
Major manufacturers of software and hardware products are more pre-occupied with 
efforts to integrate their own diverse ranges of products rather then move towards total 
conformity via Open Systems Interconnectivity (Gray 91). OSI based but proprietary 
owned protocol networking standards have also emerged on a de facto basis, for 
example the widely used INTERNET TCP/EP, IBM's Systems Network Architecture 
(SNA) and Digital Equipment Corporation's Digital Network Architecture (DNA) 
implementation model DECnet (Stokes 93). The SUN Microsystems Network file 
System (NFS) provides transparent networking as well. Unix is emerging as a de facto 
standard as an operating system under the independent standards organisation X/ 
OPEN, although recently Microsoft has brought out a contending system in its 
Windows NT (Costello 93). Low-level programming interfaces (dealing with 
connection, sending and receiving data etc. ) use either sockets (a de facto standard) or 
X/Open XTI. The Open Software Foundation (OSF) work on OSF/MOTIF 
standardising window interfaces involving major proprietary product developers has 
also emerged recently. 
27. Bray ascribes this reluctance to the fact that almost all the major hardware and software builders (TBM, 
Digital Equipment, BULL with the exception of HP) are currently facing huge financial losses which 
in part is due to the preference by their traditional customers for more open systems rather than 
continue being "locked into" proprietary systems. The adoption of open system standards might 
accerbate this trend. 
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The migration from existing proprietary network standards to fully 
conformant open systems standards cannot be expected to be an overnight process but 
rather will prove to be more of a phased migration effort (Friscia 90). Correct means 
of decomposing the generic integration solutions are required before standardisation 
can be fully applied and enforced. In the meantime, CIM software systems could be 
designed according to standardised. structures so that a range of standards can be 
accommodated within these systems rather than enforcing use of specific standards 
(Hodgson et al. 90). Figure 4.6 lists out some standards and their classification, which 
exert considerable influence in manufacturing at present. 
4.6 Tools for Modelling and Analysing Manufacturing Systems 
The complex nature of manufacturing enterprises requires modelling methods 
to assist decomposition and analysing of the enterprise in a systematic manner. These 
methodologies can be divided into; 
cl Activity/ýunction modelling (IDEFO, SADT) 
0 Information Modelling (IDEFIX, Data Flow Diagrams, E-R, EXPRESS) 
C3 Behaviour/Dynamic modelling (IDEF2, CPN, Discrete simulation, Petri Net 
etc. ). 
A brief survey of these modelling tools and an assessment of their usefulness 
for design of integrated cost applications in CIM systems are given below. 
4.6.1 IDEF 
A. IDEFO 
IDEFO remains one of the most commonly used tool for analysing 
manufacturing systems today. The IDEF modelling languages which emerged from the 
United States Air Forces' Integrated Computer Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) 
program in the early 1970s are basically a 'family' of modelling methodologies which 
are standards for modelling functionality (Colquhoun et al. 88) (ICAM 81). An IDEF 
model is a conceptual model or 'view' of the manufacturing system and consists of 
three integrated structures, the functions, the information and the dynamics (Walton 
90). The IDEFO approach (see Figure 4.1) is a more rigorous modelling technique 
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Figure 4.6 Standards and their classification 
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compared to Yourdon's data-flow diagram (DFD). IDEFO, like Yourdon, holds that 
each functional entity has an input and an output but also incorporates controls and 
mechanisms by which the input is converted to the output. 
IIDEFO represents a discrete and static functional view of the enterprise, not an 
organisational chart of the company. The infon-nation defined in IDEFO is rather more 
abstract compared to that generated in IDEFIX. IDEFO does not incorporate a logical 
or time-sequenced representation of the functions or data requirements of the systems. 
It fails to identify the flow paths of the entities within the system (Banedee 88). 
Recently, Meta Software, a PC based developer of IDEFO has introduced the latest 
version of IDEFO which is capable of mapping process modelling to Activity-based 
Costing28 (ABC). IDEFO has been used in conjunction with Activity-based Costing 
(Shaharoun, Hodgson and Weston 93). A detailed review of IDEFO and its application 
can be obtained from a paper entitled "A State of The Art Review of IDEFO" 
(Colqohoun et al. 93). 
B. IDEFIX 
IDEFIX, a development of IDEFI, is an information model methodology to 
identify the actual information needs of an entity to perform its function. IDEFIX is 
based upon Chen's (Chen 76) entity-relationship (E-R) technique and produces a 
28. KPMG Peat Marwick Group has adopted this package as part of its toolkit for the accelerated business 
transformation program (ABT) for business Te-engincering (Meta News 93). 
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logical structure to assist the development of appropriately designed databases to 
support the functions (IDEFIX manual 85). IDEFO and IDEFIX describe different but 
interrelated parts of a subject and must be cross-referenced as a final check to ensure 
consistency. The problem is that here is no logical relation between IDEFO and 
IDEFIX so inconsistencies may still occur. To overcome this limitation, Young 
(Young and Vester'ager 91) created an intermediate model that could be directly 
connected to the IDEFO process model and to the IDEF1 information model. 
C. IDEF2 
IDEF2 describes in graphical form the dynamic behaviour of the 
manufacturing system for example w ith flow of materials and information in a period 
on time subject to the availability of people, materials and machines. IDEF2 has been 
criticised in that existing simulation packages could do the job more effectively and 
quickly (Bamejee 88). In their work using IDEFO and IDEFI, Young (Young and 
Vesterager 91) dispensed with IODEF2 and instead used the SIMAN simulation 
language together with the associated CINEMA animation package. 
4.6.2 Yourdon Approach 
This is a fon-n of structured analysis consisting of tools and techniques such as 
data-flow diagrams (DFD) (see Figure 4.8), entity-relation ship diagrams (E-RD) and 
state-transition diagrams (STD). A DFD illustrates the functions a system must 
perform. An E-RD emphasizes data relationships. A STD focuses on the time 
dependent behaviour of a system. The technique utilised is called event partitioning 
and begins with a context diagram followed by an event list. A context diagram is a 
single top level diagram and identifies the domain of study and defines the interfaces 
between the system and the external users. An event list is determined through 
interviewing the user and comprises a list of events that occur in the external 
environment to which the system must respond. Although the concept and model 
building process of DFD's are analogous to those of IDEFO, the main difference, 
according to Colquhoun (Colquhoun 93), lies in the specificity of the data analysis of 
the DFD's. So far the Yourdon approach (Yourdon 90) has had only limited use in 
designing project systems. 
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Figure 4.8 Data-Flow Diagram for Production Planning 
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4.6.3 E-R Diagram 
The E-R diagram graphically models data within a system as distinct from 
dataflow diagrams which model the functions performed by a system (see Figure 4.9). 
Data models have become increasingly important as it is often required to examine 
data structures and relationships independently of the processing that will take place. 
Such separation enables the efficient design of information requirements within 
enterprises that later can be used to implement the data model into an effective and 
efficient physical database. - 
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4.9 An Entity-Relationsh 
4.6.4 EXPRESS 
This is an Entity-Relationship data modelling language currently used in the 
STEP initiative. It permits development of an information architecture model for 
example, PCB layout, personnel records and topologies. A physical file is then created 
that conforms to the model. The aim of EXPRESS is to describe the attributes of 
products completely (data model) in a computer readable format (see Figure 4.10) that 
can later be stored and manipulated by the IT of the enterprise (Clements 92). 
Figure4.10 Sample Express Information Model 
SCHEMA example; 
TYPE costcentre-code-enumeration of(codel, code2. code3); 
END TYPE, 
ENTITY cost-driver 
type: STRING; 
quantity INTEGER; 
rate: IN"TEGER; 
END ENTITY; 
ENTfTY batch_ýcost; 
material costs: REAL; 
consurnables: OPTION REAL, 
over-head costs: REAL, 
END ENTITY; 
ENDL§CHEMA-. 
Example of EXPRESS file 
In conclusion, evidence from literature suggests that users tend to adoPt a 
C9 pick and mix" policy of choosing tools based upon, amongst other factors, ease of use 
rather than be constrained to use whole families of modelling languages. 
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4.7 Information as an Enterprise Resource 
Information issues are an integral part of the overall integration problem and 
must be treated within an integration-orientated context. Ilie discussion of information 
within this chapter does not imply a separation of information discussions from the 
integration function. Rather, a separate section is required in order to bring out certain 
aspects of information which are crucial to the understanding of the work of cost 
modelling in this thesis. 
Costing information forms but a fraction of the overall organisational. data and 
information which are themselves seen as vital assets to an organisation (Courtney and 
Paradice 92) (DTI Report 1987). The task of managing organisational data and data 
processing functions (usually termed as either data management or information 
management) is therefore crucial in achieving integration. The distinction between the 
terms data29 and information3o have been carefully differentiated by many writers as a 
means of emphasising their immediate usefulness to the user (Courtney and Paradice 
92) (Rui 89). A critical aspect in integrating the computer systems is the ability of all 
the associated programs and users to share data (Libes and Barkmeyer 87). Emerging 
costing systems fit very closely to this requirement as an ABC system may need to 
access data in the bill s-of-materi al of scheduled demand tables to estimate product 
costs. Although information should be made a global resource, a crucial industrial 
requirement is for information management to be confined in the immediate vicinity of 
its occurrence and storage in view of the large volumes of data being moved between 
shop-floor and the planning system (House 92). 
29. Data is defined as a representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a formalised manner suitable 
for communication, intepretaLion or processing by human or automatic means (CIRP 84). 
30. Information is defined as the meaning that a human assigns to a data by means of its the known 
conventions used in its percentage (CIRP 84). 
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4.7.1 Design and Use of Databases in CIM systems 
Database systems have been designed to provide managers with infon-nation 
so that they can make effective decisions on how to run the organisation (Courtney and 
paradice 92). CIM integrates the manufacturing environment of a company through 
shared databases (Nabil, Boucher and Holowczak 93). CIM design projects typically 
begin with the design of a Functional Architecture (FA) (Walshe et al. 93). The FA 
describes the functions, the data and the information flows that connect them. This is 
followed by the design of a logical database that captures these data and information 
requirements which is referred to as the Information Architecture. The process 
concludes with the implementation of the physical database based on the infon-nation 
architecture (op. cit. ). Applications of database design and implementation based upon 
the methodology have been demonstrated by Mackulak (Mackulak 85), Colquhoun 
(Colquhoun and Baines 91), Vesterager (Vesterager 91) and within a particular 
manufacturing environment by Nabil (Nabil, Boucher and Holowczak 93). Although 
manufacturing-based applications have been built in the above manner and reported in 
the literature, the same cannot be said of cost-based applications. 
4.7.2 3-Schema Concept 
The traditional approach to building systems focused on defining data from 
two distinct views, the user view and the computer view (Courtney and Paradice 92). 
The user view, normally called the external schema, defines data in the context of 
reports and screens designed to aid individuals in doing their specific jobs. The 
internal schema is data defined in terms of file structure for storage and retrieval. The 
general practice of building both schemas in a proprietary and bespoke manner has 
barred the way to the effort to achieve shareability of data (Appleton 85). This led the 
ANSI/X3/SPARC study group on database management systems to conclude that 
there was a need for a third conceptual schema, a single definition of data, unbiased 
towards any single application of data and independent of how data is physically 
stored or accessed (see Figure 4.11). The information is represented in the form of a 
three-schema architecture which make up the total view of the information. 
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This schema provides a consistent definition of the meanings and 
i nterrelation ships of data which can be used to integrate, share and manage the 
integrity of data (Courtney and Paradice 92). The three important characteristics of the 
conceptual schema are as the following: 
0 Consistent with the infrastructure of business across all application areas 
0 Extendible, i. e. new data can be defined without altering previously defined 
data 
0 It must be transformable to both the required user view and to a variety of data 
storage and access structures (op. cit. ). 
The issue of three-schema concept is particularly relevant to cost-based 
applications due to the requirements of distributed cost information presentation 
requiring decomposition and aggregation of costs. 
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4.7.3 Data Manipulation Languages in Information Systems 
Most relational databases currently base their data manipulation language on 
Structured Query Language (SQL) (Davis 89) (Steele and Heydt 92). Introduced by 
IBM in 1974 and revised in 1976, SQL was later defined by the Technical Committee 
on databases X3H2 and approved as an ANSI standard in 1986. SQL is more of a 
language for interacting with relational databases rather than serving as a full 
application development language (Davis 89). These databases normally have SQL as 
part of the manipulation language, for example as SQL embedded in C programmes by 
which users can interact with a databases. 
SQL provides a framework within which end users and programmers may 
develop specifications of data requirements due to its structured English-like language. 
Because SQL applies strictly to database management without regard to program 
control, application development languages are freed from the burden of navigating 
database structures. This advantage is tempered by the fact that database developers 
tend to use SQL dialects which inhibit interoperability between different proprietary 
databases (Steele and Heydt 92). 
The key requirement for corporate data is SQL access to remote databases as 
well as providing access to a broader variety of data including support for distributed 
database access (Rieks 92). The International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 
and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) are pushing towards a standard 
for networking and SQL, called Remote Data Access (RDA) to achieve the purpose 
(Steele and Heydt 92). A requirement in developing efficient costing applications 
would be to assess the effectiveness of SQL in meeting the data access and 
manipulation requirements of these costing systems. 
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS ININIANUFACrURING 
The foregoing review has highlighted several key issues in designing 
applications for CIM. They are: 
0 Information integration is an essential part of achieving CIM 
The role of standards is widely regarded as crucial, being an enabler of 
enterprise integration, although these standards themselves are evolving 
Considerable difficulties are faced in achieving enterprise integration in terms 
of transparent data access, due to current industrial practice and need to use 
heterogeneous software and hardware systems. The widespread use of 
proprietary methods, tools and standards seems to be common practice and is 
not expected to cease. Integration methods must take this into consideration. 
These problems are expected to remain until standards become more stable and 
widely accepted by systems vendors 
" The decompositions of the integration problem into sub-domains of problems 
which are separately tackled and solved is identified as a key element to any 
solution. Generic architectures which make up the framework of the solutions 
to these decomposed problems are well established 
" The use of modelling tools and techniques allows a structured approach to 
analyse and design manufacturing applications in order to achieve enterprise 
integration 
0 CIM methodologies prescribe generic solutions. Implementations are in the 
main, context specific. The nature and selection of specific solutions depends 
on many factors. 
All the above issues are highly relevant to the design of costing applications in 
CIM systems. If costing applications and their information are to be used as an 
enterprise resource (as emerging cost theories mandate it to be), their selection, design, 
implementation and operation must necessarily be consistent with that of other 
manufacturing applications. 
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INITIAL STUDY RELATING TO PROBLEMS AND 
SOLUTIONS IN COSTING APPLICATION 
INTEGRATION 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes initial empirical research of the author aimed at 
characterising problems faced when using contemporary mechanisms to allow costing 
applications to gain access to remotely located databases containing required 
manufacturing infoi-mation. Such a situation is typically encountered in an automated 
factory environment. The task was to define the integration problems and to 
investigate the extent to which existing mechanisms could fulfil their requirements and 
whether such approaches could satisfy the various criteria required to operate new 
generation costing systems which are based on emerging accounting theories. 
The aims of this initial study were three fold viz; 
0 To advance the author's understanding of the basic mechanisms which are 
required to enable costing software applications to access various 
manufacturing data 
1: 3 To classify these and other emerging mechanisms and to assess their relative 
advantages and disadvantages as a means of transferring machine processable 
data in CIM systems, more generally where distributed processing and 
heterogeneous information systems are commonplace 
0 To establish a first stage specification for inter-application communication and 
information sharing suitable for developing costing applications which can be 
integrated into CIM systems. 
5.2 Costing Applications - Nature of the Problem 
The requirements for new generation costing software applications have been 
extensively discussed in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.6) and Chapter 3 (see Section 3.6) 
respectively, emerging from which is the clear need for automatic information access 
to facilitate rapid and accurate product costing. Currently, although the information is 
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accessible, much of the costing procedures require a high degree of manual 
intervention resulting in cost information which is often too late to play a meaningful 
role in process control and improvement. One of the main problems is to obtain access 
to manufacturing information which normally exists in a fragmented form with 
fragments distributed in databases systems which are typically remote and proprietary 
different from one another (see Figure 5.1). 
This underscores the notion that the key to the problem is basically to find an 
integration solution and the resolution of this problem will significantly reduce the 
scope of the complexity thus leading the way to possible exploitation of costing 
applications on a much wider scale. 
5.2.1 Information Fragmentation and Distribution 
There is an important distinction between information distribution and 
fragmentation. In the context of this thesis, the author defines information distribution 
as meaning the state of infon-nation which is physically separated and located in more 
than one information repository-For example, cost information about personnel, 
overbeads, sales etc. may be located in one database whilst bill-of-material, routes etc. 
may reside on another database. Put together, they form distributed information. 
Information fragmentation is, in the view of the author, a higher level view of 
information and concerns more with the breaking up of its logical association and 
affects its meaning. Information fragmentation may be partly due to information 
distribution although distributed data may not necessarily be logically fragmented. On 
the other hand, although information may reside within the same database and be seen 
as unified by a particular viewer, this particular view of information may seem to be 
"logically fragmented" by'another user due to the fact that this view does not present a 
consistent or immediately recognisable meaning for his particular purposes. For 
example, an MRP database may be designed to assist the running of the manufacturing 
functions in a perfectly adequate manner. Using the database to derive relevant cost 
Parameters for costing applications may be difficult because the cost information does 
not exist as physical objects in database tables but requires extensive inference and 
deduction from other manufacturing information. 
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The costing software application designer has therefore to decompose the MRP 
information model and recompose it into a more integrated form Le a cost information 
model. Information fragmentation may therefore be a context- specific view of 
information although distributed information may further complicate the issue by 
obstructing efforts in trying to recompose the cost view in an integrated manner. 
5.2.2 Information Exchange and Information Integration 
Information exchange is the sending and receiving of information without any 
implied connotation as to the nature and state of this process. It could be carried out in 
any manner. In a small company where staff numbers are few and where no 
communication barriers exists, a cost accountant or manufacturing manager can easily 
and efficiently request or transfer required information by paper or word of mouth 
even. 
Information integration is by definition a more explicit description as it 
describes the information exchange as being carried out in a unified, synergistic 
manner. Information integration does not by itself only imply integration by 
technological means. Depending on circumstances, even manual means of information 
exchange may arguably lead to information integration. The context of the author's 
study however, is in applying underlying technological bases so that costing software 
applications can achieve information integration by electronic means, seen as vital in 
CIM systems. Existing means of achieving information integration in CIM systems are 
examined in the following section. 
5.3 Information and Mechanisms for Information Processing 
5.3.1 Information Sources 
Information and knowledge about costs and cost related manufacturing data 
are usually dispersed within the enterprise. 'ne sources of data may be contained in 
0 databases 
0 applications datastores (files, disks etc. ) 
0 tapes and hard copies 
C3 people 
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5.3.2 Means of Information 'IYansfer 
The means are; 
LJ File transfer (FIP) to and from a remote site (ASCII formats). FTP is user 
driven and is employed on an off-line' basis. 
CJ Network File System (NFS) where applications can share common files (on 
off-line basis) 
0 File transfer and Access Mechanisms (FFAM) where applications can share 
files through building bespoke back-end interfaces between applications on an 
on-line basis. 
Remote access (remote login and access information in the remote application 
through the remote applications's appropriate user-interface commands and 
transfer information back to local application and then exit) 
Inter-process communication (1PQ based on shared memory, UNIX pipes and 
sockets. 
All these mechanisms are in common usage (especially FFAM and IPQ in 
building customised links. T'he relationship between the data sources and means of 
information transfer could be illustrated in the form of an a 2-layered architecture (see 
Figure 5.2). 
In the figure, layer I represents the various forms of data typically stored in the 
various sections of the enterprise. This could be broadly classified into two sections; 
those which are stored in data bases and those which are not stored in data bases. In 
relational databases, information are represented in the forrn of relational tables and 
could only be accessed by database access and manipulation languages. 
Layer 2 represents the mechanisms for data transfer which are currently 
available for system builders. In dealing with relational databases for example, SQL 
languages or proprietary fourth generation languages (4GL) which are built on top of 
the SQL commands are used. Interactive SQL permits ad-hoc data access whilst 
embedded SQL allows a more programmatic approach to data access suitable for 
1. By off-line is meant the information access procedures are carried out outside of the operating cycle of the 
manufacturing application. and information transfer to the application has to take place usually before 
starting the application or stopping the application before continuing. Conversely, on-line information 
access and transfer allows the information access procedures to take place concurrently or in response to 
procedural requests from the application within its operating cycle. 
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automated data retrieval (Groff and Weinberg 90). For non-database information, a 
more extensive range of mechanisms are available. 
i-mure D. z jýom-is ot intormation ano tnelr, iranster mecnanisms 
Manufacturing 0 
Process CAD Package 
eft rx 
Cost Application 
Data Store 
LAYER I 
non-database , oso-I 
Misual ý C( sources -.,: g Mý __ 
Layer I illustrates the different forms of data and their relative suitability 
for incorporation into a programmatic information access environment. Layer 2 illustrates the various mechanisms to transport data and type of 
transactions achieved with these mechanisms. 
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System developers base their design on the type of information as shown on 
layer I and implement their- mechanisms for information transfer using those which 
are available on layer 2. The mapping between layer I and 2 is not always 
straightforward due to many factors including the nature of process, system 
parameters, information requirements etc. 
5.3.3 SQL and Database Management Systems (DBMS) 
Functions of DBMS are split into two types; 
0 The database front end consisting of report writers, screens, interactive tools 
Cl The back-end which stores and managesdata on the server 
Of particular interest is the need for communicating with remote databases and 
gaining access to information from them using Structured Query Language (SQL). 
Unique and complex problems are encountered in dealing with accessing data from 
distributed and proprietary database packages. SQL has become the standard database 
language between the front end tools and the back-end in this architecture. It is 
expected that costing applications will increasingly be required to employ SQL as: 
Most proprietary relational databases have adopted SQL as the main database 
manipulation language (Davis 89) 
SQL has become a de facto and official standard (X-OPEN, ANSVISO) 
gaining in prominence as computer networking becomes popular 
SQL has emerged as the technology for on-line transaction processing 
the client/server architecture uses SQL as a link between applications on 
workstations and database management systems (DBMS) which manages 
shared and distributed data 
the capabilities of SQL have grown beyond merely data retrieval and its 
functionality has also incorporated data definitions, access control, data sharing 
and data integrity; in other words a very comprehensive language for 
controlling interactions with DBMS (Groff and Weinberg 90) (Pratt 89) 
This section briefly considers two main types of SQL: 
0 interactive interface- used for ad-hoc queries, updates, deletes etc. 
programmatic interface- used by application programmes includinj for 
example, costing applications 
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The interactive mode is not suitable for enabling remote access and automatic 
information processing for costing applications. More appropriate is the widely-used 
Embedded SQL (ESQL), now an official standard, which forms the core of the 
programmatic language, written directly into the application source code, interspersed 
within the host application programming language statements. The approach adopted 
by ESQL requires a special SQL pre-compiler which accepts the joint code, parses the 
codes, performs syntactic checking and eventually converts it into an executable 
program. This chapter contains an assessment of ESQL as a tool which enables costing 
applications to communicate with and access distributed relational databases. 
5.4 Design of Costing Application for Case Study And Analysis 
A costing application was designed by the author to be connected to a pair of 
distributed and proprietary relational databases. 
5.4.1 Costing Software Application Tasks 
A costing software application is required to calculate and compare the actual 
manufacturing costs of three products (within a scheduled demand) against their 
predetermined standard2 manufacturing costs. Run-time changes within the system 
due to unexpected fluctuations may alter the actual costs of manufacture and these run- 
time changes can be picked up by accessing relevant costs which have changed during 
the duration of the costing period. Comparison between forecast costs and actual costs, 
expected profits and actual profits can indicate varying patterns of profitability which 
can be used as indicators of performance to facilitate process control functions. 
5.4.2 Information Requirements 
In terms of data, most of the data required for the costing algorithms is either 
held internally (within the main programme and its external modules) or within 
filestores. The costing application only requires twobits-of external information to 
operate at run-time. 
2. Standard costs are usually determined by design for manufacture methods, workstudy and other cost 
estimation techniques. 
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The first piece of infon-nation requested is the identity of the schedule; the 
application needs to interrogate the database to find out how many products were 
actually made during the period of analysis. This information is held in the Oracle 
database. A set of default files for the products are provided which can be used for 
comparison. 
Secondly, the application needs to access the hourly rates of the machine 
operators which have been assigned to the schedule by the system user. Theserates 
reside in both the Oracle and Ingres databases and the system user has the option to 
decide which database he requires in order to execute the query commands. 
The operation of the costing application is as follows. At run-time, the 
application asks whether the system user wishes to search the Oracle databases or to 
accept the default values of the three product mixes which exist in the datastores. If 
database access for product demand is chosen, the application establishes contact with 
Oracle, searches the database for the data and retrieves it. A preference for default 
values gives a choice of three files. 
The hourly rates for machine operators can either be accessed from Oracle or 
Ingres databases. A duplicated set of tables containing the rates exists within each 
database. The duplicated tables are deliberately created in order to investigate 
problems which might arise in accessing distributed databases. 
The costing application upon accessing all relevant data, calculates all the costs 
incurred and passes the results to a separate module which works out the expected 
sales revenue and standard manufacturing costs and completes the remaining 
comparison procedures. 
5.4.3 Tree Diagram of Cost Model 
Figure 5.3 is a tree convention representation of the cost model representing 
the build-up of costs used in this case study. In cost models, examples of independent 
variables chosen for the models typically include the number of component parts for a 
particular product, unit material costs, material volume used, machining times, and 
number of processes needed. Dependent variables (which change in proportion to 
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these independent variables) may typically include total machining times, total process 
costs etc. Selected dependent variables in costing applications function as indicators of 
performances. For instance the increase in total reworking costs (a dependent variable) 
may indicate a higher growth of defective parts needing action. Choice of dependent 
and independent variables are context specific and particular to each application. 
Figure 5.3 Tree Diagram of Cost Model 
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5.4.4 Setup of Implementation - Applications and Workstation 
Configuration 
The cost application was designed and built to run on a particular UNIX 
SPARC IPX workstation machine denoted as Derek within a Ethernet 802.3 network. 
A proprietary finite scheduler which contains part of the data is mounted on Wayne, 
another SPARC 1+ UNIX workstation which is connected to the network. The finite 
scheduler is built on top of an ORACLE database. An Ingres database is mounted on 
another server called Snow. Such an arrangement is meant to replicate contemporary 
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manufacturing situations where various distributed workstations and applications 
exists (see Figure 5.4). 
5.4 Hardware Conhizuration for the case 
......... Host Derek Host Snow El" 
................ . 
Costing Application 
Host Wayne 
Ethemet IEEE 802.3 Link 
Db 
5.4.5 Structure of Program 
Ile structure of the program is shown in Figure 5.5. The application program 
was designed in three modules: 
0 Main Costing Module (main. c) 
0 Data Access Module (loader. c) 
0 Data Processing Module (pointer. c) 
The Main Costing Module forms the main program and initiates the Data 
Access Module which handles the information transactions between the costing 
software application and the remote databases. An interactive user interface asks the 
user whether the product mix is to be selected from a schedule contained within the 
Oracle database or instead use default file values. The provision of choice allows cost 
comparisons to be made between actual values (generated at run-time and stored in the 
database) and planned values (standard values which can be, provided in the form of 
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values in default mode) to be made. Subsequently, the costing application requests the 
user for the location of a particular value (which in this case study happens to be the 
hourly labour rate for machine operators). This value could lie either in the Ingres or 
oracle database. The choice of database invokes either a specially designed Ingres or 
oracle ESQL database manipu lation function module (cuba-ingres. c or samplemcc) 
that extracts the required rates of worker associated with the batches. 
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Upon receipt of all infon-nation, the application calculates the costs of 
manufacture for the product mix. UNIX pipes downloads these values into the Data 
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processing module which processes and displays the cost information in terrns of unit 
values of costs, revenues and profit. 'Me whole program is included in Appendix A. 1, 
A. 2, and A. 3. 
5.5 An Assessment of Embedded SQL 
ESQL works along the following lines (see Figure 5.6). Programmes written in 
C (or PASCAL etc. ) contain SQL commands interspersed within the lines of C source 
code. These ESQL commands, contained within declarative headings, are to execute 
any required database manipulations. The programme undergoes pre-compilation and 
a pre-compiler strips the SQL statements from the C code. AC compiler then compiles 
the C programme, performs syntax checks and links the relevant libraries and 
produces an executable code. At run-time, the ESQL commands are executed and SQL 
commands are carried out in conjunction with the C programme instructions. ESQL C 
programmes are in essence partly compiled programmes. 
Ile modules for embedded SQL programs in accessing the Oracle and Ingres 
databases are illustrated in Appendix A. 4, Appendix A. 5 and Appendix A. 6 
respectively. A summary of the limitations in using ESQL is given in Figure 5.7. 
5.5.1 The General Suitability of The Integration Mechanism 
Figure 5.8 is a matrix which compares the ability of ESQL to meet the 
integration requirements between a single (or multiple) costing application and a 
single (or multiple) database information resource set against a background of other 
important properties which are listed and defined below 
C3 Extendability - Ile ability of the application to accommodate change - usually 
in terms of incremental growth. As needs grow, application scope must also 
change to satisfy the changing requirements 
C3 Stable structure - An application which is unlikely to require change within its 
life-cycle 
Heterogeneous - many different types of applications 
C3 Homogeneous -a single type of applications 
C3 Single site - located (or mounted) on the same workstation or computer 
terminal 
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Distributed - located (or mounted) on a number of physically remote 
applications running on workstations or computer terminals. 
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Figure 5.7 Limitations of ESQL 
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Figure 5.8 Relative Degrees of Effort in Using ESQL for Accessing Remote 
and Distributed Databases 
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The numerical values ascribed in the boxes above indicates a relative measure 
of the application integration complexity which would typically be encountered in 
order to meet the requirements for particular instances. For example, building a single 
costing application which does not require change and using ESQL to access a single 
remote database (which itself will be relatively stable in its information structure) is a 
relatively easy task. When the application has to be changed and at the same time, 
changes in the information structure of the remote database has taken place (Le 
information added or dropped etc. ), the task becomes more difficult because parts of 
the ESQL code for the application has to be rewritten to accommodate these changes. 
The task is more difficult in an environment where there is distributed costing 
applications all of which are accessing information from one another as well as from 
the remote databases. When changes happen to the information system, the task of re- 
engineering information links between these costing applications and the information 
system can be a huge task. Although ESQL was used for this study, the difficulty of the 
task of integrating applications to databases are not only specific to ESQL or to any 
other variations of SQL. Other contemporary integrating approaches also pose similar 
degrees of difficulty to systems integrators in general and costing software application 
builders in particular. The theme of using specific linkages between two applications, 
be it SQL, inter-process communication mechanisms etc. and having to alter them to 
fit growing needs pose huge difficulties in systems integration as these method known 
as pair-wise integration are rigid and inflexible to process re-engineering. The issue is 
more explicitly dealt with in the following section. 
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5.6 Pair-wise Integration Limitations 
The above case study is a specific instance of what is more commonly known 
as a "pair-wise" systems integration approach. Although the type of pair-wise link 
used may vary (in this case by using ESQL), the concept of building bespoke links 
between any two systems brings many inherent limitations as follows. 
5.6.1 Operational Flexibility 
Whereas Figure 5.8 compares the degree of difficulty of the actual integration 
task, it does not illustrate the scale of rebuilding of links nor the loss of operational 
flexibility through pair-wise integration. Figure 5.9 shows the scale of the problem 
when a system consisting of a costing application which is linked to two databases 
faces change to any part or parts of the system. Rebuilding of links, together with the 
attendant degrees of difficulties which was illustrated earlier, occurs in all cases when 
change occurs (all 7 out of 8 possible scenarios). The number of links needing 
rebuilding being the maximum when the costing application itself is to be changed, 
even though the change itself may be relatively minor. 
5.6.2 Efficiency 
Pair-wise integration is not an efficient method of utilising precious enterprise 
resources. As enterprises grow in scope and complexity, each pair needing integration 
or undergoing process re-engineefing requires a new set of bespoke links to be made 
despite much commonality within the underlying information access mechanisms. 
5.6.3 Error-handling 
As illustrated in the case study, error handling and recovery responsibilities 
resides with the client. Any uncounted changes or failures to the system must be dealt 
with between the client and host requiring closer interaction and inter-system 
coordination. 
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5.6.4 Inertia to Change 
Pair-wise integration increases the inertia of a manufacturing enterprise to 
process re-engineering. Legacy systems remain in use for longer periods than required 
because of inherent obstacles in building new links to accommodate replacement state- 
of-the-art applications. Long leadtimes involved in reconfiguring links reduces scope 
for manufacturing managements in quickly bringing on-stream newer manufacturing 
applications and their subsequent exploitation. 
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5.6.5 Overheads 
The building of links between proprietary applications involves significant 
customising, resulting in increased overheads in manpower and other resources. 
Maintenance of these links may also require further expenses. 
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5.6.6 Embedded (hard-coding) Knowledge 
Pair-wise integration enforces the embedding of all specific knowledge 
necessary for integration between two applications within each application in their 
software, commonly referred to as "hard-coding". This knowledge including the 
source codes of both applications must also be available to the system integrator or 
user when change is required. Changes in personnel over time involving the system 
integrator/s may affect leadtimes in completing process re-engineering. 
5.6.7 Information Which Is Not'l)ransparent 
Pair-wise integration, whilst enabling infonnation access, does not satisfy 
emerging requirements of data transparency on an enterprise basis, in the sense that the 
information accessed is only potentially available between the two linked applications 
and not widely available to other applications. To have access, other applications need 
to build their own links to have access to the same data. 
5.6.8 Inconsistent View of Information 
Pair-wise integration, with the approach of building ad-hoc, specific and non- 
uniform links between applications, does not provide an overall consistent view of 
information (global schema). Current manufacturing thinking focuses on producing 
manufacturing applications and systems governing functions that can interoperate with 
each other through sharing of information of common interest via a global schema. 
Some consistent representation of information through information modelling 
methods coupled to a better form of system integration method is required. 
5.7 SQL and its Future 
The growing prominence of SQL within usage of the relational database model 
in manufacturing leading to a more unified database market will continue into the 
future. As the de-facto and de-jure standard in database manipulation language, SQL 
has continued to be upgraded. The SQL 86 version has been adopted formally by 
ANSIASO as an international standard. An enhanced version of SQL, SQL 92, is 
under development which allows amongst other things, the incorporation of if-then- 
else algorithms. A future version of SQL, SQL-3 with object orientated features is 
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envisaged by 1995-1997 (DISC Seminar 93). As SQL standards stabilise, the use of 
embedding SQL (ESQL) in host programming languages may be foreseen to be no 
longer be necessary by the increasing use of application programming interfaces 
(API)3 with enhanced features of SQL. However current API's building practice 
adopted by vendors such as SQL Server, Oracle API and SQLBase are still heavily 
proprietary and nonstandard and do not lend themselves to interoperability in the 
context of heterogeneous and distributed information sources which is the norm in 
current manufacturing situations (Groff and Weinberg 90). ESQL remains, for the time 
being, the main means for communicating with remote databases. 
5.8 Conclusions 
The integration of a costing software application to a pair of distributed and 
heterogeneous databases conducted within this case study has served to broaden the 
author's understanding of the nature and limitations of a pair-wise integration 
approach in achieving information transfer for costing applications thereby enabling 
the specification of more generic project objectives. These are: 
0 to formalise the design and incorporation of a generic architecture for flexible 
integration of costing applications within a distributed and heterogeneous 
information systems environment 
0 to identify and use information modelling methods and standards 
13 to incorporate suitable cost accounting methodologies 
C3 to develop generic model based integration tools and methodologies based on 
the above sets of requirements. 
3. Application Programming Interfaces uses a library of function calls which can be used in place of SQL 
statements. 
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COSTING APPLICATION INTEGRATION USING 
INTEGRATING INFRASTRUCTURES 
6.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter highlights the difficulty of achieving satisfactory 
integration between the costing application and a database based software application 
on a pair-wise basis. This chapter describes how an improved method of costing 
application integration within a CIM system could be achieved by adopting a 
contemporary integration tool which provides infrastr-uctural facilities through a 
platform of managed integration services, currently known as CIM-BIOSYS (CIM- 
Building Integrated Open SYStems). The costing software application described in 
Chapter 5 was integrated to the remote databases in a highly flexible manner via the 
CIM-BIOSYS software integration platform. 
Significant opportunities presented by the common availability of such 
integration infrastructural tools are identified and how they could assist in the analysis, 
design and implementation of distributed costing applications within integrated 
manufacturing systems from an enterprise-wide perspective. 
6.2 The Need for an Information Integrating Infrastructure 
Consistent means are necessary by which manufacturing entities should 
interact in order to accomplish business goals. In the absence of a strategic plan and 
the use of infrastructural tool, the result will inevitably be the implementation of 
inflexible, highly specialised solutions of a standalone nature which are not easy to 
cost justify. Significant interaction knowledge must be built into individual application 
programs for them to interact with others, including knowledge of other applications, 
communication channels, data sources, protocols, addresses, formats etc. The 
interaction knowledge required also increases with integration complexity. There is a 
growing need to achieve interoperability of such manufacturing control systems 
(MCS) (Singh and Weston 93). Ile high levels of complexity found in automated 
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factory situations calls for an easy, flexible means of managing and executing the 
integration process required between various types of application software. 
Manufacturing enterprises also require a new generation of highly configurable, 
extendable and integratable manufacturing control systems in order to seek a more 
competitive market advantage. 
However, it is recognised. that many of the integration processes involved are 
generic in nature (Weston et al. 88a) (Weston et al. 88b). The integration process can 
be thus be simplified by separating out generic integration requirements and satisfying 
them via use of a standard set of services which achieve the integration processes 
(Clements, Coutts and Weston 93). These can be contained in an Integrating 
Infrastructure (IIS) offering a set of services upon which these heterogeneous 
applications can easily and be flexibly integrated (Edwards, Clements and Murgatroyd 
93) (Coutts 92). The integrating infrastructure and its in-built services can reduce 
much of the amount and cost of software rewriting common with contemporary 
inflexible or "hard-coded" integration by structuring solutions in a way which is much 
more easily changed and managed. The concept of using an information integration 
platform is seen as a pre-requisite for flexible integration (Shaharoun Hodgson and 
Weston 93) (Aguiar and Weston 93a) (Weston et al. 93). 
6.2.1 The Elements of a Generic Framework for Integration 
Work carried out by the Manufacturing Systems Integration (MSI) Research 
Institute at Loughborough University and elsewhere, has identified three primary 
integration processes between manufacturing software applications (Weston 93). 
These deal with; 
0 data communications and networking issues 
0 application interaction and interprocess communications 
distributed information management. 
These generic processes can be realised via integration services which form an 
integrated part of an integration infrastructure such that they could be structured and 
managed during the life cycle of an integrated system (Edwards 93). 
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6.3 CIM-BIOSYS: An Example of an Integrating 
Infrastructure 
An example of a proof-of-concept implementation of an integrating 
infrastructure (11S) is that currently being investigated at MSL This enabling tool was 
developed with UK ACME/SERC and industrial support and funding, has been 
released in Beta (P) site form to research institutions around the world. The fact that 
it is industrially used ., 
is in a mature state of development and was available for the 
author's use made it a natural candidate in investigating the potential benefits by which 
new generation costing systems can be built on an IIS. 
Figure 6.1 provides an overview of the functionality of the CIM-BIOSYS 
integration infrastructure. Four principal functional elements are detailed as follows: 
the Service Manager provides a consistent interface to the integration services 
provided by CIM-BIOSYS to enable application interaction and information 
access. Typical interaction services include "establish link with another 
application", "send data to an application". A typical information service 
would "open a file in a logical file store" 
the Driver Manager provides similar facilities to the service manager, in the 
form of a consistent interaction mechanism for device drivers to provide 
communication between CIM-BIOSYS and remote non compliant devices e. g 
a robot, an inspection machine, or any device whose processor is unable to 
support CIM-BIOSYS 
the Runtime Manager forms part of the infrastructure supporting the 
integration services. It controls the processes external to and registered with 
CIM-BIOSYS which use its services. It monitors error conditions within the 
infrastructure and provides human interface facilities through an Engineers 
Interface window. This interface enables full manual control of the Runtime 
Manager if required 
the Configuration Manager forms the other part of the underlying 
infrastructure. The Configuration Manager maintains all internal system 
configuration data and external configuration files. It also provides CIM- 
BIOSYS with the configuration facilities that are the key to its functionality 
(Weston et al. 90). Human interface facilities are provided through the 
Administration Interface, which enables examination and manipulation of 
configuration data. 
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6.1 A Functional View of CIM-BIUSYS (L: outts 92) 
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6.4 The Use of CIM-BIOSYS in Integrating the Costing 
Application to Remotely Distributed Databases 
The following section describes the process of implementing the costing 
software application integration with the proprietary database using CIM-BIOSYS. 
Further details of the actual integration processes may be found in guides to CIM- 
BIOSYS (Gilders 91) (Leech 92). 
6.4.1 Components of a CIM-BIOSYS Application 
The components of a CIM-BIOSYS conformant application are illustrated in 
Figure 6.2. 
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MgUre 6.2 Layout ot a 13asic'i-emplate Application 
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A brief description of all the blocks is given below: 
Functional module: derived from the functional model, this includes the actual 
functionality of the application. 
Window definition: this reads in the window configuration file and sets up the 
applications user interface. 
0 Window library: this is a library provided by the platform which provides basic 
functions for creating windows, i. e. window types, buttons, menus, user input 
and text fields. At present two libraries are available, one for X and the other 
for Sunview. 
13 Platform interface: this is a library of functions which provide a basic set of 
low level services for communicating with the platform i. e. application 
conununication, information services, and system management. 
0 Template interface: this provides a set of services for both the platform and 
user interfaces in a more usable and consistent manner. 
6.4.2 Four Phase Building Stages 
Developing CIM-BIOSYS conformant applications involves four phases as 
shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 Phases of Developing a CIM-BIOSYS Application. 
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'nie four phases are as follows: 
" Design the core functionality of the application i. e all the functions it has to 
perform 
" Design a CIM-BIOSYS window interface that allows the user to communicate 
with the application, other applications and with CIM-BIOSYS 
" Link the application and window interface to the platform services; whilst at 
the same time configuring or designing a suitable database driver for the 
database 
Aggregate the modules into a complete whole, configuring various files and 
conducting trial runs for debugging. 
A. Phase 1- Design of Core Costing Application 
The kernel of the costing software application, in terms of its functionality was 
developed at this phase. It was necessary to redesign the whole structure of the costing 
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application. with particular reference to the infort-nation accessing mechanisms. 
Whereas the costing application described in Chapter 5 requires routines for 
establishing communication with the database and incorporation of SQL commands 
for accessing data at specific locations within it, this is no longer necessary in the 
CIM-BIOSYS conformant costing application. Requested information was denoted 
merely as data objects and the costing application was modified to be conformant with 
the requirements of the CIM-BIOSYS service interface. In converting current 
applications to be CIM-BIOSYS conformant applications, the author found it to be 
more expedient to design from scratch rather than modify existing non-conformant 
applications. The programs for the application is shown in Appendix B. 1, B. 2, B. 3, 
B. 5 and B. 6. 
B. Phase 2- Design of Window Interface 
A window interface to assist costing application development and debugging 
purposes was constructed. This involves setting up window definitions and window 
libraries in relation to the core application itself. The generic library functions provide 
a set of higher level services covering the platform interface and user interface so that 
later on application modules derived from the functional model can be written using 
these services and combined into the template application. 
The layout of the window interface was designed to meet the transaction 
requirements for application operation. The layout of the window interface basically 
consists of command fields and input fields. Command fields are represented by 
buttons which execute predetermined functions e. g select data, use default files, 
execute in automatic mode or initiate Oracle/Ingres loader. Input fields allow response 
to queries to be made or the inclusion of conditional statements (e. g input schedule 
number, file number etc. ) Input fields increase the costing software application 
flexibility. The basic template window interfaces provided by CIM-BIOSYS were 
adapted to suit the costing software application's functionality and were linked to it 
(see Figure 6.4). Ile program for the window interface is shown in Appendix B. 4. 
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C. Phase 3- Linking Software Application to CIM-BIOSYS 
and Configuration of Database Driver 
The application developed in Phase 2 was connected to CIM-BIOSYS by way 
of the special interface modules provided. The three modules provide: 
" links to functions for incoming messages - related file app-sfio-I. c -I 
" functions specified in app-sfio-I. c - related file app-sfio-2. c- 
" response functions for information retrieval. -related file app-sfio-3. c - 
CIM-BIOSYS configuration files were amended to include the new costing 
application. At this stage, the application was able to communicate with other 
applications through CIM-BIOSYS but no database access is yet possible (this was 
included at a later stage). 
Database drivers for communicating with proprietary databases had previously 
been developed for Oracle and Ingres databases by other MSI researchers (Leech 93a). 
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These allow for a consistent access interface between CIM-BIOSYS and the 
heterogeneous databases. Object names relating to the tablenames and appropriate 
databases containing the required cost-related information was created within the 
datastore driver. These allowed CIM-BIOSYS to map requested information in the 
form of object names onto the datastore driver. The datastore driver could then map 
the object names unto the tablename and database concerned and generate SQL 
statements to the appropriate databases to access the required information (see 
Figure 6.5). 
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D. Phase 4- Integrating Database Driver and Files 
Configuration 
Finally, the database and its driver were linked to the CIM-BIOSYS platfonn 
by setting up the configuration files 
Cl setup datastore name with unique identity number - cmbsys-read-file. app 
13 setup machine to run datastore - cmbsys-read-file. dglb 
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0 setup executable filename of datastore - cmbsys--ýread-file. dcu 
0 set up local path name - cmbsys-reacLfile. dloc 
map datastore object names onto datastore names - cmbsys,. -read-file. 
didt 
The costing software application could then be executed by selecting the 
appropriate buttons on the window interface (see Figure 6.4). This performs two major 
functions, one in executing pre-determined calculation routines and the other in 
sending or requesting information to and from CIM-BIOSYS as well as being able to 
communicate with or drive other external applications which are integrated via CIM- 
BIOSYS. 
6.4.3 Conventional Costing Software Application and CIM- 
BIOSYS Conformant Software Application: A Comparison 
There are several differences in the format and structure between the CIM- 
BIOSYS conformant and conventional costing software applications which have 
effect upon their functionality. 
A. Modularity 
In a conventional costing software application, the application execution 
process follows a sequential process as shown above in Figure 6.6. 
Based on an underlying philosophy of modularity, CIM-BIOSYS structures 
applications so that their major functions can be handled by independent blocks of 
software program which can be made to run in an event-driven manner. A CIM- 
BIOSYS appli cation can therefore be built up by aggregating these building blocks, 
additional functionality being added or improved by changing particular functions 
without affecting others. This allows easier debugging of functions and facilitates 
change as part of a phased application development. 
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Reusability 
Conventional costing software applications incorporate libraries peculiar to 
themselves. The lack of a formal structure due to an ad-hoc policy of design means 
that these libraries are not generally useable by other applications. In CIM-BIOSYS, 
the incorporation of a pre-compiled reusable language for window definitions which 
forms part of the libraries allows adjustment to core applications to be made and then 
re-compiled without subsequent need to recompile the window definitions. The 
window definition commands are placed in a file, and when the application is executed 
it reads this file in order to setup its window. T'he same holds true for libraries for other 
high level services. The provision of such common services reduces development time 
and effort and provides a mechanism for the future automation of application creation. 
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C. Separation of Functions from Knowledge of Information 
Location 
The design of conventional costing software applications requires the 
specification of the location of information, Le the database holding it. Accessing 
procedures must also be incorporated as part of the functionality. This is a major 
problem in accessing distributed information. On the other hand, the CIM-BIOSYS 
conformant costing software application, communicates only with the integration 
platform by requesting object names from the platform. The platform takes care of 
information location, communication and data access issues. 
I 
D. Cushioning from the Effects of Change 
By separating application functions from knowledge of information location, 
the CIM-BIOSYS application is "cushioned" by the platform from the affects of 
changes external to it. The conventional costing software application described in the 
previous chapter does not have this facility and therefore any changes to data and their 
location would mean rewriting or reconfiguring part of the application software. 
6.4.4 Limitations of CIM-BIOSYS 
A. Beta Form. 
Although the concept underlying CIM-BIOSYS has been proven and 
implemented industrially, it is basically a research tool and lacks many user orientated 
refinements common in commercial versions. There is a learning curve associated 
with it which is lengthened due to the lack of documentation. Although CASE tools 
are in the process of being designed to assist application building, for the time being, it 
only provides a basic layer of integration services and support tools. 
B. Data Transfer Limit 
The use of UNIX sockets by CfM-BIOSYS as the means of inter-process 
communications (IPQ limits transferred information to a maximum of 1000 
characters per packet. This limit is sufficient for general messaging (e. g between cell 
controller and scheduler) where commands and messages tend to be brief but the limit 
is unsuitable for large scale accessing of databases. Transferring large volumes of 
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information would require incorporation of a top layer of communication messaging 
management service that can decompose them into smaller transferrable data packets 
which can be later be reconstituted at the other end of the socket pipe. This is not yet 
available on CIM-BIOSYS, although current development work is overcoming this 
limitation (Leech 94). 
6.4.5 Integration Infrastructure as a Means of Achieving Flexible 
or "Soft" Integration 
In the case-study involving CIM-BIOSYS, the relative merits of the CIM- 
BIOSYS costing software application was discussed in Section 6.4.3 . Although these 
merits could be said to be specific to CIM-BIOSYS, generic conclusions could be 
derived by considering the methodology underlying the adoption of the integrating 
infrastructure (IIS) architecture embodied in CIM-BIOSYS. 
The costing software application developed in Chapter 5 is an example of what 
is generally described as a "Hard" integrated application within a CIM system (Coutts 
92) (Edwards 93). In hard integration methodology, all the knowledge of low level 
communications protocols and data fon-nats, locations of physical resources, and 
locations of information stores have to be embedded within the application (see 
Figure 6.7). 
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Such applications are generally inflexible and, as described earlier, may require 
software modifications when changes occur within the whole system. The use of an 
integration infrastructure however, provides increased flexibility to manufacturing 
applications by assuming responsibility for maintaining such knowledge within its 
configuration services, As shown in CIM-BIOSYS, the application only needs to 
communicate on a one-to-one basis with CIM-BIOSYS, greatly simplifying the 
integration problem (see Figure 6.8). Ile use of an integration infrastructure forms 
part of a highly flexible or "Soft" integration methodology. This methodology offers 
opportunities for modular, highly configurable and specialised manufacturing systems 
to be integrated in a "plugged in" manner or removed Le "plugged out" in a smooth 
manner without causing major disturbances within CIM systems. 
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Figure 6.8 A "Soft" Integrated Manufacturing Application (Gascoigne 92) 
6.5 Potential Benefits of Adopting a Flexible Integration 
Approach 
By adopting an integration infrastructure approach as part of a "Soft" 
integration methodology, there will be significant improvements in the following 
capabilities. 
6.5.1 Coping with Change 
Due to the fact that knowledge of information issues is effectively decoupled 
from manufacturing applications, individual applications are cushioned from the 
effects of changes elsewhere in the system. This' knowledge, typically of the 
communications mechanisms and resource locations within the system, is maintained 
by the platform. This allows changes within the system to take place without affecting 
individual application code. 
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6.5.2 Coping with Complexity 
As individual applications only need to communicate to one common 
platform, system complexity is reduced. In "Soft" integrated systems, system 
complexity is directly proportional to the number of applications which it comprises. 
In "hard" integrated systems, system complexity is in proportion to the square of 
number of applications (Weston 92) (Zhang 92a). 
6.5.3 Coping with Heterogeneity 
In flexible integration, the main responsibility for integrating heterogeneous 
systems rests with the integration platform, not with individual applications. As each 
application is required to be integrated to the platform, individual drivers are set up 
between it and the platform. The integration issue is thus always focused between the 
platform and the vagaries of the particular application, leaving other applications 
unaffected. Hence integrating infrastructures tackle heterogeneity in an incremental 
manner. 
6.5.4 Promotion of Standardisation 
Integration infrastructures promote consistency in application building by 
providing a set of standard integration services with which applications can interact. 
The use of emerging standards, IPC, SQL, EXPRESS, Motif etc. further enhances the 
standardisation of applications, enabling the creation of more "open" systems (see 
Figure 6.9). 
6.5.5 Providing A Migration Path Towards Open System 
A key advantage in using integrating infrastructures is that they offer a 
migratory path towards implementing truly open CIM systems (see Figure 6.10). 
Existing investments in the form of "closed" applications can still be protected (used 
until they reach obsolescence) whilst allowing for a strategy of progressive 
investments in more "open" applications to be implemented within the whole system. 
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Ngure 6.9 Stanclarclisation'l-hrough consistent interlace migration 
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6.6 Other Examples of Integration Infrastructural Solutions 
CIM-BIOSYS is one example of a system methodology in which applications 
can be designed and linked to other applications, whilst at the same time being 
structured and managed by an underlying and consistent set of management 
mechanisms for communication, information access and information transfer. Tlle 
concept of an underlying infrastructural base or platform have been adopted in various 
forms by IT manufacturers who have been quick to recognise the potential market of 
such solutions from their customers. These individual solutions differ in terms of 
information management and transaction handling capabilities, scale, application area, 
interoperability, use of standards and additional support from third party vendor 
solutions currently avaflable on the market (see Figure 6.11). 
As can be seen, whilst the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) Network 
Application Support (NAS)/BASEstar product offers an open approach to integration, 
there are limitations as to its ability for interoperability. IBM DAE/Plantworks is based 
on EBM's proprietary standards and can only support integration of some of the IBM 
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based products in an effective manner. Some solutions like FLEXIS is more focused on 
cell level control, design and modelling functions. 
Figure 6.11 Comparisons between various Integration Infrastructures 
Product Vendor Features of Product Comments 
NAS/BASEstaz DEC Consistent user interfacr- Plantfloor orientated. 
Access to system resource- VAX architectum based. 
Information and resource sharing. Tools an standard based. 
Enterprise communications. Limited interoperability. 
BASEstar acu as software toolset. 
Plantworks/DAE IBM OS/2 based plantfl= architectum Not inter-operable with non-IBM 
Plantworks acu as software design systems 
toolset. 
DAE operates as integration enabler. 
Provides full range of EBM based 
applicationc 
Industrial Precision lip Client-servcr arrhitectum Low level -Pl&nLfloor implementation. Toolsayl) UNIX based stems approach. '72 Supports only a limited number of 3rd 
Supports OS F" . party solutions 
Mainstream ITP Bos=Jnc Open system approach AIX and VMS-baacd architecture 
ýF? licstions portable %"thin Shopfloor and cell level orientated. 
a a instzeam environment 
Consists of Base Platform and Software 
tools. 
FLEXIS Savior, Inc Open system sip ct 7 Used for process, cell control modelling Multi-dimension nation tooL l an and design functions. Lower layer 
Codc-generator. factory integration tool. 
Networking capability. 
4th Dimension + 4GL. Application development Database orientated solution. 
4D Server cnvironmcnL proprietary. 
Graphical relational database model Only available for Mackintosh 
allows object b"ed click and drag to computers. 
build SQL query. Also Sets as 
transaction manager betwoen databas". 
Oracle SQL forms Oracle- Inc Dominant RDBMS application tool for Increasingly used as plantfloor 
manufacturing. development tool. 
Supports all major uters makes. 
F l f l 
Database orientated solution. 
i bili i h h RDBMS N u l ýW o too s. 
S L S 1 
F 
cnF 
AE 
o nteropcra ty w t ot cr . 
. Q Q _. - 
OpcnB&sc Prism Object-Orientated Application Supports for configurable, object-orien- 
Teclmologies Development Environment tated applications operating in heteroge- C++ Library Supports Motif, Posix, 
DCE CORBA STEPI Express neous networked environment. Uses . . own Proprietary Database 
No interoperability with other RDBMS 
DAIS ICL Object-based Application Development Supports multi-vendor, client-tervcr 
Environment operating environment. Allows access to 
Supports IIP-UX, UXP/DS4, SunOS. information within distributed muld- 
Solaris, UNIX, VMS. OS/Z Microsoft database system 
Windows. VME and OpcnVME 
Supports 1DMSX. ORACLE, INGRES 
and INTORMDC databases. 
Others like ORACLE SQL fon-ns provide additional toolsets like SQL-NET 
and PL-SQL which are basically proprietary relational database driven solutions and 
which may not be applicable in many manufacturing environments. OpenBase is an ' 
object-orientated applications development environment which provides software 
object libraries for rapid application prototyping and integration but does not 
sufficiently address data access and database management issues for multi-databases. 
IC1: s DAIS offers perhaps the best features in tenns of the ability to build applications 
rapidly and as well as to integrate them with existing applications; transparent data 
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access achieved through the usage of a proprietary version of a database manipulation 
language called Conceptual Structured Query Language (CSQL). 
6.7 Conclusions 
This chapter demonstrates how costing software applications can be created 
and flexibly integrated within a heterogeneous and distributed information systems 
environment. The use of the integration infrastructure has enabled significant progress 
to be made in overcoming infort-nation access problems relating to contemporary 
methods of integration as well as proposing a novel manner of creating and structuring 
the next generation of "open" costing and manufacturing applications. 
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COST APPLICATION BUILDING USING 
MODELLING TOOLSETS 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes how a family of enterprise modelling tools was 
evaluated for the structured planning, design, building and analysis of cost models 
during their life-cycle phases. Ilis is in specific reference to the need of designing 
adequate information structures that could provide such models with the information 
that they need during their operation, this from the various distributed databases in a 
systematic and integrated manner. A modelling method was employed that described 
the complete functional description of the manufacturing system. A supporting tool for 
designing the information structure was used in specifying and designing the 
information requirements. Ile functional cost model could then be implemented upon 
the integration platform with the information structure as defined by the information 
model. Emerging toolsets with enhanced functionality which may further extend this 
methodology are also discussed. 
7.2 Barriers to Software Interoperation 
CIM systems require cost and manufacturing applications to share information 
in an efficient and synergistic manner, this between each other as well as with a wide 
range of other engineering and commercial functions. The use of an integrating 
infrastructural approach can effectively separate user applications from knowledge of 
information locations, but this is in itself only a partial solution to the integration 
problem. A remaining problem is one of providing a consistent and globally common 
view of information across a plethora of proprietary and non-conformant applications. 
In many of these applications, most of the information is designed to support 
functionality in an application-specific manner. The tight coupling between 
information and functionality not only means that external applications have to access 
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information by running host application programmes but frequently, the information 
available is in a form which is not in an understandable or useable format to that 
required by the calling application (Hodgson 93). The case-study carried out in 
Chapters 5 and 6 showed that even if information access mechanisms N available, 
getting the desired information was a difficult task. The lack of "openness" due to 
different. information formats and data structures (i. e information schema) places 
undesirable limitations upon the cost model developer. 
A way of overcoming this limitation is to modify the cost model so that it can 
run on an available system-wide information structure (which entails redesigning the 
cost model structure and its parameters). Another is to perform data re-engineering, 
whereby the required information structure is created by physically mapping the 
information existing within the database onto required sets of information, this 
through a laborious, time-consuming and expensive process of investigation and 
derivation. The possible outcome might be a compromised version of a costing 
application with a reduced level of detail or scope, or indeed both. The lack of a 
consistent view of application functions and their information models (which structure 
the information formats used) is seen as a barrier to software-interoperability (see 
Figure 7.1). The end result is data duplication, misunderstanding, inefficiency and loss 
of control. The problem increases as the scale of integration grows. Implemented 
against a background of the a lack of an enterprise strategy, problems will emerge in 
the future when any of the applications and their data sources need to be changed. 'Me 
most difficult aspect of embarking on CIM is developing an information system which 
is flexible enough to permit future technological developments without undue 
interruption to manufacturing and planning processes in the host environment. 
Means are therefore required to achieve software interoperability between 
present and future software applications. These solutions must be capable of allowing 
existing "closed" applications (or as-is solutions) to share information as well as 
evolving a common methodology which can serve as a migration path towards fully 
open systems (or to-be solutions). To achieve this purpose, enterprise information 
modelling techniques and planning tools have been advocated as a common medium 
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for structuring the design of applications and their inforTnation systems (Singh and 
Weston 94a, 94b, 94c). 
Figure 7.1 Current Barriers to Software-in 
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7.3 An Integrated Modelling Approach for CIM 
Support of the design and implementation of information systems on an 
enterprise-wide basis ideally requires the capture of all necessary information within a 
model or models in a structured manner. Another important requirement is that the 
modelling methodology chosen should be readily implementable in software form. 
Various benefits of using structured company models have been reported (Ang 89) 
(Hars et al. 93). In terms of information support, the use of these models enable the 
creation of a CIM database that is consistent, timely and accurate. Through data 
standardisation, rules can be readily provided to ensure consistency as new 
applications are built and implemented or possibly replace existing ones. This can 
bring about a reduction in costs, risk and lead-times (op. cit. ). The details of these 
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models and their workings have been mentioned in Chapter 4 and also reported in 
many papers in the literature (Dourneingst et al. 87) (Colquhoun and Baines 91). 
Information requirements should be determined in a top-down manner as part 
of an overall enterprise modelling effort (Walsh et al. 93). Walsh suggests that such an 
approach can follow a series of steps in which decomposition. is used to realise the 
following: 
0 Requirements Definition: Functional specification (e. g can be based on the use 
of BDEFO) formed from a specification of user requirements 
Conceptual Design: This to determine the information content of the 
information system in a form which is data-driven and implementation 
independent 
Implementation Design: Here the conceptual model (E-R, IDEFIX, 
normalised relations, semantic data model, etc. ) is mapped into a logical 
schema 
Physical Design: Here a physical schema is created, Le a description of the 
database implementation, storage and access and other checking mechanisms 
specific to the DBMS is added at this stage 
Reference Architectures ( e. g CIM-OSA) have been prescribed as a 
potential means of developing a more cohesive integrated CIM system (Aguiar and 
Weston 93c). Such an approach (see Figure 7.2) can cover system functions, 
information structure, system behaviour and system resources, thereby enabling the 
system analyst to determine a course of action when implementing a company-wide 
integration plan. Associated with such toolsets, the use of enterprise-wide reference' 
models have been proposed as a means of enforcing a discipline by acting as a 
reference framework, when designing, constructing and changing integrated systems 
(op. cit. ). 
1. These reference models are designed to describe information, function and behaviour of the system in an 
implernentation-independent form. 
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Models which support the manufacturing operations on a generic basis have 
also been developed (Scheers 90) (Kruse et al. 93) (Scheer and Hars 89). By using a 
finite but comprehensive set of modelling methods, system designers of a 
manufacturing enterprise can create a precise model of requirements, this by using a 
standardised set of basic constructs and partial models. Subsequently, these models 
can be transformed through a series of well-defined steps into a model of a physical 
CIM system which matches those requirements. A current major stumbling block is 
the lack of a comprehensive and integrated set of tools which exist in commercial form 
to automate this entire process (Aguiar and Weston 93a). 
Fieure 7.2 Dimensions ot EnterDrise-wide Modellin 
The availability and wide scale usage of such tools will occur in the future and 
may be based on toolsets such as those being created at MSI, within the Model-Driven 
CIM Project (MDC 93) (Weston et al. 94). However it was not practical (for reasons of 
availability), for the author to adopt use of these model-driven CIM tools on his time- 
scale. So the author does not propose to adopt them for his current work. 
Consequently, he was constrained by the use of commercially available tools of a more 
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confined scope which inevitably lacked somewhat in the degree of sophistication and 
scope. Nonetheless, the modelling methods and tools used enjoy considerable 
advantages in terms of their widespread usage in industry today. Iley also represent a 
practical and halfway solution to meeting the target of designing and constructing 
environments within which heterogeneous and distributed software can interoperate 
(Singh and Weston 93). Also the main thrust underlying this part of the research is in 
advancing an understanding of the potential benefits which can accrue by adopting 
structured methods to developing cost applications rather than advancing modelling 
methods per se. 
7.4 Functional and Information Modelling Applied to Costing 
Applications -a Case-study 
In this section, the results of a case-study carried out are presented. 
7.4.1 Background to Case-study 
At the time when this study was conducted (from 1992 until 1993), the author 
was part of an MSI team working on a substantial ACME funded research grant 
looking into flexible means of achieving integration in Manufacturing Control 
Systems Project (MCS 93). The work reported here forms part of that work which has 
been reported in previous papers (Shaharoun, Hodgson and Weston 93) (Weston 93). 
A locally based manufacturing company was chosen to provide a practical integration 
problem as an example. A functional model was created and analysed and an attempt 
was also made to modify an already existing information model to support the 
information requirements of a cost model. 
7.4.2 Brief Description of Company 
The modelling work was carried out based on work of a Loughborough 
company, which is a leading UK manufacturer of material handling equipment. The 
company has built a reputation for expertise in the design, fabrication, machining and 
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assembly of light, medium and heavy engineering products. I'lie sort of product ranges 
from small hand chain hoists, wire rope hoists, electrically operated hoists ranging 
from 250kg to 25 tonnes onwards in addition to a large range of standard overhead 
cranes. The company also enjoy engineering facilities to redesign units for custom 
built heavy duty or special function cranes mainly for use in container ten-ninals. 
The company is organised into four main operating divisions; Hoists, Industrial 
Cranes, Engineered Products Division and the Automation Division. The Hoist 
Division offers standard units and also specially built to order ones. The Industrial 
Crane produces complete cranes and kits of parts. It offers hand operated cranes or 
specially designed jib cranes. The Engineered Products Division manufactures cranes 
for steelworks and power station cranes all built to individual specifications. The 
Automation Division is involved in systems integration. Data processing, finance, 
marketing, personnel, purchasing and shipping provide central services to the different 
divisions. The case study centres on the Hoist Division which was identified in earlier 
studies as having the greatest scope for improvement in respect of integration 
methods. 
7.4.3 Information Gathering Effort 
Information was gathered with the cooperation of personnel within the 
manufacturing division of the company, who had an interest in the ACME research 
grant with which the author was associated. Their entire shopfloor database which was 
contained within a finite scheduling package based on an ORACLE relational database 
management systems (RDBMS), was obtained for the author's use. Several visits and 
interviews were carried out. Data came from these visits, brochures and also from 
previous work on the company carried out by MSc students who carried out their 
dissertation at the company. In fact one of these students was guided by the author 
(Tan 92). 
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7.4.4 Enactment of Function and Information Models 
A. The Choice of IDEF as the Modelling Method 
Several modelling methodologies were investigated by the author and by 
others 2. After initial consideration of the yourdon method, the author chose IDEF as 
the modelling methodology to implement the concepts. There were four main reasons 
for this choice viz; 
IDEF has a relatively more comprehensive suite of modelling techniques 
(functional, information and behaviour) than Yourdon 
IDEF provided a more rigorous modelling structure with inputs, outputs, 
controls and mechanisms for every activity 
C3 the fast growing popularity of IDEF as an ubiquitous and de facto modelling 
standard3 
the important reason was because IDEF diagrams closely resemble ABC cost 
decomposition breakdowns and that it was now possible to embed Activity- 
based Costing within IDEF04 diagrams 
Since the theory behind ABC is that resources (for e. g costs) are consumed by 
the frequency of transactions behind each activity, decomposition of these activities 
and close examination of the input parameters could reveal significant cost-drivers for 
that particular activitY (see Figure 7.3). 
2. These were Andrew Ryan, a researcher, Andre Dc long, a visiting lecturer and Valdew Singh, a fellow PhD 
student. 
3. For instance, IBM has made IDEF as its internal modelling standard. 
4. Meta Software Corporation, an IDEF vendor, had released version 2.5 of Design/IDEF which included a 
facifiry to embed activity-based costing (ABC) calculations. 
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The approach also supported both process and data modelling and allowed the 
ability to integrate cost information into an IDEFO model. The author therefore 
decided to develop a functional model of a manufacturing organisation using Design/ 
IDEF with a view to modelling manufacturing functions. This is in the context of 
Activity-based Costing, representing the required information flow and data structures 
relating to these functions and as a means of assessing their suitability as an enterprise- 
wide design and planning tool. 
B. Structure of IDEF Functional Model 
Several IDEFO models were created of which two main versions are illustrated 
in this thesis. One was a wider-scope view of the Hoist Division. In this version, the 
modelling context started at the top most level. A verb was used to describe the top- 
most function which in this case was chosen to be "Operate Division". The second 
level was divided into five functions viz; 
0 Perform Finance and General Administration. 
Perform Pre-Producdon Funcfions 
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Each function was further decomposed into lower level functions and so on. 
Through this approach, it was possible to relate and harmonise functions with 
information requirements and to analyse their interactions and sequences for future 
optimization. This is however tempered by the fact that IDEFO models are usually 
context biased in the sense that they are designed from the designer's viewpoint and 
that their accuracy in depicting reality may not meet with universal acceptance within 
an enterprise. Examples of the IDEFO diagrams are given in Appendix C. 1. 
The second IDEFO model was developed by the author and was later used for a 
grant review demonstration. This describes a lower level functional decomposition of 
the shopfloor manufacturing operations carried out in one of the manufacturing cells of 
the Hoist Division. The perspective is from a product costing point of view. The top 
level functional model featured a generalised statement of perfon-ning shopfloor 
operations. A second level decomposed this to three activities viz; 
Cl Prepare for Manufacture 
Cl Perfonn Manufacture 
Cl Perforrn Product Costing. 
(See Appendix C. 2) 
C. Structure of Existing Information Model 
A section of the structure of the existing information model (as contained in 
the finite scheduling database) are illustrated in two diagrams shown in Figure 7.4 and 
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Figure 7.5. Both are typically designed in a proprietary and exclusive manner specific 
to the functional requirements of the scheduler application modules. Generally 
speaking, the information model as provided is only "open" to the application modules 
developed within the application and highly restrictive in terms of providing access to 
external applications. Considerable difficulties were encountered by the author in 
trying to design a schema of cost application information based on the existing 
information model and this has been reported in the literature survey (Shaharoun, 
Hodgson and Weston 93). Hence, designing an information structure for the cost 
model proved to be difficult as reported in Chapter 6. 
D. An IDERX Information Model 
IDEFlX, which is based on the entity-relationship concept (Chen 76) provided 
a framework within which functions modelled using IDEFO could be supported with a 
semantically consistent representation of information. Although generic IDEFIX 
information models were created, conversion of these schema into physical database 
structures are seldom straight forward, where basically this is an indirect process. This 
is usually left to the database developer to resolve other related issues like determining 
information requests from similar applications, normalisation, data formats, etc. In the 
case study (which will be described more fully in the following chapter), the cost 
application was linked to three functional components of the MCS system viz; 
0 Production Planning 
0 Finite Capacity Scheduler 
0 Cell Controller 
Each of these applications had their own particular set of information 
requirements. Whilst some requirements were unique (e. g for cost data), most 
requirements were common. Ile actual physical location of the information 
repositories was to be distributed and with information fragments to be stored 
throughout the entire system. 
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Figure 7.4 Product and Process Tables in MCC Finite Scheduler 
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Figure Schedule Intormation Moclel 
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Common data for the entire distributed system was summarised in the form of 
a global schema. This global schema supports information requirements from the users 
view point by: 
0 shielding them from having to know their exact locations 
0 defining and displaying the semantic properties of the information entities 
0 reconstituting duplicated and fragmented data into a total and integrated 
picture. 
The IDEFIX model was developed by a fellow researcher (Singh and Weston 
94c) to represent the entity-attribute relationships of the information models and 
illustrated in Figure 7.6. 
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E. An IDEFIX ABC Information Model Template 
Another problem was to physically map information representations onto 
actual cost model information requirements. The main difficulty is that cost 
applications parameters are context-specific and the significant drivers and consumers 
of costs and resources are seldom exactly alike for any two situations. They vary 
according to the manufacturing environment, specific marketing strategy, resources, 
product mix, manufacturing management policy, scheduling decision etc. The degree 
of variability would be so high as to result in a very huge "reference information 
model". Hence creating a generic information model which operates an Activity-based 
Model is not a practicable proposition at present nor is it particularly relevant in 
proving the validity of the methodology. 
However, a possible step forward is to propose an IDEFIX information model 
template. This can form a structure that can be populated with specific information 
parameters once a proper Activity-based Costing study and analysis has been carried 
out in situ. This template when in operation, should indicate the relationships between 
the various classifications of costs, their hierarchies of decomposition, relative 
dependencies and required attributes, without pre-defining what are the actual costs 
needed to populate these categories. Once these specific items of cost and cost related 
parameters have been determined and categorised, they can then be mapped across to 
the relevant sections within the cost template hierarchy. 
Cost model developers could then use this template as a reference, when 
developing full-scale versions for their own particular use. The cost-relation ship 
template should also be flexible enough to be used over a continuum of enterprise 
scale of operation. In Figure 7.7, an IDEFIX diagram is shown representing the basis 
of a generic Activity-based Costing information model template which could meet this 
requirement. 
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7.5 Findings on Using an Integrated Modelling Approach 
7.5.1 Specific Findings and analysis of DESIGN/IDEF Version 2.5 
Software Incorporating ABC Functionality 
The use of the DESIGN/IDEF Tm proprietary IDEFO and IDEFIX software 
was particularly relevant to the scope of the thesis. Not only did it help to demonstrate 
the concepts behind functional and informational modelling as a means of achieving 
software interoperability but also by illustrating how these models can be mapped into 
distinct information parameters which drive the Activity-based Costing model. 
However, the use of IDEFO and IDEFIX models, only represents a static view of the 
system and a more rigorous modelling effort could use dynamic models like IIDEF2 or 
SIMAN. 
Dourneingst (Doumeingst et al. 87) did not attribute IDEFO as being capable of 
assisting decision making in terms of operational issues (see Figure 7.8). This was true 
then at the time the comment was made, as IDEFO was more of a qualitative rather 
than a quantitative tool. It is the opinion of the author, that this classification now 
needs to be amended, following the incorporation of the ABC capability. It is now 
possible to use IDEFO models when modelling to show quantitative results following 
changes in decision making at the operational level, albeit in a costing dimension 
perspective. 
The following are brief points surnmarising the author's evaluation of the 
software used in the case-study. 
C3 The package containing the desired functionality, is WINDOWS-based and 
proved to be user friendly. It allowed decomposition to be conducted at the 
lowest level of detail needed for modelling and analysing activity relationships 
and information support. 
The Activity-based Costing functionality specifies only one driver for each 
activity under investigation. The cost consumption could either be duration- 
based or frequency-based, with a single rate attached to each activity. Although 
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this is normally acceptable, there are frequent circumstances where more than 
one significant cost driver affects a particular activity and the inability to 
incorporate more than one cost driver may lead to potential errors. 
Figure 7.8 Modelling techniques and their scope (Dourneingst 87) 
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DESIGN/IDEF ABC is a roll-up (bottom-up) tool. Costs aggregation begins 
from the start at the bottom-most level and are aggregated higher up the 
enterprise level. Normal convention requires a top-down decomposition where 
aggregated costs are usually known at the outset and the model decomposes the 
costs to the lowest levels. In a sense, this forces the cost modeller to do a first 
run cost decomposition independent of this tool and determine the lowest level 
cost parameters. Once this is done, only then is the data fed into the model 
where the model reconstitutes it in a bottom up fashion 
The data export capability of the software may be utilised for further 
processing in a spreadsheet package. The report files produced at the end of the 
analysis stage of the modelling process may be saved in text file fon-nat. Other 
applications can also access the information contained in the text files in their 
desired format through suitable means of automating the information access 
process and also by converting the information into the required formats. 
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7.5.2 General Findings 
The use of a structured approach, with respect to designing cost applications by 
addressing functional and information issues on an enterprise-wide basis has enabled 
consistency and a degree of harmony to be achieved. This by starting from 
harmonisation of overall enterprise objectives, followed by a decomposition of these 
objectives into individual functions and activities of the various operational units, 
thereby leading to a more conducive environment for functional interaction. The 
separation of information from functional issues when modelling, (as yet distinctly 
related through the use of consistent sets of tools), also enabled individual 
specifications of information needs to be defined on an enterprise basis by each 
application units. Later, the separate views can be aggregated, normalised and 
optimised. into a physical information structure which supports the requirements of a 
consistent schema of information representation. This structure can either be in the 
form of a single physical structure or in the form of a set of distributed databases. 
7.6 Conclusions 
Consistent data and application standardisation can be achieved through the 
use of structured modelling techniques for functional and information decomposition. 
When implemented upon an integrating infrastructure, they can facilitate the task of 
achieving software interoperability. Ile case study has shown that the models 
developed for the company can provide a basis for a common understanding and 
consensus for the design, analysis, implementation and validation of distributed 
software applications, thus facilitating the support of the enterprise distributed 
functions via a commonly derived pool of information which is consistent, relevant 
and timely (see Figure 7.9). The final phase of this research work which seeks to 
assemble methods and findings from the preliminary investigations into a coherent 
methodology and proof-of-concept demonstration. The target demonstration system 
will model a pseudo-industrial environment and show how flexible integration, 
systems modelling toolsets and emerging costing philosophies can help meet the cost 
accounting requirements of advanced manufacturing environments. 
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Chapter 8 
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DESIGN OF A COSTING 
SOFTWARE APPLICATION 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter reports on the design of a proof-of-concept, costing software 
application. The novel approach incorporates accounting philosophies, models and 
mechanisms in implementing cost models of enterprises which are manipulated by the 
costing application. The system life-cycle phases of conceptualisation and 
implementation are embraced using this methodology. The chapter illustrates the use 
of 
13 top-down decomposition of accounting philosophies and manufacturing 
functions related to cost accounting which provides structure to cost models 
mechanisms which ease the design and implementation processes of costing 
software application 
mechanisms which link design and implementation phases of cost models. 
The aim is to; 
Design a working prototype cost application based on an emerging costing 
philosophy, this to facilitate an evaluation of the new approach. The proof-of-concept 
system will include sufficient functionality that it could be used as a management 
decision support tool. 
The chapter is divided into two main parts, Part A and Part B. Part A specifies 
the requirements of a new generation of costing systems, which are necessary for 
advanced manufacturing systems, and categorises general features and limitations of 
contemporary solutions. In Part B, a description of a proof-of-concept implementation 
is given, based on the requirements identified and lessons learned from contemporary 
approaches. With respect to the implementation phase, a general description of the 
elements needed to form an ABC costing software application is included followed by 
a more detailed description of the actual costing software application implemented. 
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The section concludes by highlighting advantages of the new approach which can be 
used to advance contemporary practice. 
Part A 
8.2 Requirements of a Cost Application Prototype 
Changes in manufacturing practice (refer to Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) have 
resulted in the need to complement existing costing systems with a new generation of 
costing applications which improve the quality of manufacturing management 
decision making. The requirements specification for a new generation costing solution 
must include a provision for: 
traceability or accountability of relevant cost information 
capture of timely and accurate cost information 
ease of information access to and from other applications, leading to the 
provision of cost information as a global enterprise resource 
0 ease of implementing cost models 
C3 ease of operating and changing these cost models 
0 ease of implementing costing application software 
0 ease of operating and changing the cost application software 
0 withstanding changes which may occur to other applications which are 
connected to them without requiring major revisions in the connections. 
It has to be mentioned in advance that it is an extremely difficult task to 
demonstrate conclusively that all these requirements are satisfactorily met within the 
proof-of-concept implementation. Indeed due to time and other resource constraints, 
the evaluation work is constrained, in that 
some requirements can only be demonstrated qualitatively rather than 
quantitatively. Here proof may be more by virtue of a preponderance of 
positive effects. For example the ease of implementing cost models is 
demonstrated by the fact that it is evidently easier to do it one way than another 
C3 the extent of problems underlying these requirements are not yet widely 
understood. Existing and emerging implementations based on the proposed 
solutions are neither widely accepted or rigorous enough and may prove to be 
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only partially satisfactory due to a necessary learning curve associated with 
their use or due to other constraints. Hence, although the author believes that 
the proposed approach is sound, further development is required before it is 
likely to meet desired levels of functionality or robustness 
the level of complexity embodied in an exhaustive evaluation is extremely high 
and will embrace related issues extending outside the scope or capability of 
this thesis. The putting to use of cost information and the justification of 
financial investment are but two of these issues 
cl in satisfying these requirements, solutions may need to adopt 
1) an appropriate choice of costing philosophy 
2) an appropriate method of implementation 
Whilst some requirements map neatly onto one of these solution classes, other 
requirements straddle both classes. This implies that some requirements may 
only be satisfied by adopting a combination of both and therefore it becomes 
difficult to differentiate the two by quantitative means 
Cl some of the requirements tend to represent a continuum of needs, each 
differing from the other only by the emphasis of their usage. For example, 
traceability or accountability refers to the ability to correlate cost expenditure 
with the processes which causes these costs whereas the capture of timely and 
relevant information refers to the need to get this information within the 
required time span for which they are needed for the purpose of analysis. 
8.3 Underlying Principles 
It is the author's contention within this thesis that a satisfactory solution 
requires a combination of the adoption of an appropriate costing philosophy and the 
use of an appropriate method of implementation. Preliminary investigations (described 
in Chapters 5 and 6) have reinforced the author's view that stand-alone applications 
based simply on the use of an appropriate costing philosophy will have limited 
application, limited functionality and performance. The proposition being investigated 
therefore is that future costing solutions should operate as an integral part of a 
manufacturing systems. Hence future cost solutions should be capable of sharing 
global information resources as well as interacting with other elements of the systems. 
Appropriate means of design and building such systems (refer Chapter 7) is also held 
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by the author to be crucial in enabling a new generation of more powerful and 
effective costing systems to emerge and be adopted widely. 
8.4 Choice of Accounting Philosophy 
As discussed in Chapter 2, two main emerging accounting philosophies could 
have been chosen as a costing basis of the proof-of-concept system namely 
'Throughput Accounting' and 'Activity-based Costing'. Their relative merits, area of 
greatest applicability and industrial practice have also been discussed in the same 
chapter. 
8.4.1 Activity-based Costing as the Choice 
For the proof-of-concept system, the Activity-based Costing (ABC) 
methodology was selected as opposed to Tliroughput Accounting (TPA). This choice 
was based for the following reasons; 
Cost and cost-related performance measures generated by ABC can provide 
the level of visibility in respect to the pseudo-indus trial case study system to 
which the author had access. TPA would not provide a comparable level of 
detail. The details with which cost breakdowns are provided by ABC may also 
be flexibly custornised to fit particular needs which is an added advantage 
0 The adoption of ABC does not require any additional software to be added to 
existing manufacturing systems control applications. '17hus it can be "bolted" 
onto existing manufacturing systems relatively easily, without significant delay 
or cost. On the other hand, a key requirement of TPA is that it typically 
requires major changes in manufacturing management practice which would 
add unnecessary complexity for the purpose of the demonstration 
TPA comes together with a proprietary production scheduling package based 
on Optimised Production Technology (OPT) whose routines are a trade secret. 
ABC routines are public domain knowledge and applications can be designed 
based on those routines. 
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8.4.2 General Features of Contemporary ABC Software Costing 
Application 
Before embarking on the design and implementation of the proof-of-concept 
system, the author had also evaluated and used a typical example of a state-of-the-art 
ABC costing software application which is commercially available today. 
The aim of this preliminary investigation, which was essentially a 
benchmarking exercise, was to; 
assess the extent of its capability, this to meet the above mentioned 
requirements 
11 classify its characteristics Le the strengths and weaknesses of the package 
0 use the knowledge gained as a guide to a better design approach. 
EASYABC PLUS' is a standalone and proprietary Activity-based Cost 
modelling application software package developed by ABC Technologies Inc. It is PC 
based and runs on DOS/WINDOWS v3. L EASYABC PLUSTM, is a derivation of an 
earlier version called EASYABCTm, and is claimed by its vendors to be the most 
popular package in terms of its industrial use by financial managers to facilitate their 
modelling and analysis activities. 
EASYABC PLUSTm demonstrates the following properties; 
" allows cost models of varying sizes to be created 
" allows different cost models to be merged 
" allows data to be imported from external software applications 
" allows data to be exported via ASCII or Data Interchange Format (DIF) files 
" provides an icon-activated creation and decomposition of Cost Accounts, 
Centres, Activities and Cost Objects making it fairly user friendly 
" facilitates the creation and maintenance of separate software modules 
containing data for Overhead Cost Accounts, Activity Centres, Cost Objects 
and Cost Drivers. 
The following steps have to be followed before this ABC costing software 
application can be implemented and subsequently used. 
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0 During system design, first it is necessary to conduct an ABC analysis of the 
manufacturing system. 'nis can take a long period of time as the system 
designer has to conduct interviews, check through financial and manufacturing 
records and files, analyse data etc. 
Also during the system design phase, the designer must construct a complete 
picture of the parameters which will form the cost model; such as overhead 
centres, functions, manufacturing processes, cost drivers etc. 
Also the designer must decide upon what level of granularity or decomposition 
of the model is needed and what performance measures are required to be 
highlighted and so on 
C3 Ascertain where all the run-time information resources are located which 
support the model structure and its eventual manipulation. 
Once the design stage has been completed, a system builder (which may or 
may not be the same person or persons as the designer) can implement' the ABC 
model using the software and carry out meaningful model manipulations and "what- 
if? " analysis. 
8.4.3 Limitations of Current ABC Applications in Tackling 
Activity-based Costing Problems 
In this section, requirements for the design and implementation of ABC 
models are identified. These requirements, which centre around the design phase of 
ABC cost models have not been satisfactorily met by contemporary ABC applications. 
A. Top-Down Decomposition of Functions 
ABC systems are designed to fulfil specific strategic objectives and hence may 
be designed in a variety of ways. A key initial design requirement for an ABC cost 
model is a top-down decomposition of model functions (see Figure 8.1), this to assist 
identification, description and classification of activities and costs in order to build up 
knowledge about the system and also to meet the operational objectives for the ABC 
system (Turney 92). In the example, the functions of the receiving stores department 
of a plant may be decomposed into three main activities: 
1. Implementation times vary between 20 weeks to 52 weeks for a sample of 10 UK companies in a study 
carfied out by Bailey (Bailey 91). 
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13 Receiving raw materials 
Cl Receiving bar stock 
0 Receiving consumable supplies. 
The tracing of costs to two particular products for the purpose of constructing 
an ABC cost model may require further decomposition of any of these activities in 
order to detennine their relative demands on resources allocated to the activity in 
question. 
Figure 8.1 Functional Decomposition to Identify Key Activities 
I Manufacturing Support I 
Production 
Receiving Departments Scheduling 
Receiving 
C 
Receiving Receiving 
Raw Materials] onsumable Bar Stock Supplies 
----------------------- 
Activity 
entre. Receiving Receiving 
Bronze Valve Butterfly Valve 
Bar Stock Bar Stock 
Product I Product 2 
These demands could be related to a few causal factors, for example the cost of 
performing the activity of receiving bar stock could depend on the total number of 
deliveries received for each type of bar stock material. On the other hand, bar stock 
volume, total material costs or even bar stock lengths could also be contributory 
factors. I'liese causal factors need to be attached to the model structure at the 
associated activities in order to buildup a more complete view of the cost relationships 
comprising the ABC cost model. Similarly, it may be required to decompose the 
activity a level further if the present level of decomposition does not provide the 
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required degree of "sensitivity" or accuracy in modelling how costs are incurred. The 
complexity of the decomposition exercise becomes apparent and the use of modelling 
tools becomes more necessary when it is realised that this exercise must be repeated 
across all sections of the manufacturing enterprise. 
Contemporary exponents of ABC use manually based methods of developing 
this structural decomposition (op. cit. ). Amongst the techniques adopted are: 
conducting interviews, reading files and accounts and then conducting a functional 
decomposition of activities through hand drawn charts. Apart from a few reports 
(Reinmann and Whiteside 93) (Reinmann and Huq 93) (Shaharoun, Hodgson and 
Weston 93), the author's study of the literature has not found widespread use of 
computer-assisted, structured design methods of designing ABC costing systems. 
B. Limited Ability to Handle Change 
When changes are required within an enterprise it may be necessary to 
incorporate new methods, new products, new machines or even additional production 
lines. In such situations the ABC cost model structure has to be altered to reflect the 
change. Tle lack of a computer-assisted method of representing functional and 
structural decomposition may lead to misunderstandings and lack of consistency in the 
model structure. This in turn will lead to errors, conflicting viewpoints and may lead to 
considerable delays in modifying and re-implementing existing cost models to reflect 
the changes. 
C. Accommodate, Manage and Report Varying Levels of 
Details 
It is not untypical in the design of ABC cost models to encounter hundreds of 
individual activities which should be accounted for when developing cost models. 
Much of this knowledge needs to be stored somewhere within the system. However, 
practical considerations may indicate that some sections of the enterprise require 
detailed accounting of their activities whilst other sections may require a far less 
detailed level of reporting. On the other hand, over a period of time a progressive 
increase in reporting details might be desirable; especially to facilitate initial learning 
curve stages of implementing ABC within a firm where the technique at that instance, 
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is used more as a teaching aid rather than to enumerate accurate costs. Consequently, 
the need to accommodate growth of details and generate reports at varying levels of 
resolution is also important. Hence some computer assisted design aid is highly 
desirable, this to capture knowledge and handle different needs associated with 
different levels of details in modelling procedures. 
D. Separation of Design Phase from Run-time Operation 
Standalone ABC applications like EASYABCPLUSTM suffer from a lack of an 
built-in design capability. They serve merely as run-time operational tool which 
presupposes that an ABC model structure has already previously been designed. As 
this design capability is not incorporated in the costing software application, the 
design process is effectively decoupled from operational processes. The lack of either 
a built-in design capability or direct link to a design facility restricts the analysis 
options available to the system user as he/she can only see a "run-time" picture of the 
cost model structure; rather than being able to access a wider view of the system. 
E. Close Coupling between Model Structure and Run-time 
Data 
In ABC costing, there are two main classes of costing data, namely, the model 
structure information (essentially static in nature) and run-time information. Examples 
of model structure information are descriptions of the entities representing overhead 
cost centres, processes, products and related cost drivers. These descriptions allow 
the system user to build the framework of the cost model within the costing software 
application. By populating each of the entities, described within the structure, run-time 
information is created. The run-time information is dynamic and may be changed to 
examine the impact of change upon the manufacturing system. In actual 
implementations, details of model structure and run-time information are usually not 
separated from each other. The user views these as an aggregate mixture of 
information. In the conceptual design stage, a greater degree of clarity and 
understanding is required with respect to the model structure and hence it is desirable 
when designing cost models to be able to handle model structure separately from run- 
time information. 
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F. Interoperation with Other Applications 
Cost applications such as EASYABCPLUSTM are essentially stand-alone in 
nature and are not designed to interoperate with other applications; although 
information can be exchanged through ASCII file or DIF modes, this requires a certain 
amount of manual reformatting of data before transfer. Such applications do not 
incorporate automatic means of verifying the correctness of the data that may be used 
at run-time. Ilius the user is left to ensure that all the data is correct prior to model 
execution. This problem can be handled in simple systems, where information is easily 
accessible. However as the scope of required solutions and complexity is increased, 
the problems of verifying the correctness and timeliness of information (which can be 
fragmented and stored in different forms across heterogeneous data sources) rapidly 
become untenable. 
Lack of a Graphical Representation Facility 
The EASYABCPLUSTM packqge in particular gives a report of cost data in the 
form of tables and rows of cost data. Although this data may be immediately 
understandable to the user, it may not be suitable for external reporting purposes. The 
author through his experience has found graphical reporting facility as an essential part 
of financial reporting and analysis. EASYABCPLUSTM, in the opinion of the author, 
was found to be wanting in this aspect. 
8.4.4 Summary 
The author believes that the limitations of current state-of-the-art ABC cost 
applications highlights a recurring problem, which is highlighted throughout this 
thesis, Le that system designers and builders prefer to adopt a narrow rather than an 
integrated approach to creating costing applications. Hence currently cost applications 
designers/builders provide solutions which tackle fairly specific problems. Although 
they may add functionality into a specific domain (which can offer a competitive 
advantage), they also leave the user with a legacy of other unresolved problems which 
may also impact elsewhere in the enterprise. In order to overcome this, cost model 
builders and designers must therefore look elsewhere for suitable tools based on a 
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more formalised approach to structuring, implementing and operating cost 
applications. 
Part B 
8.5 Description of Proposed Proof-of-concept Software Costing 
Application 
Based on the author's experience of using stand-alone solutions and also based 
on conclusions derived during preliminary work in understanding the integration 
problem, the author believes that many of the current limitations of costing systems 
can be overcome by adopting the use of emerging methods and tools for building CIM 
systems. To advance current practice, the author proposes a dual meta-stage model 
assisted approach based on the life-cycle stages of manufacturing systems to create 
costing solutions which seeks to address certain limitations previously mentioned. The 
meta-stage consists of: 
0 Design 
Run-time 
The approach is depicted in Figure 8.2. Ile approach embraces key life-cycle 
phases of costing solutions and includes provision for: 
0a structured design approach 
0 model-based top-down functional decomposition of activities 
0 model-based management of details 
0a structured design approach 
0 coupling between model design and model operation 
0 separation of cost model structure from run-time information issues 
13 facility for interoperation with other applications. 
The first meta-stage incorporates system functional description, system 
elements analysis and derivation of model structure. The second meta-stage consists of 
cost model implementation and model operation activities. Ile sub-stages of the meta- 
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level models can be decomposed and further depicted along an axis of time-frames 
consisting of the life-cycle phases of manufacturing system design. 
Fieure 8.2 Intemted ABC Costinii Awlication 
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8.5.1 Meta-stage One: DESIGN 
Computer-based enterprise modelling software is used to model the 
manufacturing system under consideration. The objectives and functions of the 
enterprise may be modelled although the user may also wish to model information, 
behaviour and resources within the system. The following steps can then be 
performed. 
A. Model-based Functional Decomposition 
In accordance with ABC procedures, a functional decomposition of the system 
can be achieved. Here, a description of the enterprise hierarchies, inputs in terms of 
flow of inter-connecting information and physical resources (including materials, men, 
machines and other equipment), activities per-formed, output in terms of processed 
information, materials, products and services can be captured within the model. 
B. Model Analysis and Manipulation 
In subsequent and detailed investigation, the cost model structure is derived via 
the use of conventional ABC techniques2. The model-based functional decomposition 
acts as a reference framework to direct the investigation and allowing an incremental 
progession towards completion of a first-stage cost model structure. The cost model 
structure could be built upon the same computer-based modelling software which 
could further assist model consistency. The model structure is refined until the 
modeller is satisfied with the degree of correctness and conformance to objectives and 
that it reflects the desired level of granularity along with an adequate description of 
required parameters needed to operate the costing model. 
The cost of processing an enquiry from a customer may be driven by a 
combination of factors for example, the effort involved in checking stock records and 
delivery dates, checking of customer credit rating, number of different products which 
are required, etc. Any one or a number of these could be significant cost affecting 
parameters and needs closer scrutiny. After an iterative process of checking with the 
2. Further details about the investigation stages for deriving the model structure may be found in various 
literature Drury (Drury 93), Turney (I'umey 92) and Hall (Hall, Johnson and Turney 90) 
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eventual users of the costing model, the final model structure can be used as a 
reference model for future use and system modification. 
8.5.2 Meta-stage Two: RUN-TIME 
Model rlYansfation 
The costing model structure based within the modelling software merely 
presents a "view" of the cost structure and cost relationships within the system and is 
not yet executable. To achieve this, the completed model structure, must first of all be 
translated into an executable model. A mechanism to assist the translation process may 
be found by considering the physical data file format about the model which is held by 
the modelling software. Ile modelling software contains functionality that allows 
various descriptions of the entities comprising the model to be physically represented 
in ASCII format and selected "reports" of these descriptions can be generated at run- 
time. 
Most modelling software packages have a built-in model reporting capability 
which can be accessed by external users. The formats they provide however, vary 3 
from one proprietary package to another. An information schema converter can be 
used to translate the report of the model into an executable model which can be 
processed by the cost application software. I'his has already been suggested by the 
author in Chapter 7. (See Figure 8.3) 
3. The variation may take the form of distinctive rcport opening headings, coltunn sections, delimiters, spaces 
and closing headers. 
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B. Population of Cost Model Structure with Run-time Data 
Once the cost model structure is translated into an executable model for the 
ABC cost application, run-time data can be loaded into the application. Functionality 
should be incorporated in the cost application so that it can handle both sets of 
information separately. A conceptual model of the system is illustrated in Figure 8.4. 
The following section describes a particular implementation of the two meta- 
staged approach in creating costing solutions. Here it has been necessary (within 
project time and other resource constraints) for the author to create a working 
prototype costing software to demonstrate and evaluate the approach he advocates. 
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Figure 8.4 A Model-based Integrated ABC Cost Model 
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8.6 Phases in implementing a Proof-of-concept ABC 
Application 
In order to design the ABC cost application, it is important to understand the 
sequence of costing procedures used in that methodology. ABC follows a three-stage 
allocation process. Cost categories are classified and enumerated in three separate 
modules (see Figure 8.5). Detailed explanations regarding the modules are given in 
Appendix D. 1. Ile diagram reflects the various stages which overhead costs are either 
allocated directly to the products and\or services or the progression of decomposition 
into firstly the processes of manufacture and finally unto the products and/or modules 
themselves. 
In the first stage, elements of costs consumed by the resources of 
manufacturing (overhead costs) are classified under various account centres within the 
overhead modules and divided into aggregated costs or "cost pools" according to some 
pre-defined method of allocation. In the activity modules which makes up second 
stage, these overhead cost pools are allocated to the manufacturing activities or 
activity centres in proportion to some causally related measures (which are called 
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resource drivers). In the third stage, the allocated cost elements of the processes or 
activities are again re-allocated to the cost objects (products or services) in proportion 
to the cost drivers. The changing cost patterns due to the effects of these drivers on 
activities gives rise to the indices which can be used as performance measures (see 
Figure 8.6). 
Figure 8.6 Activity-based Costing Cost/Process Views (Turney 9: 1) 
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Detailed guidelines on constructing ABC applications can be found in the 
literature (Turney 92) (Brimson 93). In summary, ABC cost applications require 
functionality which, at a minimum level, must separately represent; 
0 The various resources of manufacturing in terms of their costs and clear 
idenfification of their point of origin 
" The various activities and processes which utilise or consume these resources 
" The "end-users" (or cost-objects) of these costs Le products or services 
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C3 The various significant drivers of costs, their origins and clear points of impact 
upon the overheads and processes. 
8.6.1 Specification of a Generic Structure for ABC Cost 
Applications 
A generic framework needed to describe and implement the ABC routines was 
drawn up by the author (see Figure 8.7). 
Ile generic form is as yet implementation independent in the sense that its 
conceptual structure and operation does not depend on any given type of software 
application nor on any specific computer-based system yet it is specific enough to 
begin writing codes. 
8.7 Description of the Prototype ABC Software Costing 
Application 
The prototype costing software application was written in the C language 
based on the generic framework illustrated in Figure 8.7. The software consists of two 
modules. The main module provides the costing functionality and handles the ABC 
costing routines (refer to Appendices D. 3 to D. 10). The module is referred to as 
Model-based Flexibly-Integrated Activity-based Costing software application or 
MFI-ABC for short. A manual detailing the operation of the MFI-ABC Software 
Application is given in Appendix D. 2. 
The second module of the software consists of a Data Configurator (Data- 
Con) that handles different information formatsthereby allowing the costing software 
application to share information with a variety of different software applications, 
which form part of the manufacturing environment in which the costing software 
application is used. 
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8.7 Uenenc Pramework for uetining AIJL; Koutines 
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8.7.1 Module 1: MFI-ABC Costing Prototype 
A. Features of The MFI-ABC Costing Prototype 
Module I consisting of the MFI-ABC prototype costing software application 
demonstrates the following features; 
The run-time information required and generated by the application is stored in 
a set of data files. These data files could be proprietary to the costing 
application or be populated and accessed from other manufacturing 
applications. If necessary, the costing application can be run as a stand-alone 
software process, otherwise it can be linked to and operate as part of an 
integrated CIM system 
Normally, the maximum variable size of data structures containing the cost 
information must be declared and "hard-coded" in the C program of the cost 
application. Subsequently the program has to be modified if any of the cost 
information exceeds the maximum size of the data structures allocated by the 
program. This makes it inflexible to change. The software application however, 
has been designed to cope with a wide variety of model sizes. Extensive use is 
made of a library of software functions capable of holding a wide range of 
sizes of information in C data structures which was developed by a fellow 
researcher (Leech 93b). The use of this software library enabled the MFI- 
ABC prototype to handle variable sized model structures the properties of 
which do not have to be predefined and "hard-coded" before run-time. This 
increases the operational flexibility so that different sets of overhead costs, 
departments, activities and product mixes can be modelled 
The MFI-ABC cost prototype does not hold any proprietary data. All data 
whetherstatic4 information or dy. namic5 information are held in files which - is 
external to the main functionality. The MFI-ABC cost prototype application 
kernel is "data empty" until run-time when the "load from files" commands 
populate the general structure of the cost application. Likewise, once 
calculations are completed, data are transferred into files which are configured 
for export to external applications 
The prototype costing software application developed by the author was 
implemented in C code using services supported by SUNVIEW which has a 
limited graphical facilities. Although the required data may be generated by the 
4. By structural information is meant the organisation of the model (departments, activities and cost objects) 
and the overhead allocation paths which arc essentially static information. 
5. Exwnples of dynamic information include cost data, rates and product mixes. 
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application, the data is not inunediately visible to the viewer. This was also true 
for the EASY-ABCPLUSTM software package. An improvement of the 
visibility of cost information presentation was provided by use of a spreadsheet 
software that served as graphical front-end to improve information visibility. 
Graphical Front-end 
The LOTUS 1-2-3TM spreadsheet software package was used as a graphical 
front-end for the MFI-ABC software. The spreadsheet software package was used as it 
was available and operating as a UNIX networked application on the SUNISPARC 
workstations in the MSI Research Institute. LOTUS 1-2-3TM has become a defacto 
industry standard spreadsheet package and has provisions for, 
import and export data in ASCH format. By designing a driver for LOTUS 1-2- 
3 TM using LOTUS macros6, it was possible to send data from the MFI-ABC 
costing software application and enable LOTUS 1-2-3TM to plot the relevant 
graphs and pictorial representations 
0 combining imported data files with existing ones. Hence, static data of the 
enterprise could be stored on LOTUS 1-2-3TM and be combined with run-time 
dynamic data to give a more comprehensive view of cost and cost related 
performance. Hence decoupling of run-time and static data which was 
necessary when performing cost calculations earlier, could be coupled for final 
presentation 
a wide range of functions for further mathematical analysis of engineering and 
financial data. Hence the additional functionality within LOTUS 1-2-3TM 
would complement the limitations of the MFI-ABC prototype costing 
software application. From the basic data generated by the MFI-ABC costing 
software application, various reports and pictorial representations of selected 
data could be prepared for the different reporting needs. 
6. Macros are advanced LOTUS command languages that allow a series of complex commands and 
keystrokes to be stored in the form of a single keystroke and hence can be executed automatically. 
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8.7.2 Module 2: Data Configurator 
A. Requirements 
The Data Configurator satisfies the following two requirements; 
ensures information consistency between the MFI-ABC prototype costing 
application and other software applications which use different infon-nation 
formats 
providesa means of partially-automating the process of translating functional 
models (, created at the design s tage) into executable models. This requirement 
was identified to be a crucial step in the model-based integ ration strategy and 
was extensively discussed in Chapter 7. 
B. Description of Data Configurator 
To implement the Data Configurator the author utilised two standard UNIX 
programming tools which are supplied as embedded software with the SUN/SPARC 
workstations. These tools are known as LEX (LEXical analysis program generator) 
and YACC (Yet Another Compiler-Compiler parsing program generator) (see 
Figure 8.8). LEX takes input files and performs a simple lexical analysis of the text. 
Figure 8.8 LEX with YACC (Zhang 92a) 
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AC source program lex. yy. c performs a search of the input files, returns 
"tokens" when it finds the matched expressions and executes any C instructions 
located within it. The matched expressions are directed into a yylex file. Within 
YACC, a reference file called y. tab. h maps between YACC assigned token codes and 
user declared token codes. Another program, called y. tab. c is compiled and produces a 
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yyparse function that performs token matching from the expressions contained in 
yylex with that contained within a header file called y. tab-h and produces an output 
report. In this way, data containing information in various formats can be read into a 
LEX and YACC program and the output file configured to produce selected data in a 
format required by the MFI-ABC cost prototype. 
The author used LEX and YACC as a means of converting information from 
the ABC functional model into a consistent format for the MFI-ABC cost prototype 
(See Figure 8.9). Appendices D. 11 to D. 15 shows some of the sample LEX and YACC 
developed by the author, this to extract data from reports generated by different 
software applications. 
8.8 Overview of the Methodology Implemented to Support the 
Life-cycle of the Prototype Cost Application 
The steps followed and partially automated when creating and running the 
prototype costing application is as follows: 
8.8.1 Design of the Cost Model Structure Using IDEFO 
The system designer performs a functional decomposition of the system using 
IDEFO. The model objectives are defined. An ABC study is carried out using 
the functional decomposition as reference. At this stage, all the cost model 
parameters are identified. Information for support of these parameters are 
identified and located. Once the cost model structure is deemed complete, a 
report of the IDEFO cost model diagram is generated and stored in an ASCII 
file. This file is parsed by the Data Configurator and is translated into an output 
file which is termed a Factory Definition file. The Data Configurator can also 
be used to control the level of decomposition of the cost model which appears 
in the Factory Definition file. The output Factory Definition file represents the 
structure of the cost model. 
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8.9 Information Conversion using LEX and YACC Parser 
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8.8.2 Operating the Software Costing Application 
There are three operating modes as follows: 1) the costing software application 
can be started as a stand-alone application; 2) it can be operated as an 
application which is flexibly interconnected to other applications; 3) it can be 
started remotely and operated from another application by sending messages 
via the integrating infrastructure 
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8.8.3 Read Data Files and Perform Consistency Checking 
C1 The costing software application reads in the Factory Definition output file. 
The costing application translates this into an executable model. Run-time 
information to run the cost model is supplied from either of three sets of files: 
1) A default set of files is provided which can contain standard values for 
control purposes; 2) A user-defined set of files can also be created, which 
contains a second set of values to be calculated. These files may contain the set 
of values which needs to be enumerated and compared with the default values; 
3) A set of files which are generated automatically from a Data Generator. The 
Data Generator is a CIM-BIOSYS conformant application. It generates the 
files containing specific data which have been extracted from the other 
software applications and/or directly from a database. The Data Generator 
accesses the information by using the specially developed "database drivers" 
which connects the databases to the CIM-BIOSYS platform 
As the files are read in, consistency checking is carried out to ensure that 
information requested by the cost problem is syntactically correct. 
8.8.4 Edit Run-time Data 
The files which are read in are displayed to the user on the computer screen. 
Editing of the run-time data is allowed. This allows the user flexibility in 
changing the data if required. Having edited the data, the changes can then be 
saved. 
8.8.5 Perform Calculations and Repeat 
C3 If the system user is satisfied that the data is correct, the model can be executed 
and cost calculations carried out 
13 The first set of calculations are moved to a temporary filestore. A second set of 
data files are input from the filestores mentioned above and the same process. is 
repeated. 
8.8.6 Compare Results and Export 
Reports of the calculations are generated. The two sets of results are compared 
and can be viewed on the screen. Ile files can be exported to external 
applications, which in this case is to the LOTUS 1-2-3TM software package. 
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8.9 Conclusions and Advances to Contemporary Practice 
8.9.1 Design -to -Operation Capability 
0 The use of a model-based approach allows cost model objectives to be clearly 
defined at the outset and referenced, enabling consistent functional 
decomposition of the required cost-related activities. Each activity can also be 
checked for consistency against its peer activities or parent activity. The model 
captures knowledge of activities, material resources, information and 
mechanisms in a structured manner which can later be used as a reference 
rnýdel when changing or designing new systems from scratch 
13 Once the model structure is deemed to be satisfactory, the YACC/LEX Data 
Configurator translates the IDEFO model report into a format which can be 
immediately be executed by the NIFI-ABC costing software application (model 
enactment) 
The use of a common function modelling language, allied to use of an 
information modelling language means that consistency can be maintained on 
an enterprise-wide basis, Le not only at the local application level but also 
between various applications 
1: 3 A design-to-operation capability allows the use of multiple cost models with 
varying objectives, scope, run-time parameters and levels of information 
visibility to be tested for a given scenario. The functional modelling feature 
allows the required level of model detail to be specified by the system user. 
This significantly increases the flexibility and versatility of the application. 
8.9.2 Generic in Nature 
The costing software application is structured to execute ABC cost calculation 
routines in a standard manner according to the ABC philosophy. As such, its 
use can also extend to other non-manufacturing application areas including 
service sectors where ABC analysis requires that the cost objects are services 
provided to customers rather than finished products 
The costing software can operate with any suitable functional modelling 
software. The Data Configurator handles the different data format and can 
translate the model specification generated by modelling software 
automatically into an appropriate cost model structure which can be read by the 
software. 
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8.9.3 Modular Software Building Blocks Programs 
L] The costing software application was designed in a modular manner rather than 
as a monolithic block of program. Common coding routines were designed as 
common libraries of reusable functions which could be called at the required 
points of the software program. These same libraries could also be used by 
other cost application software 
cl Modularising the program into specific modules allow flexibility and an built- 
extendability in the sense that should progressive improvements to parts of the 
program be required, only those parts which are affected need be rewritten and 
the rest of the program unaffected in subsequent compilation. 
8.9.4 Flexible Interconnection to other Applications 
The application can also make use of a flexible or "soft" integration approach. 
With the adoption of an integrating infrastructure, this can further extend the 
applicability of costing applications; 
0 The costing application uses the services of the integrating infrastructure to 
establish interaction and information sharing with other applications. The 
integrating infrastructure "insulates" or shields it from any changes that takes 
place from its information sources by removing the need to have all knowledge 
of information location from the cost application. A dramatic reduction in 
complexity is achieved with respect to the integration problems typically 
encountered in heterogeneous and distributed information systems 
C3 It is possible to transfer required data to other applications via the integrating 
infrastructure without having to deal with them directly. Data can be generated 
by the cost model, transferred automatically and distributed to those 
applications or to parts of the enterprise where they are required. Similarly, 
data can be input into the cost application in an open manner. By so doing, the 
value of cost information can be further enhanced as it can become part of a 
globally available pool of information resource. 
The next chapter contains details of a demonstration of the run-time operation 
of the cost model as part of a set of integrated manufacturing applications within a 
CIM system. 
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9.1 Introduction 
This chapter reports on a demonstration of the implementation of the proof-of- 
concept MFI-ABC prototype costing software, the details of which had been described 
in Chapter 8. The demonstration was carried out using the cost information 
requirements of a particular case study involving actual data from a local company. 
The aim is to demonstrate how, within a realistic manufacturing environment, the 
MFI-ABC prototype costing software could be flexibly integrated through the use of 
an integrating infrastructure with several manufacturing applications which were 
typically heterogeneous in nature and operated in a distributed fashion. The use of the 
integrating infrastructure was based on conclusions and derived key requirements for 
new generation costing systems drawn in Chapters 5,6 and 7. 'Me proof-of-concept 
demonstration is intended to illustrate how the integrating infrastructure could provide 
assistance to the MFI-ABC software application in application interaction and 
infort-nation access, maintain ease of operation and lend support to the handling of 
change in a distributed and heterogeneous manufacturing environment. 
The chapter demonstrates contributions towards the fulfilment of these 
requirements within the author's implementation through the use of mechanisms 
proposed within this thesisfor supporting flexible integration to enable the MFI-ABC 
software application to coinmunicate with and gain data access to these 
heterogeneous applications. 
The case study which formed the basis of a demonstration at a major ACME/ 
SERC funded, final grant review, highlighted the significant advantages that could be 
gained from adopting a method of flexibly integrating a new generation of costing 
systems as compared to the contemporary practice of building bespoke 
communication links. 
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The chapter illustrates additional benefits of using the flexible integration 
approach that accommodates changes to be made to any of the participating 
applications without significantly affecting the others. The chapter also demonstrates 
how the cost-related measures generated through these means can be interpreted in 
order to improve the quality of manufacturing management decision-making. 
9.2 Objectives of Demonstration 
The main objectives of the demonstration are as follows; 
To implement and operate the MFI-ABC prototype costing software as an 
integrated component of a typical CIM system consisting of distributed and 
heterogeneous applications 
To demonstrate how run-time processing of cost information is performed by 
the costing software application in accordance with Activity-based Costing 
theory to gain significantly improved accountability and relevancy of cost 
information which in turn could further assist manufacturing management 
decision-making 
To demonstrate how the methodology reduces the scale of integration 
complexity especially with respect to the issue of handling change. 
With respect to enhancing the ability to handle change, the demonstration 
focuses on two aspects, namely; 
To show how changes which affect the cost model and costing application 
software can be handled 
C3 To show how changes to the components of the CIM systems can be handled. 
The following sections are divided into three main parts; 
Part A which consists of sections 9.3,9.4,9.5 and 9.6 describes the elements of 
the systems, their functions with respect to the case study and how the integration was 
effected. Part B which consists of sections 9.7 to 9.8 describes how the ABC 
calculations and their interpretation were carried out. Part C consisting of sections 9.9 
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to 9.10 evaluates the proof-of-concept, methodology and possible improvements to 
them and also possible commercial benefits arising from the adoption of the 
methodology. 
Part A 
9.3 Components of the Systems to be Integrated in the Case 
Study 
9.3.1 Selected Domains 
The case study demonstrates the integration and interoperation of applications 
which support three major manufacturing functions; i. e. where, 
0 Jobs are planned (production planning) 
Cl Parts are made (manufacture) 
Costs and cost-related performance measures are evaluated (cost 
management). 
Typically these functions would be assisted through the combined use of a 
variety of proprietary applications (for example, an MRPII package, OPT software, 
finite scheduler, cell controller, parts dispatcher and cost accounting software). 
Normally, bespoke connections would be made to integrate the production planning 
software with, for example, cell controller. The cost accounting package would not 
normally be linked directly to the manufacturing operations side of the enterprise. It 
would typically, be linked to the mainframe computer of the company (should there be 
one), which contains details of payroll, personnel, financial transactions, accounts etc. 
The case study demonstrates how emerging modelling tools, standards and 
integration methodologies could be used for the life-cycle support of new generation 
Manufacturing Control Systems which although distributed, operate in an 
integrated manner. 
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9.4 Selected Elements Used for Case Study 
9.4.1 Costing Application 
For costing, the MFI-ABC software was used to generate real-time costs and 
cost-related information for the case study. A proprietary costing software package 
called EASYABC PLUS', was linked to the MFI software. The EASYABC PLUSTm 
software acted as a benchmark proprietary standalone solution which provided some 
cost information to the NM-ABC costing software. 
9.4.2 Factory Resource Modeller 
As discussed in Chapter 8 Section 8.6, the first meta-stage level of costing 
system life-cycle requires a formal description of the enterprise. 717he methodology 
proposes that the form al functional description (through computer-manipulated 
modelling) should be integrated to the costing software. For the particular 
circumstances of the case study, IDEFO was used for modelling the factory resources 
(for reasons explained in Chapters 7 and 8). However, the methodology is not 
restricted merely to the use of IDEFO and can also embrace other comparable 
modelling languages. To integrate the MFI-ABC software, another application was 
also developed. This applications is described under the following heading. 
9.4.3 Information Configurator (INFO-CON) 
The information configurator (INFO-CON) handles the run-time information 
necessary for the MFI-ABC prototype costing software. The run-time information, for 
the purpose of the case study, is stored in three databases (Progress, Ingres and 
Oracle). This fragmented information, once received from these heterogeneous 
sources through the integrating infrastructure, needs to be arranged, manipulated and 
transposed into a standard format by the information configurator to ensure a 
consistent and syntactically correct format of data to be supplied to the MFI-ABC 
application. 
Although designed to meet the needs of the MFI-ABC prototype costing 
software, the configurator operates as a separate CIM-BIOSYS application due to the 
following reasons; 
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To maintain the modular software program structure 
To enable decoupling of information management from costing issues so as to 
enable any future improvements in one of the two areas to be quickly effected 
and applied to the other area without substantial rewriting of software. 
The other applications comprising typical elements of an MCS systems which 
were integrated are as follows; 
9.4.4 Manufacturing Planning Finite Scheduler 
Manufacturing Control Code (MCC) developed by John Brown Systems 
Limited, is a simulation tool for the control of production, especially of material 
movement. The control is achieved by utilising a realistic data model of the production 
process. The model focuses on the shop floor, and covers the resources available 
(labour and machines), and the production process (what operations must be 
performed, their order, how they are linked together, their standard times etc. ). This 
model can be loaded with a combination of orders and forecasts of expected future 
demands. Running the production simulator produces a schedule taking into account 
all the production constraints, material requirements remain associated with finite 
resource capacity. On this basis MCC produces at a single pass, realistic production 
and material requirement plans, as shown in Figure 9.1. MCC is claimed by its 
vendors to provide a more realistic and closer control of shop-floor operations due to 
this ability. This contrasts with the iterative process using generalised assumptions 
used at each iteration as performed in MRPII systems. 
Figure 9.1 Simulation Approach of MCC 
rs latj 
Forecajsts DataFM e. I Shop Hoor 
a jon 
p Floor 
hedulje Schedule Orders Simulation 
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MCC comprises six major modules which use data residing in a common 
ORACLE Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS V6), as represented in 
Figure 9.2. 
Figure 9.2 Module Structure of MCC 
ECC jEngineerin 
Dat 
Pcc IBM "cc 
Purchasing ales 
Ls= 
LLnvenloryj 
Base Module 
ORACLERDBMS 
These mcdules are; 
The central module (SCQ is the production simulation module, and provides a 
tool for finite capacity planning and shop floor scheduling (both forwards and 
backwards). The module details facility and resource availability, shift patterns 
and the job load 
L73 The engineering control module (ECC) maintains details of bills of material, 
product routings, and production resources 
The purchasing control module (PCC) controls purchasing functions covering 
stock, non-stock and service orders 
The customer control code module (CCC) carries out Sales and order 
processing functions. The inventory control code module (ICC) maintains 
stock and material requirement data across multiple stores and their multiple 
locations. 
The system is tied together by software which controls the database tables, 
report functions, menu systems, and user authority codes. Figure 9.3 represents an 
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entity-relationship diagram depicting object types and their relationships in the MCC 
simulation process. 
9.3 E-K Diagram of the MCC Simulation Process 
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Existing Schedules II 
The main means of communication between MCC and the user is through the 
screen-based user interface (see Figure 9.4) developed by the vendor using 
SQL*Forms and SQL*Menu, two tools proprietary to ORACLE. Other means of 
communication within MCC include reports generated by SQL*Report and 
SQL*Report Writer embedded utilities and SQL*Plus (an ORACLE SQL derivative 
based on the ANSI SQL standard). There are other utilities like Procedural Language/ 
SQL (PUSQL), a 4GL language, Pro*C and ORACLE for 1-2-3 Datalens which lends 
to the user flexibility for further application building and enhancement of features. 
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Fl, r_rýý dacturing Control Code(, %4CC) Screen ý,?. 
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The shop-Ploor data of the company, in particular the process/product models 
ng for setting up MCC schedules have beien illu-strai essi, and the schedCe ed in 
Chapter 7 (see Fhý 7.4 and Figure 7.5). The inforrnation rtquixem. ents to execute a 
schedule is shown in Appendix E. l. The actual -procedure for executing MCC 
fur, ý: "-ons is shown in Appendix E. 2. Appendix E. 2 shows how one can set up and or 
-L-: ý -ý to make either new orders of new products or create and update new 
orders to exisving schedules. 
TMCC -is a typical "closed "propf, --ary database 
,o fit the functio.. - I. '--S Of _Lhe Model is customised and closely -11 
application. The database management System controls information access and 
updating to maintain integrity and security. The absence of source codes (a normal 
practice), consistent information model and a combination of the above-mentioned 
factors make MCC very difficult to '. -i assisting integration iýýffbrts. 
9.4.5 )II,, in -1: ý- ii ring 
Cell 
Df Ce-11 1 were c-eveloped by a fellow researcher especially for the 
purposes of Lhe ACME dernons. ýý:. ' -)Ft ', Leech 93). The cell mmics the operations of a 
typical cell processing an orcer fb. - manufactuhng batches of parts. T, ý-, ce. 11 
ýSts of ý4 of shop-floor _-)pl_ -ons, ar. order entry module, sýi_ 
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scheduler, machine controller and cell controller. The order entry module stores its 
data in a Progress database and the m/c controller stores its data in an Ingres database. 
Cell 1 allowed orders to be entered manually or to be downloaded from MCC. The 
orders would be scheduled at cell level, parts loaded unto the machining centres, 
processed and status reports on completed parts together with any variance, due to 
defects etc. are sent via CIM-BIOSYS in the form of files which can be read by the 
cost model. 
9.4.6 Generic Manufacturing Cell 
The next cell, Cell 2, was developed by another researcher (Zhang 92b) was 
of a totally different design. It consists of a shop-floor emulation environment which 
uses CIM-BIOSYS as an integrating infrastructure and is controlled by a generic cell 
controller. There are three main modules arranged in a hierarchical manner, a cell 
planner, a cell scheduler and a dispatcher. They manage an AGV and an easily 
reconfigurable set of up to four machining centres which could be any combination of 
turning centres and machining centres. The cell could be used to analyse optimal 
machine configurations for part manufacture based on the orders received. Allowing 
on-line process monitoring and sequencing, information management (down loading 
of NC programs etc. ) and production planning, the cell is thus more of an analysis tool 
in nature. Details of this cell are presented in an internal report (op. cit. ). 
The relationship of this cell to the demonstration is as follows: Specific 
functionality in the form of an "application interface" developed by two fellow 
researchers Welz and Singh (Singh, Welz and Weston 93) allows the operator to have 
direct access to the MCC database by bypassing its "closed and proprietary" user 
interface and redirecting transactions to another specially developed user interface. By 
so doing, it is then possible to generate job orders from forecasts by using MCC in the 
normal manner, and then directly transferring the job orders as inputs to be processed 
by this cell. By allowing previously proprietary data to be "coalesced" into a desired 
user format, a certain degree of software interoperability is thus achieved and 
demonstrated. 
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Upon completion of production, the cell scheduler sends a status report back to 
the cost model. Cell 2 also allows dynamic real-time status reporting and having 
incorporated an emulation capability allows it to "animate" the entire manufacturing 
process. 
9.4.7 Integrating Infrastructure 
The CIM-BIOSYS integrating infrastructure, described in Chapter 6, is used to 
provide a consistent interface for integration and provide services for the life-cycle 
support to all the applications which were integrated in the case study. 
9.5 Role of MFI-ABC Prototype Costing Software in Case 
Study CIM System 
The above section describes the physical components for the case study. In this 
section, the role of the MFI-ABC software in a cost management context is defined in' 
order to demonstrate its uses in the case study, as well for illustrating its potential uses 
in a typical manufacturing environment. The software functions can be used as a cost 
performance evaluation tool in either of two complementary modes; as a retrospective 
aid to evaluate the effects of past decisions and subsequent manufacturing system run- 
time effects on product costs or as a planning tool for evaluating the possible cost 
effects of future decisions. In the case study, these are simplified to the domain of 
manufacturing decisions. 
In the retrospective tool mode (denoted simply by the what-happened? 
caption in Figure 9.5), the MFI-ABC prototype software calculates and 
compares between the actual costs of products and their planned values which 
have been produced in either one of the manufacturing cells. The deviations 
between planned and actual cost values (possibly due to affects of 
inefficiencies and run-time changes to manufacturing systems) are continually 
monitored to examine their impact on product costs thereby identifying 
opportunities for continuing improvement 
Alternatively, in the planning mode, the feedback received is used to make 
proposed changes in system configuration and to calculate the forecasted 
results (denoted by what-ir. ). 
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9.6 Integrating The MFI-ABC Prototype Costing Software in 
the Case Study 
The MFI-ABC prototype costing software is linked to the factory resource 
modeller (IDEFO) software. The LOTUS 1-2-31 software is used to as a graphical 
front-end for enhanced information presentation. A LOTUS 1-2-Pll driver has been 
written to allow the LOTUS 1-2-3TM software to be started up automatically and to 
allow information from the MFI-ABC software to be imported and the appropriate 
graphs to be plotted. 
The MFI-ABC prototype costing software derives data from other applications 
through the information configurator. The MFI-ABC, resource modeller and LOTUS 
1-2-31 softwares functioned as an integrated unit for cost performance analysis (see 
Figure 9.6). 
A CIM-BIOSYS database driver for the ORACLE database, developed by a 
fellow researcher, allows information from the "closed" MCC finite scheduler 
software to be accessed by other applications (Leech 93). Similarly, a CIM-BIOSYS- 
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conformant interface to the MCC visual user interface which was developed by fellow 
researchers, (Welz, Singh and Weston 93) allows the user a limited amount of 
manipulation with some functions and data residing in the MCC database thereby 
allowing direct communication between the MCC software with one of the 
manufacturing cells. Hence, by so doing, this interoperation allows part-numbers of 
scheduled batches to be downloaded directly from MCC to the manufacturing cell so 
that the production of these batches can commence once the order is given. 
These applications together with both manufacturing cells were integrated 
using the services provided by the CIM-BIOSYS integrating infrastructure. 
9.6.1 Sequence of Operations of Integrated System 
After initiating the CIM-BIOSYS main operator interface, all the applications 
can be started in any order. The entire sequence of operations are carried out in 
an event-driven manner 
0 The MCC finite scheduler is made to start its scheduling via the "user 
application interface" which provides a "CIM-BIOSYS conformant front-end" 
(Welz, Singh and Weston 93). The scheduled jobs can either be downloaded 
from the MCC scheduler to the cells through the user application interface or 
via files derived from SQL queries to the MCC database 
CIM-BIOSYS establishes contact with and initiates the applications 
representing the manufacturing cells. The required quantities for each batch are 
sent to the cells to begin manufacturing the products in the required quantity. 
The cells then executes the commands. Functionality is also provided within 
the cells to allow manual data input at cell level. The actual number produced, 
including number of defects, is reported at the end of the manufacturing cycle. 
This information is sent to the MFI-ABC application 
0 An ABC cost model structure based on the IDEFO functional model was 
created. Once checked for consistency, a report of the model was generated 
(refer to Appendix E. 3). An IIDEF LEX[YACC parser translates the report of 
the model into a forrn which can be read into the MFI-ABC prototype costing 
software (refer to Appendix EA). At model creation time, each activity is 
defined with a unique identifying number and a specific cost driver identifier is 
assigned to it (see Appendix E. 5). This is in order to trace or allocate its costs 
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to other activities existing hierarchically below it. This uniquely defined model 
structure' will be used for subsequent cost tracing and cost allocation routines 
of the overheads 
The NIFI-ABC software does the calculations in two iterations. Tie first 
iteration calculates costs from a set of default data, representing either planned 
or standard values. These are processed to obtain the planned or standard cost 
values which serve as reference values. This is followed by a second iteration 
where the necessary files2 containing the actual values are read in, and the 
MFI-ABC prototype costing software traces/allocates all the overheads from 
the three main overhead activities according to the ABC procedures 
The figures can then be exported to the graphical analyser (in this case, 
LOTUS 1-2-31). A LOTUS 1-2-3Tm driver starts up a LOTUS 1-2-3TM 
application which is set to read in the exported files. Using specially developed 
macro-routines, the graphical analyser converis the data into several bar-charts 
and pie-charts report format which gives a pictorial view of the decomposition 
of traced/aocated costs for each product. 
9. (j Layout tor Frool-of 
COSTPERFORMkNCE SCHEDULER II ANALYSER 
vemonstration 
ORAPSCAI I 
DISFLAY 
I 
CELL2 CELL I 
INFASTFUCTUFE -- 
1. Alternatively, the MFI-ABC system can also derive the model strwture from the EASYABC PLUS reports 
(see Appendix 116) 
2. See Appendices E-7 to E. 12 
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Part B 
Having set the stage for enabling information access and transfer by way of 
integrating mechanisms for inter-application communication, the next phase of the 
demonstration was to demonstrate how ABC calculations are performed. 
9.7 Activity-Based Costing Scenario in Case Study 
9.7.1 Scenario of Activity-based Costing of Two Products 
The scenario was based on the company with which the author was involved in 
(see Chapter 7). Much of the data for the case study was drawn from live company 
data. 
The products were selected from a large variety produced in Cell No 2 in 
Trafalgar Morris. They were chosen due to the fact that one product was produced in 
large batch sizes compared to the other. Although the second batch size was smaller, 
the number of batches required to be made in a period was considerably more than the 
first type of product. Currently, the conventional costing system does not accurately 
reflect the consumption of overhead resources by the two products. 
The proof-of-concept is aimed to demonstrate how the integrated use of model- 
based Activity-based Costing methods would describe the cost behaviour patterns of 
both products accurately and highlight their dynamic behaviour due to run-time 
changes (increase in the number of defects etc. ). 
To reduce the scale of the problem thereby reducing the need for a detailed and 
proper Activity-based Costing analysis of the company (needing far more resources, 
effort and time than was available to the author) as well as-adopting a more focused 
illustration of Activity-based Costing methodology which would emphasise the 
underlying principles of ABC, some assumptions and simplification had to be made. 
The author also decided to narrow the scope of the modelling work on the 
manufacturing related support functions to three departments. 
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9.7.2 The Departments, Processes, Products and Cost Drivers 
All this information is managed by the finite scheduling software (MCC) 
which is built on top of a proprietary database (ORACLE). A schedule for production 
is created by the scheduler for producing the two products according to preset 
demands. These scheduled demands could be downloaded to be produced unto either . 
of two manufacturing cells, CELL I and CELL 2. 
Departments 
The three main departments which provide indirect support to manufacturing 
were Stores, Engineering and Production Control (denoted by DI, D2 and D3 
respectively). A general description of their functions are also given (see Figure 9.7). 
Figure 9.7 Deparunents 
Dept. code Dpnm,, t Ftmction 
DI Stores Perform Store Keeping Tasks 
D2 Engineering Provide Engineering Support 
D3 Production Control Production Resources 
These functions may be further decomposed into activities. In practice, the 
actual number of activities performed may be numerous. In this case study, only some 
selected activities were chosen as follows. 
DI) Stores (Figure 9-8) 
Figure 9.8 Stores Activities 
Activity code Activiti 
Cli Perform inspection (incoming parts) 
C12 Perform housekeeping (update records, 
arrange stock. count stocks) 
C13 Perform Dispatching (receive job lists, select 
requircd parts, put in batches, send off to shop- 
floor) 
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D2) Engineering (Figure 9.9) 
Figure 9.9 Engineering Activities 
C21 Prepare Tooling (check tools, jigs and 
fixtures, repair and grind tools) 
C22 Perform Calibration (inspect machine, 
check settings, recalibrate and prepare 
reports 
D3) Production Control (Figure 9.10) 
Figure9.10 Production Control Activities 
C31 Perform Planning (Plan resources and 
capacities) 
C32 Perform Scheduling(Convert forecasts 
and orders into jobs, co-ordination of 
resources) 
C33 Perform Progressing (monitor status, 
expedite and trouble shoot) 
Indirect support of manufacturing operations are therefore shown in Figure 
9.11 as below: 
Dispatch 
Activity-based Costing holds that the consumption of resources due to the 
performance of activities are either directly related to the products or to the processes 
by cost drivers. These cost drivers are required to be identified and then related to 
these activities. Many possible candidates could be identified during an Activity-based 
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Costing study, of which only amongst the most significant need to be selected'. Pareto 
analysis is a possible means to identify the candidates. 
B. Cost Drivers 
In this example, the cost drivers for each activity are as shown below. 
(see Figure 9.12 and Figure 9.13) 
Figure 9.12 Activities and Their Cost Drivers 
Activities Cost-Drivers 
I Incoming 
inspection 
No of orders 
2 Housekeeping No of parts 
31 Dispatching No of dispatches 
4 Tooling No of parts 
5 Calibration No of machines 
6 Planning No of orders 
7 Scheduag No of batches 
8 Progressing No of batches 
Figure 9.13 Data from Stores 
Description Product PI Product P2 
material 
deliveries 
4 10 
batch sizes 200 50 
batch quantity 800 500 
no of parts 800 500 
dispatches to 
M/CS 
4 10 
inspections 16 30 
set-ups 16 30 
1. The choice of too many cost-drivcrs in a system will tend to result in generating data of urunanageable 
quantities whereas too few cost-drivers will reduce the sensitivity and degree of control. 
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The departments, as mentioned above, provide indirect support to the 
following processes. There are four machines within the cell, a Boxford type 315 CNC 
Lathe, a Churchill CNC Lathe, a Sykes Gear Cutter and a Lapointe Broaching 
Machine (denoted by Ml, M2, M3, M4 respectively). Product PI is manufactured on 
all four machines whilst Product P2 is manufactured on the first three machines only. 
See Figure 9.14. 
Figure 9.14 Products and Their Processes 
PRODUCFPI 
(batches) 
PRODUCFP2 
(batches) 
No of 
batches 
m1 4 10 14 
M2 4 10 14 
M3 4 10 
1 
14 
M4 4 -1 4 
Products 
Product PI is produced in a batch of 200 parts and product P2 is produced in a 
batch of 50 parts. Altogether, for a particular demand period, there are 4 batches of 
product P1 and 10 batches of product P2 which are required to be manufactured. 
Figure 9.15 gives a pictorial representation of the entities involved in the ABC 
allocation/ tracing process and their inter-relation. 
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9.8 Run-time Results and Their Interpretation 
The following are the results obtained from the generation of ABC related 
information by the model for a typical instance. From a total overhead cost of E100 
000, Figure 9.16 gives a breakdown of the total overhead costs into the appropriate 
cost pools. The cost pools have been calculated based either on an agreed ratio or on 
the actual values which have been obtained for each activity cost pool. 
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Figure 9.16 Overhead Cost Centres and Activities (to be allocated) 
Cost Pools Stores (f]. 1.0k) 
En neering 
(V14.7k) 
PP&C 
(F-I 1.8 k) 
I Inspect Tooling up Planning 
Incoming Malts Functions 
2 General Repair & Scheduling 
housekeeping Calibration Functions 
3 Dispatching Progressing 
to shop-floor Functions 
Figure 9.17 illustrates typical results which have been obtained using the MIFI- 
ABC prototype costing application when attributing the overhead costs to their 
activities. 
Figure 9.17 Overhead Cost Attribution 
Activity Cost Cost-Drivcrs Driver Driver Activity 
(; Ek) Quantity Rate (per Related 
unit Directly to 
driver) 
Inspect Incoming 2160 material 14 154.3 products 
Malts deliveries 
General 7500 part quantities 1850 4.05 products 
housekeeping 
Dispatching to 1350 batches 66 20.45 processes 
shop-floor 
Tooling 9000 set-UPS 66 136.4 processes 
Repair & 5700 set-UPS 66 86.36 processes 
Calibration 
Planning Functions 3700 batches 14 264.3 processes 
Scheduling 4600 no of operations 66 70 products 
Functions 
Progressing 3500 batches 7 250 products 
Functions 
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fhe costing application attributes the overhead costs using the cost drivers in 
Figure 9.17 to the products PI and P2 as shown in Figure 9.18. 
Figure 9.18 Attributed Costs to Products Pl and P2 
Activity Cost Driver 
Driver Rate Chmit 
driver) 
Cost allocated to PI Cost allocated to P2 
Inspect Incoming M&tls material deliveries 154.3 617.52 1543.8 
General housekeeping pan quantitica 4.05 6490 1012.5 
Dispatching to shop-floor b4tcbcs 20.45 327.2 1022.5 
Tooling set-upg 136.4 21824 6920 
Repair & Calibration set-UPS 86A 1382.4 4320 
Planning Functions batchcs 264.3 1057.2 2643 
Scheduling Functions noofoperations 70 280 3500 
Progressing Functions Wtchw 250 1000 2500 
TOTAL ABC 
OVERHEAD COST 
1332A72 23361.8 
LTNTr OVERIIE- 
COST 
33.3168 467.2360 
UNTF DIRECT 
COSTS 
&78 12.45 
TOTAL UNIT 
COSTS 
40.0969 
i 
479.69 
I 
9.8.2 Results: as Graphs 
The MFI-ABC software produced two reports of the ABC calculations; the 
first called cost-item. 123 (see Appendix E. 13) and the second called cost-Prod. 123 
(see Appendix E. 14). 
These reports were exported into the LOTUST"I 1-2-3 package and through the 
provision of specially designed macro programming routines, fourteen different 
graphs were automatically generated (see Figure 9.19). 
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Figure 9.19 Lists and Description of Plotted Graphs 
No Notation Type Description 
I PPLPO PIE CHART Planned Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Activities for Pinion Shaft(pl) 
2 PPI. PM PIE CHART Planned Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Processes for Pinion Shaft(Pl) 
3 API. PO PIE CHART Actual Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Activities for Pinion Shaft(PI) 
4 API. PM PIE CHART Actual Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Processes for Pinion Shaft(P I) 
5 PP2. PO PIE CHART Planned Overhead Costs-Decomposition by Activities for Inter-Spur Wheel(P2) 
6 PP2. PM PIE CHART Planned Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Processes for Inter-Spur Wheel(P2) 
7 AP2_P0 PIE CHART Actual Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Activities for Inter-Spur Wheel(P2) 
8 APIPM PIE CHART Actual Overhead Costs -Decomposition by Processes for Inter-Spur Whccl(P2) 
9 BAR. OA BAR-CHART Planned Costs and Actual Costs -Decomposition by Activities for PI& P2 
10 BAR. OP BAR-CHART Planned Costs and Actual Costs -Decomposition by Processes for PI& P2 
II STACK. OP STACK-BAR Planned Costs and Actual Costs -Dccompositicn by Activities for PI & P2 
12 STACK. PP STACK-BAR Planned Costs -Decomposition by Activities for PI& P2 
13 STACK. 0A STACK-BAR Actual Costs -Decomposition by Promscs for PI & P2 
14 B. BAR. ALL BAR-CHART Cornparisons of Costs and Quantities -Planned and Actual for PI and P2 
0 Decomposition of Actual and Planned Overhead Costs of Individual Products 
(Figure 9.20 and Figure 9.21) 
Figure 9. IU 0ecomposition ot Actual Uverheac costs I-Iroclu, 
Actual Overhead Cost Of Pinion Shaft(PI) I 
Decomposition of Overhead Activities 
I 
Hý-P-, g (". 9%) 
T. ýg (C 10) (17.7%: 
V4"c- (Cl)(9. S%) 
W.. " CC22) (I V. ") 
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Cl Report Summary for Both Products (Figure 9.23) 
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The graphs provide the various levels of cost granularity which may be 
required for cost analysis. Costs can either be shown to be aggregated or decomposed 
to various levels of decomposition. The individual product level of cost granularity 
provides information on the main contributors of costs to that product thus 
highlighting areas for further reductions in product costs. The comparisons between 
product costs may assist analysis and decisions regarding product mix, introduction or 
withdrawal. Comparisons between planned and actual values allows monitoring the 
effectiveness of production control and management activities. Comparisons between 
the breakdown of product costs also assists in the identification and behaviour of the 
causal effects of production on unit product costs and assist process improvement 
considerations. 
The graphical output significantly enhances the analysis of output for each 
alternatives and is a good visual aid as presentation summary to senior management. 
Part C 
9.9 Evaluation of Proof-of- concept Implementation 
In this, the evaluation is divided into three broad sections. In the first section, 
the proof-of-concept implementation is evaluated with respect to meeting the design 
requirements. The second section evaluates current limitations of the implementation. 
The third section discusses concurrent developments which offer possible 
improvements to the proof-of-concept implementation. 
9.9.1 Meeting Design Requirements 
A. Provide Relevant Cost Information 
The MFI-ABC software can be used to calculate product costing of different 
process configurations and manufacturing cells thereby lending evidence to its 
versatility and usefulness. 
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B. Ability to Cope with Software and Hardware 
Heterogeneity and Information Fragmentation 
13 The mechanisms utilised within the proof-of-concept implementation 
specifically the CIM-BIOSYS integrating infrastructure and its services, 
enable the system to cope with software and hardware heterogeneity. In the 
case study, required information from three proprietary databases and two 
different manufacturing cells of different designs and configurations were 
accessed by the integrating infrastructure and supplied to the MFI-ABC 
software. Data transfer from the costing software to a graphical front-end 
application was also effected through the CIM-BIOSYS integrating 
infrastructure (IIS) 
In a heterogeneous and distributed infon-nation environment, the use of CIM- 
BIOSYS database drivers allows the MFI-ABC prototype costing software to 
communicate with any application without needing detailed information of 
their locations, access mechanisms and communication protocols. In such an 
environment, the users of NIFI-ABC have nvo alternatives in seeking their 
information requirements. They can either select existing object names of 
information currently residing within the CIM-BIOSYS cmbsys_yead. didt file 
or submit a new list of infornwtion requirements (regardless of their locations) 
to the CIM-BIOSYS system administrator. The system administrator will 
locate the appropriate information and make adjustments to the file 
accordingly. The MFI-ABC software can then be configured and executed 
without need for software revisions leading to subsequent reductions in 
building, changing and run-time period 
The use of the data configurator via the LEXJYACC parser enables the MFI- 
ABC software to access data from non-CIM-BIOSYS conformant software. In 
the case study, information from PC based applications was accessed and 
transposed into format suitable for the MFI-ABC software. The fact that the 
types of computers used and their operating systems were different meant that 
information transfer between the PC-based applications to the MFI-ABC 
software was conducted off-line rather than on-line. As cost model design and 
analysis is more likely to be infrequent, this has no effect on the 
implementation methodology. 
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C. AbilitY to Cope with Changes of Cost Model Scope and 
Information Resources 
Changing model parameters is a relatively easy task. Should a more detailed 
functional decomposition be required, a corresponding IDEFO model is loaded 
into the computer from existing files, translated and parsed. Models which 
have been stored on file can replace current versions or be used to design 
modified versions. MFI-ABC enacts the required cost structure which can then 
be executed 
If a totally new model is required and no current versions of the IDEFO model 
of the ABC structure exist, the entire ABC analysis methodology has to be 
undertaken to validate the model. The IDEFO model facilitates and provides a 
structured design approach and assists the ABC methodology of developing 
and validating cost model structures 
If the user wishes to experiment by changing run-time parameters such as 
product batch sizes, batch numbers and machine groupings, the MFI-ABC 
prototype costing software allows a manual override to the automatic 
configuration and allows the changes to be registered and processed 
accordingly 
0 If different information resources are required to be accessed from the 
information repositories compared to existing ones and these do not currently 
exist as object names within the CIM-BIOSYS configuration files, the SQL 
commands to access them have to be built into the relevant CIM-BIOSYS 
database drivers and the corresponding object names incorporated in the 
cmbsys, _read_file. 
didt file. Although this may involve some time to reconfigure 
the configuration file, the entire process needs to be perfon-ned only once. 
Thereafter, this information can be made accessible to all applications which 
have been integrated through CIM-BIOSYS. 
D. Ability to Accommodate Changes to Other Applications 
in CIM Systems 
In general, no changes are required to the MFI-ABC software when changes 
occur to other applications within the CIM system. The integrating 
infrastructure insulates software from the effects of changes which do not 
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involve it. Other applications can be replaced or taken out of service without 
significantly affecting the MFI-ABC software application. 
9.9.2 Limitations of the Methodology 
A. Limitations of Modelling Tools 
The limitations of the modelling tools have been acknowledged in Chapter 7 in 
Section 7.5. The main weakness is the discrete and static nature of the modelling 
language as well as the lack of direct association between functions and information 
aspects. 
B. Limitations of Integrating Infrastructure 
Implementation (IIS) 
The litrýitations of the Integrating Infrastructure has already been discussed in 
Chapter 6 in Section 6.4.4 under the heading "Limitations of CIM-BIOSYS". 
Recapitulating the points briefly, these are 
0 The Beta form nature of CIM-BIOSYS and the ongoing developments 
associated with it 
cl Limitations on size for data transfer. 
C. Demonstrative Nature of Software Implementation 
The MFI-ABC software was mainly to demonstrate how the concept of 
creating integrated ABC costing applications could be implemented. Whilst the actual 
implementation achieved the main objective, the software lacks many facilities which 
would enhance its usability. 
D. Lack of Extended Mathematical Functions and 
Graphical Analysis Capability 
As mentioned in Chapter 8, in Section 8.7.1 under the heading "Module 1: 
MFI-ABC Costing Prototype" the MFI-ABC software does not have extended 
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mathematical or a built-in graphical capabilities which could further enhance the cost 
information which is generated. This is compensated for by linking it to the LOTUS I- 
2-3Tm software which overcomes these limitations. 
E. Specific Implementation Environment 
The MFI-ABC software is written in C running on UNIX operating system and 
operates on the SUN/SPARC workstation. At present, it is not portable to a PC 
computer (this requiring software rewriting) and will not operate in a DOS operating 
environment. 
F. The Handling of Semantic Differences in Data 
Some degree of data re-engineering, customisation and internal hard-coding 
had to be done to effect sufficient levels of information access and robustness for the 
case study. The reason for this is due to the difficulty in overcoming semantic 
differences in data within current distributed and proprietary database systems. 
Although the concept of using the CIM-BIOSYS platform as an information access 
enabler is a generic idea which has been proven as viable, CIM-BIOSYS does not 
have sufficient functionality to handle all the different semantics and information 
architectures which typically make up current proprietary manufacturing applications. 
Currently, the same information items are defined differently, may refer to 
different things quite apart from the usual differences in data structures. The MFl- 
ABC user must have a good appreciation of the data he requires and how is it defined 
within any information resource that he requires to access. Software interoperability 
including resolution of semantic differences can only be achieved when industrial 
standards relating to the use of consistent modelling methods, information 
architectures and semantics are established across manufacturing application. 
9.9.3 Possible Improvements to the Methodology 
Despite these limitations, concurrent developments being carried out in the 
Loughborough MSI Research Institute could in the future (when completed), be 
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adopted to improve many aspects of the life-cycle support methodology, for costing 
systems leading to its widespread use. 
These improvements are as follows; 
A. Improved CIM-BIOSYS Database Driver 
At present, information access from databases is carried out via dedicated 
databases each driver designed to serve only a particular database type. Hence the 
drivers are restricted and cannot resolve the task of aggregating and presenting 
distributed and fragmented data across different databases which may contain 
semantic differences. At present, although the database drivers are used to retrieve 
data, manual based and bespoke conversion mechanisms are used to resolve these 
semantic differences. 
Work is currently going on to develop a configurable database driver (CDD). 
The CDD may be used for a variety of databases as it has knowledge of all their access 
mechanisms and their semantic differences. Using information pertaining to each 
database from the configuration files, the CDD can retrieve any required infon-nation 
in a standard format and deliver it to the requesting application (in this case the costing 
application). 
B. Information View Providers 
The information view provider (lVP) is another approach being developed in 
resolving semantic differences of enterprise-wide data which are spread across 
heterogeneous and distributed databases (Clements et al. 91). The IVP is derived from 
the use of an information model driven approach based on the emerging EXPRESS 
standard information modelling language (Clements 92). The EXPRESS information 
model contains a description of all the data contained within the whole system (or 
global schema). The user issues a request for information to the IVP. Based on the 
EXPRESS global schema, the IVP generates the necessary SQL statements which 
retrieve the information from the distributed databases. Hence, each application 
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may derive its own "local schema" of information from the "global" schema contained 
within the EXPRESS model. 
The exploitation of EXPRESS modelling language. has been assisted by the 
completions of the following two tools (Clements, Coutts and Weston 92); 
1) EXPRESS to SQL Compiler 
The EXPRESS information model can be compiled using software developed 
by the MSI group to generate SQL statements which can be used to create 
tables within the databases. These tables are in a form which corresponds to the 
EXPRESS-defined schema. The approach is database independent and thus 
can be used on any SQL compliant relational databases. 
ii) STEP Parser 
0 The STEP parser is a software tool created in conjunction with the EXPRESS- 
to-SQL compiler. The EXPRESS-to-SQL compiler creates the database tables. 
The STEP parser uses the SQL statements from the compiler to enable the 
population of the database tables with actual data according to the EXPRESS- 
defined schema. 
C. Object Oriented MOdelling Language 
C3 The limitations of using IDEFO as an information modelling language, stated 
in Section A. under the heading "Limitations of Modelling Tools", may be 
overcome by adopting object-oriented modelling languages. As object- 
oriented design techniques enable the specification of information and function 
to be combined in the form of objects, the design, build and run-times of cost 
models and costing software using object-oriented techniques may be 
substantially reduced. At the MSI Research Institute, research into the use of 
BOOCH object-oriented design methodology is at an advanced stage 
(Murgatroyd et al. 92) 
0 Resource and behavioural modelling could also be incorporated in cost model 
building using object-oriented programming which could also provides 
stochastic measures. Hence in areas where no accurate data is available, the 
stochastic features may yield forecast values which could be used in 
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establishing starting values. The use of IDEF5, IDEF2 -CPN or even Petri-net 
modelling might be considered. 
D. CASE-TOOLS 
The incorporation of CASE TOOLS may lead to substantial reducfions in the 
time needed to develop costing solutions. At present, a substantial amount of time has 
been spent programming in C. As the scale of programming increases and degree of 
functionality increases, so does the complexity of programming. CASE tools reduce 
the scale of the task involved in writing code by providing a structured method and 
facilities which partially automate the design and building process of applications and 
allow the system developer to concentrate more closely on enhancing the functionality 
of the software application. The incorporation of information technology standards in 
CASE tools when applied to the developing of costing software applications may be 
one of the means towards developing costing applications which are akin to OPEN 
systems solutions. 
9.10 Benefits of Adopting the Life-cycle Support Methodology 
Benefits of adopting the life-cycle support methodology may be classified into 
the following sub-sections; namely 
9.10. lBenefits of Adopting the Integration Mechanisms 
From the point of view of costing, the net gains by adopting the integration 
mechanism are: 
reduced scale of complexity of information access which has previously been a 
major problem in the design of improved costing systems 
13 facilitate the implementation stages of integrating costing systems by 
providing a set of integration enabling tools and services 
13 deal with heterogeneity by providing a uniform and consistent interface for 
integrating different types of costing and manufacturing applications 
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C3 provide an architecture incorporating support and management in terms of 
functional modelling, information architecture and communication services 
based on defacto and emerging standards to assist the operation of costing 
systems throughout their life-cycle phases (see Figure 9.25). 
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These general benefits could be exploited to achieve more specific gains in the 
following areas; 
A. Enabling Operation and use of More than One Form of 
Costing System 
This can bring about the following advantages; 
Enabling the incorporating of conventional costing, ABC, TPA and possibly 
other forms of costing systems simultaneously within the enterprise 
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Enabling cost information for both internal performance monitoring and for 
external reporting purposes to be generated from the same "unified" database 
schema of the information systems 
Enabling multiple distributed ABC costing systems to operate within the 
enterprise, each with different objectives, scope, granularity, cost information 
requirements and reporting periods. 
The cumulative effect is a key benefit that enterprises can selectively use 
costing systems that are best suited for the analysis of any one particular situation. 
Different enterprise functions may require different forms of costing support systems. 
Alternatively it would also enable the gradual transition of changing from an existing 
as-is cost system to a newer system(s). Costing applications can be "plugged-in" and 
"unplugged" from the system without causing major disruptions. 
B. Reduced Build and Run-times and Modifications of 
Costing Systems 
By achieving the following; 
C3 Decoupling knowledge of information from its specific locations 
0 Providing a common and consistent interface to information access 
Providing a structured approach to application development by way of 
application building tools and services, 
costing systems can be rapidly prototyped and implemented. The structured 
approach ensures that the costing system can then be modified to meet ever-changing 
requirements in a consistent manner. 
9.10.2 Benefits of Adopting the MFI-ABC Prototype Costing 
Software 
Benefits of using the software may be classified under the following sub- 
headings, namely; 
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A. Multiple - Permutations of Paired Data for Comparisons 
As shown in the case study, the software executes the ABC calculations twice, 
allowing two sets of values to be compared. Each of these sets of values can be 
obtained from any of the five infon-nation sources which were used (see Figure 
9.26). This allows up to 15 different combinations of pairs of data sources to be 
used for comparing and analysing results (see Figure 9.27). Possible uses of 
this capability includes the provision of comparative information enabling 
decisions to be made about where products could be made at least cost in 
situations where a number of possible alternatives may exist within the shop- 
floor 
The larger the number of systems which are integrated, the larger will be the 
number of possible permutations that can be achieved. Thus the software will 
be increasingly useful as more systems are required to be compared in terms of 
their cost information. 
Figure 9.26 Possible Combinations of Sets of Data for Comparison 
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Figure 9.27 Number of Possible Combinations 
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B. Extendability and Scope for Further Development 
Although the prototype is a demonstrator version, its inherent design approach 
and programming structure can be further developed into a full-scale application 
which can meet the rigorous demands of enterprise-wide costing functions. Additional 
functionality can be built in the form of separate modules of code and added to the 
main program. 
A More Complete Solution for Life-cycle Support of 
Costing Systems 
The software provides a significantly more complete solution for the life-cycle 
support of costing systems compared to contemporary solutions as it embraces a 
Design to Operation capability incorporating; 
0 the specification of costing objectives 
0 decomposition of manufacturing functions related to costing 
0 definition and incorporation of the specific variables to be modelled 
0 the execution of costing algorithms based on the specified variables. 
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D. Easier to Operate, Modify and Replace 
The software has been designed to be easier to operate, modify and replace due 
to the following advantages; 
Modular structure 
cl Reusable programming libraries 
Does not hold information about the system to be costed. in a proprietary 
manner 
C3 Use of a standard and common template application for CIM-BIOSYS which 
reduces build time and replacement. 
Mechanisms to Enable Communication to Other 
Applications 
The software makes use of information access mechanisms to enable rapid 
access of information not only from network-based information sources but also from 
standalone PCs. The software can also operate as a standalone application if required. 
This makes it a versatile application which could be used in a variety of situations. 
9.10.3 Benefits Extended by Using the Cost Information 
A. Highlight Runtime Cost Behaviour Patterns 
The cost information may be used to indicate run-time cost behaviour patterns 
associated with the utilisation of resources (whether directly or indirectly). The cost 
indices could be displayed as an additional parameter to assist management decision- 
making in a more direct and closely related manner. 
B. Serve as an Enterprise-wide Information Resource 
Provide a real-time picture of the impact of costs under any section of the 
enterprise under review 
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C3 Making available to other sections of the enterprise, selected information in 
terms of reports on related costs which are outside their control but 
nonetheless are relevant to them for decision-making (see Figure 9.28) e. g for 
the Design Department to obtain cost reductions in designing new products in 
Design for Assembly (DFA). 
Assist Planning Decisions and What-if? Analysis 
The costing information could also be used for the following purposes; 
0 investment analysis, for example in purchasing new equipment 
0 product introduction and product withdrawal 
0 product mix decision-making 
0 product costing 
cl assisting in organisational improvement. 
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9.11 Conclusions 
This chapter has described the author's proof-of-concept implementation of the 
methodology for life-cycle support of "model-based flexibly integrated product 
costing systems" (advocated in Chapter 8) with particular reference and application to 
Activity-based Costing and its use in advanced manufacturing environments. 
A particular set of manufacturing scenarios typically experienced within a 
company has served as an illustrative guide to the implementation of the methodology. 
Ent erprise resource modelling based on cost information requirements has been 
carried out to enable a particular configuration of a cost modelling structure to be 
derived. Once the particular cost model structure was deemed to be accurate, it was 
then translated and implemented by the software. The use of the integrating 
infrastructure enabled the required information to be obtained from a set of distributed 
and heterogeneous information repositories in an "open" manner in support of 
achieving application interoperation, deemed as part of a set of important integration 
requirements. 
This chapter has also demonstrated how ease of change, in its various forms, 
can be accommodated using the life-cycle support methodology which significantly 
advances contemporary practice. The potential exploitation of the methodology would 
make possible the merger of accounting philosophy, practices and information 
requirements with that of manufacturing integration issues and together be 
incorporated within the whole ethos of World Class Manufacturing. ne implications 
are potentially wide-ranging. 
It could be argued that a "standalone" costing software application of a 
proprietary nature could be integrated with the same set of manufacturing applications 
chosen in the case study in a bespoke and "fixed" manner and be made, albeit with 
some rewriting of software, to yield the same set of results that were demonstrated. It 
can also be argued that in a given a set of circumstances, this arrangement might have 
proved to be most appropriate for that particular situation. However, as has been 
argued in the preceding chapters forming the underlying axioms of this thesis, such 
bespoke systems would only fit the needs of particular situations and could not be said 
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to be truly generic in their applicability. The ever-changing requirements of 
manufacturing industry, however, dictate the need for a more generic set of solutions 
and it is the author's belief that the methodology proposed within this thesis offers a 
way to meet such generic requirements. 
It has to be pointed out however, that the derivation of the cost model structure 
as illustrated within this chapter has been simplified and mainly demonstrative in 
nature. Actual derivation would necessitate a more in-depth study to be carried out 
within the enterprise which was outside the scope of the intended demonstration. 
Only a fraction of the enterprise was considered for the cost-modelling 
exercise as was the case when integrating elements of the CIM systems. In addition, 
there are current limitations to the modelling tools and mechanisms used by the author 
to implement the methodology. Ongoing improvements and development to these 
tools and mechanisms and to those of other parallel research projects could bring 
considerable improvements to the proof-of-concept implementation. The life-cycle 
support methodology advocated by the author is capable of embracing the scale and 
granularity of the cost-modelling exercise as well as the utilisation of improved tools 
and mechanisms for its implementation. 
Despite these limitations and need for focusing, the elements of the proof-of- 
concept implementation have provided a means of testing and exploring concepts that 
have wider implications and which provide a route to possible exploitation. 
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Chapter 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE WORK 
10.1 Introduction 
The conclusions presented in Section 10.2 of this chapter discuss the following issues: 
C3 the key aspects of the author's work 
C3 current limitations and subsequent proposals for improvements in the design, 
implementation and replacement of costing applications 
C3 mechanisms enabling top-down modelling and integration of design and 
operation of cost models of enterprises 
CI further research opportunities opened up by the author's work 
C3 the benefits of adopting the flexibly integrated costing system methodology 
C3 the implementation of flexibly integrated product costing. 
10.2 Conclusions 
Cost information plays an important role in sustaining the ability of 
manufacturing industry to generate wealth for society by manufacturing products 
which can later be sold at competitive prices. 
The literature survey carried out in this thesis identified the following issues: 
" Competitive pressures in the World Class Manufacturing era has made cost an 
important consideration within the enterprise's critical success factors in the re- 
engineering of business processes 
" Growing recognition of the need to share cost information, as part of a set of 
integrated enterprise-wide performance measures, in order to assist rapid 
manufacturing decision-making 
" New forms of cost information can be provided by a new generation of more 
apt costing solutions, whose functionality depends on a combination of 
accounting philosophies and enabling technology 
" The limitations which are imposed on the functionality of current forms of 
costing system because present practices in software design and 
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implenidntation approaches are both inadequate and inflexible. In general, 
such costing systems accommodate change only with the greatest of difficulty 
and are restricted in their ability to operate together with other manufacturing 
applications as mutually supporting units of an integrated manufacturing 
environment. 
The objective of the author's research has been to define an enabling 
methodology for the support and creation of costing solutions based on appropriate 
cost accounting philosophies. This methodology, which is based on an overall life- 
cycle support approach, which embraces supporting models, tools, design 
methodologies and implementation mechanisms, will enable the creation of a new 
generation of highly configurable product costing systems that can be flexibly 
integrated within advanced manufacturing environments. The research has covered a 
number of divergent areas of study. In the course of achieving the research objective, 
the author has: 
reviewed the changing role of costing information within World Class 
Manufacturing environments, concluding that the adoption of advanced 
manufacturing technologies requires a new generation of costing systems 
based on emerging cost accounting philosophies whose combination of cost 
and non-cost measures, delivered on an on-line basis, could transform 
manufacturing decisions into business decisions 
reviewed emerging cost accounting philosophies, their application in industry 
and their advantages and limitations. In summary, despite common agreement 
about the need for such costing systems, no single costing philosophy has 
gained universal credence. This. has led to the identification of a requirement 
for a framework which can accommodate the design, creation, operation and 
change life-cycle phases of a variety of costing systems rather than a 
requirement for a single definitive costing system. Furthermore, such a 
framework requires the use of the latest advances in information technology 
(IT) in order to support a systematic approach in costing application software 
design and implementation 
reviewed the status of current approaches in designing cost application 
systems, classified their features and made a survey of their application areas. 
This study also covered the use of system modelling methods to design them, 
their key attributes and issues which might constrain the effective development 
of costing applications which meet the requirements of advanced 
manufacturing technology. Classification is made of key features when 
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designing, building, implementing and changing models. Attributes perceived 
to be the generic elements of cost based model design and implementation 
were then derived. The review concluded by specifying requirements for the 
development of next generation costing systents which can take advantage of 
the new costing approaches and generate new performan ce measures 
evaluated the role of manufacturing applications and integration strategies 
within contemporary manufacturing industry, concluding that there is a need 
for both infrastructuralfacilities to support manufacturing systems integration 
and a new generation of product costing systems functioning as components 
within an integrated manufacturing environment. As discussed in Chapter 4, 
this to be achieved bearing in mind important differences between the 
characteristics of cost information and manufacturing information 
reviewed contemporary approaches to CIM system design and 
implementation, identifying the general agreement on the need to build highly 
configurable andflexibly integrated manufacturing systems through the use of 
an integration infrastructure (IIS). This is in order to assist companies to 
implement change. 
The author has contributed to the understanding of structured design and 
building methods for costing software systems for creating a proof-of-concept novel 
product costing system which utilises distributed information. This was achieved by: 
examining proposals for the future functional requirements of costing systems 
and identifying ways and means of their enablement 
13 demonstrating how a systems integration approach could be incorporated for 
the provision of next generation costing systems in advanced manufacturing 
systems through the following steps: 
conducting preliminary empirical research into systems integration and 
information support mechanisms; this involved the integration, through 
bespoke means of interconnection, between costing systems with 
distributed and heterogeneous proprietary databases 
conducting further empirical research using improved forms of systems 
integration and information support mechanisms, this time by the use of 
an integration infrastructure 
iii) incorporating implementation mechanisms that provide a consistent 
interface, which assist the implementation upon an integration 
infrastructure of distributed forms of costing systems and information 
systems 
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iv) adopting a "bridging strategy", by using mechanisms that enabled the 
integration and interaction of applications which are non-conformant 
with the integrating infrastructure with applications which are 
conformant. By so doing, practically demonstrating how "as-is" 
applications can be made to integrate with "to-be" applications thus 
achieving the aim of progressively integrating system elements on an 
incremental basis and providing means of protecting existing investments 
V) adopting an approach of decoupling integration issues (related to inter- 
process communication and information sharing) from application issues 
(relating to how costing systems should interact with other system 
entities to achieve business objectives), this to facilitate the building of 
"open" distributed costing applications. 
examining modelling methods for representing various enterprise objects 
leading to the proposing and implementing of a model-based design 
methodology for easing identification and top-down decomposition of 
manufacturing activities which assist cost analysis 
deriving proof-of-concept requirements for such a costing software, and 
creating MFI-ABC, an Activity-based Costing software system based on the 
requirements and applied it to a semi-realistic factory environment, in order to 
demonstrate the concepts underlying the methodology and to evaluate it 
against the proof-of-concept requirements. 
10.3 Contributions to Knowledge 
The following are specific themes within the thesis in which the author has 
made connibutions to knowledge. 
10.3.1 Sharing of Costing Information within Manufacturing 
Systems 
Sharing of information, with specific reference to costing functions, is the 
underlying theme of this thesis. Within advanced manufacturing systems, cost 
management functions and other manufacturing functions require sharing of 
information. The sharing of information enables improved co-operation between these 
functions thus laying the basis towards attaining enterprise synergy. A strategy of 
application integration was proposed by the author as the optimal means towards 
enabling information sharing. An associated theme is consistency of information 
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representation. In order to support information sharing for costing, a major underlying 
provision for conformant representation of information on an enterprise-wide basis 
was identified. This information representation must be congruent in order to support 
all the functions of the manufacturing enterprise. Systematic design, analysis and 
implementation for consistent information and functional representation can be 
facilitated by use of modelling tools and languages. Partial implementations of 
information and functional representations were carried out to demonstrate and 
evaluate means of supporting information sharing methods. 
10.3.2 Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
Product costing systems must be designed and built to operate within 
integrated manufacturing systems. Current practice, in integrated manufacturing 
systems, is to utilise bespoke applications which are integrated on a pair-wise basis. In 
Chapter 6, an initial empirical case-study was conducted to evaluate the suitability of 
this method under conditions where costing systems are required to be integrated. It 
was found that whilst appropriate in conditions for limited-scale operations, this 
practice is wholly unsuitable in wider-scope manufacturing environments where 
change is a business requirement in order for enterprises to maintain their competitive 
edge. As such the practice of pair-wise integration cannot be suggested as a generic 
solution for integrating costing software systems. Limitations of interoperation and 
the consequent reduction in flexibility in terms of handling change for such wide- 
scope integrated systems have led to the proposal for the provision of an integration 
infrastructure. Infrastructural support is envisioned to form an integral part of an 
integration enablement methodology which, besides bringing other benefits outlined in 
Chapter 6, will reduce the degree of complexity involved in assembling disparate 
pieces of software and hardware of varying functionality within manufacturing 
systems and tying them into a synergistic whole. The thesis proposes an integration 
methodology for creating costing systems which are underpinned by the services 
provided by an integration infrastructure. 
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10.3.3 Current Limitations and Subsequent Proposals for Design, 
Implementation and Changing of Costing Applications 
Current approaches to the design and implementation of costing software are 
narrow-scope and mainly aimed at gaining short-term benefits. There is a lack of any 
formal methodology to help lend structure to costing software design and development 
in order to reap wide-scope and longer-term benefits. Knowledge (and its 
representation) about cost-related parameters within manufacturing systems, which is 
required in order to design models of appropriate costing structure, presently requires 
a high degree of human intervention and manipulation. Consequently, product costing 
systems are generally applied as standalone solutions, lacking the means of support by 
additional tools and facilities which can facilitate their integration within enterprise- 
wide information systems. These findings were partly supported by evaluating an 
existing proprietary costing system which served as a benchmark for evaluating 
contemporary costing implementation practice. 
The work in this thesis makes a contribution in terms of proposing and 
partially implementing a systematic and integrated approach to costing software 
system creation, operation and subsequent modification. The approach makes use of a 
framework with supporting models, methodologies and implementation mechanisms 
which provide consistent support for functions carried out during the life-cycle phases 
of design, implementation and change of product costing systems. 
10.3.4 Model-based Top-Down Decomposition within Particular 
Functions 
The use of the IDEFO model, detailed in Chapter 8, to achieve functional 
modelling and the extraction of cost-related activities led to the identification of a 
model-basedfiinctional decomposition approach which could assistfurther detailed 
analysis of cost structures and related functions, typically contained within 
manufacturing enterprises. Aspects of this approach were illustrated during the proof- 
of-concept demonstration. Ile use of IDEFO was extended to serve as an additional 
analysis tool for top-down functional decomposition in support of implementing and 
operating costing systems which are based on emerging costing philosophies. 
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10.3.5 Mechanisms Enabling A Formal Association between the 
Design and Operation Phases of Cost Models 
Limitations in current costing systems have led to the notion of an integrated 
model-based methodology which incorporates the design of cost models describing 
the various cost configurations within enterprises. In Chapter 8 mechanisms of a novel 
nature have been proposed and developed in order to allow instances of these models 
to be translated from the design environment to an operational one, where they can be 
operated by cost execution mechanisms, thereby allowing design decisions to help 
structure downstream life-cycle phases and hence the runtime operation of cost models 
of enterprises. This philosophy was inherent within the author's methodology for the 
life-cycle support of costing systems and demonstrated in an implementation exercise 
which was detailed in Chapter 9. 
10.3.6 The Flexibly Integrated Costing System Methodology and 
its Key Benefits 
In an ideal situation, the full range of benefits which can be attained by using 
costing systems based on emerging philosophies could be derived by operating them 
in an "Open Systems" environment where applications can freely interoperate and 
where data is transparent on an enterprise-wide basis. At present, systems are of a 
"closed" nature and each information resource is proprietary and easily accessible only 
to its parent application. To enable such "closed" information systems to interact with 
each other via the integration infrastructure, bespoke application "drivers" had to be 
written for each application. CIM-BIOSYS contains generic facilities for enabling 
interaction between the specific drivers used to connect the individual "closed" 
applications to the CIM-BIOSYS integrating infrastructure. The author had utilised 
these facilities for his integration strategy, the details of which have been reported in 
Chapters 6 and 9. Although this approach may arguably be classified to be an 
intermediate solution, it is potentially more attractive in terms of its practicality. By 
allowing "closed" systems to interoperate with "open" systems, the methodology 
satisfies an important industrial criterion defined in Chapter 2, in that it allows the 
protection of existing investments. The methodology adopted by the author in this 
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thesis may be viewed as based on a "halfway" solution on the migration path to 
creating truly open and distributed costing systems as illustrated in Figure 10.10. 
IU-IU The Context ot The Author's Work 
WGRAMN PATE 
Future Gxtiq Systarrut 
Author's Work 
Existing Costing Systems 
"Closecr'Standalone 
Prop, xictary Applications 
Nexibly Opcn, Systems 
Integrated Applications Applications 
Other key elements of the methodology call for the creation of a product 
costing system based on a modular structure. Together with a uniform set of 
application building templates and integration enabling services provided by the 
integration infrastructure, the methodology facilitates information access, ease of 
application design, building and testing, capability to change, and application 
interoperation facilities. How the methodology promotes these benefits is given below; 
A. Information Access 
The methodology with its supporting methods, models and mechanisms allows 
the costing system to access information on a real-time basis from a variety of 
distributed and heterogeneous information systems. Likewise, information from the 
costing software can easily be made available as an enterprise-wide resource. 
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The implementation mechanisms, which provide a clean separation between 
the costing software applications and the integration infrastructure, also provide 
functionality that is designed to cope with future modifications. Software can be easily 
reconfigured, replaced or completely removed from the system with minimum 
disturbance to other applications within the integrated system. Alternatively, change to 
other applications have minimal impact upon the cost application. 
Flexibility 
Flexibility requires the provision of an environment to support the operation of 
costing applications in a variety of configurations and situations. The CIM-BIOSYS 
integration infrastructure provides a platform for building and executing flexibly 
integrated manufacturing systems which could satisfy this need. 
D. Wide Scope 
The proposed life-cycle support methodology contains methods and means 
which support the life-cycle phases of developing costing systems as well as the means 
of analysing and modelling the nature of the costing problem. The scope of coverage is 
therefore wider than comparable systems and therefore better able to deal with the 
vagaries and complexities of large-scale advanced manufacturing systems. 
10.4 Recommendations for Future Work 
0 In furthering the work on Activity-Based Costing, the following is suggested. 
Identification and differentiation of the key cost drivers and cost relationships 
is needed. Sensitivity analysis will allow cost variables to be prioritised in 
order of relevance to the particular implementation 
C] The use and further investigation of the EXPRESS modelling language is 
recommended as a possible means by which information representation for 
costing systems could be extended 
C3 As and when the Configurable Database Driver and Information View provider 
are completed, both of these tools should be incorporated within the 
implementation 
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C3 Future work to enhance the methodology will involve an investigation into and 
comparison with other modelling formalismswhich are capable of supporting 
functional decomposition. Further work to realise and exploit this "model 
driven" implementation methodology is required as it provides a significant 
advance to current practice 
Costing systems based on alternative cost accounting philosophies can be 
developed and implemented concuffently, using the same life-cycle support 
methodology. 
10.5 The Implementation of Flexibly Integrated Product Costing 
The objectives of the thesis were achieved by means of building a series of 
progressive implementations culminating in a costing system implemented on the 
CIM-BIOSYS integrating infrastructure. '17his incremental approach has in the initial 
learning phase, enabled salient aspects of the proposed methodology for life-cycle 
support of costing software to be tested and evaluated separately, leading up to the 
design of a prototype system that combined the findings of the previous work. The 
methodology sought to bring together cost accounting principles, software system 
design and modelling techniques, design tools, information processing and transfer 
mechanisms for the design of highly configurable and distributed costing systems able 
to meet the needs of advanced manufacturing industry. 
Whilst the final implementation went some way to meeting many of the stated 
requirements, the author acknowledges that many limitations to the implementation 
remain, as detailed in Chapter 9. Further work and improvements need to be carried 
out before the system can be said to be fully satisfactory. As such, the costing software 
developed must be viewed as an embodiment of demonstrative technology, a pointer 
to the way ahead, rather than the journey's end. What the author can confidently assert, 
however, is that the methodology has demonstrated potential in meeting the 
requirements it set out to satisfy and that a judicious selection and addition of existing 
and soon-to-be-available tools and mechanisms in the near future might prove 
sufficient to convert what is basically demonstrative proof-of-concept into a practical 
and ubiquitous tool. 
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Speculation about possible future widespread exploitation of this methodology 
as a means of creating new generation costing systems in manufacturing industry is 
still, however, a matter for conjecture. As discussed in the literature review, 
widespread usage of any technology is a matter of changing opinions and established 
mindsets even if the wherewithal is available. Manufacturing industry must first of all 
be fully convinced of the benefits of adopting distributed costing applications which 
are built on top of information integrating infrastructures. The author believes that the 
integration infrastructure concept is gaining support within manufacturing industry. 
This is a pointer which, if followed through to become common industrial practice, 
will pave the way for the wide scale adoption of such costing systems. 
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Appendix A 
LIST OF MAIN PROGRAMS FOR INITIAL 
COSTING APPLICATION 
APPENDIX A. l: COST. C 
/* This program is codenamed cost. c */ 
/* Program to add up all the direct manufacturing costs 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <Iists. h> 
#defineDB-ORA_DEMAND "rsh wayne C- Progs/cost-oracle-ingres/num-prod-mcc" 
#define DB-ING-HOUR_RATE "rsh snow Cý-Progs/cost-oracle-ingres/cubaingres. out" 
#define DB-ORA-HOUR-RATE "rsh wayne C-Progs/cost-oracle-ingres/samplemcc" 
void processo, extract-Prodo, setupo, overheado, data-oracle-ingre-so, data-oracleo, decideo, 
loadero, removero; 
LIST *Iabouro; 
extem LIST *get-Tbt-dir_Iab-costsO, *get - 
tab 
- 
hrso; 
char *numD=("numl", "num2", "num3"); 
LIST *list, * tot, *cdc, *coh, *cmc, *coc; 
int *ptrJernand; 
double *ptrý_csu; 
double *ptirý_cov; 
double *ptij_ctp; 
double *ptrý_tot; 
double *ptrý_cdc; 
double *ptrý_coh; 
double *ptrý_cmc- 
double *ptý_coc; 
double *ptrj_. ctl; 
LIST *Prod_ordcr_costs, *mati-hdlg-costs, *parLadmincosts, *Tot-indirect-costs; 
LIST *unit-setup_rates, *setup-times, *Tot-SCtup-ýcosts, *Sum-setup_costs; 
LIST *process_. posts, *process-dmes, *ToLprocess-cOsts, *Sum_process_costs; 
LIST *dir 
- 
lab 
- rate, 
* lab-hrs, *Tot-dir_lab-costs; 
LIST *Iabýjate; 
LIST *dir-Mad-cOsts; 
LIST *defects; 
LIST *unit-rework-costs; 
LIST *overhead-factor, LIST *Sum_rework-costs; 
maino 
I 
FILE *pipe, *fp; 
int i; 
int ch-, 
int pip; 
int demand; 
list=create 
- 
listo; 
tot=create-jisto; 
cdc=create - 
listo; 
coh=create-listo; 
cmc=create - 
listo; 
coc=create-listo; 
printf(" Read product numbers from database (d) or from files(f) ? An'); 
ch=getcharo; 
if (ch =='d' 
ex tract_prod (list); /* reading from database 
)else( 
printf(" Which file pleme ? 12 or 3 -type any numbeAn'); 
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scanf C'c/cd", &i); /* selects requested Me number */ 
fp=fbpcn(num[i-Ij, "r"); /* opens file -reads data 
while(l) 
pLrjcmand=(int *)add_tcý_1 isto istj-AST_LxnL, sizcof(dcm and)); 
if(feof(fp)) break-, 
if(ptrý_dcmand) 
if(fscanf (fp, "%d", ptr_dcmand)! =I) break; 
fclosc(fp); 
I 
tab-rate=labouro; 
if(size_oLlist(lab-rate)<=O) ( 
fprintf(stderr, 'Trror accessing databaseNn'); 
return; 
labL_hrs=get-lab. 
_hrso; ToLdirý-latý-costs=get-ToLdirý-lab-costsoab_ratejab-hrs); 
printfC'NOTATIONS USED FOR VARIABLES IN CALCULAIIONS\n"); 
printf(" \n"); 
printfC' (a) qty=number produceft"); 
printf(" (b) ctp--lbe values of total process cost/product\n"); 
printf(" (c) ctl=The values of total labour cost/product\, n"); 
printf(" (d) csu=The values of total setup cost/producM"); 
printf(" (e) cmc=Tbe values of total materials cost/product\n"); 
prinLfC' (f) cdc=The sum of the dir manufg costs/product \n'); 
printf(" (g) coh=lbe sum of the overhead costs/product\n"); 
printfC' (h) tot--lbe sum of total manufacturing costs/product\n\n'ý; 
loadero 
printf(" Prod Demand Direct Setup Dir Lab Indirect Dir Mad Totam"); 
printfC' Type quantity Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs Mfg CostsNn'ý; 
ptrjemand=(int *)firsLin-listaist); 
ptrý_csu=(double *)first_in_list(Sum_sctup_jcosts); 
ptrý_ctp=(double *)firsLin_list(Sum-Process_costs); 
ptr_cov=(double *)fiTst-in_tist(Tot_indirect-costs); 
ptrý_crnc=(double *)firsLin_list(dir_matl_costs); 
ptrý_coc=(doublc *)first-in - 
list(overhead_factor); 
ptrLcd=(double *)firsLin-list(ToLdir_lab-costs); 
printfC'\n"); 
while(ptr. _demand 
&& ptT-csu && ptr-cov && plr-ctp && pLr-cmc && ptrLctl) 
I 
/* dir-Manuf cost equations*/ 
demand=*ptr. 
_demand; 
ptrý_cdc=(double *)add_to_list(cdcLASlý_LNULL, sizeof(double)); 
ptrý-tot=(double *)add - 
to 
- 
list(totLAST-LNULL, sizeof(double)); 
ptrý_coh=(double *)adLto - 
list(coh, LAST_L, NULL, sizeof(double)); 
*ptý-cdc=((*ptrý-ctp) +(*Ptr-CO) + 
*ptrý_cmc)*(doublc)dcmand+(*ptr__psu); 
/* total overhead cost equations */ 
/* coc is a factor to cover overheads attributed to direct activities 
*ptirý_coh=((*ptii-cov)+(*ptr-ssu))*(*ptr-coc); 
*ptrýjot=(*ptý_coh) +(*p"c) + (*ptrý_cov); /* total cost of manufacturing 
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printfC'\n"); 
printf ("%d\t Wl %8.2f%8.2f%8.2fc/o8.2f%8.2f%8.2f 
\n", i+l, demand, (*pLr-ctp)*demand, *ptr-ýcsu, *ptrý-ctl*demand, 
*purý-cov, (*ptý-cmc)*dcmand, *ptr_tot); 
ptrjemand=(int *)next-injist(list); 
ptrý_ctp=(double *)next-in_list(Sum-process_costs); 
ptrý_csu=(double *)next-in_list(Sum-setup-costs); 
ptrý_cov=(doublc *)next-in-list(Tot-indirectcosts); 
ptrý_cmc=(double *)next-in_list(dir_matI-costs); 
ptr_tot=(double *)next-in-list(tot); 
ptrý_cdc=(double *)next-in_list(cdc); 
ptrý-coc=(double *)next-in-list(overhead_factor); 
ptrý__ctl=(doublo *)next-in-list(Toý_dir_lab-costs); 
printf("W'); 
system("sleep 10'); 
printf(" piping data into pointer. out \, n"); 
pipc. =popen("pointer. ouC', "w"); 
ptjl_demand=(int *)first-in-list(list); 
ptrý_tot=(double *)first-in_list(tot); 
while (ptrjemand && ptrjot)( 
demand=*ptijemand; 
fpfintf(pipe, "%d '7o4.2fW', demand, *puj-tot); 
ptr_dcmand=(int *)next-in-list(list); 
ptr_tot=(double *)next-irLlist(tot); 
pciose(pipe); 
fflush(stdout); 
remove-list(list); 
remove - 
list(tot); 
remove_list(cdc); 
removero; 
/* END OF MAIN PROGRAMME 
/* Program to access the values of tdI from ingres 
LIST flabouro 
LIST *list; 
list=createJisto; ' 
decide(list); 
return list; 
/* Program to decide between data from Ingres or Oracle 
void decide (list) 
LIST *list-, 
char line[100]; 
prinif(" THIS MODULE ACCESSES THE LABOUR HOUR RATES FOR OPERATORS\a 
printf(" Is information in Ingres (1) or in Oracle(O)%. "); 
getsoine); 
if(line(01==NULL) geLs(line); 
if (line[O] =='I'll line[O] ==T) 
data_oracle-ingres(DB-ING-HOUR_RATE, Iist); 
else if(finc[01=='O' 11 linc[01=='o') 
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data-oracle-ingres(DB_ORA_HOUR-RATE, Iist); 
void data_oracle-ingres(database, list) 
char *database; 
LIST *list; 
FILE *p; 
int n; 
double val-, 
printf(" ESTABLISHING LINK TO ORACLE OR INGRES DATABASEW); 
printf(" on: %s\n", database); 
p=popen(database, "r'); 
printfC'Database values: 
while(! fcof(p)) 
n=fscanf(p, "%If", &val); 
if(n! =I) break; 
add-toý-list(list, LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
printfC'%6.2f ", val); 
printf("\n"), 
pclose(p); 
/* Program to extract num-prod from Oracle database*/ 
void extractprod(list) 
LIST flist; 
f 
printf("ESTABLIS H ING LINK TO: %s\n", DB-ORA-DEMAND); 
data 
- oracle(DB-ORA-DEMAND, 
Iist); 
I 
void data-oracleýdatabasejist) 
char *database-, 
LIST *list; 
int i, demand, *ptrý--demand; 
FILE *p; 
char line[200]; 
printf('W); 
printf("LINK ESTABLISHED TO ORACLE DATABASEW'); 
p=popen(database, "r'); P open the piWI 
linc[O]=NULL; 
printf("ýn'); 
printfC'PRODUCT NUMBERS ACCESSED FROM ORACLE AS BELOWS\n"); 
printf( ------------------------- - --------------------- \41"); 
printf("Oracle: "); 
while (1) 
I 
linc[O]==NULL; 
fgets(line, 199, p); 
iffeof(p)) break; 
ptrjemand=(int *)add - to - 
list(listLAST-L, NULL, sizeof(demand)); 
if(ptrjemand) sscanf (line, "%i", ptr-dcmand); 
demand=*ptrý_dmand; 
printfC'P%d=%2i", i+I, demand); 
pclose(p); /* close the pipe*/ 
printfCMNn"); 
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APPENDIX A. 2: LOADER. C 
/* This program is called loaderx */ 
/* loads files into cost. c prior to execution 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <Iists. h> 
#include. <Iists3. h> 
#define STANDARD I 
#definc Fý_PRODý_ORDER_COSTS"DAT. dir/ptr-prod-order-costs. dae' 
#define F_MATI., 
_HDLG_COSTS"DAT. 
dir/ptrý_mati-hdlg_costs. dat" 
#define Fý_PARTý-ADMRqý_COSTS"DAT. dir/ptr-part-admin_costs. dat" 
#define. Fý_SETUP-RATES "DAT. dir/ptr-vnit 
- setup-yates. 
dae' 
#define F-SETUP-UMES "DAT. dir/ptr-5etup-fimes. daV' 
#define Fý_PROCESS_COSTS "DAT. dir/ptrý-process-ýcosLs. dat" 
#define F_PROCESS-UMES"DAT. dir/ptý-processý-times. dat" 
Mefine F_DIR-LAB-RATE "DAT. dir/ptjý-dir 
- 
labýjatc. dat" 
#define F-LAB-ffRS "DAT. dir/ptr-lab-hrs. dat" 
#define F-DIR-MATL-COSTS"DAT. dir/pliý_dir_mad-cost. dae' 
#define F_OVERHEAD-FACTOR"DAT. dir/ptrLoverhead_factor. dat" 
#define F-DEFECTS "DAT. dir/pLriefects. daC 
#define F-REWORKS "DAT. dir/ptr-ýunit-rework_costs. dat" 
LIST *get-inputo; 
LIST 
*get-prod_order 
- costso, 
*get-mad-hdig-costsO, *getpartýadmin-costsO, * 
get-Tot-indirect-costso; 
LIST *get-unit-sCtup-ratesO, *getsetup_timeso, *get-Tot_setup-ýcostSO; 
LIST *get-process-costsO, *get-process-timeso, *get_Tot_proccss_costso; 
LIST *geLdir_lab_rateo, *get-labý_hrso, *get-Totdir-lab_costso; 
LIST *get-Sum-process-costsO; 
LIST *get-Sum-setup-postso; 
LIST *get-dir-matl-costso; 
LIST *get-defemO; LIST *get-Unit-rework_costso; LIST *get-Sumiework-costso; 
LIST *get-overhead-factorO; 
int file-read-fmto-, 
extemLIST *prod-orderý_costs, *matl-hdlg-costs, *part-admin-costs, *Tot - 
indirect 
- costs; 
extemLIST *unit_sctup_rates, *setup-Limes, *Tot-setup-rosts, *Sum-setup-costs; 
extemLIST *process-cOsts, *process-times, *Tot_processý-costs, *Sum-process_costs; 
exteml-IST *dir-lab-rate, *Iab-rate, *Iab-hrs, *Tot_dir lab-costs; 
extem LIST *dirý_matl-costs; 
extem LIST *unit_rework-costs; cxtem LIST *Sum_rework-costs; 
extem LIST *defects; 
extem LIST *overhead-factor; 
loadero 
/* Overhead factor */ 
overhead_factor--get_overhead-factoro; 
/* Direct material Costs */ 
dir 
- mad - cosLs--gct-dirý-mafl-ýcostso; /* No of defects */ 
defects--ge t-dC fectso 
/* unit rework costs */ 
unit - rework-costs=get-unit-rework-costso; /*Indirect order Costs */ 
prod-order-costs=geLprod - order - costso; 
mad_hdlg-cosLs=gct-mad-hdlg-costSO; 
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part-admin-costs=gct_part - 
admin 
- 
costso; 
Tot_indirecLcosts--get_ToLindirecLcosts(prod-prderý-costs, mad-hdig-costs, part-admin-costs); 
/* setup Costs */ 
unit_sctup_rates=get_unit_sctup-ýmteso; 
setup-fimcs=get-Setup_timeso; 
Tot-setup-wsts--get-Tot-Setup-costs(unit-setup-ýmtes, setup_times); 
Sum-setup-costs--get-Sum-setup-costs(ToLsetup-costs); 
/* Process Costs */ 
process-cOsts=get-process-costso; 
process-fimes=get-process-timeso; 
ToLprocess-costs=get-Tot process - costs(process - costsprocess - 
times); 
Sum-processý-costs--g(ZSum-processý-costs(ToLprocess-costs); 
/*Dir labour Costs */ 
dir 
- 
lab 
- 
rate=jzet 
- 
dir 
- 
lab 
- 
rateo; 
dir-lab-rate=lab-rate; 
lab-hrs=get 
- 
lab 
- 
hrSO; 
Tot-dir-lab-costs=jzct_Tot-dir-lab-costs(dir-lab-rate, lab-hrs); 
/* Rework Costs */ 
unit-rework-costs--get_unit-rework-costso; 
defec ts; --ge t-de fec tso; 
Sum-rework-costs-- 
get_Sum-rework-costs(unit-rework-costs, defects); 
/* Indirect order Costs */ 
printfC'Indirect order Costs\n"); 
printfC ------------------------------------ - --------------------- W'); 
prLlist("1) prod-order_costs", prod_order - 
costs); 
prLlist("2) mad - 
hdlg_costs", matl_hdlg_costs); 
prL_Iist("3) part_admin costs", parLadmin - costs); 
prt. list("4) Ind-indirect-costs", Toý_indirect-costs); 
/* setup costs */ 
printfC'Setup CostsNn"); 
printfC ---- - -------------- - -------------- - ---------------------------------- 
pq_listC'5) unit-SCtup-ýmtes", unit-SCtup-ýmtes); 
prLlistC'6) setupimes", setupjimes); 
prLlistC'7) Ind-sctup-costs", ToLsetup-ýcosts); 
prt. list("7b) Sum-setup-ýcosts", Sum-setup_costs); 
/* Process coas */ 
printfC'Process CostsNn'); 
printfC ---- - -------------- - ------------------------------ - ------ 
prLlist("8) process-costs", process-costs); 
prLlist("9) process-times", process-times); 
pri. list("10) Ind_processLcosts", Tot-ProcessLcosLs); 
prL_Iist("10b) Sum-process-costs", Sum-process-costs); 
/* Direct labour costs */ 
printfC'Direct labour Costs\n"); 
printfC ------------------------------------------------------------------ Nn"); 
prLlistC'l 1) dir - 
lab 
- mte', 
dir-lab-rate); 
prLlistC'12) labý_hrs", Iab-hrs); 
prLlist(" 13) Tot - 
lab-hr! ý-costs", Tot-dirý-tabý-costs); 
prLlistC'14) dirý_mad-costs", dir_mad-. posts); 
prLlistC'l 5) overhead_factor", overhead - 
factor); 
prLlistC'16) dir-Matl-costs", dir-matl-costs); 
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removero 
I 
prijist("17) overhead_factor", overhead-factor); 
remove 
- 
list(prod-order-Costs); 
removc-list(matl_hdlg_costs); 
remove 
- 
list(parLadmin 
- costs); remove-list(ToLindirecLcosts); 
rem ove-list(un i t-sctup_ýratcs); 
remove-list(setupjmes); 
remove-list(ToL_setup_costs); 
remove 
- 
list(Sum-setup-. rosts); 
removqjist(proccssý_costs); 
remove-list(process_jimes); 
remove-list(Tot-process-costs); 
remove-list(Sum-processLcosts); 
remove-list(dir_labjate); 
remove 
- 
list(lab_hrs); 
rcmoveý_list(Toý_dir-lab-costs); 
rcmovejist(dir_mad-Costs); 
rem ove-I ist(overhead_factor); 
/* Indirect Costs */ 
LIST *get-procLorder-costsO 
return restorc, _fmt-list(F-PRODý_ORDER. 
COSTS, file-read-fMt); 
LIST *get-matl-hdlg_costso 
return restore-fmt-list(F-MATL-HDLG-COSTS, file-read-fmt); 
LIST *get-part-admin-costsO 
return restore-fmt-list(F2ART-ADMIN-COSTS, file-read-frnt); 
/* Setup Costs */ 
LIST *geLunitsetup-rateso 
retum, restoriý_fmt-list"ETUP-RATES, file-read-fMt); 
LIST *getsetup-timeso 
return restore-fmt-list"ETLJPý_TIMES, file-read_fmt); 
int checký-data(unit-setup-rates, setup-fimes) 
int sIs2, s3; 
sl=size-of-list(uniLsetup__yates); 
s2=size-of list(setup_times); 
if(sl! =s2) return 1; /* Error input miss match 
return 0; /* OK 
/* Process Costs 
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LIST *get-process-costso 
return rcstore_fmt-list(F3ROCESS_COSTS, file-read-fmt); 
LIST *get-process-fimeso 
I 
return restore-fmt-list(F_PROCESS-IINIES, filc-read-fmt); 
P Direct labour Costs 
LIST *get-dir-lab-rateo 
return restore-fmt-list(F-DIR. LAB-RATE, file-read-fMt); 
LIST * get-lab-hrso 
return rcstore-fmt-list(F-i. AB_HRS, filcý_read_fmt); 
LIST *get-dir-mall-costso 
return rcstore-fmt-list(F_D[R_MATL-COSTS, filc_rcad-fmt); 
LIST *get-defectso 
return restore-fmt-list(F He read frnt); -ýDEFECTS, 
f 
LIST *get-unit-rework-costso 
return rcstore,. _fmý_iist(F-REWORKS, 
filcý-read_fmt): 
LIST *get-overhead-factoro 
return restore-fmt-list(F_OVERHEAD-FACTOR, file-rcad-fmt); 
prt-list(namejist) 
char *name; 
LIST *Hsi; 
double *val; 
if(! Iist) printfC'Bad list\n'); 
val=(double *)first-in-list(list); 
pfintf("%-20s ", name); 
while(val)( 
printfC'%8.21f ", *val); 
val=(double *)nw-injistoist); 
printf("VM"); 
LIST *gct-input(ptzý-setup-fimcs) 
LIST **ptr__sctupjmes; 
I 
char Une[200); 
double val, *one, * two; 
LIST *unit-setuprates, *setup-fimes; 
uniLsetup__mtes=crcatq-listO; 
setup_ftes=crcatcjistO; 
fprintf(stderr. 'Tnter unit-setup-rates and setupimeft"); 
while(! feof(stdin))( 
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line[O]=NULL; 
fgcts(line, 199, stdin)*, 
if(feof(sidin) It strlen(linc)<2) break; 
one=(double 
*)add-to-list(unit-setup-mics, LAST-LýýL, sizcof(val)); 
two=(double *)add-to-list(setup_timcaAST-L, NULL, sizeof(val)); 
if(one && two) sseanf(line, "%If %lf", one, two); 
*Ptý. 
-sctup-timcs=sctupjmes; return unit_setup_yates; 
int filiý-read_fmt(dataargvargc) /* Used by restore-fmt-listo 
DATA **data; 
char *argv[]; 
int argc; 
static double value; 
double atofo; 
valuc=(argc>O)? atof(argv[O]): O. O; 
*data=(DATA *)&value; 
return sizcof(value); 
I 
LIST *get 
- 
Tot 
- 
indirect-costs(prod-orderý-costsmatl-hdig-costs, part_admin--ýcosts) 
LIST *prc4_ordeý_costs, *matLhdlg-Sosts, *partadmin-costs; 
double *vl, *v2, *v3, res; 
LIST *Tbtindirect-coStS; 
ToL_indirect-costs=creatiý_listo; 
if(! Tot-indirect-cOsts) retw-n NULL; 
Yl=(double *)first-in-list(prod-order-costs); 
Y2=(double *)firstin-list(mad-hdlg-costs); 
v3=(double *)first-in_list(part_admin-costs); 
while(vl && Q && v3)[ 
res=(*vl) + (*v2) + (*v3); 
add_tQ__Iist(Toý_indirect-cOsts, LAST_L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)ncxt-in_list(prod_order-costs); 
v2--(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(matl_hdlg_costs); 
v3=(double *)nexLin_list(part_admin-cOsts); 
return Tot-indircct_costs; 
LIST *get-Tot-setup-costs(unit-setupmtes, setup_times) 
LIST *unit-setuprates, *scLup-fimes; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *Tbt-setup-costs; 
Tot. setup_posts--create-listo; 
if(! Tot_setup_costs) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first_in-list(uniLsetup-rates); 
v2=(double *)first-in-list(setupimes); 
while(vl && v2)( 
res=((*vl) * (*v2)/60.0); 
add-tcý-list(Toý_sctup_Sosts, LASTý_L, &rcs, sizcof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next-injist(unit-setup_yates); 
v2=(double *)next-in-list(setup_times); 
retum To(-setup-ýcosts; 
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LIST *get_Sum-rework_costs(unit_rework-costs, defects) 
LIST *unit-rework-costs, *dcfccts; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *Sum-reWork-costs; 
Sum-rework_costs=create_listo; 
if(! Sum-rework-costs) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)firstin-list(unit-rCwork-costs); 
v2--(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(defects); 
while(v I && v2) ( 
res=((*vl) * (*v2)/60.0); 
add - 
to 
- 
list(Sum-rework 
- 
costs, LAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next-in-list(unit-rework-cOsts); 
v2--(double *)next-in-list(defects); 
return Sum-rcworký_costs; 
LIST *get-Tot-Process_costs(process-costs, process-times) 
LIST *process-posts, *processjimes; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *Tot-process-costs; 
ToLprocess-costs=create 
- 
listo; 
ifffbt-process 
- 
costs) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)firstjnJist(process-costs); 
v2--(double *)first - 
in-list(process-times); 
while(vl && v2)( 
res=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add_to_list(Tot-process_costs, LAST-L, &rcs, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next-in-list(pr(>ccssý_cosLs); 
v2=(double *)next-in_list(process-times), 
return ToLprocessý_costs; 
LIST *geLToLdit-lab_costs(dir_lab_rate, lab_hrs) 
LIST *dir_lab_rate, *Iab_hrs; 
double *v I, * v2, res; 
LIST *Tot_dir-lab-costs; 
Tot-dir-lab-costs=create-listo; 
if(! Tot 
- 
dir 
- 
tab 
- costs) return 
NULL; 
vl=(double *)first_in - 
list(dirjabýjate); 
v2--(double *)firstin-listQabjrs); 
while(vl && v2)( 
rcs=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add_toý_list(Tot-dir-labý_costsýLAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(dir_lab_rate); 
v2=(double *)nexLinjist(lab-hrs); 
return Tot-dirjabý-costs; 
LIST * get - 
Sum_process_costs(Totprocess-costs) 
LIST * T"rocess-costs; 
I 
int xy; 
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double val, *v; 
LIST *sum, *group; 
sum = creatc-listo; 
if(! sum) return NULL; 
group=restore-fmt-list("pr(>d_mix", file-read_fmt); 
v =(double *)first - 
in-list(group); 
x= (int)(*v); 
remove-list(group); 
v= (double *) first-in-list(Tot-process-costs); 
while (v) 
vat = *v; 
for (y--O; y< x- I; y++) 
v=(double *)next-in-list(ToL-process-Costs); 
val+ =*v; 
I 
add_to_list(sum, LAST_L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
v=(double*) next-in-list(Tot-processý-costs); 
return sum; 
I 
LIST * get-Sum_ý&etup_. costs(Totsetup_. posts) 
LIST * Tot-Setup_costs; 
I 
int x, y; 
double val, *v; 
LIST *sum, *group; 
sum = create-listo; 
if(! surn) return NULL; 
group=restore - 
fmt 
- 
list("prod_mix", file_read_fmt); 
v =(double *)first-in-list(group); 
x= (int)(*v); 
remove-list(group); 
v= (double *) first-in_list(Tbt_setup_costs); 
while (v) 
val = *v; 
for (y--O; y< x- I; y++) 
v=(double *)next-in-list(Totsetup_costs); 
val+ =*v; 
add 
- 
to 
- 
Ust(sumLASIý_L, &val, sizcof(val)); 
v=(doubl&) next-injist(Tot-setup-costs); 
return sum; 
I 
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APPENDIX A. 3: POINTER. C 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <Iists. h> 
#include <Iists3. h> 
#define STANDARD I 
#define F-STD-UNIT_COST "ptrý_unit-cOst. daf' 
#define FýPROFIT_MARGIN "ptrý-profit-nlarg. dat" 
LIST *get 
- 
inputO; 
LIST *get-profit-margino, *get-std-unit-costo; 
LIST *get 
- std - mfg-costO, 
*gct-Unit-salcý_pricco; 
LIST *get 
- sales - revenueo; LIST *get-purcý-profito; 
LIST *get-actual-profito; 
int file-read-frnto; 
maino 
LIST *demand, *act-Mfg-cos%*profit-Margin, *std-unit-cost; 
LIST *std_mfg-cost, *saleý$_revenue, *unit-saleý_price, *pureý_profit, *actual-Profit; 
demand=get-input(&act-mfg-cost); 
profit-margin=get-profit-marginO; 
std_ýunit-cost=get-std-uniLcostO; 
if(check-data(demand, act-mfg-cost, profit-margin, std-unit-cost)) 
printfC'Not enough Info or Too much input\, n"); 
return; 
std-mfg-cost=get-std-mfg-cost(demand, std_unit. cost); 
unit-saleý-price=get-Unit-sale-price(std_unit_cost, profit-Margin); 
salcs_revenue=get-sales-revenue(demand, unit-sale-price); 
pure-profit=get-Purq--profit(sales-reVenue, std_mfg_cost); 
actual-profit=get-actual_profit(sales-revenue, act-mfg-cost); 
prLlistC'I) demand", demand); 
prtjistC'2) profit-margin", profit-margin); 
prtjistC'3) std-uniLcosC', std-unit-cost); 
prLlistC'4) unit - sale-price", unit. -Salcý_price); 
printfC ---------------------------------------------------------------- \jl$ 
prt_hstC'5) sales-reVenue", sales_revenue); 
prLlistC'6) act-mfg-cosC', act-mfg_cost); 
prtjistC'7) std-mfg-cost", std-mfg-cost); 
prt_hstC'8) estimated profit", pure, -profit); 
prt. listC'9) actual profiC', actual-profit); 
remove - 
list(demand); 
remove, -Iist(act-mfg-cost); 
remove-list(profit-margin); 
remove-list(std-unit-cost); 
remove_list(std-mfg-cost); 
remove - 
Iist(unit-salc price); 
removcjist(salesýjevenue); 
remove-list(pureý-profit)*, 
remove_list(actual-profit); 
LIST *get-std-mfg_cost(demandstd_unit-cost) 
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LIST *dcmand, *std_unit-cosý 
I 
double *vl, *v2, rcs*, 
LIST *std-mfg-cost; 
std-mfg-cost=create-listo; 
if(! std 
- 
mfg_cost) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)firstin_list(demand); 
v2--(double *)first-in_list(std_unit-cost); 
while(vl && v2)( 
res=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add_to-list(std-mfg-cost, LAST_L, &res, si7cof(res)); 
vl=(double *)nextinjist(demand); 
v2--(double *)next-in_list(std-unit-cost); 
return std-mfg-cost; 
LIST *get-sales-revenue(demand, uniLsaleý-price) 
LIST *demand, * unit-sale_price; 
I 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *sales-revenue; 
salcs_revenue=create - 
listo; 
if(! sales-revenue) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first-in_list(dcmand); 
v2--(double *)firstin_list(unit-saleý-price); 
while(vl && v2)( 
rcs=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add-tQ-Iist(sales-revenue, LAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(demand); 
v2=(double *)next-in-list(unit-sale-price); 
return sales-revenue; 
LIST *get 
- unit - saleý-price(std-unit-cost, profit-margin) LIST *Std-unit-cost, *profit-margin; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *unit_sale-pnce; 
unit-sale-price=create-listO; 
ifflunit 
- 
sale_price) retw-n NULL; 
vl=(double *)firsLin-list(std-unit-cost); 
v2=(double *)firstin-list(profit-margin); 
while(vI && v2)f 
res=((*v2)+STANDARD)*(*vl); 
add - tcjist(unit - sale_priceLAST-L, 
&res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)ncxý_injist(std_unit-cost); 
v2--(double *)next-in-list(profit-margin); 
return unit-sale-price; 
LIST *get_pure, 
_profit(sales-revenue, std-mfg-cost) LIST *sales-rcvenue, *std_mfg-cost; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
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LIST *pure-Profit; 
pure-profit=create-listO; 
if(! pureý-profit) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first-injist(sales_revenue); 
v2--(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(std-Mfg-cost); 
while(vl && v2)[ 
res=((*vl)-(*v2)); 
add - 
to 
- 
list(pureý-profit, LAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next_in_list(salcs-ycvenue)*, 
v2--(double *)ncxt_in_list(std-mfg-cost); 
return pure-profit; 
LIST *geLactual-profit(salesý_revenueact-mfg_cost) 
LIST *sales-revenue, *act-Mfg_cost; 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *actual_profit; 
actual-Profit=create-listo; 
if(lactual-profit) return NULL-, 
vl=(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(sales-revenue); 
v2--(double *)first-in-list(act_mfg_cost); 
whilc(vl && v2)( 
res=((*vl)-(*v2)); 
add-to_list(actual_profit, I. AST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(sales_revenue); 
v2--(double *)next-in-list(act-mfg-cost); 
return actual_profit; 
int check-data(demand, act-mfg-cost, profit-margin, std-unit-cost) 
LIST *demand, act-mfg-cost, profit-margin, std-unit-cost; 
int sl, s2, s3, s4; 
sl=size_oLlist(demand); 
s2--size - of 
list(act-mfg-cost); 
O=size-oClist(profit-margin); 
s4=size_of_list(std-unit-cost); 
if(sl! =s2) return 1; /* Error input miss match 
if(sl>s3 11 sl>s4) return 1; /* Error too much input 
return 0; /* OK 
I 
prt_list(name, list) 
char *riame; 
LIST *list; 
double *val; 
if(! Iist) printfC'Bad list\n'); 
val=(double *)first-irLlist(list); 
printf("%-20s ", name); 
while(val)( 
pfintfC'%8.21f ", *val); 
val=(double *)next-injistoist); 
printfC*\rM"); 
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LIST *get-input(ptr_act-mfg_cost) 
LIST **ptrý_ack_mfg_cost; 
char line[200]; 
double val, *one, *two; 
LIST *demand, *act-mfg_cost; 
demand=create-listo; 
act-mfg-cost=create - 
listo; 
fprintf(stdeff, "Enter demand and act-mfg-cost\, n"); 
while(! feof(stdin)) 
line[O]=NULL; 
fgcts(line, 199, stdin); 
if(fcof(stdin) 11 strlen(line)<2) break; 
one=(double *)add-to - 
list(demandLAST-LIML, sizeof(val)); 
two=(double *)add-to_list(act_mfg_costXAST-LXML, sizeof(val)); 
iffone && two) sscanf(line, "%If %lf", one, two); 
I 
*ptrý-act-mfg_cost=act-Mfg_cost; 
return demand; 
LIST *get-profit-margino 
I 
LIST *profit-margin; 
double val; 
profit-margin=create-listo; 
val=0.5; add_toý-list(profit-margin, LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
val=0.4; add-tcLlist(profit-margin, LAST-L, &valsizcof(val)); 
val=OA5; add_to-list(profit-marginLAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
profit-Margin=restore-fmt. list(FjROFIT-MARGIN, file-read-fmt); 
return profit-margin; 
I 
LIST *get-std-unit-cOsto 
I 
LIST *std-unit-cost; 
double val; 
std-unit-cost=create-listo; 
val=20.0; add - 
to 
- 
list(std-unit-costLAST-L, &valsizeof(val)); 
val=25.0; add-to-list(std-unit-cos4LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
val=15.0; add_to_list(std-unit-cost, LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
std-unit-cost=restore-fmt-list"TD-UNIT_COST, file-read-fMt); 
return std-unit-cOst; 
I 
int file-read-fmt(dataargvargc) /* Used by restore-fint-listo 
DATA **data; 
char *argv[]; 
int argc; 
stadc double value; 
double atofo; 
value=(argc>O)? atof(argv[01): O. O; 
*data=(DATA *)&value; 
return sizeof(value); 
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APPENDIX A. 4: SAMPLEMCC. PC 
#ifdef RCSID 
stafic char *RCSid 
"$Header: samplel. pc, v 1040800.192/03/04 14: 22: 08 sylee Gencric<basc> S samplemcc. pc 
#endif /* RCSID 
/* NAME 
FUNCTION 
Oracle C Precompiler sample program 
RETURNS 
NOTES 
This program logs on to MCC based upon ORACLE database, prompts the user for an 
employee number, queries the database for the employee's name, hourly_rate, and 
commission, then displays the result. It continues until the user 
enters a0 for the employee number. 
#include <stdio. h> 
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; 
VARCHAR usemame[20); 
VARCHAR. password[20]; 
int emp_ýnumber; 
VARCHAR emp_name[15]; 
float hourly_rate; 
float commission; 
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION; 
int total_queried; 
EXEC SQL INCLUDE sqlca; 
void sqlerroro; /* handles unrecoverable errors 
maino 
I 
/* Log onto MCC sheduler based upon ORACLE 
strepy(useffiame. arr, "mcc2l"); /* copy the username 
username. len = strien(username. arr); 
strcpy(password. arr, "m"); /* copy the password 
password. len. = strlen(password. arr); 
EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR DO sqlcrroro; 
EXEC SQL CONNECT: username IDENTIFIED BY: password; 
fprintf(stderr, 'MConnected to ORACLE as user: %skn", usernameaff); 
/* Loop, selecting individual employee's results */ 
total_queried = 0; 
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while (1) ( 
emp_jiumber = 0; 
fprintf(stdcrr, 'NnEnter employee number (0 to quit): 
scanfC'%d", &emp-number); 
if (ernp. Lnumber = 0) break; 
EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND GOTO notfound; 
EXEC SQL SELECT ENAME, HOURLY-RATE, COMM 
R, FrO: emp-pame,: hourIy-rate, xornmission 
FROM EMP 
WHERE EMPNO 
fprintf(stdeff, 'MEmployee\thourly-mtc\4Commission\, n"); 
fprinLf(stdeff ........... \t ------- \1 --------- \, n"); 
emp-name. arr[emp-flame. len] = '\O'; 
fprintf(stdeff, "%-8s\, L%6.2i\L%6.2Ni", cmp-flame. aff, hourly-yate, commission); 
fprinLf(stderr, "\n'); 
fprintf(stdeff, 'M"); 
pfintf("%6.2f ", hourly--yate); /* Send to cost26. out pipe 
total_queried = total-queried + 1; 
continue; 
notfound: 
fprintf(stderr, "\nNot a valid employee number - try again. Nn"); 
/* end loop */ 
printfC'\W')-, 
fprintf(stderr, 'M\nTbtaI number queried was %d. \, n", total-quericd); 
fprintf(stderr, "\nHave. a good day. \n"); 
EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK RELEASE; /* logoff database 
exit(O); 
void sqlerroro 
EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR CONTINUE; 
fprintf(stdeff, 'MORACLE error detected-Wý; 
fprintf(stdeff, 'M% 
. 
70s\n", sqlca. sqlerrm. sqlemnc); 
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK RELEASE; 
exit(l); 
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APPENDIX A. 5: CUBA_INGRES. SC 
/* NAME 
cuba-ingres 
FUNCTION 
INGRES C Precompiler sample program 
RETURNS 
NOTES 
MODIFIED 
This program logs on to INGRES database, prompts the user for an employee 
number, queries the database for the employee's name, hourly-yate, and 
commission, then displays the result. It continues until the user 
enters a0 for the employee number. 
#include <stdio. h> 
exec sqI include sqlca; 
exec sql begin declare section; 
char usemame[201; 
static char *dbname="mcc"; 
int emp_number; 
char emp_jmmc[15]; 
float hourly_yate; 
float commission; 
exec sqI end declare section; 
inuotal-queried, username - 
len, empname - 
len; 
void notfoundo, sqlerroroý* handles unrecoverable errors 
maino 
/* Log onto INGRES 
exec sqI whenever sqlerror goto sqlerror; 
exec sqI connect: dbname; 
/* strcpy(usemame, "ams"); *//* copy the usemarne. 
usemame-len = strien(usemame); 
total_queried = 0; 
while (1) [ 
emp_number = 0; 
fprintf(stderr, "\nEnter employee number (0 to quit): 
scanf("%d", &emp_number); 
if (emp-number == 0) break; 
exec sqI whenever not found goto notfound; 
exec sqI select ENAME, HOURLY-RATE 
INTO : cmp_ýnamc, : hourly-rate 
FROM WORKERS 
WHERE EMPNO =: cmp--number; 
fprintf(stdeff, 'MEmployeeý4hourly-yateNiCommission\, n"); 
fprintf(stderr ........... \t ------- Xt ---------- Na'); 
cmpname lcn=strlen(emp_name); 
emp-iiame[empname - 
len] = V'; 
fprintf(stderr, "%-8s\t%6.2N%6.2f\n", cmp-name, hourly-yate, commission); 
fprintf(stderr, 'Nn'); 
fprintf(stderr, 'M"); 
printf("%6.2f ", hourly_rate); /* Send to cost26. out pipe 
total-queried = total-queried + 1; 
continue; 
notfound: 
fprintf(stderr, "\nNot a valid employee number - try againAn"); 
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) /* end loop 
printf("W); 
fpfintf(stderr, "\n\nTbtal number queried was %d. \n", total_queried); 
fprintf(stderr, 'M Quit programme. \n"); 
exec sql commit work; /* logoff database 
exit(O); 
sqlerror: 
exec sqI whenever sqlerror continue; 
fprintf(stderr, "\nINGRES error detected. An"); 
fprintf(stdcrr, 'M% . 70s\n", sqlcasqlerrm. sqlerrmc); 
exec sql rollback; 
exit(l); 
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APPENDIX A. 6: MAKEFILE 
#This is a Makefile for the cost. c program 
# runs ESQLC and CC compiler for INGRES functions 
# takes file. sc and produces file. c and file. out 
INC = -1/home2/sandralml=h/Lists/include 
LIB = -I. /home2/Sandra/mleech/Lists/libS (HOST-ARCH) 
PROG I= cost 
PROG2 = pointer 
PROG3 = load 
PROG4 = cuba-ingres 
PROG5 = loader 
ALL: S (PROG 1). out $ (PROG2). out S (PROG3). out S[PROG4). out 
$ (PROG 1). out: $ (PROGI j. c $ [PROG5). c 
cc -g -o S (PROG1). out $ (PROG 1). c S (PROG5). c S (INC) S (LIB) 
S [ING-ýHOME)/Iib/libingres. a -Ilist -Im -Ic 
$(PROG2). out: S(PROG2). c 
cc -g -o $ (PROG2). out $ (PROG2). c S [INC) S (LIB) -Ilist 
$(PROG3 ). out: S(PROG3). c 
cc -g -o $( PROG3). out S (PROG3). c 
$ (PROG4 ). out: S (PROG4 J. sc 
esqlc -fS (PROG4). c $( PROG4). sc 
cc -g -o $ (PROG4). out $ (PROG4). c 
$[ING-HOME)AibAibingres. a -Im -Ic 
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Appendix B 
LIST OF MAIN PROGRAMS FOR CIM-BIOSYS 
CONFORMANT COSTING APPLICATION 
APPENDIX BA: COST. C 
/* This program is denoted as cost. c */ 
/* a CIM-BIOSYS Conformant program to add up all the direct manufacturing costs 
#include"ap, p-ýwind-inc. dcF/* Window Definitions */ 
#include"global-inc. der' /* Common CIM-BIOSYS definitions 
#include"app-ýuserjnc. def" /* Defs for user application modules. 
#include'app-serv-inc. def" /* Defs for app--serv task modules. 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <Iists. h> 
#defineDB_QRA_DEMAND "rsh wayne C-Progs/cost-oraclcý-ingres/num-prod-mcc </home/ 
wayne/shaharoun/CO_cost. dir/costs/schednum" 
#define DB-1NG-HOUR_RATE "rsh snow C-Progs/cost-oracle-ingres/cuba-ingres. out </home/ 
wayne/shaharoun/C6ý-cost. dir/costs/empnum" 
#define DB-ORA-HOUR3ATE "rsh wayne C-Progs/cost-oracleý-ingres/samplemcc </home/ 
wayne/shaharoun/C6_cost. dir/costs/empnum"" 
#define POLNTER-PROG "/home/wayne/Shaharoun/C6-cost. dir/costs/pointer out" 
void processo, extracLprodo, setupo, overheado, data_omcle-ingreso, data-oracleo, decideo, 
loadero, removero; 
LIST *Iabouro; 
extern LIST *geLTot_dir - 
labý_costso, *get 
- 
lab 
- 
hrso; 
char *numo=("/home/wayne/Shaharoun/C6-cost. dir/costs/numl", 
"/home/Wayne/shaharoun/C6, 
_cost. 
dir/costs/ýum2", 
"/home/Wayne/Shabaroun)C6_cost. dir/costs/ýum3" 
LIST *list, * tot, *cdc, *coh, *cmc, *coc; 
int *ptrjemand; 
double *ptrý_csu; 
double *ptrj_cov; 
double *ptij-ctp; 
double *ptrý_tot; 
double *pUj_. cdc; 
double *ptrý_coh; 
double *m-cmc; 
double *ptrý__coc; 
double *ptrý_cd; 
LIST *prod-order-costs, *matl-hdlg_ýcosts, *part-admin-costs, *Tot-indirect-costs; 
LIST *unit-sctup-mtes, *setup_fimes, *Tot-setup_ýcosts, *Sum-setup_ýcosts; 
LIST *process-costs, *process-fimes, *Tot-Process-costs. *Sum-process-costs; 
LIST *dir-lab_rate, *Iab-hrs, *Tot_dir_lab-costs; 
LIST *lab 
- rate; LIST *dir 
- mad - costs; LIST *defects; 
LIST *unit-rework-2Costs; 
LIST *overhead-factor-, LIST *Sum-rework-costs; 
cost-testlo 
FILE *pipe, *fp; 
int i; 
int ch; 
int pip; 
int demand; 
char sý_schcdule[20], s_fileno[20]; 
int schedule, filenw-n; 
list=create-listo; 
tot=create-listO; 
cdc=create-listo; 
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coh=create-listo; 
cmc=create - 
listo; 
coc=crcatcjisto; 
s-schedule[O]=s-fileno[O]=NLTLL; 
wi-get-str-inp(M_ýWINDOW, MWiRl-LAYOLJT, MW-OBJ-INP, s-schedule); 
wi-gct--ýStr-inp(M_WINDOW, MW-PRI-LAYOUT, MW_CONDý_INP, s_fileno); 
schedule=atoi(sý_schedule)-, 
filenum=atoi(sjleno); 
if(schedule)f 
printfC'Reading product numbers from database\n"); 
extract_prodoist); /* reading from database 
)else( 
if(ptrjemand) 
fclose(fp); 
lab-rate=labourO; 
if(filenum=0) filenum=1; 
prinLfC'Reading product numbers from file: %ft", filenum); 
fp-_fopen(num[filenum-l1, "r'); /* opens file -reads data 
if(! (p) printfC'Cannotope-n file- %sW', num(file_num-1j); 
while(fp) f 
ptijernand=(int *)add_to-list(listýLAST_L, NULL, sizeof(demand)); 
iffeoffp)) break; 
if(fscanf (fp, "%d", ptr. _dcmand)! =I) 
break, 
if(size 
- of - 
list(labý-rate)<=O)( 
fprintf(stderr, '7Error accessing database\, n'); 
retum; 
labý_hrs--get 
- 
lab 
- 
hrso; 
Tot 
- 
dir_labý_costs--gct_Tbtdir 
- 
lab 
- costs 
aab_rate, lab-h rs); 
/* Print out of the relevant cost values */ 
printf("NOTATIONS USED FOR VARIABLES IN CALCULATTONSNn'); 
nrintf(" 
printf(" (a) qty=number produce&ji"); 
printf(" (b) ctp--Tbe values of total process cost/product'Vi"); 
printf(" (c) cd=The values of total labour cost/producNi"); 
printfC' (d) csu=The values of total setup cost/producM"); 
printf(" (e) cmc=Tbe values of total materials cost/product\ji"); 
printf(" (0 cdc=Tbe sum of the dir manufg costs/product\n'); 
printf(" (g) coh=T'he sum of the overhead costs/product\n"); 
printf(" (h) tot=The sum of total manufacturing costs/product\jM'); 
loadero; 
printfC' 
printfC'Prod Demand Direct Setup Dir Lab Indirect Dir Mad TotaNi'); 
printfC'Type quantity Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs Mfg CostsW); 
printfC' 
ýn"); 
Ni"); 
ptr_demand=(int *)first-injist(list); 
ptrý_csu=(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(surn-sctup-ýCosts); 
ptrý_ctp=(double *)first-in_list(Sum_processý-costs); 
ptr_cov=(double *)first-in-list(Totindirect_costs); 
ptrý_crnc=(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(dir-matl 
- costs); 
ptrý_coc=(double *)first - 
in 
- 
Ust(overhead-factor); 
ptr_cd=(double *)first-in-list(ToLdirý_lab_costs); 
printfC'W); 
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while(ptrJernand && ptrý_csu && pLr_cov && ptrý--ctp && puý-cmc && pLrý-ctl) 
/* dir_rnanuLcost equations 
demand=*Ptr-dcmand; 
ptr. _cdc=(double 
*)add_to_list(cdcýLASTý_LNULL, sizeof(double)); 
ptý_tot=(double *)add-tcý-list(totLAST-LNLTLL, sizeof(double)); 
ptrý_coh=(doublc *)add-to-list(coh, LAST-L, NULL, sizeof(double)); 
*ptiý-cdc=((*ptrý-ctp)+(*ptr. 
-ctl)*pLrý-cmc)*(double)demand+(*ptrý_csu); /* total overhead cost equations */ 
/* coc is a factor to cover overheads attributed to direct activities 
*ptrý-coh=((*pttý-cov)+(*ptr-ýesu))*(*ptr-ýcoc); 
*ptr. 
-tot---(*pLrý-coh) +(*ptrý-cdc) + 
(*ptrý-cov); /* total cost of manufacturing 
printfC'W'); 
printf C'%d \1 %d \4 %8.2f %8.2f %8.2f %8.2 fc/o8.2f %8.2f 
\n", i+l, demand, (*ptrý-ctp)*dcmand, *ptr-csu, *ptiý-ctl*demand, 
*ptrý_cov, (*ptr-cmc)* demand, * ptrý_tot); 
ptr_demand=(int *)next' in-list(I ist); 
ptrl_ctp=(double *)next - 
in-list(Sum-process-costs); 
ptrý_csu=(double *)next-in-list(Sum-setup-ýcosts); 
ptý_cov=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(ToLindirect-costs); 
ptrý_cmc=(double *)nexL_in - 
list(dir_mail-costs); 
ptrý_tot=(double *)next-in-list(tot); 
ptr-edc=(double *)next_in_list(cdc); 
ptrý_coc=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(overhead_factor); 
ptrý_ctl=(double *)next-in_list(Tot_dir-labý_costs); 
printf("W'); 
systernC'sleep 10'); 
printfC'piping data into %s \n", POR-TMR-PROG); 
printf(" 
_ 
Nrm'); 
pipe=popen(POINTER-PROG: 'w'); 
ptrjcmand=(int *)first-in_list(list); 
ptrl_tot=(double *)first-in_list(tot); 
while (ptrjemand && ptrLtot)f 
dcmand=*pLrjcmand; 
fpfintf(pipe, "%d %4.2Ni", demand, *ptT_tot); 
ptrjemand=(int *)next-in-listoist); 
ptrý_tot=(doublc *)next-in-list(tot); 
pclosc-ýipe); 
fflush(stdout); 
remove-list(fist); 
remove-list(tot), 
remove_list(cdc); 
removero; 
/* END OF MAIN PROGRAMME 
/* Program to access the values of tdl from ingres 
LIST flabouro 
LIST *Iist; 
list=create-listo; 
decide(tist); 
return list; 
/* Program to decide between data from Ingres or Oracle 
void decide Oist) 
LIST *list; 
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char line [100]; 
printf(" THIS MODULE ACCESSES THE LABOUR HOUR RATES FOR OPERATORS\n 
printfC' W'); 
line[O]=NULL; 
wi_get-strý_inp(M_WINDOW, MW-PRI-LAYOUT, MWýFIELD_INP, Iine); 
if(line[O]=='i' 11 line[01=='I')( 
printfC'In formation from IngesNn"); 
datA-oracle_ingres(DEý_ING_HOUR-RATE, Iist); 
)else( 
printfC'Information from Oraclft"); 
data. oracle-ingres(DB_ORA_HOUR_RATE, Iist); 
void data - oracle-ingres(database, 
list) 
char *database; 
LIST *list; 
FILE *p; 
int n; 
double val; 
printfC'ESTABLISHING LINK TO ORACLE OR INGRES DATABASEW); 
printf(" on: %s\n", database); 
p=popcn(database, "r'); 
printfC'Database values: 
while(! feof(p)) ( 
n=fscanf(p, "%If", &val); 
if(n! =I) break; 
add_to-list(list, LAST - 
L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
pfintfC'%6.2f ", val); 
printf('M'); 
pclose(p); 
/* Program to extract num-prx)d from Oracle database*/ 
void cxtracLprod(list) 
LIST *list; 
printf("ESTABLISHING LINK TO: %s\, n", DB_ORA_DEMAND); 
data-Oracle(DB-ORA-DEMAND, Iist); 
void dat4_oracle(database, list) 
char *database; 
LIST *fist; 
I 
int i, demand, *ptr_demand; 
FILE *p; 
char line[200]; 
printfC'ýn"); 
printf("LINK ESTABLISHED TO ORACLE DATABASEW); 
p=popen(database, "r'); /* open the pipe*/ 
line[O]=NULL-, 
printf("\n"); 
printf("PRODUCT NUMBERS ACCESSED FROM ORACLE AS BELOWS\n"); 
printfC -------- - ------ - ------ - ---------------------- 41"); 
printfC'Oracle: "); 
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while (1) 
I 
line[01==NULL; 
fgeLs(line, 199, p); 
if(feof(p)) break; 
ptzý_demand=(int *)add_to-list(listLAST-L, NULL, Sizeof(demand)); 
if(pLrý__dernand) sscanf (line, "%i", ptr-demand); 
demand=*ptrjemand; 
printfC'PO/cd=%2i", i+l, demand); 
I 
pclose(p); /* close the pipe*/ 
printfCM\n"); 
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APPENDIX B. 2: POINTER. C 
pointer. out: pointerx 
cc -g -o pointer. out pointer. c S (LISTINC) S (LISTLIB) 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <bsts. h> 
#include <IisLs3. h> 
#define STANDARD I 
#define F_STD-UNITý_COST "/homelwayne/shaharoun/C6_cost. dir/costs/DAT. dir/ 
ptrý_unit-cOst. daf" 
#define F-PROFIT-MARGIN "/home/wayne/shaharoun/Ciý--cosLdir/costs/DAT. dir/ 
ptrý_profit-rnarg. &V' 
LIST *get-inputo; 
LIST *get-profit-margino, *get-std-uniLcostO; 
LIST *get-std-mfg-costo, *get_unit_sale-pricco; 
LIST *get 
- 
salesýjevenueo; 
LIST *get-purcý-profito; 
LIST *get-actual_profito; 
int file-read-fmtO; 
maino 
I 
LIST *demand, *act-Mfg-cosL*profit-Margin, *std_unit-cost; 
-prof -proflt; 
LIST *std-mfg-cost, *sales_revenue, *unit-sate-priceý*pure, it, *actual 
demand=get 
- 
input(&act-mfg-cost); 
profit-margin=geLprofit-MarginO; 
std - unit - cOst=get-std_unit_costO; if(check-data(demand, act-mfg-cost, profit_margin, std-unit-cost)) 
printfC'Not enough Info or Too much input\n"); 
return; 
std-mfg-cost=get-std-mfg-cost(demand, std_unit-cost); 
uniLsaliý-pricc, =get-Unit-sale_price(std_unit_cost, profit-Margin); 
salesýjevenue=get - sales-revenue(demand, unit-saleý-price); pure-profit=geLpurc_profit(sales-revenue, std-mfg-cost); 
actual-profit=get-actual_profit(sales-revenue, act-m fg-Post); 
prt_listC'I) demand", demand); 
prk--IistC'2) profit - margin", profit - margin); prt_UstC'3) std-unit_cosf', std_unit-Post); 
prLfistC'4) unit-sale_price", unit-salcý-pr-ice); 
printf( ----------------------------------------------------------------- Na"); 
prt. listC'5) sales-revenue", sales_revenue); 
prt_HstC'6) act-mfg-cost", act-Mfg-cost); 
prLlistC'7) std-mfg_cost", std-mfg-cost); 
prLlistC'8) estimated profit", purcý-profit); 
prt_tistC'9) actual profif', actual-profit); 
remove_list(demand); 
remove - 
list(act 
- Mfg-cost); 
removejist(profit_ýmargin); 
remove-] ist(std_uniLcost); 
remove - 
list(std-mfg-cost); 
remove-list(unit_sale-price); 
remove-list(sales-reVenue); 
remove-list(purcý__profit); 
remove-list(actual_profit); 
LIST *get-std-mfg-cost(demandstd-unitcost) 
LIST *dcmand, *std_unit-cm 
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double *v I, * v2, res; 
LIST *std-mfý-cost; 
std-mfg-cost=create-listo; 
if(! sW_mfg_cost) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first_in_list(demand)*, 
v2--(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(std-uniLcost); 
while(vl && v2)[ 
res=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add-tcLlist(std-mfg-cost, LAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next-injist(demand); 
v2--(double *)next-in-list(std-unit-. post); 
return std-Mfg cost; 
LIST *get-sales-rCvcnue(demand, unit-sale, -pfice) LIST *demand, * unitsale_price; 
I 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *sales-revenue; 
sale, s-revenue=create-listo; 
ifflsales-revenue) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first-in-list(demand)-, 
v2--(double *)first_in-list(unit-sale-Price); 
while(vl && v2)( 
res=(*vl) * (*v2); 
add-to-list(satesý_rcvcnue, LAST-L, &res, sizcof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next - 
in 
- 
list(demand); 
v2=(double *)next-in_list(unit-sale-price); 
return sales-revenue; 
LIST *get-unit-Salcý-price(std_unit_cost, profit-margin) 
LIST *std-unit-cost, *profit-margin; 
double *v I, * v2, res; 
LIST *unit-sale-pnce; 
unit_saIe_price=crcatcjistO; 
if(Wnit-sale-price) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first-in-list(std-uniLcost); 
v2--(double *)firstin-list(profit-Margin); 
while(vl && v2)f 
re-s=((*v2)+STANDARD)*(*vl); 
add-to-list(unit - salc_priccXAST-L, 
&res, sizcof(res)); 
vl=(double *)next-in-list(std-unit-cost); 
v2=(double *)next-in-list(profit-margin); 
return unitsale_price; 
LIST *gct-pure, 
-profit(sales. -revenue, 
std-mfg-cost) 
LIST *sales_revenue, *std-Mfg cost; 
I 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *pure. 
-profit; 
pure-profit=createiistO; 
if(! pure, -profit) return 
NULL; 
vl=(double *)firsLin-list(sales_rCvcnue); 
v2--(double *)first-in-list(std-mfg-cost); 
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while(vl && v2)( 
rcs=((*vI)-(*v2)); 
add_to list(purp it, LAST L, &res, sizcof(res)); _profi vl=(double *)ncxt_injist(saIes_revenue); 
v2=(double *)next_in_list(std_mfg_cost); 
return pure-profit; 
I 
LIST *get-actual-profit(salesý_revenueact-mfg-cost) 
LIST *sales_jevenue, *act-Mfg_cost; 
I 
double *vl, *v2, res; 
LIST *actuaLprofit; 
actual-profit--create-listo; 
if(! actuaLprofit) return NULL; 
vl=(double *)first - 
in 
- 
list(sales-revenue); 
v2--(double *)first-in 
- 
list(actLmfg-cost); 
while(v I && v2) 
res=((*vl)-(*v2)); 
add - 
to 
- 
list(actual-profitLAST-L, &res, sizeof(res)); 
vl=(double *)ncxtin_list(sales_revenue); 
v2=(double *)next-in-list(act-mfg-cost); 
return actual-profit; 
int check-data(demand, act_mfg-cost, profit-margin, std_unit-cost) 
LIST *demandact-mfg-cost, profit-Marginstd_unit-cost; 
int sls2, s3, s4; 
sl=size - of 
list(demand); 
s2--size-oUist(act-mfg-cost); 
s3=size-of-list(profit-margin); 
s4=size-of list(std-unit-cost); 
if(sl! =s2) return 1; /* Error input miss match 
if(sl>s3 11 sl>s4) return 1; /* Error too much input 
return 0; P OK */ 
prt_list(name, list) 
char *name; 
LIST *list; 
double *val-, 
if(! Iist) printfC'Bad list\, n'); 
val=(double *)first 
- 
in 
- 
list(list); 
printfC'%-20s ", name); 
whilqval) 
printf("%8.21f ", *val); 
val=(double *)next-in-listoist); 
printfC'\nNn"); 
LIST *gct-input(ptrý_act-mfg-cost) 
LIST **Ptr-acL-mfg-cost; 
I 
char line[200]; 
double val, *one, *two; 
LIST *demand, *act-mfg-cost; 
demand=create-listo; 
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act-mfg-cost=creatcjistO; 
fprintf(stdcrr, "Enter demand and act-mfg_cost\, n"); 
while(! fcof(stdin)) 
line[O]=NULL; 
fgets(line, 199, stdin); 
iffeof(stdin) 11 strlcn(linc)<2) break; 
one=(double *)add - 
to - 
list(demandLAST_LjqULL, sizcof(val)); 
two=(double *)add-toý-list(act-Mfg-costLAST_LNML, sizcof(val)); 
if(one && two) sscanf(line, "%If %lf', one, two); 
*ptrý-act-mfg-cost=act-mfg-cost; 
return demand; 
I 
LIST *get-profiLmargino 
I 
LIST *profit-margin; 
double val; 
profit 
- 
margin=create-listo; 
val=0.5; add-tcý-list(profit-margin, LASTý_L, &val, sizeof(val)), 
val=OA; add - 
to 
- 
list(profit-margin, LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
val=OA5; add-to-list(prorit_marginLAST_L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
profit-margin=rcstore-fmt-list(FýýPROFIT_MARGIN, file-read-fmt); 
return profit-margin-, 
I 
LIST *get_std_uniý_costO 
LIST *std-unit-cost; 
double val; 
std 
- unit - 
cost=create-listo; 
val=20.0; add - 
to 
- 
list(std-unit_costLAST_L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
val=25.0; add_tq--Iist(std_unit - 
cost, LAST_L, &val, sizcof(val)); 
val=15.0; add_to_list(std-uniLcost, LAST-L, &val, sizeof(val)); 
std-unit-cost=restore-fmt-list(F_STD-UNIT_COST, fllcý_read_fmt); 
return std-unitcost; 
I 
int fileLread 
- 
fmt(dataargvargc) /* Used by restore-fmLlisto 
DATA **data; 
char *argv[]; 
int argc; 
static double value; 
double atofo; 
valueý--(argc>O)? atof(argv[01): O. O; 
*data=(DATA *)&value; 
return sizeof(value); 
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APPENDIX B. 3: LOAD. C 
/* this program compares production requirements against process loadings 
4include <stdio. h> 
maino 
int num_prod[3], ij, num-shifhr_shifwk-hrwk-days; double ut-fctr, act-wk-hr; 
#include "cost. h" 
#define PROC 3 
#define PROD 3 
nurn 
- 
shif=2; 
hr-shif=8; 
wk-days=5; 
uLfcu--0.98; 
wk-hr--num_shif*hiý_shif*wk-daYs; 
acLwk. hr--wk_ýhr*ut-fctr-, 
printfC'num-$hif=%d, hr_shif= %d, wk-hr-- 
%d, acLwký_hr=%3.2f\n", num_shifjirý_shif, wk_hr, act_wk_hr); 
for (i--O; i<3; i++) ( 
/* printf("input number to be produced for prod%d ? ", i+1); */ 
scanf("%d", &num-pro, d[i1); ) 
for G--O-, j<3j++) 
for (i=O; i<3; i++) 
prop-ld[i]U]=(double)((tps[i]Ul) +(tprfi]Ul*num-prod[il)); 
toL-procjdU1=tot-Proc-ldU]+ proc_ldfi]Ul; 
printf("process no capacity(hrs) total load(hrs) \n'); 
printfC' \nNn"); 
for G---Oj<3j++) 
printfC' %d %3.2f %3. Mn", j+l, act-wk-hrtot-proc-ldU)); 
iffact 
- wk_hr<tot-proc-IdU]) printfC' insufficient capacity W); 
else 
printfCM"); 
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APPENDIX BA: APP-BUTT_FUNCS. C 
P ----------------------------------- - ----------------------------------------------------------- 
P 
P CIM-BIOSYS Program: app-buLt-funcs. c 
P Author : Awaluddin MS 
P 
P This program contains the immediate button functions 
P initiated by the window interface. 
P The Costing Program communicates with CIM-BIOSYS through 
P this interface 
P Created: 23/4/91 
Last update: 11/04/94 
P 
P 
P ----------------------------------------------------------- -- 
P ------------------------------------------------------------ - 
P INCLUDE FILF-S*/ 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ - 
#include'global-inc. def" P Common CIM-BIOSYS definitions*/ 
#include"wind-inc. def" P Defs for window interface modules*/ 
#include"app-wind 
- 
inc. def"/* Window Definitions for Controller*/ 
#include"app-user-inc. def" P Defs for user application modules. */ 
#include"app_serv 
- 
inc. def" /* Defs for app_serv task modules. 
P -------------------------------------------------------------- 
P DEFINITIONS*/ 
P ----------------------------------------------------------- -- 
#define PERMIT Ox7fff 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------- -- 
P EXTERNAL FUNCrIONS*/ 
P ----------------------------------------------------------- -- */ 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ - */ 
INTERNAL FUNCnONS*/ 
/* ------------------------------------------------------------ - 
intmw-dieo; 
int build-and-sendo; 
int send-clr_loc_messO; 
int send_clr-cbs-messo; 
int send_ctr-rec_datao; 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
*/ 
INTERNAL STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS*/ 
/* ----------------------------------------------------------- -- */ 
externstruct sý-frame-desc*wind-data[NOýWINDOWSI 
struct s- cbsLreqjata cbs-req-data; 
static charobj[48], cond[48], fields[48], spare[48]; 
void mw-testlo 
I 
send_loc-mess("RUNS AUTOMATICALLY 
cost. testlo; 
void mw-test2o 
send_loc-messC'ORAC/INGRES LOADER button pressed"); 
/* MCC-COSTO; 
/* --- - -------------- - ------ ------- - -------------- - ------ -- 
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mw-defaultO*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-defaulto 
int tmp; 
send-loc-messC'Select Default Files'); 
seLfieldso; 
tmp=dsý-select(obj, flelds, condNML); 
if(Empl--OK) send_loc_messC'S elect default files failed"); 
/* --------------------------- - ------ - ---------------------- -- 
mw-deletcO*/ 
/* ----------- - ------ - -------------- - ------------------------- 
voidmw-deleteo 
int tmp; 
send-loc-messC'Delete Button pressed"); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp=dsLdelete(obj, fields, cond, NULL); 
if(tmp! --OK) scnd-loq_messC'Delete failed"); 
/* ----------------------------------- - ------------------------- 
mw-createO*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmW_createo 
I 
int tmp; 
send - 
loc 
- messC'Create 
Button pressed"); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp=ds-create(obj, fields, condjiULL); 
if(tmp! --OK) send_loc-mess("Create failed"); 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw-sCndo*/ 
/* ----------------------------------- - ------------------------- 
voidmw-sendo 
int tmp; 
send_loc_mess("Send Button pressed'); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp=send-Message(obj, fields); 
if(Imp! --OK) send-loc-inessC'Send failed'); 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw-estO*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-esto 
int tmp; 
send_loc_mess("Establish Button pressed"); 
seLfieldso; 
tmp=app-. establish(obj); 
if(tmp! --OK) sendjoc-messCistablish 
failed"); 
/* ------------------- - --------------- ----------------------- - */ 
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mw-Sparco*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-sPareo 
int Unp; 
send-loc-mess("Default Files Button pressed'); 
set-fieldso; 
/* --- - ---------------------- - ------ - -------------- ----- ----- 
mw 
- 
kiflo*/ 
/* --- - --------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-killo 
I 
int tmp; 
send-loc-mess("KiB Button pressed"); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp=app_ýcrrn-link-kill(obj); 
if(tmp! ---OK) send_loc_mess("Kill failed"); 
/* ----------- - -------------------------------------------- ----- 
mw-tcrmo*/ 
/* --------------------------------------------------------- ----- 
voidmw-termo 
int tmp; 
send-loc-mess("Ferminate Button pressed'); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp--app-tenn-link(obj); 
if(tmp! --OK) send_loc_mess("Terminate failed"); 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw_statuso*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-statuso 
int tmp; 
send - 
loc 
- 
mess("Schedule Number); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp--app. mtus(obj); 
if(tmp! --OK) send_loc_mess("Schedule access failure"); 
/*void mw-quito*/ 
/* ----------- - ---- 
/*Panel button routine to quit the application. 
voidmw_quito 
int result 
char buffer[811 
pi-reg-func(mw-die, 5) ; 
sprintf(buffer, "%s TERMINATING In 5 SECS. ", g-proc-tide) 
window_set(wind-data[M_YnNDOW]->framc, FRAME_LABEL, buffer, O); 
/* --- - -------------- - -------------- - ------------------------- 
mw - 
fopenO*/ 
/* ----------------------------------- - ------------------------- 
voidmw-fOpeno 
I 
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int tmp; 
send - 
loc 
- mess("Opening 
file"); 
seLfieldso; 
tmp=fsLopen(obj, cond, fields, NULL); 
if(tmp! --OK) send-loc-messC'Open file failed"); 
/* --- - -------------- - ------ - ------ - ------ - ----------------- 
mw-fclosco*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-fcloseo 
int tmp; 
send-loc-mess("Closing file"); 
set - 
fieldso; 
tmP=fSLclose(obj, cond, NULQ; 
if(U, np! ---OK) send-Icc_rnessC'Close file failed"); 
I 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw-freadO*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidrnw-freado 
int tmp; 
send-loc-mess("Reading file"); 
set-fieldso; 
Unp=fsý-read(obj, cond, atoi(fields)JqULL); 
if(trnp! --OK) send-loc_mess("Read from file failed,, ); 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw-fwriteo*/ 
/* ----------- I -------- - -------------------------------------- -- 
voidmw-fwriteO 
int tmp; 
send-loc-messC'Writing to file"); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp=fsý-write(obj, cond, fields, strien(fields), ýML); 
if(tmp! --OK) send-loc-messC'Write to file failed'); 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw - 
fdeletco*/ 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
voidmw-fdeleteo 
int tmp; 
send_loc_messC'Dclcdng file"); 
set-fieldso; 
tmp--fsjclete(obj, condXMQ; 
if(tmp! --OK) send-loc-mess("Delete file failed"); 
/* ------------------- - ----------------------------------------- 
mw-fstatuso*/ 
/* ------------------- - ----------------------------------------- 
voidmw-fStatuso 
int tmp; 
send-loc-mess("Status on file'); 
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set-fieldso; 
tmp=fsý_status(obj, cond, NULQ; 
if(tmp! --OK) send-loc-messCFile status failed"); 
j 
/* -------------------------------------------------------------- 
mw-fcopyo*/ 
voidmw-fcopyo 
int tinp; ý 
sendjoc-mess("Copying a file"); 
set - 
fieldso; 
tmp--fs, -copy(obj, cond, obj, 
fields NULL); 
if(ttnp! --OK) send-loc-mess("File copy failed'); 
I 
/*int mw-dieO*/ 
/* ----------------- 
/*Terminates the current process. */ 
Preturn value 
FALSEto stop the pulling of this function*/ 
intmw_dic(Lcount) 
intt-count; 
int result 
result = it-term-this_proco 
retLim(FALSE); 
/*int mw-tick-tock(t_count)*/ 
P ------------------------- 
/*Display a visible clock tick in the main interface window 
/*and time out the window if neccs&vy*/ 
/*int t-countcurrcnt tick count*/ 
/*return value 
/*TRUE so that polling of this function continues*/ 
int mw-tick_tock(t_count) 
int tcount; 
register int tmp, idx 
static stat-count 
char string[201; 
sprintf(stfing, " %s: %2d ", (tcount%2)? "Fick": "rock", t-count/60); 
/*wi-tick-display(M-ýýýW, MW-PRI_LAYOUT, MW-TICK, t_count); 
wi-Put-strý_mess(M-ýýýW, MW-PRI-LAYOUT, MW_TICK, string); 
retumCMUE); 
I 
int send_loc_mess(string) 
char *string; 
wi-put-str-mess(MýýýW, MW_PRI_LAYOUT, MW_MESS, string); 
pi-reg_func(send_ýcITioc-mess, 6); 
return OK; 
int send_cbs-mess(string) 
char *string; 
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wi-Put-str-mcss(M-WINDOW, MW-SEC-LAYOUTýMW-CBS-MESS, Stling); 
pi-reg-func(send-clr-cbs-mess, 6); 
retw-n OK; 
int send - rec - 
data(string) 
char *string; 
I 
wi-put-str-mess(M-ýýýW, MW-SEC-LAYOUT, MW-REC-DATA, string); 
pi-reg-func(send-clr_rec-data, 10); 
return OK; 
int send_cIfJoc-messo 
wi_put-sLr_mess(M_WINDOW, MWýPRI_LAYOUT, MW_MESS, 
pi-dereg-func(send-cir-loc_mess); 
int send_clr-cbs_messo 
wLput-Suý_mcss(M_ýýDOW, MW-SEC-LAYOUT, MW-CBS-MESS, 
pi-dereg-func(send-clr-cbs-mess); 
int send_clr-rec_datao 
wi-put-Str-mess(M-ýMNDOW, MW - 
SEC 
- 
LAYOUTMW-REC-DATA, 
pi-dereg-func(send-ctr-rec-data); 
int set-fieldso 
I 
return read-wi-fields(obj, cond, ficids, spare); 
read_wi-fields(obj, cond, fields, spare) 
char*obj, *cond, *fields, *spare; 
I 
int tmp; 
tmp = OP - 
FAILED; 
tmp = wi_get-Str-inp(M-WINDOWMW-PRI-LAYOUTMWLOBJ-INPobj); 
tmp = wi-get-str-inp(M-WINDOWM)Ný_PRI_LAYOUTMW_COND_IN]Rcond); 
tmp = wi-get-str-inp(M-WINDOWN1W - 
PRI_LAYOUTMW-FIELD-INPfields); 
tmp = wi-geLstr-inp(M-ýWRýDOWMW-PRI-LAYOLJTMW-SPARE-INPspare); 
return ti-np; 
app-jiser-disp-req(cbs-se-q-data) 
struct s- cbs - rcq-datac s-reo 
data; 
I 
app-user-disp-data(cbs-ýrcq-. Oata) 
struct s- cbs - req-datacbsL-mq-data; I 
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APPENDIX B. 5: BUILD FILE 
#! /bin/csh -f 
#Build File For ap-costs 
#Author Awaluddin 
#12/11/92 
set APP-NAME = ap-icosts 
set PRO-NAME = costs 
set EXECUTE = ", P' 
set COMMON = ".. /commortP' 
clear 
set S ='$CBS_DIR/miscs/getmach -n' 
#The Executable file subdirectory 
set EXECS--SEXECUTE"v4.0" 
#The specific include file subdirectory 
set DEFS="defsf' 
#The common include file subdirectory 
set COM-DEFS=SCB S-DIR"/scommon/defsf 
flThe xview include file subdirectory 
set XVW-DEFS="defsf ' 
#The basic application include file subdirectory 
set APP-DEFS=SCBS-ýDIR"/sapp/defsP' 
#The apps source file subdirectory 
set SRCS=". f' 
#The apps object file subdirectory 
set OBJS="obisý-of' 
#The CNIBSYS object file subdirectory 
set CBS_LIBS=SCBS_DIR"/cbs_libs/slibs" 
#The CMBSYS Window i/o, library archive 
setWIND_A = cbs-wind 
#The library selector macro 
set LIBS='$ (SVLIBS)' 
#The Sunview or Xview selector macros 
setSVIEW="I" 
setXVIEW="O" 
echo -n "Making CIM-BIOSYS SPRO-NAME for 
if ( (SS = "SPARC') ) then 
set EXECS=$EXECUTE"v4. s" 
set OBJS="objs-W' 
set CBS-LIBS=$CBS. LIBS"-S" 
echo "SPARC. " 
else 
echo "V4.0. " 
endif 
set 01=$l 
set 02=$2 
set do-com =I 
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while (SHargv > 0) 
switch ($I) 
case "X": 
echo "XVIEW Option causing compilation for X-NVindows. " 
setW IN D_A = $WIND_A"-x" 
set EXECS=SEXECS". x" 
setLIBS='$[XVLIBS)' 
setSVIEW'O" 
setXVIEWT' 
set XVW_DEFS="Aisr/opcnwin/share/include" 
breaksw 
case "Z" : 
# echo "Not building common & window files. " 
set do corn = "0', 
breaksw 
default : 
echo $I" option found and ignored 
breaksw 
cndsw 
shift argv 
end 
set EXECS=$EXECS"/" 
if ( Sdo_corn == "I" ) then 
# echo -n "Building common & window files. " 
#csh -fc "cd SCBS_DIR/scommon; build SOI $02" 
# echo "Building basic application files. " 
#csh -fc "cd $CBS-DIR/sapp; build $01 $02" 
endif 
echo Making $PRO-NAME Application 
make SVIEW=SSVIEW XVIEW=SXVIEW SRCS=SSRCS EXECS=SEXECS LIBS="SLIBS" 
DEFS=$DEFS APP-DEFS=SAPP 
- 
DEFS COM 
- 
DEFS=SCOM-DEFS 
APP-NAME=$APPý_NAME\ 
XVW 
- 
DEFS=$XVW 
- 
DEFS OBJS=SOBJS CBS-LIBS=$CBS_LIBS WLND-A=$YrM-A\ 
COMMON=$COMMON\ 
$(EXECS ]$ (APP-NAME) 
if ($status! = "0") then 
echo MAKE $PROLNAME module tenninated in effor! 
exit(-I) 
endif 
make pointer. out 
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APPENDIX B. 6: MAKEFILE 
#Makefile : for CIM-BIOSYS 
#Author : Awaluddin 
Kreated : 12/11/92 
#Last edit : 12/11/92 
#General Macro values. 
#NB Must be called by correct build file with appropriate macros set. 
#The libraries to use when linking 
SVLIBS -Bdynamic -1suntool -Isunwindow -Ipixrect -Ig -Ic -Im 
XVLIBS -L/usr/openwin/lib -Bdynamic -Ixview -Iolgx -lXlI -Ig -Ic -Irn 
CBSLIBS = -Bstatic -Icbsý-app -Icbs-corn -1$(WINEý-A) 
LISTLIB = -IIhome2/sandra/mleeclVLisýib$(HOST-ARCH) -Ilist 
LISTINC = -Ilhome2/sandra/mleech/1-istsrinclude 
#The C compiler name 
CC= cc 
#The C compiler options 
CPFLAGS = -g -c -DSVIEW=S (SVIEW) -DXVIEW=$ (XVIEW) -I$ (APP-DEFS) - 
1$(COM-DEFS) -1$[XVW-DEFS) -IS(DEFS) 
hThe C linker name 
LD= /bin/ld 
#The C linker options 
LDFLAGS = -u -ipc-decode, -pack -dc -dp -e start -X -L$[CBS-LIBS) 
/usr/lib/CrtO. o 
#Application specific object files. 
# ---------------------------------- 
#AMWIO=S(COM 
- 
DIR) S (OBJS) app_Mw_l. o 
#ASFlOlO = $(COM-DIR)S(OBJS)app_sfio_l. o 
#ASF1020=$(COM 
- 
DlR)S(OBJS)app-Aoý-2. o, 
#ASFI030 = $(COM_DIRI$[OBJS)app_sfio_3. o 
#APP-COMM = $(COM-DlRJ$(OBJS)app-ýcomms. o, 
#AUSRO =S (ASF1010) $ (ASF1020) S (ASF1030) S (APP-COMM) 
MAINO = S(OWS)app_ýmain. o 
WVARSO $(OBJS)app-wind-vars. o 
B FUNCO S (OBJS I appjutt - 
funcs. o 
APPCOMO =$ (COMMON]$ (OBJS)app_comms. o 
APPDBO = $[COMMON)$ (OBJS)app-db. o 
SFIOIO = $(COMMON)$ (OBJS)app-sfio-I. o 
SF1020 =S (OBJS) appsfio_2. o 
SF1030 =S [OBJS) app-sfio - 
3. o 
UAPPO-- $(OBJS)application. o 
UAPPI= S(OBJS)Ioader. o 
ALIý-O = $(MAINO) SIWVARSO) $(BFUNCO) S(APPDBO) $[SFIOIOI S[SF1020) 
S(SF1030) S[APPCOMO) S(UAPPO) $(UAPPI) 
#Application specific include files. 
# ----------------------------------- 
SWIDEFS = S(DEFS)app-wind-inc. def 
#Basic Application include files. 
# -------------------------------- 
AAPDEFS = S[APPý-DEFS)app_ýuser-inc. def #$(COMMON)$ [DEFS j app-db. h 
#App interface icons. 
# -------------------------- 
SMW 
- 
ICON =$ (DEFS) app-mw. icn 
#Common include files. 
# --------------------- 
GLDEFS S (COM-DEFS) global_inc. def 
PCDEFS S(COM-DEFS)proc-ctrl-inc. def 
IPCDEFS = S(COM-DEFSjipc_io_inc. def 
PIDEFS =S (COM-DEFS) per-int-inc. def 
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BMDEFS = $[COM-DEFS)buf man-inc. def 
NIFDEFS =$ (COM - 
DEFS Jm isc-funcs-inc. def 
ELDEFS S (COM-DEFS) err_log-inc. def 
EMDEFS $[COM-DEFS)crrý-mess-inc. def 
ERDEFS $ (COM 
- 
DEFS)crrors 
- 
inc. dcf 
WIDEFS $[COM-DEFS)wind-inc. def 
AASDEFS $(COM-DEFS)app-5erv-inc. def 
STDDEFS S[ GLDEFS) $1 ERDEFS) 
all: pointer. out $(EXECS)$ (APPý-NAME) 
#Linking of app and common modules to create app executable files. 
# -------------------------------------- - ------------------------- 
$(EXECS)$ [APPý-NAME): $(ALL_O) 
$ [LD) S ILDFLAGS) -o $ (EXECS)$ [APPý_NAME) S (ALL-0) S (LISTLIB) S [CBSLIBS) 
S(LIBS) 
#Compilation of app specific modules to create app object files. 
# ------------------------------ 
#Controller Compilations 
# ----------------------- 
S (OBJS J app-ýmain. o: S (SRCS) app_main. c \ 
S(STDDEFS) $(AAPDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS) S(SRCS)app-main. c -o $(OBJS)app-main. o 
$(COMMON)$ (013JS)app_db. o: $(COMMON)$ [SRCS)appjb. c $(STDDEFS) $[AAPDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS) S [COMMON)$ (SRCS)app-db. c -o S (COMMON)$ fOBJS]app-db. o 
$[OBJS)applicadon. o: S(SRCS)application. c $(STDDEFS) $[AAPDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS) S(SRCS)applicadon. c -oS(OBJS]applicafion. oS(LISTINQ 
S(OBJS)Ioader. o: $(SRCS)Ioader. c S(STDDEFS) S(AAPDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS) S(SRCSIloader. c -o $(OBJS)Ioader. o SfLISTINC) 
$(OBJS)app-wind_vars. o: S[SRCS)app_wind-vars. c\ 
S(STDDEFS) S(WIDEFS) S(SMW 
- 
ICON) 
$(CC) S[CPFLAGS) $[SRCS)app_wind_vars. c -o S[OBJS)app-ýwind-vars. o 
$(COMMON)$ (OBJS)app-comms. o: S (COMMON) S (SRCS) app-comms. c \ 
S(STDDEFS) S(SWIDEFS] S(WIDEFS] S(BMDEFS) 
S(AAPDEFS) $(AASDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS) $(COMMON)$ [SRCS ] app-ýcommsx -o $(COMMON)$ [OBJS)app-comms. o 
$(OBJSjapp-butLfuncs. o: $(SRCS)appjutt-funcs. c\ 
$(STDDEFS) S[SWIDEFS) S (WIDEFS) S(BMDEFS) 
S(AAPDEFS) $(AASDEFS) 
$(CC) $(CPFLAGS) S(SRCS)app-butt-funcs. c -o $(OBJS)app_butt-fUncs. o 
$(COMMON)$ (OBJS)app_sfio_l. o: $(COMMON)$[ SRCS) app-sfio_l. c S(STDDEFS) 
S(AAPDEFS) S(WIDEFS) 
$(CC) S(CPFLAGS] S (COMMON) S (SRCS) app-sfloý_I. c -o $(COMMON)$ fOBJS) appsfio_l. o 
-sfi 
$(OBJS)app-sfio-2. o: S(SRCS)app io-2. c$fSTDDEFSjS(AAPDEFSj 
$[CC) $(CPFLAGS) $(SRCS)app_sfio-2. c -o S(OBJS)app_sfio-2. o 
$ JOBJS I app-sfio-3. o: S (SRCS ] app__sfio-3. c S (STDDEFS) S( AAPDEFS) 
$(CC) $(CPFLAGS) $(SRCS)app_sfio-3. c -o S(OBJS)appsfio-3. o 
print 
@pr *. h 
@pr *. c 
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AI212endix C 
LIST OF IDEFO DIAGRAMS FOR CASE-STUDY 
1) FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF COMPANY 
2) FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF SHOPFLOOR 
/ 
APPENDIX C. l: IDEFO DIAGRAM for CASE-study 
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APPENDIX C. 2: IDEFO MODEL OF SHOP-FLOOR OPERATION 
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0 Appendix D 
DESIGN OF MFI-ABC SOFTWARE SYSTEM 
1) MAIN MODULES OF ABC APPLICATION 
2) MANUAL FOR MFI-ABC SOFTWARE SYSTEM 
3) PROGRAM FOR MFI-ABC SOFTWARE 
4) LEX PROGRAM 
5) YACC PROGRAM 
APPENDIX D. 1: MAIN MODULES OF AN ABC APPLICATION 
There are four main modules of an ABC cost application, the overheads, 
activity, cost object modules and the cost driver modules (see figure below). 
The Overhead Module 
The Overhead modules contains all the figures for overhead expenses which 
are collected at departmental level and held in Accounts Centres. Frequently, within 
departments, these Account Centres are decomposed into other Account Centres. Each 
Account Centre supports a particular set of functions of the manufacturing operations. 
For each Account Centre, there should contain at least a single cost centre which 
consists of a set of defined cost elements related to an equivalent set of functions that 
are performed within the cost centre. The cost elements are either pre-determined 
(budgeted costs) or incurred expenses (actual costs). 
B. The Activity Module 
The activity modules contains all the Activity Centres which define the 
particular set of activities or operations carried out within the manufacturing centres 
(machine level, cell level or shopfloor level). For each Activity Centre, there should 
contain at least a single cost pool which consists of a set of defined cost elements 
related to an equivalent set of functions that are performed within the Activity Centres. 
C. The Cost-object Module 
The cost-object modules contains all the cost-objects (services, products, or 
customers) which are ultimately destined to be charged for these overhead costs. For 
each Cost Object, there consists of allocated (or to be allocated) sets of defined cost 
elements which are related to all relevant activities which are involved in its 
production. These elements are either directly traced from the Overhead centres or 
allocated via the Activity Centres cost elements. In Activity-Based Costing, the most 
desirable method of costing is by directly tracing overhead costs to products. Only if 
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no direct causal means are available should cost allocation be performed. For example, 
sales order processing is an activity which is triggered off by the number of enquiries 
for each product type or class. If the processing times for each product type is roughly 
the same, then the overhead costs due to sales processing may be directly traced to the 
products in proportion to the number of enquiries for each product types. 
D. The Cost Drivers 
These are the most important aspect of ABC costing. The elements which bind 
previous three modules are the sets of drivers which are used to allocate the Overhead 
Cost Elements either to the Activity Centres or directly to the Cost-objects as well as 
allocating the Activity Cost Elements to the Cost Objects. Although the drivers are 
essentially the same (Le they "drive" costs), to assist easy identification, they are 
denoted as overhead drivers, activity drivers and cost drivers in relation to their point 
of impact within the model. These drivers are context specific and varies in 
significance according to particular circumstances for e. g product line, product mix, 
process layout, management procedures etc. These drivers and their effects on cost 
allocation have to be supplied at runtime. 
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APPENDIX D. 2: MFI-ABC COSTING SOFTWARE MANUAL 
Manual for ABC Model Software Operation 
1.0 Introduction and Operation 
The ABC cost model application performs ABC cost calculations on a 
factory model in a top down approach. At present the application is manually driven 
using a set of buttons and input fields on the applications user interface. 
The factory model is loaded from a set of six files listed below from filestore: 
ft_cost using the button 'Files'. These files can be created manually or from other 
applications. At present an application called 'comby' can create these files from a 
Progress database using a datastore driver. 
Once loaded these files can be viewed and edited using the buttons 'Display' 
and 'Edit C. Each file is stored in a list which is referred to by a list name, given 
below. Selection can be achieved by giving optional field names, these can be the 
code field or the driver Md. A filename or printer name can be entered in the 'File>' 
input field, which will sendDisplay' output to that as well as the output sub window. 
The 'Calc C' button performs the calculations and fills in the missing cost 
values in the lists. 
The 'Move C' button will move the cost lists to a temporary set of lists, for 
later comparison. Once done, the files have to be reloaded and recalculated. This new 
set can be compared with the previous set by pressing 'Display' with a report name. 
There are two reports which compare two set of costs, the first a simple product cost/ 
quantity comparison with is displayed on the screen and sent to the file 'costý-Prod. 123' 
which is in Lotus 123 format. The second report is a detailed breakdown of costs for 
each product and is only sent to the file 'cost-item. 123', and is also in Lotus 123 
format. 
Finally a'Sellings' button provides a list of basic setup information, such as 
filestore paths, list names and printer and report names. The lists are grouped in twos, 
(current and temporary lists). A -I indicates an inactive list, while a positive number 
is the number of items in an active list. The * indicates sub lists, product and machine 
only have sub lists after the Cost calculation. 
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2.0 CIM-BIOSYS setup 
The cost application and the two filestores have to be setup in CIM- 
BIOSYS 
0 cmbsysý-read jle. app: cost <id> 
0 cmbsys, -read- 
file. app: fsý-cost <id> 
0 cmbsys,. -read- 
file. app: fs-lotus <id> 
0 cmbsysLread_ file. glb: cost <host> cmbsys 
0 cmbsysý_read jle. loc: cost "<path>" "ap-cost" I 
0 cmbsys-read-file. fglb: fs, _cost <host> cmbsys 
Cl cmbsys_read_ file. fglb: fs-lotus <host> cmbsys 
0 cmbsysýjead jle. floc: fsý-cost "<path>" 1 
13 cmbsys_jead_ file. floc: fs_lotus, "<path>" 1 
where: <id> is a unique number, <host> is the host machine, e. g. wayne; 
<path> is the directory path of where the application or filestores resides. 
3.0 Filestores and File usage 
factory de 
- 
fn cost centres in factory 
machine_data machine descriptions 
CI cost-dry cost driver 
0 overhead-drv cost centre overhead driver 
0 activity-drv machine activity driver 
0 producLdata product descriptions 
0 wip-data (a replacement for product-data) 
_ft 
lotus: eXport files otreports for Lglus 123 
C3 cost-item. 123 itemised product cost comparison 
0 cost-prod. 123 simple product cost comparison 
'ne filestore directories are requested from CIM-BIOSYS only on start-up of 
the application. Once received, the default set of files are read in. 
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4.0 Button functions 
Figure D. 2 Layout of prototype costing software application 
r. =.. W N TM, KM X-1 - ------------ 
ult: )(- -Close) Tick; 0 
a :: I Q-t L Kill C, --tl ! 
a-. py) 
files jGI Displayjl Edit C JtSettingsl( Move 
DbJIAPPIFS> 
Condn/File> 
Flds/Data > 
Cost Info > 
Message 
Rocd Data 
CBS Mess 
Code Description Cost Quant Ratio Drvr List 
'Files' Load the 6 files from fs-cost. 'File> wip-data' replaces product-data 
The default set of files are read in when the application starts. 
'Calc C' Calculate all costs (top down). 
DISPLAY ITEMS HELD IN FILES 
'Display' Display any list of information 
'Info> [<list>] [<fieldl>] [<field2>]' 
files in list: 1) factory 2) activity 3) overhead 4) cost 5) machine 6) product 
e. g a) cost info> factory D1 b) Press Display button 
list can also be replaced by report names: cost-item and cost-prod 
field?: is code or driver name 
'File> [<file>] 
file: printer use Ilpr -Pps 
$IotuskfiIename> use lotus f-store 
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$cost1<fzlename> use cost f store 
<filename> use cimbios dir. 
Any files sent to the '$lotus' filestore will be printed in Lotus import fon-nat, 
i. e. all strings will be quoted "". 
EDIT THE FIELDS IN'FLDSIDATA>' 
'Edit C'Edit an item in a list 'Info> [<Hst>] [<field]>] [<field2>1' 
e. g a) Cost Info> DI b) Press Edit button 
c) EditfLDSIDATA Field d) 'Save' to save edited line 
'Settings' Displays various application settings 
'Move CI Move lists of calculations for later comparison. Use 'Display' to 
produce two reports and send toft-lolus in Lotus 123 format 
5.0 Input fields 
ObjlAppIFs> Not used by cost model, used with other buttons location 
communications, and datastore and filestore access. 
CondnlFile> File names and printer, used byDisplay'to redirect output. 
FldslData > Used by Edit Cto allow fields to be edited. 
Cost Info > [<Ust name>] [<field]>] kfield2>1 used by 'Displayand 'Edit' 
to select a list and items within the list. Default list is fiactory. 
6.0 Remote commands 
The cost model can be controlled remotely from another application. The 
command 'hutton <no>' can be used to activate buttons in the cost model window. 
Before this can be done, the remote application must establish a link with the cost 
model, then the following strings can be sent to the cost model: 
11 'button 19'-->'Files' 
cl 'button 20'-->Calc C' 
0 'button 21'-->'Display' 
cl 'button 22'-->'Edit C' 
Cl 'button 23' -->'Settings' 
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0 'button 24'-->'Move C 
The buttons perfonn as described above. No response is sent back to indicate 
whether the operation was successful. 
The cost models input fields can be set remotely by using the 'set args <]> 
<2> <3> <4>'conunand. 
E. g. Sending 'set args? test_file? product' followed by 'hutton 21' will 
display the product list and write it to the file test-file. The 7 are used to ignore 
fields. Set args has a limitation in that fields are separated by spaces so multi word 
fields cannot be used. 
Automatic remote control: 
! flle <prod-file> calc <list> to <out-file>' 
This remote command performs three commands in one. Firstly it reads in 
the files, the <prodýfile> if present replaces the product-data file. Then it performs the 
cost calculations. Finally the <list> is displayed and sent to the <outjle>. 
The default <Ust> is ! ractory'. The three arguments can be ignored if they are 
replaced with a?. 
Ile message 'Completed is sent back to the remote application no file or 
calculation errors are sent back. 
E. g. ! flle? calc product to $Iolus1prod 
This reads in the files, performs the calculation and sends the product list to 
file'prod'in the lotus filestore. 
End of Manual. 
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APPENDIX D. 3: MAKEFILE 
OB = obis/ 
EX = exec/ 
PROG = $(EX Icost 
OBJS =S (OB) main. o S (OB)read. o S (OB)calc. o S (OB)print. o S (OB )edit. o \ 
S (OB) menu. o S (OB ) listslo S (OB) lists. o S (OB) yacc. o S (OB) lex. o S (OB) dummy. o 
CLIB = $(OB) libcost. a 
OLIBS =S (OB) read. o S (OB ) calc. o S (OB) prinLo S (013) edit. o S (013) menu. o 
S (OB) listslo S (OB) lists. o S (OB) yacc. o S (OB) lex. o 
ALL: $(PROG) S(CLIB) 
S(PROGI: S(OBJS) 
cc -g -o $ (PROG) S (OBJS) -ff -ly 
$(OB) main. o: main. c cost. h lists. h 
ce -g -c -o $(OB) main. o main. c 
S (OB)read. o: read. c costh lists. h 
cc -g -c -o S (OB) read. o read. c 
$(OB) caic. o: calc. c cost. h lists. h 
cc -g -c -o S (OB) calc. o calc. c 
$(OB) print. o: print. c COSLh liStS. h 
CC -g -C -0 $(OB) prinLo print. C 
$(OB) edit. o: ediLc cost. h lists. h 
ec -g -c -o $(OB) ediLo ediLC 
$(OB) menu. o: menu. c cost. h lists. h 
cc -g -c -o $(OB) menu. o menu. c 
$(OB) lists2. o: lists2. e cost. h lists. h 
cc -g -c -o S (OB) listslo lists2. c 
S (OB) lists. o: lists. c lists. h 
cc -g -c -0 S (OB) lists. o lists. c 
S (OB 1 yacc. o : yacc. y 
yacc -d yacc. y 
cc -g -c -o S (OB) yacc. o y. tab. c 
S(OB)lex. o: lex. 1 y. Lab. h 
lex lex. 1 
cc -g -c -0 $(OB) lex. o lex. yy. c 
S(CLIB): S(OLIBSI 
ar rcv S (CLIB) S (OLIBS) 
ranlib S (CLIB) 
$(OB) dummy. o: dummy. c 
cc -g -c -o $(OB) dummy. o dummy. c 
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APPENDIX DA: MAIN. C 
Cost model program 
Date 17/3/93 
#define MAIN 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include "lists. h" 
#include "cost. h" 
maino 
opfp=stderr; 
headingo; 
menuo; 
cnd-progo; 
I 
headingo 
I 
system("clear"); 
printf("\n# ABC Cost Model ProgramNiM"); 
I 
end-progo 
remove - all - 
listso; 
systemC'clear"); 
prinLf("Cost model program finished!! \, n'); 
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APPENDIX D. 5: MENU. C 
/* MFI 
- 
ABC MAIN APPLICATION MAIN MODULE 
Cost model program 
Date 17/3/93 
ifinclude <stdio. h> 
#include "lists. h" 
#include "cost. h" 
menuo 
char fine[IO]; 
int opflon; 
while(l)f 
printfC%Cost model menu\n'); 
printfC'Mead files N&NFile directoryNn"); 
printfCTIShow products \L\L3\lShow machines\n"); 
printfC'4\tShow factory \&5\tShow cost drv\n"); 
printf`C'6\4Show activity drvq7\tS how overhead drv\n"); 
prinLfC'8\, tFind item VqMet iterriNn"); 
pfintfC'10NICalc costs \AtI 1\16eck costsNn"); 
printfC'IZ\tCopy costs VqMtCompare costs\n"); 
printfC'Enter choice? 
getsoine)-, 
if(line[0j==NULQ break-, 
option=atoi(line); 
switch(option)[ 
case 0: 
read-fileso; 
break; 
case 1: 
set-file-diro; 
break; 
case 2: 
prL-cos t-hd ("Products'); 
prLcosts(product); 
break; 
case 3: 
prLcost-hdC'Macbincs"); 
prL_costs(machine); 
break; 
case 4: 
prLcost-hdC'Factory"); 
prL. costs(factory); 
break; 
case 5: 
prt. cost-hd("Cost drv"); 
prLcosts(costd); 
break; 
case 6: 
prLcost - 
hd("Activity drv'); 
prt-costs(activity); 
break; 
case 7: 
prLcost - 
hd("Overhead drv"); 
prLcosts(overhead); 
break; 
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case 8: 
find-item-menuO; 
break; 
case 9: 
get-item_menuo; 
break; 
case 10: 
calc-costso; 
break; 
case 11: 
check_cost-sumso; 
break; 
case 12: 
copy_jcostso; 
break; 
case 13: 
comparcý-costso; 
break; 
default: 
printfC'bad option! \a"); 
find-item-menuo 
char code[ 101; 
printf("Enter code of item> 
gets(code); 
if(find_item_in-list(factory, code)--=-I) 
if(find_item_in-list(acfivity, code)==-I) 
if(find 
- 
item 
- 
in 
- 
list(overhead, code)==-l) 
if(find_item-in-list(costd, code)--=- 1) 
if(find_item_in-list(machine, codc)==-I) 
if(find_item_in_list(product, code)=- 1) 
printfC'Cannot find item: %s\, n", code); 
geLitem-menuo 
char code[ I 01, sub-code[ 101; 
COST *cost; 
prinLfC'Enter code of item> 
geLs(code); 
printfC'Enter sub code of item> 
gets(sub-code); 
if((cost=gct-item(factory, code, sub_code))=NULL) 
if((cost--get-item(activity, code, sub_code))ý-NULL) 
if((cost=get 
- 
item(overhead, code, sub - code))==NULL) if((cost=gct_item(costd, code, sub-code))==NULL) 
if((cost=gct-item(niachine, c(Ae, sub_code))==NULL) 
if((cost=get-item(product, code, sub_code))=NULL) 
printfC'Cannot find item: %s(%s)\, n", codc, sub. _code); if(cost) 
prt_cosL-hdC"'); 
prk_itcm(cost); 
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copy-costso 
I 
if(factory)[ 
o-factory=factory; 
o-acdvity=activity; 
o-overhead=overhead; 
o-costd=costd; 
o-machine=machine; 
o-product=product; 
printfC'Costs copied\n"); 
move-COstso 
if(factory)( 
o-factory=factory; 
o-activity=activity; 
o_overhead=overhead; 
o-costd=costd; 
o-machinc=machine; 
cL_product=prcduct; 
factory=activity--overhead=NULL; 
costd=machine=prcduct=NULL; 
printfC'Costs movcd\n'); 
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APPENDIX D. 6: PRINT. C 
/* Cost model program - date 17/3/93 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include. "lists. h" 
#include, "cost. h" 
PrLcosts(list) 
LIST *list; 
I 
int prt_costO; 
walk - 
listaist, prksost, 17IRST-L); 
fprintf(opfp, 'M'); 
int prt_cost(list, cost, len) 
LIST-LK *list; 
COST *cost; 
int len; 
I 
prtjtcm(cost); 
if(cost->sub 
- 
list) prt. 
- 
costs(cost->subjist); 
return ERR-OK; 
I 
int lotus-quotes--O; 
prt_item(cost) 
COST *cost; 
char line[100]; 
if(cost)( 
sprintf(line, "%4s %-20s %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %-4s %3s\n", 
cost->code, cost->desc, cost->costýcost->quantity, 
cost->mfio, cost->drv, (cost->subý_list)? "-->":.... 
pq_scq_win(O, linc); 
if(Hotus-quotes) fpr-intf(opfp, line); 
else[ 
sprintf(line, "'ý'%4sV'\7'%-20sV' %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f V'%4svm", cost- 
>code, cost->dcsc, cost->cost, cost->quantity, cost->raflo, cost->drv); 
fprinLf(opfp, line); 
prt_difCitem(cl, c2) 
COST *cl, *c2; 
I 
char line[1001; 
if(cl && c2) ( 
sprintf(line, "%-4s %-20s %6.2f/%6.2f %6.2f/%6.2f\n", 
cl->code, cl->desc, cl->cost, c2->cost, cl->quantity, c2->quandty); 
fprintf(opfp, line); 
prLsec_win(O, Iine)-, 
prt - costhd(head) char *head; 
I 
fprintf(opfp, '*W, LABC Cost ModeN%s\, TM", (head[Ol)? head. "); 
fprinLf(opfp, "Code Description Cost Quant Ratio Drvr List\n-); 
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APPENDIX D. 7: - READ. C 
Cost model program 
Date 17/3/93 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include <math. h> 
#include. "lists. h" 
#include. "cost. h" 
#define MAX LEVEL 6 
static char file_dir[I00]=FILE_DIR; 
static LIST *Iist[MAX-LEVEL]; 
static int level=O; 
static COST cost; 
static int (*yacc - 
func)0; 
static int (*hd_yacc-func)o; 
extem FILE *yyin; 
add-yacc_data(sl, s2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
I 
iffyaccýjunc) yacc-func(NULL, sl, s2, s3, s4); 
add_item-to-listaist[levelj, cost); 
free(sl); 
frec(s2); 
free(s3); 
frec(s4); 
head-yacc-data(s l, s2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
if(lovel<MAX-LEVEL-1) level++; 
else retum; 
I istpevel] =create - 
listo; 
if(hd_yacc-func) hd_yacc-funcoist[levell, sls2, s3, s4); 
add_iternjo-fist(list[level- I ], cost); 
free(s 1); 
free(s2); 
free(s3); 
free(s4); 
yacc - endo I 
if(level>O) level--; 
read - 
fileso 
I 
rernove_all-fistso; 
factory--read-defn(FACTORY-FELE); 
activity--read_drv(ACTIVITY-FI]LE); 
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overhead=rcad_drv(OVERHEAD-FILE); 
costd=read-drv(COSTý_FILE); 
machine=read-mach(MACHINE-FILE); 
product=read-prod(PRODUCT-FILE); 
LIST *read_drv(file) 
char *file; 
I 
FILE *fp; 
int read-drv2oread - 
hd 
- 
drv2(); 
if(! (fp--open_file(file))) return NULL; 
yyin=fp; 
level=O; 
list[level]=create-listo; 
yacc - 
func=read 
- 
drv2; 
hd_yaciz_func=rcad-hd-drv2- 
yyparseO; 
fclose(fp); 
return list[O]; 
read - 
drv2(sub, sls2, s3, s4) 
LIST *sub; 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
I 
strcpy(cost. code, sl); 
cost. desc[O]=NULL; 
cost. cost=0.0; 
cost. quandly--O. O; 
cost. ratio=atof(s2); 
cost. drv[O]=NULL; 
cost. sub-list=sub; 
read-hd_drv2(sub, sl, s2, s3, s4) 
LIST *sub; 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
StrCpy(COSLcode, sl); 
StrCpy(COSLdesc, s2); 
cost. cost=0.0; f 
cost. quantity--O. O; 
cost. ratio=0.0; 
cost. drv[O]=NULL; 
cost. sub-list=sub; 
I 
LIST *reacLprod(file) 
char *file; 
I 
FILE *fp; 
int read_prod2o; 
if(! (fp=open-file(file))) return NULL; 
yyin=fp; 
level=O; 
list[level]=cre-ate-listo; 
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yacc-func=read-prod2; 
hd_yacc_func=NULL; 
yyparseo; 
felose(fp)-, 
return list[O]; 
read-prod2(sub, s l, s2, s3, s4) 
LIST *sub; 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
I 
strcpy(cosLcode, sl); 
strcpy(cosLdesc, s2); 
cost. cost=atof(s3); 
cost. quantity=atof(s4); 
cost. rafio=0.0; 
cost. drv[O]=NULL; 
cost. sub-list=sub; 
I 
LIST *read_mach(file) 
char *file; 
I 
FILE *fp; 
intread 
- mach2o; if(! (fp=open-file(file))) return NULL; 
yyin=fp; 
level=O; 
list[level]=create-listo; 
yacc-func=read. mach2; 
hd-yacc-func=NULL; 
yyparseO; 
fclosc(fp); 
return list[O]; 
read-Mach2(sub, s l, s2, s3, s4) 
LIST *sub; 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4-, 
I 
strcpy(cosLcode, sl); 
strcpy(cosLde. sc, s2); 
cost. cost7--atof(s3); 
cost. quantity--O. O; 
cost. rafio=0.0; 
strcpy(COSLdrv, s4); 
cost. sub-fist=sub; 
LIST *read-defn(file) 
cbar *file; 
FILE *fp; 
int read-defn2o; 
if(! (fp=opcn_file(file))) return NULL; 
yyin=fp; 
level---O; 
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Ii st[I evel] =create - 
listo; 
yacc-func=read-defn2; 
hd_yacc_func=read-defn2; 
yyparseo; 
fclose(fp); 
return list[O]; 
read_dcfn2(sub, sl, s2, s3, s4) 
LIST *sub; 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
strcpy(COSLcode, sl); 
strcpy(COSLdesc, s2); 
cost. cost=atof(s3); 
cost. quanfity--O. O; 
cost. ratio=0.0; 
strcpy(cosLdrv, s4); 
cost. sub_list=sub; 
set-file-dirO 
char line[100]; 
printfC'Currcnt file dir: %sNn", file-dir); 
printf("Enter new dir- "); 
getsoine); 
seLfile, _dirs(line); 
set - 
file 
- 
dirs(dir) 
char *dir; 
int fen; 
len=strlen(dir); 
if(len<2 11 len>99) printfC'Directory not changed! \n'); 
else strcpy(file-dirdir); 
I 
FILE *open_file(file) 
char *file; 
FILE *fp; 
char file-name[100]; 
sprintf(file_name, "%s/%s", file-dir, file); 
fp=fopen(file-name, "r"); 
if(! fp) printf("Cannot open file: %s\, n", filc-namc); 
return fp; 
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APPENDIX D. 8: CALC. C 
Cost model program 
Date 17/3/93 
#include <stdio. h> 
#include "lists. h" 
#include "cost. h" 
calc-costsO 
calc-cost-centreo; 
calc-aCtivity-sostso; 
calc-inc_costso; 
calc-cost-centreo /* Uses overhead driver */ 
COST *dept, *centre, *driver; 
int sum-rado; 
dept=(COST *)first-in-list(factory); 
do( 
if(! dcpt) return calc-eff("A: No departmenC'); 
driver--get-item(overhead, dept->drv .... ); 
if(! driver) return calc-err("A: No driver"); 
sum-rado=sum-raLios-of-drv(driver->sub-list); 
centre=(COST *)first-in-list(dept->sub-list); 
do( 
if(! centre) return calc-errC'A: No centre'); 
driver--get 
- 
item(overhead, dept->dr-vcentre->code); 
d6driver) return calc-errC'A: No centre in driver"); 
centre->cost=dept->cost*driver->ratio/sum-ratio; 
)while(cenLre=(COST *)next-in_list(dept->sub-list)); 
)while(dept=(COST *)nexLin-list(factory)); 
calc_acdvity_costso/* Uses activity driver 
COST *dept, *centre, *driver, *mach, *prod; 
int sum-ratio; 
float this-cost; 
dept=(COST *)first-in-list(factory); 
do[ 
if(! dept) return calc-crr("B: No dept"); 
centre=(COST *)first-in_list(dept->sub_list); 
do[ 
if(! centm) return calc-crr("B: No centre"); 
driver--get-item(activity, centre->&vý .... ); 
if(! driver) return calc-err("B: No driver'); 
sum-fatio=sum-ratios-Of drv(driver->sub-list); 
prod=(COST *)first-in-list(product); 
do( 
if(! prod) return calc-eff("B: No product"); 
driver--get 
- 
item (acfivitycentre->drvprod->ccde); 
if(driver)( 
this-cost=drivcr->mdo*centre->cosVsum_rado/prod->quandty; 
prod->cost+=this--POst; 
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add_sub-prod (prod, Lb i s-costcen tre->dr-v); 
)whil4rod=(COST *)next-in_Iist(product»; 
mach=(COST *)first-in_Iist(machine), 
do( 
if(! mach) retum cale-err("B: No mach"); 
driver--geLitem(acüvity, centre->drv, mach->code); 
if(driver) ( 
this 
- 
cost=driver->raüo*ccntre->cost/sum-ratio; 
mach->cost+=thisý_cost; add_sub-prod(mach, this-cost, centre->drv), 
I 
)while(mach=(COST *)next-in_fist(machine)); 
lwhile(centre=(COST *)next-in-list(dept->sub-list)); 
)while(dept=(COST *)next-in_list(factory)); 
add_sub_prod(prod, thisý_cosýdr-v) 
COST *prod; 
float thisý_cost; 
char *drv; 
I 
COST sub_prod; 
if(! pr(A->subjist) 
prod->sub_l ist=createj isto; 
subý-prod=*prod; 
subý_prodxost=thisý_cost; 
sub_prod. sub_hst=NULL; 
strcpy(sub-prod. drv, drv); 
add-item-to-list(prod->sub_list, sub_prod); 
calc-jncý_costso /* Uses cost driver */ 
COST *mach, *driver, *prod; 
int sum-ratio; 
float this-cost; 
mach=(COST *)first-in-list(machine); 
do( 
if(! mach) return calc-eff("C: No machine'); 
piod=(COST *)first-in-list(product); 
drivcr--get 
- 
itcm(costd, mach->drv .... ); 
if(! drivcr) return calc-Crr("C: No driver'), 
sum-rado=sum-rafios-of drv(driver->sub-list)-, 
do( 
if(! prod) return calc-eff('C: No producf'); 
driver-gct 
- 
item(costd, mach->drvprcd->code); 
ift! dfiver) return cale - eff("C: 
No product in driver"); 
this-cost=driver->rado*mach->cost/sum-rado/prod->quantity, 
prod->cost+=thisý_cost; 
add - sub-p rod 
(prod, th is-cOst, m ach->drv); 
)while(prod=(COST *)ncxt_in_list(product)); 
while(mach=(COST *)next-in-list(machine)); 
sum - ratiosý_oLdrv(list) LIST *list; 
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COST *cost-, 
float cnt--O. O; 
cost=(COST *)first-injist(list); 
do( 
cnt+=cost->rado; 
jwhile(cost=(COST *)next-in_list(list)); 
return ent; 
int calc-err(message) 
char *message; 
I 
printf('Trror in calculation: %sNn", message); 
return -1; 
check-jCost-sumso 
I 
COST *dept, *prod; 
float total, prods; 
total=prods--0.0; 
dept=(COST *)first-injist(factory); 
do( 
if(! dcpt) return cale-eff("D: No department"); 
total+=dept->cost; 
)while(dept=(COST *)next-injist(factory)); 
prod=(COST *)first-in-list(product); 
do( 
if(lprod) return calc-effC'D: No product'); 
prods+=prod->cost*prod->quantity; 
)whil4rod=(COST *)nexLin_list(product)); 
printfC'rotal %6.21\n"jotal); 
printf("Prod %6.2f\, n", prods); 
printf("Diff %6.2f\n", total-prods); 
compare_costso 
if(! o-factory 11 ffactory)[ 
printfC'No costs to compareNn'); 
return; 
printfC'Costs compareAM"); 
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APPENDIX D. 9: COST. H 
struct Cost( 
char code[41; 
char desc[251; 
floatcost; 
float quantity; 
float ratio; 
char drv[41; 
LIST *sub-list; 
typedef struct Cost COST, 
#define FILE_DIR "Jfiles. nýý" 
#define FACTORY31LE "factory-Aefri" 
#define ACTIVITY-FILE "acfivityjrv" 
#define OVERHEAD_FILE "overhead-drv" 
#define COST_FILE, "cost_drv" 
#define MACHINE_FILE "machine-data" 
ildefine PRODUCT-FILE "prcduct-data" 
Wridef MAIN 
extem 
flendif 
LIST *factory, *activity, *overhead, *costd, *machinc, *product, 
*oý-factory, *o-activity, *o-overhead, *o-costd, *o-machine, *o-product, 
Wridef MAIN 
extern 
#cndif 
FILE *opfp; 
LIST *read-drvo, *read_prodo, *rcad-macho, *rcad-defno; 
COST *get 
- 
iterno; 
FILE *open-fileo; 
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APPENDIX D. 10: IDEF. C 
/* README: This program reads in an IDEFO model and performs ft parsing function 
#include <stdio. h> 
#define MAX CENTRE 6 
struct Diagf 
char naine[121; 
char desc[50]; 
struct Diag *acý 
typedef struct Diag DIAG; 
DIAG *find-diagO; 
FILE *op; 
char *rm-doto; 
maino 
op--fopenC'files. def/factoryidef-defn. op!!, -"w"), 
if(! op) op=stdout; 
read - 
idef("files. def/factory_idef defn"); 
fclose(op); 
int read-idef(file) 
char *file; 
FELE *fp; 
DIAG *diag; 
fp=fbpen(file, "r"); 
ifffp) return -1; 
diag=find_diag(fp, "AO"); 
prt. diag2(diag); 
fclose(fp); 
DIAG *find-diag(fp, name) 
FILE *fp; 
char *name; 
I 
DIAG *diag; 
int x, no; 
long file-pos; 
diag=(DIAG *)malloc(sizeo f(DIAG)); 
if(! diag) return diag; 
if(find_diag-name(fp, name)) 
strcpy(diag->name, namc); 
no=find-act_name(fp, diag); 
fprintf(stdeff, "%d found for %sNn", noname); 
file. 
-pos=ftell(fp); for(x=O; x<no; x++) 
diag->act[x]. act--find-diag(fp, diag->actfxl. name); 
fseek(fp, file-pos, O); 
)else( 
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fprintf(stderr, "%s not found\, n", name); 
free(diag); 
diag=NULL; 
return diag; 
prt-diag(diag) 
DIAG *diag; 
int x; 
fprintf(op, "DIAG: %s '%s'ýn", diag->name, diag->dcsc); 
for(x---O; x<MAX-CENTRE; x++)( 
if(! diag->act) break; 
if(diag->act[x]. name[OjýNULL) break; 
pq-diag(diag->act[xl); 
prt-diag2(diag) 
DIAG *diag; 
I 
int x; 
static int t--O; 
if(t=--O) [ 
fprintf(op, "DEFN: %s %sNn", diag->name, diag->desc); 
t++; 
for(x=O; x<MAX-CENTRE; x++)( 
if(! diag->act) break; 
if(diag->act[xj. narnc[0j==NULL) break; 
if(! diag->act[xl. act)( 
prLtab(t); 
fprintf(op, "C%s \L%s \10.0 \LX%s\n", nn-dot(&diag- 
>act[x]. namc[ I ]), diag->act[xl. desc, &diag->act[x]. name[ I 
)else( - 
prLtab(t); 
fprintf(op, "DEFN: \LD%s\L%s\tO. O\LR%s\n", rm_dot(&diag- 
>act[x]. name[l)), diag->act[x]. deK, &diag->act[x]. name[l]); 
t++; 
prLdiag2(diag->act[xj. act); 
prt. tab(t); 
fprintf(op, 'TND. \n"); 
prt-tab(t) 
int t; 
while(t>O) [ 
fprintf(op, '%"); 
t__; 
int find-diag_name(fp, narne) 
FILE *fp; 
char *name; 
char line[100], item[IO]; 
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int i, found=0; 
do[ 
fgeLs(linc, 99, fp); 
i=sscanf(line, " DIAGRAM %s OF ", item); 
if(i=l) if(stmcmp(name, item, strlen(name))=--O) found=l; 
)while(! feoffp) && ffound); 
return found; 
int find-act-name(fp, diag) 
FILE *fp; 
DIAG *diag; 
I 
char line[ I 001, item [ 101; 
int i, cnt=O; 
diag->act=(DIAG *)maRoc(sizeof(DIAG)*MAX-CENTRE); 
if(! di3g->act) return 0; 
do( 
fgets(line, 99, fp); 
if(stmcmpoine, " ENDDIAGRAM", 12)=--O) break; 
i=sscanf(line, " ACHVITY %s %[A\n]", itcm, diag->act[cntl. desc); 
if(i=2) ( 
rm - 
dot(item); /* comment out if 3rd layer required 
strcpy(diag->act[cnt]. name, item); 
rm-sp-qu(diag->act[cntj. dm); 
cnt++; 
)whileffeoffp) && cnt<M AX-CENTRE); 
if(cnt=O)[ 
free(diag->act); 
diag->act=NULL; 
return cnt; 
rm_sp_qu(text) /* Remove spaces and quotes 
char *text; 
int Ix 
I=strlen(text); 
for(x---O; x<l; x++) 
if(text[xl==' text[x]='-'; 
text[O]=%'; 
text[1-1]=%'; 
I 
char *rm-dot(text) 
char *text; 
int I, x, y; 
I=strlen(text); 
Y=0; 
for(x--O; x<l; x++)[ 
if(textfx]=='. ') continue; 
text[yl=text[xl; 
Y++; 
text[y]=NULL: 
return text; 
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APPENDIX D. 11: LEX. L 
#include "y. tab. h" 
extern char *yylval; 
I NLI 
I\nl return yytext[O]; ) 
DATA: rettim SDATA; 
DRV-. (return SDRV-, ) 
DEFN: return SDEFN; 
END. return ENDJ 
[a-zA-ZO-9. 
_()/&-]*[ 
yylval=(char *)malloc(strlcn(yytext)+2); 
strcpy(yylval, yytext); 
return STRING; 
I 
( return yytext[01; ) 
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APPENDIX D. 12: LEX. YY. C 
# include "stdio. h" 
# define U(x) x 
# define NLSTATE yyprevious=YYNEWLINE 
# define BEGIN yybgin = yysvec +I+ 
# define IMTIAL 0 
# define YYLERR yysvec 
# define YYSTATE (yyestate-yysvec-1) 
# define YYOPTIM I 
# define YYLMAX BUFSIZ 
# define output(c) putc(c, yyout) 
# define inputo (((yytchar--yysptr>yysbuPU(*-- 
yysptr): getc(yyin))=10? (yylineno++, yytchar): yytchar)==EOP. O: yytchar) 
# define unput(c) (yytchar-- (c); if(yytchar--'\n')yylineno--; *yysptr++=yytchar; ) 
# define yymorco (yymorfg=l) 
# define ECHO fprintf(yyout, "%s", yytext) 
# define REJECT [ nstr = yyrejecto; goto yyfussy; ) 
int yyleng; extem char yytext[]; 
int yymorfg; 
extem char *yysptr, yysbufO; 
int yytchar; 
FILE *yyin = (stdin), *yyout = (stdout); 
extern int yylineno; 
struct yysvf ( 
struct yywork *yystoff-, 
struct yysvf *yyother; 
int *yystops; ); 
struct yysvf *yyestate; 
extern struct yysvf yysvec[l, *yybgin; 
#include "y. tab. h" 
extem char *yylval; 
# define YYNEWLINE 10 
yylexo [ 
int nstr-, extem int yyprevious; 
whilc((nstr = yylooko) >= 0) 
yyfussy: switch(nstr) 
case 0: 
if(yywrapO) rctum(O); break; 
case 1: 
break; 
case 2: 
( return yytext[O]; 
break; 
case 3: 
( return S DATA; 
break; 
case 4: 
( return SDRV, 
break; 
case 5: 
( return SDEFN; 
break; 
case 6: 
( return END; 
break; 
case 7: 
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yylval=(char *)malloc(strlen(yytext)+2); 
strcpy(yyl val, yy text); 
return STRING; 
break; 
case 8: 
( return yytextt0l; ) 
break; 
case -1: 
break; 
default: 
fprintf(yyout, "bad switch yylook %d", nstr); 
) return(O); ) 
/* end of yylex 
int. yyvstopo = 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
8, 
0, 
1, 
8, 
0, 
2, 
0, 
7, 
8, 
01 
7, 
8, 
0, 
7, 
8, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
0, 
7, 
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0, 
4, 
0, 
6, 
0, 
6, 
7, 
0, 
3, 
0, 
5, 
0, 
0); 
# define YYTYPE char 
struct yywork YYTYPE verify, advance; yycrank[l 
0,0,0,01 1,3,0,0, 
17,21,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 1,4,1,5, 
17,21,17,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,1,6, 
0,0,17,22, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,1,7, 1,8,2,7, 
2,8,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,9,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,6,0, 
6,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,6,0, 
6,0,6,0, 6,0,0,0, 
6,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
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0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 0.0,0.0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
6,0,0,0, 6,0,6,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7.0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,9, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 7,0,7,0, 
7,10,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
7,11,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,7,12, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 7.0,7,0, 
7,0,7,0, 0,0,7,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,7,0, 
0,0,7,0, 7,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8.0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,9,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0.0,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,8,0, 8,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
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8,13,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,8,0, 8,0,8,0, 
8,0,0,0, 8,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0.0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
01010.01 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 8,0,0,0, 
8,0,8,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,01 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 91019.01 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,0,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 010,010. 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
9,0,9,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
9,0,9,0, 9,0,9,0, 
0,0,9,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,9,0, 0,0,9,0, 
9,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,0,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10,9,10,0, 
10,0,10,0, 10.0,10,0, 
10,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0.0,0. 
010,010, 0,0,0,0, 
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0,0,0,0, 
10,0,10,0, 
10,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
10,14,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
10,0,10,0, 
io, o, o, o, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
10,0,0,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
il'o'll'o, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,9, 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,11,15, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,11,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
10,0,10,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,10,0, 
10,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 
10,0,10,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
il'o'll'o, 
il'O'll'O, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 
0,0,0,0 , 
11,0,11,0, 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0 , 
11,0,11,0, 
0,0,11,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,11,0, 
11,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
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12,0,12,0, 
12,9,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,16,0,0, 
0,0,12,0, 
12,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,13,17, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0.0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,13,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,13,0, 
13,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,0,12,0, 
12,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
12,0,0,0, 
13,0.13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,9, 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,13,0, 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
010,010. 
13,0,13,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 
0.01010, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 
0,0,13,0, 
14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 
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14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14.0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14.0,14,0, 14.0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,9,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,18, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,01 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,14,0, 
14,0,14,0, 14,0,0,0, 
14,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
14,0,0,0, 14,0,14,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,0,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 15,0,15,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,15,19, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 15,0,15,0, 
15,0,15,0, 0,0,15,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0.0.0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010.010, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
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0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,15,0, 
0,0,15,0, 15,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16.0,16.0, 
16,0,16,0, 16.0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
0,0,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010.010, 
16,20,16,0, 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,16,0, 16,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,16,0. 16,0,16,0, 
16,0,0,0, 16,0,0,0, 
0.0.010, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0.0, 16,0,0,0, 
16,0,16,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18.0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,0,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0.0,18,23, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
18,0,18,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
18,0,18,0, 18,0,18,0, 
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0,0,18,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 01010.01 
0,0,18,0, 0,0,18,0, 
18,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0. 0,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 19,24,19,0, 
19,0,19.0. 19,0,19,0, 
19,0,0,0, 0.0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0.0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
010,010, 0,0,19,0, 
19,0,19,0, 19,0,0,0, 
19,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
19,0,0,0, 19,0,19,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, - 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,0,0, 22,0,22.0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,01 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 22,0,22,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0.0,0, 010,010, 
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0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 22,0,22,0, 
22,0,22,0, 0,0,22,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0.0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 010,010, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0, 0,0,22,0, 
0,0,22,0, 22,0,0,0, 
0,0); 
struct yysvf yysvec[l 
0,0, 0, 
yycrank+-I, O, yyvstop+l, 
yycrank+-3, yysvec+l, yyvstop+3, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+5, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+7, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+10, 
yycrank+-72,0, yyvstop+12, 
yycrank+-199,0, yyvstop+15, 
yycrank+-326,0, yyvstop+18, 
yycrank+-453, yysvec+6, yyvstop+21, 
yycrank+-580,0, yyvstop+23, 
yycrank+-707,0, yyvstop+25, 
yycrank+-834,0, yyvstop+27, 
yycrank+-961,0, yyvstop+29, 
yycrank+-1088,0, yyvstop+31, 
yycrank+-1215, yysvec+8, yyvstop+33, 
yycrank+-1342, yysvec+6, yyvstop+35, 
yycrank+-3,0, yyvstop+37, 
yycrank+- 1469, yysvec+6, yyvstop+39, 
yycrank+- I 596, yysvec+6, yyvstop+41, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+43, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+45, 
yycrank+- 1723, yysvec+6, yyvstop+47, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+50, 
yycrank+0,0, yyvstop+52, 
0.0, 0); 
struct yywork * yytop = yycrank+ 1850; 
struct yysvf *yybgin = yysvec+ 1; 
char yymatchO =f 
00,01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 , 010 11 0 12 01 01 01 01 01 , 01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 '01 , 01 01,01 01,01 01,01 '01 , 011,01 01,01 '01 '01 '&' , Ol , 01 01,01 01,01 
'&', Ol '01 '01 01,01 '01 , 01 '1&1 
1&2 9&2 P&l 
'I&I 'W 
0&9, 
4&1,1&9,9&t, Ol 
, 
01.01 
'0 
1& 
01 W 
'I&I 'W 
WW 
'I&I 'I&S 
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4&I, f&I, t&, 
'I&I 
"&I "&,., &, 
'I&I, 
"&". &I 
'1&1 '01 '&-, 01,01, 
0); 
char yyextrao =( 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
0); 
#ifndef lint 
staticchar ndormsccsida = "@(#)ncfonn 1.6 88/02/08 SMI"; /* from S5R2 1.2 
#endif 
int yylineno =1; 
# define YYU(x) x 
# define NLSTATE yyprevious=YYNEWLINE 
char yytext[YYLMAX]; 
struct yysvf *yylstatc. [YYLMAX], **yylsp, **yyolsp; 
char yysbuf[YYLMAX]; 
char *yysptr = yysbuf-, 
int *yyfnd; 
extern struct yysvf *yyestate; 
int yyprevious = YYNEWLINE; 
yylooko ( 
register struct. yysvf *yystate, **Isp; 
register struct yywork *yyt; 
struct yysvf *yyz; 
int yych, yyfirst; 
struct yywork *yyr; 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
intdebug; 
# endif 
char *yylastch; 
/* start off machines 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
debug = 0; 
# endif 
yyfirst=l; 
if (! yymorfg) 
yylastch yytext; 
else 
yymorfg=O; 
yylastch = yytext+yylcng; 
I 
for(;; ) I 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
Isp = yylstate; 
yycstate = yystate = yybgin; 
if (Yyprevious==YYNEYvrLM) yystate++; 
for (;; ) ( 
if(debug)fprintf(yyout, "state %d\n". yystate-yysvec-l)-, 
yyt = yystate->yystoff, 
if(yyt = yycrank && ! yyfirst) ( /* may not be any transitions 
yyz = yystatc->yyother, 
if(yyz = O)break; 
if(yyz->yystoff == yycrank)break-, 
*yylastch++ = yych = inputo; 
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yyfirst=O; 
tryagain: 
ifdcf LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef YYOPITIM 
ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
endif 
if(debug)( 
fprintf(yyouý"char 
allprint(yych); 
putchar('Nii'); 
yyr ý yyt; 
if ( (int)yyt > (int)yycrank) 
yyt = yyr + yych; 
if (yyt <= yytop && yyt->verify+yysvec == yystate)f 
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR)/* error transitions 
(unput(*--yylastch); break; ) 
*Isp++ = yystate = yyt->advance+yysvec; 
goto contin; 
else if((int)yyt < (int)yycrank) (/* r< yycrank 
yyt = yyr = yycrank+(yycrank-yyt); 
if(debug)fprintf(yyoutý"compressed state\, n, ); 
yyt= yyt+ yych; 
if(yyt <= yytop && yyt->vcfify+yysvec =- yystate) 
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR)/* error transitions 
(unput(*--yylastch); break; ) 
*lsp++ = yystate = yyt->advance+yysvec; 
goto contin; 
I 
yyt = yyr + YYU(yymatch[yych)); 
if(debug)( 
fprintffyyoutý"try fall back character 
allpfint(YYU(yymatch[yychl))-, 
putchar('\n'); 
if(yyt <= yytop && yyt->verify+yysvec = yystate) ( 
if(yyt->advance+yysvec == YYLERR)/* error transition 
[unput(*--yylastch); break; ) 
*Isp++ = yystate = yyt->advance+yysvec; 
goto confin; 
if ((yystate = yystate->yyother) && (yyt-- yystate->yystofo 
yycrank)( 
if(debug)fprintf(yyout, "fall back to state %d\n", yystate-yysvec- 1); 
goto tryagain; 
I 
else 
(unput(*--yylastch); break; ) 
contin: 
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It ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
# ifdef LEXDEBUG 
endif 
yyback(p, m) 
int *p; 
I 
if(debug)( 
fprintf(yyout, "state %d char ", yystate-yysvec-1); 
allprint(yych); 
putchar('\n'); 
I 
if(debug) ( 
fprintf(yyout, "stopped at %d with ", *(Isp-l)-yysvec-1); 
allprint(yych); 
putchar('\, n'); 
while (Isp-- > yylstate)( 
*Yylastch-- = 0; 
if (*Isp! = 0 && (yyfnd= (*Isp)->yystops) && *yyfnd > 0)( 
yyolsp = Isp; 
if(yyextra[*yyfndl) (/* must backup 
while(yyback((*Isp)->yystops, -*yyfnd) !=I && Isp > yylstate) 
lsp-; 
unput(*yylastch--); 
yyprevious = YYU(*yylastch); 
yylsp = Isp; 
yyleng = yylastch-yytext+l; 
yytcxt[yyicng] = 0; 
if(debug) ( 
fprintf(yyout, 'Mmatch 
sprint(yytext); 
fprintf(yyout, " action %d\n", *yyfnd); 
I 
retum(*yyfnd++); 
unput(*yylastch); 
if (yytext[O] =0 /* && fcof(yyin) 
I 
yysptr--yysbuf-, 
retum(O); 
yyprevious = yytext[O] = inputo; 
if (yyprevious>O) 
output(yyprevious); 
yylastch=yytext; 
if(debug)putchar('\, n'); 
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if (p=--O) retum(O); 
while (*p) 
I 
if (*P++ == M) 
retum(l); 
retum(o); 
/* the following are only used in the lex library 
yyinputo( 
retum(inputo); 
yyoutput(c) 
int c; ( 
output(c); 
I 
yyunput(c) 
int c; ( 
unput(c); 
I 
APPENDIX D. 13: YTAB. H 
# define STRING 257 
# define SDATA 258 
# define SDRV 259 
# define SDEFN 260 
# define END 261 
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APPENDIX D. 14: YACC. Y 
typedef char *YYSTYPE; 
%token STRING 
c/otoken SDATA 
%token SDRV 
%token SDEFN 
%token END 
file: 
I block file 
I comment file 
block: start bodies END '\n' ( prt_cndO; yacc-cndO; ) 
start: simple ( prt-sheado; ) 
I complex 
simple: scode 
I scode'\n' 
complex: code head 
I code '\n' head 
code: SDRV ( strcpy(comm, "DRV'); ) 
I SDEFN ( strcpy(comm, "DEFN'); ) 
scode: SDATA ( strcpy(comm, "DATA'); ) 
head: STRING STRING STRING STRING '\n'( prt-head(S 1, $2, $3, S4); ) 
I STRING STRING STRING '\n'f prt - 
head(Sl, $2, S3 ..... 
I STRING STRING '\n' f prLhead(SI, S2 .......... ); ) 
I bodies: 
I body bodies 
I block bodies 
body: STRING STRING STRING STRING '\n'f prt-body(SI, $2, $3, S4); j 
I STRING STRING STRING 'Nn'f prLbody(S 1, $2, S3 ..... 
I STRING STRING prtjody($l, $2 ......... 
comment: W STRING '\n' ( prL-comment($2); ) 
ilinclude <stdio. h> 
yyerror(s) 
char *s; 
fprintf(stderr, "Error: %s\n", s); 
if(yylval) fprintf(stderr, "YYTEXT. %s\n", yylval); 
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static int cnt=O, next---O; 
static char comm(101="tesf 
prt. head(sl, s2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4-, 
next++; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, "%s%d(%s, %s, %s, %s) (\n", comm, next, sl, s2, s3, s4); 
cnt++; 
head_yacc-data(s l, s2, s3, s4); 
prLsheado 
next++; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, "DATA%do N", next); 
cnt++; 
prL-body(sl, s2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, "%s %s %s %s\a", sl, s2, s3, s4); 
add_yacc-data(sl, s2, s3, s4); 
I 
prt_. e-ndo 
cnt--; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, ")\, n"); 
tabs(n) 
int n; 
while(n-->O) fprintf(stderr, "\L'); 
prt_comment(v) 
YYSTYPE v; 
I 
fprintf(stderr, "Comment: %s\n", v); 
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APPENDIX D. 15: Y. TAB. C 
typedef char *YYSTYPE; 
%token STRING 
%token SDATA 
%token SDRV 
%token SDEFN 
%token END 
file: 
I block file 
I comment file 
block: start bodies END '\n' ( pnendo; yacc-endO; ) 
start: simple ( prLshcado; ) 
I complex 
simple: scode 
I scode '\n' 
complex: code head 
I code '\n' head 
code: SDRV ( strcpy(comm, "DRV"); ) 
I SDEFN ( strcpy(comm, "DEFN'); I 
scode: SDATA ( strcpy(comm, "DATA')*, ) 
head: STRING STRING STRING STRING '\n'f prt_head($I, S2, S3, S4); 
I STRING STRING STRING '\a'( prLhead(S I, $2, S3 ..... 
I STRING STRING '\, n' prthead($I, $2 .......... 
bodies: 
I body bodies 
I block bodies 
body: STRING STRING STRING STRING '\n' ( prt-body(S I, $2, S3, S4); 
I STRING STRING STRING '\, n'( prLbody(S 1, $2, S3 ..... 
I STRING STRING '\n' prtýbody($1, S2 .......... 
comment: V STRING '\n' ( prt_commcnt($2); ) 
1. #1 %1, 
I '\n' 
%% 
#include <stdio. h> 
yyerror(s) 
char *s; 
fprintf(stderr, "Error: %sNii", s)*, 
if(yylval) fprintf(stderr, "YYTEXT. %s\, n", yylval); 
I 
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stafic int cnt=O, next--O; 
stafic char comm[10]="tesV'; 
prt. head(sl, s2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
next++; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, "%s%d(%s, %s, %s, %s) N", comm, next, s l, s2, s3, s4); 
cnt++; 
head-yacc-data(s l, s2, s3, s4); 
prLsheado 
I 
next++; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, "DATA%do (\n", next); 
cnt++; 
prt-body(s ls2, s3, s4) 
char *sl, *s2, *s3, *s4; 
I 
tabs(cnt)-, 
fprintf(stderr, "%s %s %s %s\n", sl, s2, s3, s4); 
add_yacc_Oata(sl, s2, s3, s4); 
prLendo 
I 
cnt--; 
tabs(cnt); 
fprintf(stderr, ")\n"); 
tabs(n) 
int n; 
while(n-->O) fprintf(stderr, 'NL'); 
prt. comment(v) 
YYSTYPE v; 
fprintf(stderr, "Comment: %s\n", v); 
I 
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. 
Appendix E 
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION 
1) LIST OF EASYABC PLUS REPORTS 
2) DIAGRAMS OF MCC INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
3) EDEFO REPORTS 
4) PARSED IDEFO FILES 
5) ABC DATA FILES FOR MFI-ABC COST APPLICATION 
6) OTHER RELATED EASYABC PLUS REPORTS 
APPENDIX E. l: MCC INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 
j: 
0 V .. .... tn 
0 1. 
0 
cn 
....... cl 
03 
cd 
z 
-0 
r u U) 0 .. I . 
I.. 
t: LD 
cn ýL 
cl 
4 
cn 
.... ........... 
............ . 
....... ..... . 
TFJ 
CC) 
% 
. I 
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APPENDIX E. 2: STEPS IN EXECUTING MCC FUNCTIONq 
m 
cl. 
u0 
r_ 
U 
cl 
r_ 
.2 < 
u 
t4 
ve 
15 
' 
Z>E 
C) 
r= 
ug 
cn -0 = 
. 0 
D 
uc2. 
c 
3 r_ C) 
- 
cn 9 ri CA 
m ZC) 
C-0 
rn 9- 
ýD 
> 0.0 L) 2 g nn n9 E m .- ri u r= U 0 cn 
lý Gn C. ) V) tn 
' W. 2 rn g u Z) 
ri 
fi 
ci 
ý5 0 cn 0*. 
cu 
"0 
u v2 2 
li 
u2 5 
Gn >- >= ý Z 
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APPENDIX E. 3: GENERATED REPORT OF TYPICAL IDEFO 
MODEL 
/* Report is in proprietary format of DESIGN/IDEFTIýl */ 
MODEL SHPFLRV$ 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
CREATION DATE 04/27/94 
SHORTNAME, SHPFLRVI 
DIAGRAM AO OF "PERFORM SHOPFLOOR FUNCTIONS" ROOT 
BORDER 
CONTROL 
Confirmed-Orders 
Quality-Standards 
Manufacturing-Constraints 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Cost-Data 
Works-Orders 
Product-Drawings 
Work-to-do-Lists 
BOM 
Shortage-Reports 
Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
Process-Routes 
Factory-Data 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANISM 
Scheduler 
Cost-Model 
Manufacturing-Cell 
ENDMECHANISM 
OUTPUT 
Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
Reject-Reports 
Completed-Parts 
Product-Costs 
Rejected-Parts 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDBORDER 
ACTIVITY Al "Prepare for Manufacture" 
CONTROL 
Manufacturing-Constraints 
Quality-Standards 
Confirmed-Orders 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Works-orders 
Product-Drawings 
Work-to-do-Lists 
BOM 
Shortage-Reports 
Process-Routes 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANIS14 
Scheduler 
ENDMECHANISM 
OUTPUT 
Instructions 
Manufacturing-Documents 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
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ACTIVITY A2 "Perform Manufacture" 
CONTROL 
Instructions 
Manufacturing-Constraints 
Quality-Standards 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Manufacturing-Documents 
Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANISM 
Manufacturing-Cell 
ENDMECHANISM 
OUTPUT 
Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
Reject-Reports 
Completed-Parts 
Process-Routes 
Rejected-Parts 
BOM 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY A3 "Perform Costing" 
CONTROL 
Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
Confirmed-Orders 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Process-Routes 
Cost-Data 
BOM 
Factory-Data 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANISM 
Cost-Model 
ENDMECHANISM 
OUTPUT 
Product-Costs 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
ENDDIAGRAM 
DIAGRAM A2 OF "Perform Manufacture" 
BORDER 
CONTROL 
Instructions 
Manufacturing-Constraints 
Quality-Standards 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Manufacturing-Documents 
Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANISM 
Manufacturing-Cell 
ENDMECHANISM 
OUTPUT 
Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
Reject-Reports 
Completed-Parts 
Process-Routes 
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Rejected-Parts 
BOM 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDBORDER 
ACTIVITY A2.1 "Enter Orders" 
CONTROL 
Instructions 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Manufacturing-Documents 
ENDINPUT 
OUTPUT 
Demand 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY A2.2 "Perform Scheduling" 
CONTROL 
Demand 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
ENDINPUT 
OUTPUT 
Scheduled-Demand 
ENDOUTPUT 
FAMACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY A2.3 "Produce Parts" 
CONTROL 
Scheduled-Demand 
Manufacturing-Constraints 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
ENDINPUT 
MECHANISM 
Manufacturing-Cell 
EMMECHANIS14 
OUTPUT 
Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
Process-Routes 
BOM 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
Pre-inspected-Parts 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
ACTIVITY A2.4 "Inspect Parts" 
CONTROL 
Quality-Standards 
ENDCONTROL 
INPUT 
Pre-inspected-Parts 
ENDINPUT 
OUTPUT 
Reject-Reports 
Rejected-Parts 
Completed-Parts 
ENDOUTPUT 
ENDACTIVITY 
ENDDIAGRAM 
ENDMODEL 
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APPENDIX E. 4: PARSED FILE 
/* The parsed file is in a user-defined format stripped of many of the IDEFO proprietary format 
Model: SHPFLRV 
Diagram: AO 
"PERFORM SHOPFLOOR FUNCTIONS 
Control: 
1 Confirmed-Orders 
2 Quality-Standards 
3 Manufacturing-Constraints 
Input: 
1 Cost-Data 
2 Works-Orders 
3 Product-Drawings 
4 Work-to-do-Lists 
5 BOM 
6 Shortage-Reports 
7 Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
8 Process-Routes 
9 Factory-Data 
MECHANISM: 
I Scheduler 
2 Cost-Model 
3 Manufacturing-Cell 
Output: 
I Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
2 Reject-Reports 
3 Completed-Parts 
4 Product-Costs 
5 Rejected-Parts 
6 Material-Shortage-Reports 
Activity: Al 
"Prepare for Manufacture 
Control: 
I Manufacturing-Constraints 
2 Quality-Standards 
3 Confirmed-Orders 
Input: 
I Works-Orders 
2 Product-Drawings 
3 Work-to-do-Lists 
4 BOM 
5 Shortage-Reports 
6 Process-Routes 
MECHANISM: 
1 Scheduler 
Output: 
1 Instructions 
2 Manufacturing-Documents 
Activity: A2 
"Perform Manufacture 
Control: 
I Instructions 
2 Manufacturing-Constraints 
3 Quality-Standards 
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Input: 
1 Manufacturing-Documents 
2 Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
MECHANISM: 
1 Manufacturing-Cell 
Output: 
1 Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
2 Reject-Reports 
3 Completed-Parts 
4 Process-Routes 
5 Rejected-Parts 
6 BOM 
.7 
Material-Shortage-Reports 
Activity: A3 
"Perform Costing 
Control: 
1 Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
2 Confirmed-Orders 
Input: 
1 Process-Routes 
2 Cost-Data 
3 BOM 
4 Factory-Data 
MECHANISM: 
1 Cost-Model 
Output: 
1 Product-Costs 
Diagram: A2 
"Perform Manufacture 
Control: 
I Instructions 
2 Manufacturing-Constraints 
3 Quality-Standards 
Input: 
1 Manufacturing-Documents 
2 Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
MECHANISM: 
1 Manufacturing-Cell 
Output: 
1 Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
2 Reject-Reports 
3 Completed-Parts 
4 Process-Routes 
5 Rejected-Parts 
6 BOM 
7 Material-Shortage-Reports 
Activity: A2.1 
"Enter Orders 
Control: 
1 Instructions 
Input: 
1 Manufacturing-Documents 
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Output: 
1 Demand 
Activity: A2.2 
"Perform Scheduling 
Control: 
1 Demand 
Input: 
1 Material-Shortage-Reports 
Output: 
1 Scheduled-Demand 
Activity: A2.3 
"Produce Parts 
Control: 
1 Scheduled-Demand 
2 Manufacturing-Constraihts 
Input: 
1 Materials-Parts-Sub-Assy 
MECHANISM: 
1 Manufacturing-Cell 
Output: 
1 Manufacturing-Status-Reports 
2 Process-Routes 
3 BOM 
4 Material-Shortage-Reports 
5 Pre-inspected-Parts 
Activity: A2.4 
"Inspect Parts 
Control: 
1 Quality-Standards 
Input: 
1 Pre-inspected-Parts 
Output: 
1 Reject-Reports 
2 Rejected-Parts 
3 Completed-Parts 
END. 
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APPENDIX E. 5: FACTORY-DEFN 
/* This file is generated by the Data Configurator from either the parsed file of the IDEFO report*/ 
DEFN: DI stores 
C1 inspection 
C2 dispatch 
C3 housekeeping 
END. 
DEFN: D2 engineering 
Clo tooling 
Cli calibration 
END. 
DEFN: D3 production 
C20 planning 
C21 scheduling 
C22 progressing 
END. 
30-00 RI 
0.00 xi 
0.00 X2 
0.00 X3 
30.00 R2 
0.00 xio 
0.00 xii 
40.00 R3 
0.00 X20 
0.00 X21 
0.00 X22 
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APPENDIX E. 6: EASYABC report format 
EasyABC 
VERSION1. 5 
OVERHEAD 
BY_LEVEL DECOMPOSITION 
11 _ Stores C 
62 incoming inspect ionC 
52 Dispatching to m /csC 
162 Housekeeping C 
112 Cost of Stores A 
102 Total costs E 
171 Engineering C 
192 Total cost A 
302 Overhead center costE 
232 Tooling C 
242 Calibration C 
41 Prodn Planning & ControlC 
102 Planning C 
222 Progressing C 
92 Scheduling C 
132 TOTAL COSTS- PP & CA 
162 TOTAL COSTS E 
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APPENDIX E. 7: COST DRV 
DRV: XI no of batches 
PI 14 
P2 10 
END. 
DRV. X2 batchesLprocessed 
MI 24 
M2 14 
M3 10 
M4 24 
END. 
DRV: X3 noý_of_prods 
PI 400 
P2 150 
END. 
DRV. X5 np_qLpurch_orders 
PI 4 
P2 6 
END. 
DRV: X6 no of - mc 
bkdwns 
MI 2 
M2 I 
M3 I 
M4 0 
END. 
DRV- X7 no - of - enquirys PI 8 
P2 15 
END. 
DRV. X8 no - oLreiccts PI 25 
P2 5 
END. 
DRV. X9 batches-inspected 
PI 2 
P2 5 
END. 
DRV. XIO no_qLfixtures 
PI 4 
P2 6 
END. 
DRV: XII minutes 
MI 100 
M2 40 
M3 35 
M4. 140 
END. 
DW X20 no of labour 
PI 2 
P2 I 
END. 
DRV. X21 ratio(percent) 
PI 20 
P2 45 
END. 
DRV. X22 no-of-phone-calls 
PI 8 
P2 10 
END. 
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APPENDIX E. 8: ACTIVITY-DRV 
DRV: XI no - of - 
batches 
PI 14 
P2 10 
END. 
DRV. X2 batchesLprocessed 
MI 24 
M2 14 
M3 10 
M4 24 
END. 
DRV: X3 no - oLprods PI 400 
P2 150 
END. 
DRV. X5 no - oLpurch-orders Pi 4 
P2 6 
END. 
DRV. X7 no - of - enquirys PI 8 
P2 15 
END. 
DRV: X8 no - oLrejects PI 25 
P2 5 
END. 
DRV- X9 batches-inspected 
PI 2 
P2 5 
END. 
DRV. XIO no - oLfixtures PI 4 
P2 6 
END. 
DRV. XI I minutes 
MI 100 
M2 40 
M3 35 
M4 140 
END. - 
DRV. X20 no-PLIabour 
PI 2 
P2 I 
END. 
DRV: X21 ratio (percent) 
P1 20 
P2 45 
END. 
DRV. X22 no - of phone-calls PI 8 
P2 10 
END. 
DRV. X15 no - of 
issues 
PI 50 
P2 44 
END. 
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APPENDEK E. 9: OVERHEAD DRV 
DRV. RI floorý-arca I percent) 
Cl 30 
C2 25 
C3 45 
END. 
DRV. R2 engineering 
CIO 3 
Cil 7 
END. 
DRV: R3 production 
C20 4 
C21 6 
C22 15 
END. 
DRV. R4 no - oLenquirys FI 8 
F2 15 
END. 
DRV. R5 no of returns - DI 12 
D2 2 
END. 
DRV. R6 cornputelý_tirne 
FI 100 
F2 40 
F3 35 
END. 
DRV: R7 no - ofýpcrsonell FI I 
F2 2 
F3 I 
END. 
DRV. R8 ratio(perccnt) 
FI 20 
F2 45 
F3 35 
END. 
DRV. R9 no-Of-Phone-calls 
DI 8 
D2 10 
END. 
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APPENDIX E. 10: MACHINE_DATA 
DATA: 
ml Boxford-CNC-315 0.00 Yl 
M2 Churchill-CNC_Lathe 0.00 Y2 
M3 S ykesj3 ear-c utter 0.00 Y3 
M4 Lapointe-Broaching 0.00 Yý 
END. 
APPENDIX E. 11: PRODUCT_DATA 
DATA: 
Pi pinion_shaft 0.00 65 
P2 interý-spurwheel 0.00 95 
END. 
APPENDIEK E. 12: ABC. FACTORY DEFN 
DEFN: DI Accounts 40000.00 RI 
C7 Collecting Money 3000.00 X7 
C8 Issue cheques; 2400.00 X8 
C9 Actual Bill 20000.00 X9 
CIO Phone time 8000.00 X10 
CII Supervision cost 2600.00 xII 
C12 Filing costs 4000.00 X12 
END. 
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APPENDIX E. 13: OUTPUT FILE COST_ITEM. 123 
"Itemised Cost Differences of Products Produced After ABC Enumerations" 
This file is exported into Lotus123 for further analysis 
"Inspection (Cly 
"Dispatch (C2)" 
"Housekeeping (0)" 
"Tooling (CIO)" 
"Calibration (Clly 
"Planning (C20)" 
"Scheduling (C21)" 
"Progressing (C22)" 
"Boxford_CNQ_315 (M 1)" 
"Churchill-CNC-Lath e (M2)" 
"Sykesý_Gearý_cutter (W)" 
"Lapointe-Broaching (W)" 
pinion-shaft(Pl)" 
"Planned" "Actual" 
0.04 0.16 
" N/a" N/a" 
0.07 0.30 
0.03 0.07 
" N/A" N/a" 
0.03 0.08 
0.02 0.06 
0.08 0.21 
0.02 0.06 
0.02 0.06 
0.02 0.06 
0.04 0.12 
"inter-spurwheel(P2)" 
"Planned" "Actual" 
0.02 0.08 
N/a" " N/a" 
0.02 0.08 
0.03 0.08 
N/A" " N/a" 
0.01 0.03 
0.03 0.09 
0.07 0.18 
0.03 0.10 
0.01 0.03 
0.00 0.01 
0.03 0.10 
APPENDIX E. 14: OUTPUT FILE COST_PROD. 123 
Report of product quantities and overhead costs 
"Planned" "Actual" "Planned" 
"Cost V "Cost 2" "Quantity I" 
1. Pill 0.37 1.19 135.00 
" P`2" 0.26 0.77 195.00 
"Actual" 
"Quantity 2" 
65.00 
95.00 
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